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PRESIDENT 1S MESSAGE by K. R .. CUTTS 

Now is the time to start planning for the coming year's activities. It has 
been suggested that we do more research on the wrecks we are to dive on 
Thi~ is an excellent idea and we are now formirg a committee for iii.is • 
proJect. Afff VOLUNTEERS? 

A club trip to the New England coast is also on the agenda~ This will 
require a great deal of preparation, but I think it can be accomplished with 
a little extra effort from all of us. 

Our winter program is now in full swing and all courses are scheduled for 
completion by late spring~ Some of the first course trainees will be com
pleted earlier. This will give them an excellent opportunity to polish their 
skills before the first open water dive. 

The O&u.c. is planning a booth at the Sportsman's Show at the C.N~E. Because 
it is being held in Toronto, I expect the o.u.c. will be looking to the local 
clubs for volunteers to nan it. 

As proven by the response we have received from the rrembership on previous 
endeavours, I have no hesitation in offering our services. 

On behalf of the Executive, I wish everyone safe diving • 

... •.•••..•••.....••.....••...•.....•. 
MEET YOUR NEW TREASURER 5th of a series 

Information supplied by Barb Charlton 

ROY CHARLTON was born in Romford England and at the errl of his schooling 
worked in a bank there and continued the habit on his emigration to Canada 
some ten years ago. 

He has a consuming interest in all things mechanical, from E Type Ja~s (red) 
down to can openers, but due to circumstances beyond his control ( l~) contends 
himself with a temperamental MJ. 

Married, arrl with two teen-age children; Roy became interested in diving 
gradually, comnencing with partial brain-washing by his oon, who is also 
a club member, and a friendship with Howard Quail, whose enthusiasm is 
infectious. 

IF MONEY WERE NO OBJECT 
1 

Roy would learn to fly and own an E Type Jag (Red) 

ED r S NOTE: - - -- Barb you needn't be so restrained in writing about your husband. 
No o~e will accuse you of being prejudioedo You might have added 
that Roy is an outgoing, friendly and a HEIL OF A NJCE GUY' 

-···········-······-········ 
FEILOW D1VERS; 

As this is now the season of the year, for exchanging BEST WISHES AND SEASONS 
GREETINGS, the o~u.c. Directors would like to take this opportunity, to wish 
you, both a.s individuals as well as o.u.c. members, all the best in the 
coming Festive Season, and the year thereafter. 

Now that our diving activities have either stopped or have been considerably 
curtailed, it is the time to examine what our aims in the coming diving 
season should be and how we may best . achieve these aim.s. 

The direotors hope that the o.u.c. members and the individual clubs, will, 
by their continuing support of the o.u.c. ideals, may help to bring the 
Diving Fraternity to new heights of achievement in "1964" • 

We only wish, that we could personally contact each and every member in the 
o.u .c. and: 
"WISH YOU AND YOURS l:;he VERY REST OF SEASONS GREETINGS"• 

The Directors of the Ontario Underwater 
Council 



Fellow Divers: 

Mary and I are very pleased to be on your mailing listo. We enjoy reading 
your most interesting Newsletter. Keep up the good work1 

We have 1,200 feet of amateur 8rrnn Underwater film shot at Andros last summer. 
If you would like to see it in '64, give us a call. Regards 

Herb Ingram .. 

BIR~HDAY GREETINGS AND BEST WISHES TO: 

George Rosenthal Jan l 

Gus Vanveen Jan 4 

• • • • • • e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

FOOD CHAIN OF THE SEA by BORIS PELIPEYKO 

In one of the recent issues of the Newsletter, I explained the effects of 
the earth's rotation and the sun's heat on equatorial waters. As we remember, 
the combined effect of these two forces result in the piling of the ocean 
waters against eastern coasts of the oont-inents. This pile-up t a kes place 

only in the vicinity of the equator as the temperatures and speed of rotation 
decreases sharply in higher latitudes. (Circumferential speed of the earth 
diminishes gradually from 2000 m~p.h. at the equator to 1 m6p.h~ near the 
Poles.) Piled up waters flow towards the Poles along the eastern coasts of 
the continentso The Coriolis fo!'ce deflects these flows clockwise in Northern 
ITomi sphe r e and com1terclock:wise in the Southern Hemisphereo 

As the above takes place a long the eastern coasts, a phenomenon of entirely 
different nature takes place along the western coasts of the continents. 
The large masses of water driven, e~g. from the western coasts of Africa 
towa rds the eastern coasts of America would leave a cons:id erable difference 
in the water level if the status quo could be maintained. This of com.-se 
is impossible and the waters driven west must be replaced by the waters 
from other areas. 
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This is done in most cases by the extremely cold abyssal waters rising 
toward the surface in so-called upwells or updrafts~ 

Che physical or rather thermo-dynamic effects of meeting between the cold 
~3-35~F) abysaal waters with the hot tropical waters will be dis cussed a 

1:-ttle. further on., At this point we will be concerned with the nn re important 
biological results of upwelling~ 

The bottom of the ocean is covered with a thick layer of sadement (in some 
cases thousan~s of fee~ thick) the result of millions of years accumulation 
0~ dead se~ life.and d~solved minerals washed from land by rivers, rains and 
winds 0 This sediment is the richest possible fertilizer that can be found 
on ea~t~0 Th:i upwells carry thousands of tons of this fabulous, plant lifc
sustaining slime to the surface where unbelievable biological explosions 
take place. 

The diatoms, single-celled plants known also as algae and dinof1agellates 
(half ~lants, half animals) grow and multiply on this abyssal fertilizer 
to fantastic proportions. Sometimes one diatom may multiply 10,000 time s in 
a matter of two v:eeks... They thicken and discolour thousands of square miles 
of the ocean creating watery pastures which attract clouds of herbivores 
such as shrimp-like copepods, small pinhead size crabs sea worms and other 
almost microscopic animals. The slightly larger carni~ores make these 
pastures their hunting grounds and gorge themselves on their herbivorous 
friends. All this eat and be eaten mess forms a thick planctonic soup, which 
attracts much larger marine creatures such as sardines, herring, mackeral, 
sharks and whalese 

Upwellings are thus responsible for the creation of some of the world's 
richest fishing grounds., (One of the best sardine fisheries existing, thanks 
to upwelling, is located along the western coast of Africa). Upwell ings 
themse lves, however, are not always the result of the rising of abyssal cold 
water to replace the waters driven west by the earth's rotation and winds. 
Whenever the cold Arctic currents meet hot tropical waters or vice versa~ 
wide .zones of fantastic conflicts take place between the opposing masses"' 
Rachel L. Carson describes these as the most dramatic phenomena of the ocean ... 
"Superficial hissings and sighings, the striping of the surface waters with 
lines of froth, a confused turbulence and boiling and even sounds like distant 
breakers accompany the sinking or rising of great masses of water 11

., Wide 
shifting eddies and whirlpools reaching deep to the ocean's bottom, bring to 
the surface nitrates, phosphates, silicones and other minerals requi7ed for 
plant growth. This causes the biological explosion similar to the ones 
caused by upwellings along the African west coast. The famous Grand Banks 
fishing grounds located south of Newfoundland and attracting thousands of 
fishing vessels from three continents could not exist if it were not for the 
meeting of the warm Gulf Stream waters with the cold waters of the Arctic. 

In some other cases currents and upwells are produced by the difference in 
density und weight of the sea water~ It is a well known fact tP~t the waters 
which conta in large amounts of salt and other disolved minerals is heavier 
than the water which is constantly diluted by rains and inflowing riverso 
Let us take the Mediterranean as an example. Being an enclosed sea, it has 
a very high evaporation rateo (100,000 tons per seconi) Due to this, the 
salt content in this sea is much higher than in the Atlantic~ As the water 
evaporates and the level of the Mediterranean drops, lighter and colder 
Atlantic water flows into the Mediterranean through the straights of Gibra
ltar. The heavy Mediterranean water spills at the same time into the 
Atlantic along the bottom. 

/ .... ._ ___ ,,... "-~------------------~ 
·- --+- .......... --4---, --> '-'> ""' 



FOOD CHAIN OF THE SEA (CONT'D) 

When colder and lighter Atlantic water meets warm and heavy Mediterranean 
~ters, turbulances as described above take place with various degrees of 
violence and the.resu~ted upwells create wide zones of highly fertilized 
s~a surfa?es, ~hick with plancton. This explains the existance of extremely 
rich sardine fisheries along the Algerian coast of North Africa. During 
t~e war some German and Italian submarines utilized the upper and lower 
Gibraltar currents to enter or leave the Mediterranean without being caugpt 
by sound detecting devices• 

In addition to thermo-dynamic upheavals the existance of a considerable 
electrical activity in the layers of waters interposed between the cold and 
warm currents is strongly suspected. In many cases the submarines known 
to be in a certain spot could not be detected and the electronic devices used 
for detection were completely confused by the signals r eceived from the depthso 

The Humboldt current, also known as Peru, flows northward along the west 
coast of South America. Its waters are as cold as the Antarctic itselfo 
where the Humboldt takes its beginning. This current is reinforced by ;on
tinuous upwellings of cold abyssal waters resulted from the same factor which 
cause the upwelling along the western African coast. It is thanks to Hum
boldt 1 s low temperatures that the Galapagos Islands located almost on the 
Equator, have a large population of penguins which are purely sub-polar birds. 

The Humboldt is extremely rioh in minerals and of course in plancton, which 
sustains one of the most abundant marine populations in the world~ Due to 
incredible concentration of plancton, the Humboldt is thic~ with anchobeta. 
This small, sardine-like fish, beside being a source of f!10d for millions 
of var ious fishes and mammals, also supports an inmense (between 25-35 mil lions 
population of birds such as pelicans, cormorans, gannets, etc. Their excre
ment knovm as guano, deposited on coastal rocks and cliffs provide mn.n with 
the most valuable and efficient fertilizer.. Although it has passed through 
a complicated biological mill (diatoms, copepods, anchobetas, birds) it still 
contains most of the minerals stored in the fantastic abyssal storehouses. 
According to Robert C. Cowern (Frontiers of the Sea) Peru alone, harvested 
in 19~6 close to 330,000 tons of guano. He calculated that the birds in 
order to produce such an amount of guano had to consume over 4

1
000,000 tons 

of anchobetas. If this quantity is added to qunntities of a nchobeta dead 
from natural cause s or caught by fishermen or eaten by other fish and 
marine mamma ls, the total tonnage of anchobeta existi~ in one year may run 
up to 20-30 million tons. The quantity of plancton needed to feed the 
anchobetas only (ther e are many other creatures feeding direct ly on plancton) 
must run into hundreds of millions of tonso One can only immagine the 
quantities of minerals brought up by th e upwells and th e inmense richness an:l. 
vastness of the plancton' s pastures.,. 

What takes place in these "pastures" is vividly described in tre Natural 
History Vol. 1111 No 8 by Capt. Robert c. Murphy who witnessed the following 
off the coast of Columbia from his schooner "Ascoy". -----11 The night had 
been still and dark but the behaviour of the surface made it clear that deep ' . wul;or W'cl. S rising and that some sort of conflict was in progress among opposing 
water masses far below the ship. All about the schooner small, steep waves 
l eaped into being and dissolved in foaming whitecaps, pricked with the blue 
fir.e of luminescent organisms. Suddenly, on either side , and at a bafflingly 
uncertain distance from the ship, a dark line 

1 
like a wall of advancing water, 

s eemed to be closing in upon us ...... We could hear the splash and murmur 
of a troubled surface close by ••• Presently we could see a gleam of foam 
sprinkled with points of luminescence on the slowly approachiq; swell or 
head to the left. Vague and unfounded thoughts of marine earthquake bore-s 
occured to Fallon and me together, and we felt peculiarly helpless with a 
dismn.ntled engine and no breeze to make the craft answer the helmo The dream
like slowness of all that was going on, moreover, gave me a feeling tm t I 
had not yet fully shaken off the bounds of three hours' slumber. 

However, when the dark, white-outlined menace reached us, it proved to b e 
nothing more than a field of the dancing water, tossing its little peaks a 
mere foot or so into the air and beating a tattoo on the steel fla nks of 
11Askoy11 

....... •. 

Presently a sharp hissing sound different in character from the bursting of 
small waves came out of the darkness to starboard, and this was followed by 
strange sighings and puffings •••• The puffers were Blackfish, many scores, 
or perhaps hundreds of them, rolling and lumbering along and diving to pass 
beneath "Askoy" shortly before they reached her bilge. We could hear the 
bacchanalian clamor of their rumblings and belchings. In the long beam of the 
searchlight, the hissing proved to come from the jumping of sm.:11 ~ishes. 
In all directions as far as the light carried, they were shooting into the 
air and pouring down like hail. 



FOOD CHAIN OF THE SEA (CONT'D) 

The surface was seething, boiling with life, much of which v.ras 11 de profundis",, 
larvae of clawless lobsters tinted jellyfish, nurse chains of salps, small 
herring-like fishes, a silvery hatchetfish with its face bitten off rudder 
fishes, hanging head downward, luminous lantern-fishes with shining'light 
pores, red and purple swimming crabs, other creatures which we could not name 
at sight and much that was too small even to see distinctlyw 

A general holocaust was in progress.. The little fishes were eating invertebrate 
or straining out planct on; the squids were pursuing and capturing fish of 
various sizes; a nd the blackfish were no doubt enjoying the squids •••• 

As the night wore on, the amazing manifestations of abundance and de
vouring gradually, almost imperceptibly died away.. Eventually "Askoy" l ay 
once more in -water tha t seemed as still and dead as oil and the lap, lap of 
skipping waves drew off further and further into the, distance until it was 
lost .. ..,.•o•••" 

The awe-inspiring event described by Capt. Murphy was nothing 
links in the magnificent, never-ending food chain of the sea. 
proportions would be reduced to insignificance if it were not 
described here; the earth's rotation, winds, differentials in 
and densities and the currents and upwells created by them. 
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FOOD CHAIN OF THE SEA 

························•····•·············•··············•····••··•········ 
THE REGULATOR 

This piece of equipment is of prime importance to the SCUBA.diver and sh~uld 
be thoroughly understood. Follow the diagram on the following page and :r 

, there are a.ny questions, please a.sk your instructor for further explanat:i.ons .. 

This week we are d·ealing with the single stage Regulator and next week we 
will cover the two-stage Regulator. 

This mechanism is faced with the problem of variation of pressure from 
2,000 psi to 200 psi in the cylinder. 

J. a ingle-stage demnnd regulator is one in which there is only one valve 
mechanism between the cylinders and the mount. It can be mnd: with :ew:r 
parts and may therefore be · less expensive than a two-stage unit. This is 
one of the primary advantages, provided the design.fe~tures of the regula~ 
tor take into consideration the inherent characteristics of a single-st_ag 

r egulator,. 
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All demand regulators must provide a more or less constant volume of air from 
the cylinder regardless' of the pressure within the cylinder • . Orifices 
Wlth.ia the r,eg;ulator have a fixed diameter and c·irn therefore deliver only 
a -fixed umount of air at any given pressure. The amount of air that can pass 
through an orifice of a given diameter ~aries with the cylinder pressure and 
with depth. If the orifice in a single-stage regulator is not large enough tc 
pass adequate amounts of air at all cylinder pressures and depths, breathing 
may be· considerably restricted. This tendency has been overcome in most 
single-stage regulators by systems of compound levers, larger orifices, and 
other means. As a result of engineering skills, today's single-stage regu
lators may be consid er ed equal to most two-stage regulators and superior to 
some, provided other factors (such as quality of material and construction) 
are equal. 

(the New Science of Skin and Scuba) 
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TWO NIGHTS BEFORE CHRISTMAS (VfITH APOLOGIES) by Miss DIANE HOOK 

'Twas two nights before Christmns 
When all through our pool, 
Streamed n hord of our children 
Barb, Brinn and Sue. 
They splashed nnd i:hey jumped 
And they bnd lots of fun; 
Wendy, Andrea and Judy 
Were to be outdcne by noneo 
Howie, and Glen, and BIG Russell too 
Were enger to show thei°.r swimming tricks new~ 
They plunged and they spun and they pointed their toest 
And were really quite dainty while they put on their show. 
Then off to the restaurant 
We all went with glee 
To have coffee and sundaes 
And spagetti with goo; 
And sodas, and hamburgers and french fries too 1 
Mothers watched with horror but little was said 
While visions of sick children danced in their heads 
Then slowly e.nd noisily 
We trooped to our cars 
And Jan, Barry and Stephen 
Called as they drove out of sight 
Happy Christmas to All and to All a Good Night. 

P.Sr~To children not ment ioned, I bend both my knees, 
I forgot your names---Forgive me pleaseo 

·- •• Cf '111 -• ••••••••••••• 

THE 11DROWNPROOFERS" TRAVELLING STROKE by Miss DIANE HOOK 

Using the same basic breathing system and alternating it with n propulsive 
movement it is easy to swim an indefinite distance, certainly a nUL1ber of 
miles. Generally, the average ,person can do this on the second or third 

/ l e sson, after successfully completing the one hour stay afloat. 

h~--- - Q ________ _V~-- ------- __ (d ___ f/,_V_,- Q ,-. V~--
. _;'.~;;>~~ -£~~\, ,:<----/~:~~~~~-v_:~=~}i··~:~:.~ ;%~1,£;;~ f;S~ :.,-.lt __ , 
~ ; ~ 

'• 

le Full of air, starting to sinke 

2. lay head for'W!lrd, bring hands to shoulders, get ready to kick8 

3-5 First extend arms-then kick-then use slow shallow sweep of arms 
to the sides and glide up to and along the surface with head 
horizonh=t l-'When you feel 1 ike getting a breath 

6. Extend hands forward, then bring BOTH knees as far up as possible , 
rounding the back then •••• 

7. With head still down extend one foot forward without letting the 
other knee go back, then•o• 

B. Raise the head and breathe as usual while stroking down, 

(Repeat from 1, etc~) 

IT SHOUID TAKE NO MOO.E THlili 8 STROKES AT A VERY MAXJMUM TO SWIM OUR 
25 Y.ARD POOL. WE SHOUID AIM FOR ! OR ~ STROKES FOR EACH IENGTH • 

, ................ .., .. . 
EDS NOTE 

Miss DIANE HOOK was the author responsible for the excellent article 
submitted on DROWNt'1WOFING VERSUS TREADIID WATER in the 31st Issue of 
this Newsletter, Dec 12, 19630.-••Thanks Diane., 

G n Rosenthal . (Edi tor) 
39 Avenal Dr, Ru-3-8270 
Toronto 10!' Ont. 
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GERRY I.OWDON was born in Brandon, Manitoba and wandered around Manitoba and 
Saskatchewan getting his schooling. As soon as he learned how to spell 
Saskatchewan and smoke a pipe, he took off for easier spelling and settled 
in Toronto. 

About four years ago he opened the Argosy Sports Shop and that shop has been 
the more or less official headquarters of the c.s.A.C. ever since. Gerry 
picks up the mail, answers a thousand ~questions for the olub via his phone, 
and right now is the proud possessor of our duplicating equipment where ttis 
said, he entertains lavishly while the weekly Newsletter is being prepa:ed. 

Gerrr is one of the "veteransn of the club, joining shortly after it was 
formed. He has most generously supplied tanks and other diving equipment on 
club nights, without which a great nnny of the members would not have been 
able to participate, not being able to plunk dov.n the necessary cash at one 
time for the necessary equipment. This is sort of a "learn while you save" 
plan. 

Being a fellow who apparently does not like to be earth-bound, Gerry took 
up flying and now has his pilot's license. So, only the necessary evil of 
having to work for the grocer, the land lard and the haberdasher keeps Gerry 
on earth. Otherwise he is underwater or up in the air. 

Gerry has served the club as Vice President and is an Instructor. 

last March Gerry married the always smiling Lyd:ia and now has some one to 
keep his pipe filled and serve ooffee at the shop. 

Oh, yes. Gerry messes arour:d with all sorts of 'linderwater gadgets like 
building Porta Subs, Metal Detectors, etc., etc., and eto. 

IF MONEY WERE NO OBJECT---Gerry says he'd be stunned. 

·······························~··· 

VISUAL , SIGNS 

(~~ 1t 
-p - ,~~ r l ~ ~ \ ~ 
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\ ) I --- / ••••• HOW ABOUT YOU? 
f/' // J. v-.. -._; 

( 
WAIT COME STAY DUES PAID 

•••··•·•••····••••••·······•·····•··•·· ··········••······················••• 
A LlTTLE COBON SENSE by BORIS PELI PEYKO 

The artiole by Miss Diane Hook on water treading versus "drownproofing" was 
excellent. The "drownproofing" is tre most logical method to prolong or 
save one's life and it should become a standard subject in our training 
programme. It is imperative that we all practise the "drownproofing" until 
we attain the highest possible degree of proficiency. 

At the same time however, we should be perfectly awe.re of the fact that 
both methods, b/ it water treading or "drownproofing" will loose their effect
iveness considerably in rough waters, due to the constant breaking of the 
waves over one's head, frequently forcing one deep below the surface; disori
entation and the everpresent, even if suppressed, panic. Both methods of 
cou- se will lose all their value in a case where a diver is in full equipment
unless he ditches it. A well trained diver or swimmer should never get him
self into a situation where his 1 ife would have to depend merely on water 
treading or "drownproofing". 

(OONT 'D) 



A lJTTLE CO~N SENSE(CONT'D) 

If the following rules are strictly observed the d1"vers will never 
to "drown f" d · t h , be forced 
lives: proo or i c their equipment as a last resourse to save their 

i--
2·-
3.._ 
4 ... .;_ 

5-

6-~ 

7--

8--

Always wear a reliable inflatable life vest when diving 
Nev:r p~r~ with your snorkel and mask when diving or ju;t swimming. 
Avoid diving or swimning alone. 
Avoid d~ving or swinming soon after heavy meals. 
Never d7ve ~r swim when ill or after a buz~ing party (the alcohol creates 
susceptibility to bends and greatly reduces alertness co-ordination and 
physical endurance.) ' 
Know the waters you are diving or swimming in. 
Always be aware of your physical condition and h h 
ad •t •t ·r •t i ave enoug courage t o mi i i i s poor6 
N~ver swim beyond the point of no return which you should know at all 
;imes from your past average swimning perfortmnces. 
Use common sense to determine the point of no return which changes 
constantly due to your own condition, condition of the water winds 
currents, water temperature, etc. ' ' 

Above all it should be remembered that an open lake or the sea is not a safe 
place for a poor swimner, a foo 1 or a "hero". If there is anyone among us 
that falls under one of these categories he should stay on land He may save 
two lives~his own and that of his would~be rescuer. • 

o~•••••••••~•~••••••••••••••••~•••••~••••••••••• 

~VERY HAPPY BIRTHDAY to "JOEY GALT--Jan 10. You certainly don't look a 
day oldera M:my happy returns. 

O••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

RF.GUI.A.TORS ------- by ALAN SYKES (DIVINJ DIRECTOR) 

A Scuba Diver's Regulator is designed to reduce a sufficient volume of air 
from cylinder pressure to ambient pressure, upon demarrl 

1 
and to allow the 

user to breathe freely~ 

Whether or not a regulator will supply air easily, and in sufficient quanti
ties, is one of the prime considerations in the design of any regulatord 

The single stage regulator (refer to last week's Newsletter) utilizes one 
valve only to reduce cylinder pressure to ambient. This valve is held 
against its seat by a small spring, plus the pressure in the cylinder. There
fore, it will be seen that at a high cylinder pressure more force is required 
to move the valve off its seat and thereby supply air. Less force will be 
required for a. lower cylinder pressure. This fa.ct is further complicated 
when you consider that at a constant cylinder pressure, if the valve seat 
orifice was enlarged, greater force would be needed to move the valve off ite 
seat; but if the orifice is too small, less force is required, but less 
volume can pass through ard the regulator might not supply sufficient air at 
lower pressure differences, (i.e. low oylinder pressure, at depth.) 

A well-designed single stage regulator has to have an optimum size of 
orifice fuat will supply sufficient air for a n average man doing light 
exercise at a depth probably not over 100 ft. at approxitmtely half the 
highest common cylinder pressures~ 

To put it simply, a single stage regulator will vary as to breathing effort 
and volume of air supplied, in proportion to the difference between ambient 
and cylinder pressures. 

Because a single stage regulator has fewer moving parts, mechanical failures 
are less liable to occur tl:nn with a double stage regulator. 

TWO-STAGE REGULATOR 

The first and second stages may be in one unit or separated by a length of 
hose, the former being a two hose type and the ]a tter a single hose. 

(see diagram following page) 
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TWO-STAGE REGULATOR (com· 1D) 

Air is introduced into a cavity in the regulator through a valve and seat 
that is operated by a diaphragm and a pin. This diaphragm is assisted by 
a spring. The pressure of this spring is adjustable to allow air to escape 
into the cavity from the valve and seat~ When the air pressure equals the 
effective spring pressure (about 100 p.s.i.), the diaphragm releases the 
valve onto its seat. The diaphragm is open to the ambient pressUI"e am 
will therefore imrease the pressure in the cavity by the amount of the 
ambient pressure so that the cavity pressure always exceeds the ambient 
pressure by approx 100 p.s.i. regardless of either cylinder or ambient 
pressures. In case this pessure is exceeded, an escape valve is used to 
bleed off the excess. 

The second stage is operated by a second, larger diaphragm. When the diver 
inhales, the pressure in tn breathing cl&mber is reduced and the di:aphragm 
(2nd stage) is pushed inwards and operates the second stage valve releasing 
air out of the first stage cavity, until the 2nd stage diaphragm is returned 
to a balanced position, i.e. the inhalation stops. 

Thus it will be seen tha. t the breathing effort will remain constant regard
less of cylinder or ambient pressures. 

As air becomes harder to breathe as it becomes denser, the size of the 
second stage orifice will be such that it will pass sufficient volume at any 
reasonable depth and circumstance without noticeably increasing the breathing 
ef ~ort,, 

Two types of second stage valves may be used-either an "upstream" or a 
11downst:rea.m". Jf the air pressure tends to close the valve in the direction 
of esoape this is a.ti "upstream" valve. If it terids to ope!: the valve in the 
direction of esoape, this is a "downstream" valve,, 

o .. -.o•••••••••••t1•••••••••••• 

ED'S NOTE: If last week's diagram of the single-stage regulator, or this 
week's diagram of th3 two stage regulator or Alan Syke's explana
tion or how they work a.re not perfect'.cy' clear and unders~andable 
to you--ask your instructor for further clarification. 

G. ROSENTHAL (EDIT<R) 
39 Avenal Dr~Ru-3-8270 
Toronto,, lOe 
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7th of Series 

MEET YOOR NEW MEMBERSHIP DIRECTOR 

JOEY GALT is a. Toronto gal, having been born here, schooled here and settled 
here• In the process of being gainfully employed Joey went to work for Union 
Carbide where.she was wooed by the sly Eric Ga.lt,

1
who not only had an eye for 

a. pretty girl, but a.loo for a. diving buddy. Erio arrl Joey were married and 
eventm.lly Joey quit work ani has been able to devote more titre to her hobbies. 
Besides being an excellent diver, she has gone on to take Red Cross courses 
and obtained many swinming skill certificates• 

Joey joined the club in 1958 and has been one of the female members who could 
more than hold her own, completely surrounded by excellent ma.le divers. 

Joey's is an ever enquiring mind and she reads avidly. It is felt that she 
has read every lmown book and article on diving. She puts all this knowledge 
to good use and can readily identify the undersea. life she e noounters on her 
dives. 

She is also a "rook hound 11 and she ani Eric take many field trips with their 
fellow "hounds". le.st summer they took a trip with their group up to the 
Head of the I.e.kes and we understand it took at least one C.N.R. car to get 
her findings home. 

Besides being interested in rocks a.nd minerals, and as a natural part of that 
interest, Joey is interested in jewelry making. She is treasurer of the 
newly formed Littoral Society of Taront o .. 

Joey has served as Treasurer and Membership Director and is also an lnstruot
ress. She has always been a hard and loyal worker for the club and very good 
evidence that there is definitely a place in skin diving clubs for the gals. 

IF MONEY WERE NO OBJECT Joey would probably abandon housework and give her 
full attention to the pursuit of her hobbies • 

. .. . ........ .. . ..... .. 
ED'S NOTE: I'd like to thank Bette Gerard for the excellent job she did 
in presenting our Executive to us in' the past seven Newsletters. As stated 
before, each and every member of O\.tt" 1964 Executive are ready and willing 
to give freely of their time and energies for the good of the club arrl its 
members. The very least we, as members, can do is give them our complete 
support and co-operation. 

·--····-············································· 
ADDITIONS AND <RANGES 

CAR SALTER'S new listing--30 TRUDEIJE ST APT 306 SCARBORO Phone 266-4656 
DESMOND CAMERON DROPPED FROM MAJLING LIST ADDRESS UNKNOWN 
GUS VANVEEN DROPPED FROM MAIUNG LIST ADDRESS UNKNOWN 
HAL OBERMAN REJOINED CLUB 1535 Birchm.ount Apt 404 Pl-7-7146 

............... •tJ °' ............. . 

UP AND DOWN by GERRY LOWDON 

Far out in space or deep under the sea, 
Ma.n's problems are similar, it seems to me. 
In one place or the other, conditions are such 
That in one there's no water, in the other too much. 
In the one, star fish and other creatures abound; 
In the other, stars with planets spin 'round. 
In the one, there are sharks with big teeth that are shiny; 
In the other, x-rays can't be seen, they're so tiny. 
From conditions like this, you'd think he'd retire; 
But the problems they pose, seem to set him on fire.,,. 
I guess it's ma.n's ego that says he'll lose face 
By not going under water or conquering space. 

·------------··-·----··· .. - ·---···-·--·--------··----··-..... - --------
$$$ $ $ $$$$$$ $$$$$ Dues are payable Jan 1 1964 
$ $ $ $ $ $ $ 
$ $ $ $ $$$$$$ $$$$$ 
$ $ $ $ $ $ 
t ~ ~ t t A 
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TO CANADIAN SUB AQTJ CllJB 

I am in receipt of a cheque from the Canadian Sub-Aqua for the sum of 
Twenty-eight dollars ($28.00). 

I can only reiterate what George Burt said in his letter of Deo 4 1963. 
Go0d Shmir0 ' 

At this time I would like to wish you, and all my friends in tre Sub-.Aqua 
Club, A Happy New Year, with more diving than ever. 

Le·b' s not have a blow and go, in sixty-fa. Ho 1 Ho' Ho & 

Yours truly 
TREVOR S. MELDRUM 
TREASURER (o.u .c.) 

•.••....•...•.............••......••............. 
EXERPTS FROM EXEC MEETING JAN 7 1964 

Operation "Takeover" from old Exec to new was bloodless and well organized.
We will participate in the winter carnival at Keswick Feb 23 and put on an 
ice dive but we· will have a CDJB ice dive the date and place to be left to 
Howie Quail.,.---
F~ed Mundel was appointed Asst Membership Director to help Joey get her 
classes started at 8.15 p .. m.--
Ian Brant was appointed Asst Treasurer to Roy Charlton----
H0a l'Ghways donated through Glenn Graham two regulators to the club-
BEl Bassett appointed to Entertainment conrnittee---
Reg de la Rosa to be co-ordinator of olub training under Diving Director.~-

O~OO••••••~··•••••••••••••······~····~··••••••••• 

MONEY by ROY CHARLTON 

Having read the thumbnail sketch of "your new tree.surer" in a recent issue of 
Newsletter, you will not be surprised to hear the man on his own subject-

It is a well-known fact that love makes the world go round, but as any woman 
will te 11 you, it also takes money & Likewise, in the C .s .. A. C. we all love our 
buddles and fellow members (especially the girls) very much but we have to 
have a few dollars and cents upon which we can deperrl for the survival of the 
club.. Each arrl every member (or those wishing to be considered as 11members 11

) 

have a bounden duty to the club to pay their fees promptly and you are there
for e respectfully requested to pay your 1964 dues before January 31st~ 

We have special reason for asking you. As you may, or may not, be av.rare, the 
club is affiliated with the Ontario Underwater Council and its power and 11 say" 
in e. 11 matters is governed by its weight of rrembership., We pay the Council 
$2000 per name on our club roll, and this is due on Jan 1st actually, but we 
have of necessity to take a while to collect our own dues before paying the 
C ::·,~noilo Your contribution to Diving in Ontario is governed solely by the 
Club' s affiliation with the o.u.c. and we ask that you all bear this strongly 
i n mind and forward that cheque now1 You may mail your cheque direct to tm 
Treasurer--.ROY CHARLTON, 5 ZAMBRI WALK, SCARBOROUGH 4., or hand it in on the 
next convenient meeting night. Please make all cheques payable to Canadian 
Sub-Aqua Club and not to the Treasurer or any officer personally. Rates are: 
New Members $10.00 plus $15.,00--$25.00 Old Members $15.00 
Any other member ·or the same family $7.50 
(i. e<> Dad $15.00, :Mum $7.50, Little Willie $ 7.50) 

Pay up folks and good diving 1 

Those paid up to date: 
Mrs Vickie Bassett 
Mrs Diane Boyd 
Ian Brant 
John Domerohie 
Mrs Barbara Charlton 
Miss Diane Hook 
Fred Mundell 
Dr,. Wm (Bill) Ortved 
George Rosenthal 
Russ Tom::i3 
Ross WiL-:on 

Mrs Nel Bowden 
Mrs Vera Brant 
Mrs Miny Dom.erchie 
Chris Domerchie 
Peter Flint 
Miss Barbara Milne 
Hal OberlOO.ll 
Carl Salter 
Terry Train 
Alvin Wayne 

_,, _ -- "' -•- -- Im ____ ------' 



UNDERWATER LIBRARY 

A serious effort to build up our library is now under wa.y. The object ot 
course, is to have a comprehensive source of enjoyable reading as weli as a 
reference section to cover all aspects of underwater activity.' 

Membership will be reduced to ,.50¢' from the original ''buck or a book", with 
many thanks to the original donors who rm.de the library possible~ Further 
contributions, of course, in any form, will be most welcome .. 

All books not on loan will be at the club meets from 8-lOp.m., until the 
1 ibrary becomes too large to be portable. 

Newsletter readers outside of c.s.A.C. are invited to drop in at York Mi lls 
Collegiate any Monday night. The library is open to all responsible diverse 

The selection of future volumes will be based on members requests, so to read 
that book you can't get, or find is too expensive, simply support your 
library. 

Fred Munde 11 

WATERLOO-WEILINGTON TRIDENTS PRESENTS 2nd ANNUAL INTER-CLUB FILM FESTIVAL 

WHEN--January 25th 1964--Saturday afternoon and evening. 
WYERE--Ki tchener Y .M. C oA• Pane 1 Room a :cd Lounge" 
WHAT--The best diving films available--Here is the line-up of sose of the 

films on the program& 

SIIENT WORLD-~The classic of underwater films. 
FUN IN FATHOMS--A Very enjoyable film. 
TECHNICAL TOPICS~Medical Effects of Pressure 

Effects of Elevated Partial Pressure 
Deep Sea Diving 

WINNERS I N INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION U 
ICE DIVING •• ., ... .,JACK YOUNGBLUT 
CAPE ANN SHORES •• GIBNN KREITZER 
MYSTERIES OF THE DEEP• .RON CHURCH 

HANNES KEILER---FILM ON THE 1000' DIVE OF KEILER AND PETER SMALL 

EQUIPMENT DISPLAYS-AQUA-LUNG and SPORT SWAYS will be on hand with 
their '64 lines of equipment. 
The two Kitchener clubs will have displays of equipment 
built by their members. 

DOOR FRIZES--EQUIPMENT DISPLAYS-TERRlFIC FILMS-ADMISSION FEE ~75f per person0 
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NEW ENGLAND COAST DIVE 

THE CANADIAN SUB AQUA CWB 

P.O. BOX 162 SCARBORO ONT 

by K. R. C'tJTTS (PRESIDENT) 

As announced in an earlier Newsletter, the Club is planning a trip to the 
New England Coast. 

Naturally a trip of this sort requires full co-operation from the membership. 
We must have a definite commitment so that travel and accommodation can be 
arranged well in advance. 

Volunteers were called for to help in the preparation of this trip, but there 
must have been a pile up in the rush to come forward. If there is anyone 
still enthusiastic after the battle to be a volunteer, we welcome their help. 

For those still undecided abou~. the week-end, here are a few pertinent factse 
Considering cost and convenience, we feel a charter bus will be our best 
means of transportation. We are awaiting a reply from the Boston Sea Rovers . 
before deciding on accommodation, Travelling time 12 hrs one way. Depart 
Friday evening, return Monday evening. Cost--approximately $50,00. Exact 
date will be announced later. Because of the tight schedule, we feel it 
advisable to restrict the trip to adults. 

This could be our best diving week-end of the season. Let us ALL give it 
our full support. 

···································~··· 

PERSONAL CODE OF ETHICS FOR DIVERS by GEORGE JONES (K.W. TRIDENTS) 

I will not bring anyone or anything into the diving fraternity that will 
harm or misrepresent it in any way. 

I - will say nothing about Skin Diving, Divers, Instructors or leaders and 
other clubs unless I can say sorrething good, 

I must realizo that Diving and its future is dependant upon co-operation 
rather than competition and that I should do all in my power to stay clear 
of disharmony~ 

I will do all that I can for my fellow divers and my club by giving the 
best that I can offer. 

I must remember that my club's growth will be proportionate with my desire 
to help and contribute to my club and the activity as a whole. 

I will remember that I and my fellow divers, pulling together, can do more 
good for diving generally as well as for each individual diver. 

Only by keeping my fingers on the pulse of club operations and its other 
members can I successfully be a 'member'• 

I will remember that kindness is the key element in successful relationships-
with f'ellow divers • 

•....•.....•...•.•....•..... , ..... . 
CONGRATULATIONS & BEST WISHES 

The Rosenthals wish to announce an addition to their family by adoption 
one male terrier age 6 months answering to the name of Flip. 

Birthday greetings to ARNOLD VIGON Jan 24th.,Many happy returns. 

JOIN THE HAPPY GANG--ADD THE FOILOWING JS PAID UP MEMBERS: 

RODNEY CH.ARUON GLENN GRAHAM ROY K CUTTS 

...................... 
QUIZ: HOW DO YOU MAKE AN ELEPHANT FLY? 

•••••• W:ddIZ DNO'I v .L:!ID no.x .LS(!Id : 'fili!MSNV 
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O.U.C o DlVER REGISTRATION 

Any member who wishes to be registered with the o.u.c. as a diver and to 
re c~ive a "r eg ist r at e-number 11

, (which may be used for id entificati~n of 
equ::i..pm~nt, etc,,) a wallet car d and wa ll certificat e, should apply to the 
undersigned compl et e wi th log b ook and $1.00 to cover the O.U .c. cost of 
pa.per wor k, postage, etca 

LOG BOOKS 

G. K. GRAHAM (SAFETY DIRECTOR) 
N.A.U.I.--131 o.u.C.--31 

Will all members having log books please hand them in to ALAN SYKES (DIVING 
DI RECTOR) t o ascertain if they are up to date. 

SKIN DIVING TEST 

The following members successfully passed their test on Jan 13/64: 

Minny Demerchie, Vicky Bassett, Roy Charlton, Vera Brant and Dianne Hook 

............................. 
ICE DIVE 

Arrangements have been made for a Club Dive to he held Sunday February 2/64. 

MEE7ING PLACE--Parking lot Brul~ Hotel, Penetanguishene. 

TI ME : 12 . oo noon. 

From there we will proceed to Diane Hook's cottage on Georgian Bay where the 
dive will take place. 

Diane's parents have very kindly permitted us to use their cottage for chang
i~g in, and it is asked that extra care be taken re spilled powder, etc Q 

\ 

Anyone w:i. sh ing to dive, please contact Al Sykes or myself so that we have 
scme i d eA. of the numb e r of' participants. 

'1 

HOWARD QUAIL (VI CE IB.ESIDENT) 
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ICE DIVE ----
This . is a reminder of our ice dive to be held Sunday Feb 2/64. We are 
meeting at the pa~·king J.ot of tb..e Brul~ Hotel, Penetanguishene at 12.00 noon 
and proceed from t here to Diane Hook's cottage • 

.!!!_~S IS A_£1DB DIVE and everyone is invited" You don't have to dive in the 
ice to attend. Everyone is VTelcome. The Executive works hard to arrange 
Club functions, Don't let them down by not participating, 

For further information, if needed, call Howie Quail Pl-7-5757 or 
Roy Cutts , 284-4557. 

••••••••O•••••..,•••••••••o-••• 

The followi ng are now paid up members for the current year: 

ERIC & JOEY GALT 
BORI S PELIPEYKO 
RHODA SIGAL 

Dear George: 

.ART HIBBERD 
HENRY SHYKOFF 

........................... 

ED PELOQUIN 
SONNY SIGAL 

l'm taking a motor trip for two weeks with m,y wife and kids this coming 
August either, to the Gulf of l~exico or the Florida Coast. I intend to 
camp out., 

If anyone knows of some good diving spots in these areas or would care to 
come along, I will appreciate hearing from them. 

Arnie Vigen 

........................... 
.ARTICLES WANTED 

It 1 s about tim ALL our Ill3mbers realized that this Newsletter is primarily 
for our Club and that EVERYONE should contribute articles periodically, 
A few members have carried the load long enough. 

I keep hearing the same complaint or excuse from people I ask for articles. 
I've never written before, or I don't knOW' how. That's a lot of eyewash. 
If you can talk, you can write., We are not looking for "Pulitzer prize 
winners 11

• 

Be brief and simple. Amateur writers too often equate length with signif icanoe l 
The longer the letter or article, the weightier it seems. 

Five and six-syllable words impress no one. Stick to familiar words. If 
t he word "use" will do, don't use "utilize"• 

Say what you have to say simply. Put it down on paper and seni it in. Then 
you can take pride in Our Newsletter, because then you will be a part of it. 

G. Rosenthal (Edi tar) 

......................... 
DIVERS ON TRlAL by Art Crisp--Treasurer--E.u.c. 

Scuba diving as a sport has only been popular these rnst nine to ten years, 
In that time we have seen ourselves in print, on television and in pictures. 
Sometimes as heroes and sometimes as dunces. The Public memory is very short 
when a worthy deed is done, but very long when it is a foolhardy one. 

We are governed not so much by governmental laws but by our own comnon sense 
and recommendations carefully planned and set down by various clubs and 
councils. It would not take too much public outcry to see that we were rmde 
to follow government law to the letter. By that I mean diving by license only, 
keep off, privat e pr operty, t his wreck not to be dove on, etc., etc. 
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DIVERS ON TR~~~~ (CONT'D) 

Reme!T'her whether we are on a dive, a demonstration or some other diving 
fu:nct..i.ono we ar e e.J ways in the public eye. We are "Divers on Trial"• 

(Reprinted from FINS BELOW) 

•"•oor. •o"• •f''O •"' ~ •1'C •O• o"•••••••• 

During m:y last sunnner 's trip to Ma ssachtisetts, I gathered some diving infor
mat i on w:-i. ich may be of interest to our readers, particularly to the members 
of the co'.Tl'.Tlittee who are working on the c.s.A.C. trip to the Atlantic Coast 
next surruner., 

Only one day's drive from Toronto, (roughly 600 miles) at the base of Cape 
Cod P on:L~~ i.~1-a, there is a small village called Woods Hole. It actually is 
a pe.r-t of East Falmouth which is the most picturesque an:l charming town in 
tha t ar ea. From Woods Hole Harbour, a car and passenger ferry sails several 
tir.:0s daily to the island of Martha's Vineyard which is about 5 miles from 
the 1~ inland. This island is roughly 15 miles long and about 10 miles wide. 
There are three larger towns and a few villages, all catering to thousands 
of tourists visiting the island. (It is estimated that 75 1 0CX)--lOO,OOO 
visitors come to Martha's Vineyard each sunmer)., 

The waters surrounding this island were described by the Boston Herald as the 
gra.veyard of ships. I haven't done any diving in these waters but it is a 
well known fact that the island of Nantucket which is only 25 miles east of 
NJB.rtha's Vineyard in the last 60 years became a graveyard to over 2000 ships. 

If the waters of Martha's Vineyard are only 10% as bad as those of Nantucket, 
then there must be at lea.st 200 ships resting on the bottom. One of the 
most famous wrecks here is the "City of Columbus 11

, a passenger ship sunk in 
1884 with a loss of over 100 lives. It is lying on the underwater cliffs 
known as Devils Bridge. 

One of the local citizens rentioned that since then virtually hundreds of 
ships suok as cargo, fishing vessels, ferry-boats and others joined the 
City of Columbus in her watery grave., 

Apparently there are quite a few very recent additions to this collection. 
w:.th "El P:::-esidente 1 s " consent, I am at present corresponding with the local 
diving clubs, diving shops and the Chamber of Conmerce in order to get rrore 
details r egarding diving possibilities, accommodation problems, prices of 
boa·c s, tank rentals, air refills, etc. As soon as I receive this information 
I will forward it on to Roy Cutts. 

The visibility of Cape Cod Waters is generally good. I personally found it 
to be 40-60 feet. According to local divers, it sometimes reaches 100 ft., 
depending of course on weather and sea conditions. As far as the temperature 
is concerned, I dived in July without a suit, but it was rather cold. 
(65° to 68'

1
) 

Apart from being a potential excellent diving site, the Martha's Vineyard is 
offering other attractions such as spotlessly clean, white villages, pictur
esque fishing harbours and a wonderful hospitality. 

Those among us interested in geology will find the famous Gay Head cliffs 
very interesting. Clifford Kaye of Boston Geological Survey described them 
as being of a miraculous beauty. These amazing cliffs are undoubtedly one of 
the most unusual attractions that Massachusetts has to offer. According to 
Boston News, 

---11 The Gay Head cliffs are a virtual fairyland of geoloc ical curiosities• 
Their intricately woven layers of red, white, black, yellow and green clays 
have thus far yielded up the earliest lobster fossil ever found, the only 
tectite to be discovered outside of Georgia or Texas, the fossil of a whale 
species that no longer exists and a collection of plant fossils dating as 
far back as 100 million years. Black sand near the cliffs turn to jewels 
under a microscope and the cliff's pyrites often look more like silver 
Christmas tree ornaments tmn do the commercial products. But most amazing 
of all is the evidence that camels, rhinoceros and alligators once frolicked 
there. The bones of all three have been found"---• 

(Cont'd next page) 
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It must be expected that sometines weather conditions do not permit diving. 
If this happens, nothing will be lost• We still can gorge ourselves on fresh 
lobster or visit the Woods Hole Oceanographic Museum or Marine Biological 
Laboratories; dig Gay Hend Cliffs for rhinos' tail bones, or drive (80 mi) 
to Provine etown on the tip of Cape Cod, where the Pilgrims landed for the 
first time on the American Continent, Provincetown is also famous for its 
huge art colony and innumerable species of the most magnificent beatniks of 
both sexes. If anyone is interested in buying some good paintings, this is the 
place to goo They are sold in service stations, plazas, coffee shops or 
simply in the streets. 

I agree with Roy that a chartered bus is the cheapest and most convenient 
means of transportation. However, our charter contract must include provis
ions for any number , of side trips in cas e the diving, due to weather, is 
impossible. 

Boris Pel ipeyko 

•••••••••• 0 .................... 0 
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FILM FESTIVAL by IAN & VERA BRANT 

It's rnther disnppointing thnt more of the new members of our club didn't 
nttend the film festival lust Snturdny in Kitchener. We don't think you will 
renlize what you have missed until you see these films for yours elves. 

There were quite n number of films, but t~e three thnt renlly stand out ns 
fur ns we beginners nre concerned nre, 1. DEEP SEA DIVl~n, 2. Effects of 
ELEVATED PARTIAL PRESSURE, 3. MEDICAL EFFECTS OF PRESSURE. 

These films are put out by the U.S. Nnvy, giving all the dntn on what you must 
know before you can become n diver, These films were for hard hn.t divers, 
but nre nlso excellent for the training of scubn divers. We feel that if the 
Executive of the club could acquire these three films, it would be a more 
thorough way of teaching our new tn3mbers. 

For the camera bugs in the club, it is amazing the pictures that cnn be taken 
underwater, nnd the beauty of our northern lnkes is unbelievable~ We saw 
some slides taken by Ario Gatti. Ario is a crentive photogrnpher and has 
an uncanny way of capturing beauty. One of the hints he gave in taking slides 
is always try and take n fish-eye view of the subject. In other words, try 
and take it from the bottom up rather than looking down• 

We really had a wonderful time in Kitchen:ir and it was an excellent opportunity 
of getting to know some of our more experienced divers • 

.. . . .. . ... ..... . . . . .... ... . . . . 
ADDITIONS TO PAID-UP MEMBER LIST: 

TOM HAND BI LL BASSETT BRIAN BASSETT AI.EX GRANT DOUG MAGEE 
PETER MACFARLAND 

N.B.--The last three names, ALEX, DOUG and PETER are new members. 

George Rosenthal (Editor) 
39 Averuil Dr Ru-3-8270 
Toronto 10. 

WELCOME. 
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FROM ONT.ARIO WATER RESOURCES COMMISSION submitted by ROY K. CUTTS (PRESIDENT) 

In 1956 the Ontario Water Resources Conunission was born~ A commission dedi
cated in helping provide clean adequate water for Ontario• 

The technical operations of the conmission are divided into five divisions: 
laboratory and research, construction sewage and filtration, plant Oper-
ations, sanitary engineering and water resources. 

We were most interested in the Biology branch of the lab & Research division. 
Here they test industrial effluents using fish and other aquatic life. 
Insectisides and herbicides are also tested in the laboratory and in the field 
to ensure safety to humans and aquatic life. 

Research is carried on in such matters as cause and control of over-abundance 
of algae and aquatic plants. This condition is not neccessarily related to 
discharge of waste as many waters are naturally rich in plant foods. It 
does, however, effect the use of water for Municipal supplies, because of 
taste and odors on filtration. Swimming, fishing and other recreational uses 
are also affected. 

As divers we have an excellent opportunity to study this plant life. If you 
see any new or unusual algae in the water, take a sample along to the o.w.R.C. 
They are willing to help in any way they can• 

···························•••f 
BIRTHDAY GREETINGS AND MANY HAPPY RETW.NS -0.F THE DAY TO 

VERA BRANT~•••••••Feb 4th 
ROSS WILSON ••••••• Feb 11th 

ERIC GALT••••••••• ,, •• •• • • ••• •FEB 9th 

.......................... 
The following new members are most welcome additions to out" mailing list: 

RHODA SIGAL (MRS) 
AI.EX GRANT 
DOUG MAGEE (DR) 
PETER D. MACFARLAND 
DAVID DODD 

196 VALLEY RD WILI.DWDAIE ONT 
12 CEDAR.BANK CR DON MILLS 
55 COBHAM CR TORONTO 16 
2 SANDALWOOD PL DON MI ILS 
36 PHIILIP AVE SC.ARBCRO 

Hi-7-2147 
Hi-4-1339 
Pl-5-3123 
Hi-4-6188 
266--2246 .......................... 

Dear Mr. Rosenthal, 
I wish to thank you for putting our club on your Newsletter mailing lis 

1"11.is is an exceptional publication and it must require a great deal of work to 
put out a weekly issue. The articles are interesting and are read by rre.ny of 
our club members. Your Newsletter is of particular interest to those who 
write for our paper, The Undercurrent, which comes out "much" less frequently. 

As the outdorr diving activities have stopped for the season~ our club 
members have time for non-diving activities, ani last Moniay we were invited 
to tour the Domtar Paper Mill. This was arranged by our President's wife, 
Barbara Burt who is the staff nurse there. The tour took us past boiling 
vats, gigantic banks of rollers and down narrow stairwells, and afterwards 
we enjoyed refreshments in the plant cafeteria. 

Another one of our activities was a "splash party" to celebrate the 
first night at our new pool location. Quite a few turned out to see the 
Beverly st. School pool, and several noisey but enjoyable hours were spent in 
and around the pool. The main advantages of the change are that we have the 
use of the pool for three hours and also the use of a room in the school for 
our dry classes. With the new system, a person can attend dry classes first 
then have pool instruction all on the same night. 

Our current project is getting ready for the Sportsman's Show in March. 
Hope to see you there. 

Sincerely, 
DIANA !EON.ARD (UNDERWATER CLUB OF CANADA) 
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GEORGIAN BAY DIVE by RODNEY CHARLTON 

After being dragged out of bed at 7.00 a.m. on Sunday Feb. 2nd, we made a 
very speedy journey up to Diane Hook's parents' cottage near Penetang. We 
arrived at 10.00 a.m. and proceeded to cut a hole in the ice which was about 
1 ft. thick. We got fires going and by the time the main party arrived about 
12.30, the cottage was quite warm. 

Six divers entered the water about 1.40 p.m. Roy Cutts, Howard Quail an:l 
Arnie Vigon went in first, but Arnie found a leaky suit poor protection from 
the frigid water ~nd Howard's regulator froze on him. Shortly thereafter, 
Howard, using Roy's tank and regulator, and I made a quick reconnaissance 
of the bottom of the ice. 

It is a very eerie world under the ice. Your bubbles stream upwards and col
lect under the ice like a huge blob of mercury. Everything appears upside 
down. The floor is above you. The actual bottom was not visible. The water 
had an intense green colour, and the sunlight filtering through the ice made 
wierd patterns on the pockets of air and shifting bubbles. Little time 
can be spent here, for the cold soon penetrates the best suit. 

Al and Janet Sykes and Dell Gordon brought up two trophies--cold clams, 
from the 25 ft. bottom. 

By 2ol5, all were dressed again. I would like, on behalf of everyone who 
was up for the dive, to offer our sincere thanks to Diane Hook and her 
parents for the use of their cottage, for it was this tm.t made our dive 
the success it was .. 

. ..........•..••..•.....• 
DISCARDED submitted by IAN & VERA BRANT 

He grabbed me round my slender neck,j 
I c0uld not call or scream. I 
He dragged me to his dingy room I 
Where we could not be seen. I 
He tore away my flimsy wrap, 
And looked upon my form, 
I was so cold and damp and scared, 
Whilst he was hot and warm. 

I 

! 

I 
I 
I 
l 

His feverish lips he pressed to mine, 
I gave him every drop. 
He drained me of my very self, 
I could not make him stop. 

He made me what I am to-day, 
That's why you find me here, 
A broken bottle cast away 
That once was full of beer. 

··········~·············· 

FJ:JJM NIGHT 

The Executive are planning a film night in the near future. In order, how
ever to ascertain just what the membership would like to see, it is asked 
that' we all fill in our choice in the box below and inform the Executive 
before Feb. 17th~ 

Kindly mark your ba:llot, clip it out and send it to either our President, 
Roy Cutts, our Vice-President, Howie Quail, or bring it along with you 
to our next Monday Night meeting. 

HOME MOVIES & SUDES 
~~~~~~~-

COMMERCIAL FILMS 
(e.g. THE SI LENT ""w=o"""R"""ID='"'T") -----

FILM STUDIES OF 
UNDERWATER FI SH 

~~~~~~~~~-

FILM STUDIES OF 
UNDERWATER PLAN'.l'S 

~~~~~~~~-

FILMS ON BOATS AND BOATING ______ _ 

FILMS ON SPORTS AND HOBBIES. _____ _ 
(other than related to water 
(car racing, flying, etc.) 

(others, please name) 
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SOME HmTs IN FIRST-AID FOR DIVERS 

Almost every manual on diving has a - good section on the hazards 
that accompany diving, and in another section, the treatment of 
these is discussed. These tend to stress southern ocean diving 
accidents that do not conaern us much here. You are not likely 
to encounter moray eels 1n Georgian Bay, but accidents do occuro 

When Gerry Lowdon asked me to prepare a short article on first
aid for the diver in northern waters, I leaped at the opportunity 
(after vainly trying to slough it off on Drs. Bill Ortved and 
Doug Magee). The entire subject is immense, so we must confine 
ourselves mainly to the little things that can plague any dive. 
It will be necessary to note some of the more serious conditions 
for which, in his Air Force days, your co~editor, George Rosenthal, 
used to say, "Treat for shock and call a doctor~"' 

Lacerations - any condition in which the surface of the skin is 
broken. 

1. Abrasions: brush burns, scratches, etc. 

l'_r.§.a.Yn.§.n.1!_ 

Liberal applicat,ion of soap and water. Clean out all 
foreign matter - gravel, grit, grease. Wash carefully, 
thoroughly, gently. Usually this is all that is re
quired. A dry protective dressing may be applied. 

2. Cuts: 

Irfla.1!_m.§.n! 

Clean well with soap and water. Antiseptics of any 
type have no place in the emergency treatment of wounds. 
Stop bleeding by applying direct pressure to the wound. 
Tourniquets, like antiseptics, should not be used. If 
bleeding is severe, stop it before cleaning -th wound. ---~----. 
When the wound is clean and as dry as possible, tho cut 
is bridged with adhesive strips with gauze centres. 
Draw the edges of the cut together and hold together 
by placing the adhesive strips at right angles over 
the cut, the gauze centre lying over the cut. Use as 
many strips as necessary to hold the edges of the cut 
together. A covering dressing may be applied. This is 
often as good as stitches in superficial wounds. 

3. Ragged cuts and tears: 

.'Ir~a.t,mgn,:l:! 

Stop the bleeding. Glean, bring gaping edges together 
as well as possible, and bridge as above. Apply a thick 
pad and bandage firmly. This wound needs further 
attention, including tetanus toxoid. 

continued • • • • • 

l 
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SOME HINTS ~ F~RST-~ID FOR DIVERS (Continued) 

4. Penetrating wounds (stab wounds): 

a) 'Minor - nail in foot, fishook in finger, etc. 

1,r§.aj;._m§.n.:t. 

Remove stabbing implement and treat as a cut. Report 
to a physician within 3 or 4 days for tetanus toxoid. 

b) Wounds penetrating any body cavity: Belly, chest, head. 

1_r~a1m~n.:t. 

These are dire emergencies and the victim must be trans
ported to a large hospital as soon as possible. Apply 
pressure to any obvious bleeding area, call the Provin
cial Police for transportation aid. 

Sprains - stretched or torn ligaments. 

The injured area is over a joint. It is painful, especially 
when moved, and the area may be swelling and discoloring 
visibly. Cold compresses minimize the swelling and give some 
comfort. Place the injured foot or ankle into the most 
comfortable position and hold with a bandage. Elevate the 
injured limb also for relieving pain. Aspirin with codeine, 
two tablets every four hours, give moderately good relief from 
pain. Report to a hospital for X-rays if there is suspicion 
of fracture. 

Fractures - broken or cracked bones. 

No attempt will be made to classify fractures here. If a 
fracture is suspected, the limb must be immobilized. This 
is to prevent movement of the fragments which causes further 
damage to the surrounding soft tissue£ and also to minimize 
pain. To splint a limb, one can use many improvised splints: 
rolled up newspapers, folded cardboard, oars. If a leg seems 
broken, a pillow or bulky clothing rolled up and bound around 
the injury makes a comfortable support. The bandage is tied 
above and below the site of injury. A forearm can be splinted 
with a rolled newspaper or magazine tied firmly around it. Any 
stiff material of the right length will do. Never attempt to 
set a fracture yourself. 

Burns 
-- ii)- Small bums can be· given adequate treatment on _the spot. 

A firm dreosing that excludes air and protects the burned 
area from bumps and friction will decrease the pain. 
Vaseline or mineral oil may be used• 

continued • • • • • • 
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SOME HINTS IN FIRST-AID FOR DIVERS (Continued) 

Burns (continued) 

b) More extensive or deeper burns may need to be cleaned up 
in hospital. Avoid the use of vaseline or other greasy 
dressings. The best thing to use is a sloppy wet piece 
of absorbent cotton, linen or other cotton applied to the 
burned area. Pad well and put on a firm wrap-around 
bandage over the whole area. This keeps the dressing 
firmly in place. Also, the pressure dressing will prevent 
much blister formation. 

Skin Irritations - rashes, etc. 

~o1sQn_iyyL Qa~,_s~msch 

In among the rocks, around dead logs, behind shady trees, in 
fact, everywhere in the Georgian Bay arwa, grows an innocent
looking little plant with three shiny leaves growing from one 
stem. That's poison ivy. If you've touched it, or even 
suspect you!ve touched it, wash thoroughly with lots of soap, 
three or four times. This may prevent the rash. If not 1 
consult your doctor when you get home. 

11 P,i!ickly Heat" 
- Wearing a wet suit several hours 

chafing in some annoying spots. 
and apply some of the talcum you 
Prevention is better. Wear your 

§n§.k§. ~ite.e.:_ 

out of the water can cause 
Wash, pat thovoughly dry 
use to get into your suit. 
wet suit only in the water. 

The land lying immediately south and east of Georgian Bay 
is the home of the Massasauga Rattler, the only rattlesnake 
in Ontario. Its bite is painful, but the recovery rate is 
better than 99%. Anti venom is available from doctors in 
the area. If one suspects rattlesnake bite, anti venom should 
be given. Cold compresses may give comfort on the way to the 
doctor. Tourniquets, or slashing the area are not helpful. 

J2eg §.ng !aw_Stin,gg: 

Insect bites in individuals known to be extra-sensitive to 
them, or in people who have multiple severe allergies, should 
be treated by immediate transport to the nearest doctor. 

Drush _In 1uries 

If you've slammed a finger in a door or dropped a heavy object 
on a toe, you have experienced a crush injury. The nail 
rapidly turns blue from the bleeding under it, and the pain 
is severe. Treatment is simple. The throbbing pain is due 
to the increasing pressure of the blood in thf confined space. 

continued • • • • • 
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gOME HINTS IN FIRST-AID FOR DIVERS (Continued) 

Crush In1ur1es (continued) 

Draining relieves the pain instantly. I'll describe two 
easy methods. 

1) Place the point of a small, sharp knife over the centre 
of the blue nail. Spin the knife to and fro to drill 
a small hole through the nail. When the knife cuts 
through, a drop of black blood wells up, and pain eases. 
Enlarge the hole slightly to assist drainage. Soak. 

2) Heat a pin red hot. Repeatedly touch the centre of the 
discoloured nail for a second at a time, reheating between 
applications, until through the nail. This is faster and 
easier than the first method. Then soak. 

F1sh Hooks can be removed fairly easily, and relatively painless
ly, even though the description sounds grisly. Wipe 
the exposed area of fishook with iodine. Grasp the 
hook with a pair of long-nosed pliers half way up the 
shank. Then, following the curve of the hook, and 
using a rotary movement, quickly push the hook through 
the skin and follow through until the barb is through. 
With wire cutters or pliers cut off point and barb 
and withdraw the hook. This whole procedure is not 
much worse than a needle prick, and does not tear 
flesh. All it takes is courage both from the operator 
and victim, but don't let the victim watch. Do not 
cut off the eye of the hook and follow through, but 
cut off the barb and withdraw. Report for tetanus 
toxoid within a few days. 

This summarizes the commonest needs for first-aid in our diving 
a rea. If something has been omitted that you would like discussed, 
drop your editors a note and we'll do our best to provide some 
answer. 

Dr. Henry (Hank) Shykoff 

Canadian Sub-Aqua Club 
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JUNIOR SKIN DIVERS 

Many of our members with children in the 12-16 age group would very much like 
to see a Junior Skin Diving Group. A group of this type would have many 
advantages and would aleo pose many problems. We all know that it is much 
eas~er to become proficient in a sport such as swimming at the age of 12 thln 
it is when a man is in his twenties or thirties. 

For those of us with children in the Junior Age Group I am certain we would 
love to have them join us. However, we must oonsider

1
other ma:nbers and realize 

that many of our group have no children at all or very young ones and to ask 
them to give up their pool time is asking too much. However, I am sure that 
an equitable arrangement can be worked out to everyone's satisfaction. 

We do have "open nights" when no training is scheduled, a.n::l on such nights I 
propose that juniors be admitted to be taught and looked after by their own 
pa.rents. ln this way we will not be infringing on anyone else's rights nor 
they on ours. I also propose that a pool fee of .50 cents per child be adopted 
so that the juniors will feel that they a.re paying their own way. 

These are rrry feelings on the subject and I urgently request to hear yours. In 
this way, the' Executive can act with the knowledge of what the rrembers' wishes 
are. 

G. Rosenthal 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

LITTORAL SOCIETY NEWS by DAVE WILSON 

"DIVIID FOR HISTORY" and 'BEAUTY IN ONT.ARIO WATERS" will be the title of the 
first open film night to be held on February 28th. 

Ario Gatti will present the films and slides that were shown at the Kitchener 
Film Festival on Jan 25th. To those of you who were unable to attend the film 
festival, you no doubt have heard about these tremendous films and slides. 
In this presentation Ario will elaborate on the locale and the conditions 
that were prevailing at the time. 

Make a note in your diary-~-FEB 28th, 8-10.30 P.M. 
NORTH TORONTO COILEGIATE (Yonge at Eglin~on) 
Admission--• 7 5¢ 

~ickets are available from Fred Mundell, Canadian Sub Aqua Club, or 
Dave Wilson E.u.c,--Ch-7-9576. 

BOOK NOW FCR IBE BEST SHON IN TOWN L ........................ 
HISTCRY OF THE o.u.c. by KEN STEWART (R.C.A.F. CLINTON) 

The Council officially came into existance early in 1958, although the ground
work for its forJruil,tion was laid in the fall of 1957. Certainly, much of the 
credit for its beginnings would have to go to Corporal Peter Clark--batter 
known as "Nobby" Cla.rk--who was at this titre president of the Camp Borden Club 
(The Aqua.teers of Canada). It was due largely to his efforts, and those of 
his fellow club members, that the Council came into being at this time. 

r 
The organizational meeting was hold in February of 1958 at Camp Borden. There 
were over fifty persons in attendance representing eighteen clubs as well as 
dive shops and various other interested individuals. Among some of the clubs 
on hand were the Underwater Club of Canada. 1 the Aquateers, the Hamilton S ub
mariners K.W. Dolphins Hamilton Barra.scubas. There were also clubs present 
from Etobicoke, Kirkland Lake, Trenton. Kingston, Ottawa and Windsor• A few 
of the better known personalities present at this first meeting :included such 
names as Bob Little from Toronto, Jerry Conner from Kitch ener, Bob Peters from 
Hamilton, Ed Day from Toronto, Ken Grant from Borden, and Wally Orchard from 
Hamilton. 

(cont'd) 
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HISTORY OF THE O.u.c. (CONT'D) 

The first ~eting, of course, was ta.ken up mainly with organizational aspects-.- . _ _ 
The first item on the genda was the selection of a. name for the organization. 
Three names were suggested: Ontario Diving Council, Ontario Scuba Counoil and, 
of co~se, the name.we now hold, Ontario Underwater Council. Jmnediately 
following the choosing of a name ca.me the election of the first executive 
at which Commander Ken Grant of the Borden Aqua.teers became the Council's' 
first president. Other topics on th e agenda. included setting up the delegate 
method of club representation at Council meetings; the formation of a. committee 
to set up a standardized diver training programme for member clubs; the establi
shment of a membership fee structure; and the formation of a committee to 
draw up a constitution and by-laws. A conmittee was also set up to examine 
the feasibility of having spearfishing legalized in Ontario. It was this project 
by the way, that was the main motivation behind the formation of the Council. 
I t no doubt seems somewhat ironic that the original aim of the Council has not 
yet been fulfilled. However, this indicates the difficulties involved, and the 
tr emendous amount of public education which has yet to be done in this r espect. 

It is also significant that it was this first meeting at which our present 
divers' flag was officially adopted for use by Ontario clubs* Up to this tirre, 
the only recognized divers' flag was the old "Baker" or "Numeral 711 flag, 
which had a vertical white stripe on a red background. 

The second and third meetings of the Council were held in Toronto later that 
same year. At these meetings a constitution and by-laws were submitted and 
approved. Perhaps one of the more significant points of the third meeting 
v~s the presence of the first two women delegates to the o.u.C.--both from 
the Aquateers of Canada. 

The Council has grown in size from its original membership of eighteen clubs 
representing about 300 divers to its present status of 39 member clubs repre
senting over 1000 persons. This is certainly a sizeable increase in the number 
of organized clubs that have affiliated with the Council in a ·space of less 
than six years. However in spite of these impressive figures, the Council is 
otill representing a minority of the divers in the province, since it is estim
ated tha t there are over 2500 scuba divers in Ontario at present. It is up to 
us as members of the Council to show the unaffiliated clubs the value and 
importance of organized sport diving, since the effectiveness of the Council 
to this end is de.pendant upon the backing and strength of its membership. 

The promotion of diving safety and the establishment of a. standard diver 
tra i n ing programme, of course, have always been two of the Council's major 
objectives. The promulgation of this knowledge and an effective training 
progr amme, however, can be carried out only through the active co-operation and 
support of the member clubs and individuals who are the Ontario Underwater 
Council. In other words it is up to us to make the Council r eally effective 
for the advancement of sport diving in the province. There is no club so 
small that it cannot ms.lee some useful contribution to the C0uncil and to organ• 
ized diving. Certainly the ideas we share, the friends we make and the common 
interests we hold as members of the Council stand as evidence of the belief 
which the members have in this organization. 

_As to the future of the Council--this, of course, is limited only by the fore
s ight and co-oper ation of its members. If tho same unselfish spirit which 
ha s been shown in the past continues to exist, there is no r eason why the 
succeeding years should not see even more significant strides towards t he 
furth8ranc e of this great sport. 

·······-···········~········ 

JOEY GALT has been under the weather this past week and we sure missed her 
this Monday. Get well soon Joey• 

··············~·············· 

FOR SALE 

AQUAFORT dry suit, lined 11 3 years old in perfect oandition.,. Price $70.00 
Contact Ken Warre n. C.S.A.C. -- Pl-9-7997. 



KESWICK ICE Clill.NIVAL 

Date--23 Feb 1964. 
Place--Harold King Farm, Keswic~, Ont. 

This is the 2nd Annual Keswick Ice Carnival and this year it will be held on the 
above farm. Ther e is a large pond on which there will be car races, Jam Pot 
curling, figure skating, ice diving and many other activities. 

Some of our more senior divers are going to put on the diving exhibition and 
we would appreciate your support, This is a sheltered location an:i promises 
to be a lot of fun. 

Go to the Carnival Headquarters at the White Rose station at the Keswick 
Bridge .f'or directions. 

Alan Sykes (Diving Dir ector) 

................. ._. ,._.. --~. 

ET OBI COKE DIVERS' DANCE 

Friday March 6, 8,30 p.m. at the 27 Restaurant in the M:ttadar Room 
Admission $2.50 per person. 

This is Etobicoke's 4th .Annual dance, and they have a record of being 
first-class hosts. 

We are expecting a good tm-nout (from Etobicoke) at our own dance on May 22nd, 
so let's drop in on them March 6th, and return the compliments in advance . 
See FRED MUNDELL for tickets. 

········~················· 
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BOSTON OR BUST by GERRY LOWDON (SECRETARY) 

I am quite excited a.bout the planned long week-end dive to Boston in July and 
I'm writing this article in the hope that some of my enthusiasm will rub off 
on others. 

In one of our last issues, Boris Pelipeyko wrote an excellent article on the 
diving areas around Boston and from what he says, it can only be great 1 

I would like to talk about the economies of this trip. First, I think we can 
only think about chartering a bus, since it is the cheapest mt"Jde of transpor
tation. Some checking has been done and the 12 hour bus trip to Boston will 
cost about $20.00 per person return. For those of you who say you can't afford 
it, you must be joking. There are about 20 weeks before we leave and if we 
start putting four dollars a -week in our piggy banks now we wQul ve $80 00 
snv-ed which would comfortably take 2 people there and back in fine style• 

The thing is to start saving now. Don't wait till the last minute and then 
se..y you 1re broke. The "Boston Committee" will soon have to ask for a trip 
duposit from those interested in going so they can know, well in advance, 
just how many people they can count on • 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
CHEST X-RAYS by GERRY LOWDON (SECRETARY) 

At our la.et Executive meeting on Feb. 4th, it was suggested by Dr. (Hank) 
C~ykoff that each club member should have a chest X-Ray. After your X-Ray, 
a copy will be returned to Hank for filing. This will insure a record being 
kept for everyone who will take this opportunity by phoning tho Gage Institute 
f~r an appointment as soon a.s possibleo Be sure to take the enclosed form 
with you. 

• •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
RF.PRINTED .ARTICLES 

T~1e Canadian Sub Aqua Club Newsletter is sent to many outside Clubs as a 
~nurtesy and as a means of communicatinn. 

We take justifiable pride in having many nf our articles reprinted in other 
N9wsletters from various Diving Clubs. 

HoWtiver, we respt3ct.t·11l ly l°<""luPs t thRt authorship and sonro~ be acknowledged 
C ::J re prJu-t~ed articles. 

Yours for Safe Diving 

G, Rosenthal (Edi tor) 
39 Avenal Dr. Ru-3-8270 
Toronto 10, Ont. 
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--·· ... - ........ __ , __ .. ______ ,," .. -·-· .. ·- ·-··-·-· .. -···--···- .. ·---.. -....... --·------·-' 
BASSETTs• •••••• BRANTS• ••• GALTs• ••• HOOK ••• MONDELL ••• ,QUAIL •• SYKES'·····WAYNE •••• 

CHARLTONs• ••••• CUTTs ••••• GRAHAM ••• IDVVDON.PELIPEYKO.,SALTER.SHYKOFF •• ,.TOMBS •••• 

VIGON••. ·• •• • • 

What does the above list of names mean to you? A good group for a party?1' 
1 111 agree with that. 

This group have a comnon bond. Apart from being members of our club, they all 
have submitted articles to our Newsletter. 

George Rosenthal, our editor, is now working on the 4lst issue. When you con
sider that out of the above group only one third have submitted more than one 
artiole, you realize the Newsletter is being printed each week by the efforts 
of a few. 

l am not suggesting that the members who tu-ned in only one article are not 
appreciated, What I do suggest, however, is that you have made your initial 
effort, why not continue? 

Let's take another look at the list. A head count tells us it only represents 
one third of our membership, Imagine the potential of our Newsletter if we 
could arouse the other two-thirds of the clubs' writing talents. What have 
you written lately? 

ROY K. CUTTS (PRESIDENT) 

••••••..•.....•.......•.•.•••.•...... 
BIRTHDAY GREETINGS AND BEST WI SHES TO: 

JOHN PYE-FlNCH••••••••••Feb 15th••••• MANY HAPPY RETURNS OF THE DAY 

••........•......................... 
CANADA'S FRESH WATER UNIVERSE by PETER Ma.cFARLANE 

It seems that on our doorsteps lies e.n exciting portion of the mrld's "irmer 
space", a fresh water universe as full of treasures and pleasures underwater 
as any area in the world. 

We live on the shores of the largest body of fresh water on earth. One half 
of all the fresh water in the world is contained in the five Great Lakes. The 
largest, Lake Superior, has a water area of 94,680 square miles. It is also 
the highest, being about 600 feet above sea level and the deepest, having depth• 
over 1300 feet. And as those who have dived there know, it is also the coldest. 

The second and third largest lakes, Huron and Michigan, are almost twins in 
area--when the wide waters of Georgian Bay are included to make up Huron's 
23,010 square miles. Lake Michigan's 22,400 square miles of surface is 
linked with Lake Huron at the straits of Mackinac and both lakes are only a 
little lower than Lake Superior, but the difference of 22 feet in elevation 
creates the turbulent rapids of the St. Marys River e.nd necessitates the famed 
locks at Sault Ste. Marie. Lake Huron is the widest of the Great Lakes, 183 
miles. Its greatest depth is 750 feet. 

Lake Erie is only eight feet lower than the surface of Lake Huron creating a 
relatively mild current in the St. Clair River but no rapids. Erie is the 
fourth larget in area, 9,930 square miles, and the shallowest, 210 feet. Lake 
sailors attribute Lake Erie's ornerynous to her lack of depth and the ease with 
which high seas can build up at a moment's notice. It would appear that being 
so much more shallow than the other lakes, Erie isn't really a lake in the 
same sense as the others but rather a flooded plain, ponded behind the ledge 
of the Niagara Escarpment. 

At the eastern end of lake Erie there is a sensational difference in level be
tween it and Lake Ontario; within a distance of 27 miles the water drops 325 ft, 
creating one of the great waterfall-rapids systems in the world, Niagara Falls 
and the Niagara River. Surprisingly, Lake Ont. is somewhat deeper than Huron, 
778 ft, and is the smallest of the Great Lakes in area with only 7,520 square 
miles. At its eastern end all the waters of the Great Lakes combine to make the 
St. Lawrence River, flowing north-east to the sea, dropping through turbulent 
rapids more than 200 feet in about 100 miles of channel. 

(CONT'D NEXT PAGE) 
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CANADA 1 S FRESH WATER UNIVERSE (CONT'D) 

The Great Lakes are relatively young for they did not exist as we now know them 
before the last great ice age. They were created by a vast creeping sheet of 
glacial ice which enveloped the region, extending as far south as central 
Indiana and Ohio. As the glaciers came, they gouged and scoured out the basins 
which the Lakes now occupy, the grinding and scouring process continuing for 
thousands of years. Before the glaciers came, the region of the Great Lakes 
was a great central basin draining into what is now the Mississippi Valley. 
The rocks and sand piled up by the relentless pushing of the glaciers blocked 
the former channels to the south. As the ice began to melt, water filled the 
basins of the lakes; the pressure of the rising waters finally cut the channels 
between the Lakes and created the gorge of Niagaria and the mighty falls that 
are part of it. 

The most recent of the four advances of the ice is said to have taken place 
within the last 30,000 years and that the ice retreated from the Great Lakes as 
recently as 8000 BoC• The remnants of this ice sheet are still to be found on 
Canada 1 s northern islands, Baffin and Ellesmere. 

No one knows with accuracy what Europeans first saw the area of the Great 
Lakes~ There are those who claim, but cannot prove, that the Norwegian Advent
urer, Leif Ericson, sailed the waters of Lake Superior nearly a thousand years 
ago, that the Vikings made several trips to the Keweenaw Peninsula for copper. 
However, there is no question that the first Europeans to see, explore~ des
nribe and begin to settle the Great Lakes area were the French, nor that par
adoxically, history came first to the remote northern shores. That country, 
which has remained a wilderness, has n record of exploration, trade and evange
lism as old as Massachusetts. The missions and trading posts were planted on the 
shores of Lake Superior and the Straits of Mackinac and at the mouths of north
ern rivers soon after the French entered the Great lakes by a wilderness route 
up the Ottawa River and the Mattawa, through Lake Nipissing and French River 
and into Georgian Bay in 1612. The early explorers followed this northern 
route, because the Iroquois along the lower lakes were hostile to the French, 
and the Falls of Niagara formed a barrier at the head of Lake Ontario. As a 
result, it was believed for a long time that there were only four lakes, Lake 
Erie not being discovered by the French until 1669. 

Since the launching of the firet ship to sail the waters of the Great Lakes 1 

the "Griffin" in 1679, built by Robert le. Salle, literally thousands of ships 
have followed her to watery and unknown graves. The Lakes have seen square
rigged and schooner-rigged wooden ships, side-wheel steamers both wooden and 
~.ran-hulled, and screw-driven passenger ships and the incredibly long, slim 
lake freighters. And many of every kind have met with misfortune and tragedy 
in the storms brewed so quickly by the Lakes. Estimates up to $300,006,000 
have been made of the value of wrecks and salvage on the floor of the Great 
Lakes. 

l~e live on the shores of a vast fresh-water world, rich in history, around 
which has developed a densely-populated, highly industrialized area of the 
continent. This is because the lakes have been highways of immigration and 
transportation. The lakes have also been a barrier to the understanding of 
what lies beneath the surface, the geological formations, the mineral resourees, 
the cycles of fresh-water life, the relics of earliest explorations. How soon 
·vill some new type of life or fossil be discovered? When will the seams of 
~Opper and iron which extend in vast quantities beneath the lake be surveyed 
and mined? Who will discover a Viking sword or helmet? Will the "Griffin" 
be found? When will an underwater device like Co s teau's "saucer" cruise the 
icy depths of Lake Superior? 

These questions and the many others can only be answered in time by those who 
have developed an enthusiasm for diving and who carry down with them the desire 
to solve the mysteries of Canada's fresh-water universe, the Great lakes • 

••...........•................ 
ED 1S NOTE: This is Peter's first contribution to our Newsletter. I certainly 

hope we don't have to wait too long for his next. Peter has a 
wealth of knowledge and 1 tru.st he will share some of it with us 
through this weekly. 



DIVING AWAY FROM HOME WATERS by BORIS PELIPEYKO 

In spite of mountains of snow lining our streets and near zero temperatures, 
spring is slowly making its way to our 'doorsteps. The sun rays become warmer 
the days are getting longer and longer, and our thoughts begin to wander from' 
lake to lake or from one stretch of the sea coast to another planning our sum
mer voyages and diving vacations. Many of us spend more and' more time over the 
old road maps, contemplating in silence the mysterious and fascinating maze of 
highways which spread like a spider-web across the continent. Some of them end 
abruptly after reaching the blue expanse of the oceans others crawl in a snake
like fashion along the coasts towards the dots and cir~les bearing the names of 
Vera Cruz, La. Paz, Acapulco, Miami, or Key West. 

Sometimes our thoughts will wander off the red lines of the highways and sail 
across the blue space of the map to land for a moment on 0ne of many small spots 
which bear such exciting names as Guadelupe, Martinique, Barbados or Bermuda. 

Those of us who were gifted with richer than average irrmagination may almost 
hear the murmur of the warm sea caressing the golden sandy beaches, a. soft 
rustle of the trade winds playing with the branches of the palm trees, a distant 
~ound of calypso music or a roar of brakers rolling over the shallow reefso 
(0ne must of course close ones' eyes in order not to see the thick carpet of 
snow lying outside). 

The days and weeks flow swiftly by and before we rea lize it sunmer will be here 
and the day will come when we will begin to convert our winter dreams or planning 
lnto reality. Some of us may find themselves on one of the tropica l islands 
en joying the trade breeze and calypso music, some will be satisfied with the 
less sophisticated but almost as interesting waters of Florida reefs. Some (the 
tough ones) may decide to spend a week or two diving in refreshing cool waters 
off Maine or Massachusettso 

Wherever we find ourselves during the sunmer, success of our diving trip or 
vacation will largely depend on our winter planning. Diving, away from home 
waters may become a bitterly disappointing failure if many important details 
a~e not attended to well in advance. 

For the benefit of those among us who plan their first diving vacations away 
from home, I will outline the basic, most important planning procedures which, 
if adhered to, will assure at least a high probability of a successful trip, 
disregarding whether the final destination is Maine, Florida, Mexico or lake 
~uperior. 

1. Decide how far you intend to go. 
2o Find out from the diving clubs at your destination if there are any inter
esting diving spots in the neighbourhood, what they are, average visibility, · 
depth , currents, how far from shore, possibility of renting boats and guides, 
ava ilability of diving buddies, possibility of tank rentals, reliable air 
stations, addresses of diving stores (these usually are a good source of valu
able information) average weather conditions etc. (The names and addresses of 
diving clubs are listed in the "World Roster of Diving Clubs" 1 January edition 
of the Skindiver Magazine. 
Bo If no diving clubs are listed in the locality of your choice, get in touch 
v:ith the Province or State Diving Council, loce.l NAU! instructors or diving 
stores listed in the same issue of the Skindiver, 
4., All towns and villages usually have a Chamber of Commerce. They are the 
most helpful organizations and will provide you with all necessary information 
regarding accommodation, rates, availability of camping sites, boat rentals, 
local diving and fishing laws, addresses of diving clubs and diving stores. 
5. If you intend to do some reef diving, remember that the coral reefs are to 
be found only along the eastern coasts of the continent within tre boundaries 
limited by the Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn. Florida waters are an exception 
due to the Gulfstream and the reefs extend up to the latitude of Miami. 

For those who have already chosen Florida as their destination, I can offer 
quite a few helpful suggestions. They will eliminate the necessity of a l engthy 
correspondence with the organizations outlined above. 

The most interesting diving in Florida waters is concentrated along the Atlantic 
coast and extends from Miami to Key West. I am not very familiar with the 
Gulf side but apparently the general diving conditions are poor due to sandy 
bottom a nd seaweed . In view of this, the most logical choice is Miami itself 
or some of the · keys--Key largo in particular• 
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I recommend Mi~mi for various reasons. There are several very friendly diving 
clubs always wi~ling t~ ~ake care of a visiting diver. It is also the seat of 
Sou~heast Council of Diving Clubs with Bud Cox as its president. If you give him 
~ ding cm:w-~-3832) he will direct you to one Of the clubs. Poppy Flood (FRl-8683) 
is also willing to help any visitor as ~uch as he can. There are also the Miami 
Morays, the most hospitable and friendly club in Florida. Our own club and the 
Underwater Club of Canada are well known to Morays. Their past president Don 
McGee (TU7-4617! is ~ good aquaintance of mine as I dive with the Morays ~lmost 
each summer. Give him a. call and he will tell you from where and at what time 
t~eir bout leaves. for the reefs ?r wrecks. If unable to contact him, try Walter 
Dietel, a professional salvage diver whose hobby is diving with the Morays. (A 
good example of a busman's holiday). His phone number is Tu-84690 You can also 
get in touch with Judy Meade at Pl 7-6500. The above phone numbers could be incor
rect due to the constant changes by the phone companies. However the given 
names could be easily found in the phone book. ' 

There are several diving stores in Miami. The one I strongly recouunend is the 
Underwater Sports at 2219 Biscayne Blvd (FR3-6474 ). Their air is the cleanest 
in Miami (they use a soap lubricated compressor) and the prices are quite reason
able~ Air fill for instance is 75i, tank rentals are $1.50 per day, this includes 
air. 

The main inconvenience is the fact that all diving clubs dive only on Saturdays 
and Sundays, During the week the club diving activity is almost nil and the visit
ing diver must rely on professional diving boats which are rather expensive 
comp~red to three to five dollars for club boats. 

'JnG.erwa.ter Sports or any other diving store listed in the yellow pages will direct 
yo~ to one of the several marinas where you can join a group of divers going to 
·c

1

~.e reefs. Depending on the number, it may cost you from five to fifteen dollars 
per day. One of the better diving skippers is Charlie Andrews (MuS-6109). In 
general all diving in Florida waters is done from three to five miles from the 
shores, from ten to 150 feet deep. By the way, if you are susceptible to sea
Gickness use DRAMAMINE as the natives are diving in the worst weather as long as 
the Coast Guard does not chnse them back to port. Although they all are wonderful 
d~vers , they are the most reckless ones. Do not expect any buddy systems while 
d:'.ving with themo Very often you will be left on your own or a.gain you will have a 
i~ze~ of them all around you. When this happens--watch for spears. A sudden 
barruge from all calibre of weapons is nothing unusual with those characters. 

Joma 50-60 miles south from Miami is one of the first Keys--Key Lnrgo. About three 
·:r..ile ::i from its south eastern shores, stretches the now famous Pennekamp Underwater 
~c.rlc., This is a real divers' paradise over 20 miles long and about 4 miles widee 
'\.il information regarding diving on the French and Molasses reefs (Und erwater Park) 
)an be obtained either by mail from Key Largo Chamber of Corrnnerce or right on the 
.:;rr,t as it is only over one-hour drive from Miami . There are of course many other 
oeautiful reefs all along the Keys. One of them is the Sombrero reef off Ms.rathon • 
. :::Cme motel or lodge operators in the Keys ever offer free air, free tanks, boa.ts 
nr.d guides to the reefs and wrecks if you stay with them. 

"'.l:ere is some fresh water diving in the springs, located in central northern 
- _:_ :1.crida. However access to many of them is poor, as they often are on private land 

.:.:::i.d the springs normally open to the public have only a very small area allocated 
1;0 divers. Silver Springs a.re one of them. Eric Galt did some diving there two 
yea.re ago and if anyone is interested, I am sure Eric will not mind providing the 
nece ss~ry informution, 

Eric and I did some diving in Ponce de Leon Springs. This is one of the most inter
eRting springs in the area. You can follow the underground river for quite a dis
·cnnce. Pa ssages and caves however are too narrow. The water is cold and the cur
rent is very strong and it carries stones, rotten tree trunks, human skulls and 
other junk. I did not get too far underground before I was frozen stiff and when 
my face was hit by a big log my exploration urge vanished and I was out of the 
~ave s before one could say J~ck Robinson, If properly equipped, ie. wet suit, 
light buddies etc. the exploration of underground river could be a thrilling 

, ' ' . . 11 t• experience. There is a little museum beside the spring exhibiting a co. ec ~on 
of items thrown out by the current. You will find there bones of pre-historic 
sharks human skeletons tools and many other things. Usually there is a crowd 

' ' A . of diver-archeologists digging in the underwater slime for arti£acts. gai~ 
if any one wants to know more about the Ponce de Leon Springs, he should write 
to the local Chamber of Corrnnerce. 

I am sure that the information contained here will enable everybody concerned to 
do some serious planning. If 1 can help in any other way, I will be glad to do soe 
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c. s .A. c. MAILING LIST (1963 & 1964 Members) 
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1 64 

ACKERMAN R .p • (BUD) 
BASSETT BILL 

111 VICKIE 
II BRIAN 

BOWDEN (MRS) NEL 
BOYD (MRS) DI.ANNE 
BRANT IAN 

11 VERA (MRS) 
CHARLTON ROY 

II BARBARA (MRS) 
II RODNEY 

CHIIDS JIM 
CUTTS ROY 
DODD DAVID 
DOMERCHIE JOHN 

II MINY (MRS) 
DOMERCHIE CHRIS 
DOWNING BOB 
ETHERINGTON DAVE 
FLINT PETER 
GALT ERIC 

II JOEY (MRS) 
GERARD BETTE (MRS) 
GORDON DEREK 
GRAHAM GLENN 
GR.Ai.~T ALEX 
HAND TOM 
HIBBERD ART 
HOOK DIANE (MISS) 
JOHNSON ALLAN 
LOWDON GERRY 
MA.GEE DOUG (DR) 
MacF.ARLAND PETER 
McGINNES MYRNA (MRS) 
McLEAN ANGUS (DR) 
MILNE B!iRBARA 
MUNDELL FRED 
OBERMAN HAL 
ORTVED WILUA,~ (DR) 
PELlPEYKO 
PELOQUIN ED 
PELOQUIN JIM 
PRATT JACK 
ROSA REG de la 
ROSENTHAL GEORGE 
PYE-FINCH JOHN 
QUAIL HOW.ARD 
SALTER CARL 
SCHIEGEL DON 
SHYKOFF HENRY (DR) 
SIGAL SAUL 

11 RHODA (MRS) 
SYKES ALliN 

11 JANET (MRS) 
TOMBS RUSS 
TRAIN TERRY 
VIGON ARNOW 
VISNAPUU JOHN (WILLIE) 
WAKELING JOHN 
WALSH KEVIN 
WARREN KEN 

'64 WAYNE ALVIN 
z 64 WILSON ROSS 

WRIGHT JIM 

'64 DENOTES DUES PAID FOR 1964. 

10 EDGECROFT RD TOR 18 
1097 PH.AR.MACY AVE SCARBORO 

" 
" 

Cl-1-8789 
755-2504 

" 
II 

1215 YORK MILLS RD APT -10 DON MILLS 444-5629 
3 ARDEN CRESC SCARBORO 751-0292 
16 OAKBURN PL. APT 6 WILLOWDALE 221-3019 

II 

5 ZAMBRI WALK SCARBORO 
II 

II 

108 HUBBARD BLVD TOR01"TO 13 
3798 LAvVRENCE AVE E. SCARBORO 
36 PHILLIP AVE SCARBORO 
Box 6, SCHOMBERG ONT 

II 

Box 69, SCHOMBERG . ONT 
2763 ST. CLAIR AVE E. TOR 16 
154 HIILHURST BLVD TOR 12 
4 SHAWFORD CR SCARBORO 
4 9 LEAHANN DR SCARBORO 

II 

970 O'CONNOR DR APT 302 Tor 16 
2 MEADOW GLEN PL APT 507 SCARBORO 
56A 33rd St. Toronto 14 
12 CEDlill.BANK CR DON MILLS 
106 HUBBARD BLVD TOR 8 
R.R. l KETTIEBY ONT 
13 HATHERLY RD TOR 10 
127 HOMESTEAD RD lJllEST HILL 
1545 BIRCHMOUNT RD APT 405 SCAR 
55 COBHAM CRESC TOR 16 
2 SANDELWOOD PL DON MILLS 
1535 BIRCHMOUNT RD APT 404 SCAR 
P. 0. BOX 3 95 MARKHAM ONT 
37 KAPPEIE AVE TORONTO 12 
16 9 BARKER AVE TOR 13 
1535 BIRCHMOUNT RD APT 404 SCAR 
19'7 STRATHGOWAN AVE TOR 12 
24 WEXFORD BLVD SCARBORO 
4 RALSTON AVE TOR 6 
284 LAWRENCE AVE W APT 2 TOR 12 
2 NORCAP AVE AGINCOURT 
71 P ARKLEA DR TOR 1 7 
39 AVENAL DR TOR 10 
21 ABBEVILLE RD SClillBORO 
60 CORINNE CRESC SCARBORO 
30 TRUDELL ST APT 306 SCARBORO 
3953 BLOOR ST. W. ISLINGTON 
734 O'CONNOR DR TOR 6 
196 VALLEY RD WILIDWDALE 

II 

83 CLEARVIEW HTS APT 34 Tor 15 
II 

2 CHAUNCEY AVE TCR 18 
815 KENNEDY RD APT 407 Scarboro 
272 CORNELIUS PliRKWAY DOWNSVIEW 
83 HAWKRIDGE AVE MARKHAM ONT 
833 WILSON AVE APT 6 DOWNSVIEW 
1 GREENBROOK DR APT 3 TOR 15 

11 

757-1415 
II 

II 

699-2852 
284-4557 
266-2246 
939-2138 

11 

939-2360 
Pl5-3588 
Hul-1097 
A'.t2-4926 
759-6932 

II 

Pl7-5452 
284-1765 
Cl5-5682 
Hi4-1339 
Ox9-6665 
Pa7-5124 
785-2184 
At2-5545 
757-1742 
755-3123 
444-6188 
751-2074 
294-3635 
488-0370 
699-6520 
751-2074 
489-5603 
757-7146 
421-1647 
781-8959 
Ax.3-7975 
421-9529 
Ru3-8270 
Ax3-2 938 
Pl7-5757 
266-4656 
Be9-0587 
421-2628 
447-2147 

II 

769-6740 
II 

233-2403 
755-7423 
Me5-0189 

Ro6-9545 
1 704 VICTORIA PARK AVE APT 115 
38 ELWAY COURT TORONTO 19 

SCAR pl9-7997 
Ru7-1033 

2293 EGLINTON AVE E APT 502 SCAR 
4 90 WILSON AVE APT 315 DOWNSVIEW 

Pl5-1839 
636-5049 

ANY INCORRECTIONS OR CHANGES PrnASE INFORM JOEY GALT AND -GEORGE ROSENTHAL 
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LITTORAL SOCIETY FILM NIGHT 

If ~u have not already done so, make arrangements to nttend this film night 
Feb 28th a.t 8 pm at North Toronto Collegiate (Yonge at Eglinton). 

Tickets available from Fred Mundell c.s.A.c. or Dave Willson E.u.c. Ch-7-9576 
ERIC & JOEY GALT 

AQUATIC INSECTS AND BUGS JOEY GALT (c.s.A.C MEMBERSHIP DIRECTOR) 

No one who has studied insects and bugs could fail to be impressed by the variety 
of ways in which these creatures are adapted to their environments. This is 
particularly true of the aquatic rrembers of insects, who are to be found almost 
exclusively in fresh water and who display many ingenious modifications of their 
body structures. 

The human being who takes to the water, especially one who wishes to spend some 
time irrnnersed in it, will particularly appreciate these adaptations since he uses 
similar but inferior methods in the form of added equipment rather than an 
e~f ective body pa.rt. 

Fnr instance, mny of these creatures could be said to have swim-fins. One, two 
OJ: a ll three pairs of their le gs, depending on the species, possess swimning 
h;i.:'. rs which give additional drive to the leg and foot arrl aid greatly in loco
m';t ion both on and under the water. Among these are the Water-Beetle, the Caddis
'l1_y larva, the Back-Swimmer and the Water-Boatman • 

. Among those which make use of a snorkel are the Water-Scorpion, an aquatic bug 
wrd.ch resembles a true scorpion somewhat in appearance and which has used th is 
device for thousands of years. ..Another is the larva of the gnat. A most spec
t n. (;ular example is the so-called "rat-tailed maggot" which is the larval stage 
o~ the Drone-Flye The latter is particularly well endowed, having a telescopic 
t~.ib e extending from the hind errl of the body which can reach a length of four to 
flve inches (much longer than the larva itself) or which can be contracted to 
as little as one inch, as the need arises. 

The equivalent of a weight-b elt is used by a species of Cassis-Fly larva which 
attaches a fair-sized stone to the case in which it lives, to give it negative 
buoyancy. 

W'n :'..rligig Beetles and Chameleon Fly larvae take their air supply doV'm with them, 
a1> do the Back-Swimmers and Water-Boatmen, who carry their air stores under 
t~eir wing cases. In addition, the Water-Boatmen and some other insects have 
a 0oating of hairs which also trap air, enabling them to rennin down even longer. 
S.>me larvae, including that of one of the mosquitoes, tap air spaces in sub
mer ged plants. 

The Water-Spider, thoq;h not an insect, deserves mention at this point as it 
has its own diving bell. It spins a small tent-like web, attaching it to water 
plants, and fills it with air carried down in its hair-coat. In this bubble of 
air , it spends much of its time. 

One species of aquatic moth even has the equivalent of an oxygen rebreather. 
The female, who spends all her adult lif'e underwater, constructs a case arourrl 
herself rmde of leaves of underwater vegetation. The Aquatic plants from which 
the case is made continues to carry on photosynthesis, thereby providing oxygen 
for the insect's use and absorbing the carbon dioxide which the insect "exhales". 

A safety-line is used by the larva of the Buffa.lo Gllll.t, which inhabits very 
fa.st water, even water-falls. If dislodged from its position by the turbulence, 
it is carried down-stream but remains attached to its origire.l site by a silk 
thread, which it may spin to a length of six inches. It uses this line to return 
to its starting point. The larva of the well-known an:l much hated Black Fly 
and certain aquatic cute rpH)flrs A.lso use ~:ilk anchor ropes. 
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AQUATIC INSECTS AND BUGS (CONT'D) 

While a diver may use a "scooter" or sled to enable him to travel througp. the 
water more quickly, some larvae have built-in jet-propulsion devices• The nymph 
of the D~agg~n-Fly posse~scs a rectal gill which is used for moving as well as 
for resp:i-z-at1~n. ~y taking water in slowly and expelling it violently, the 
sim.11 animal is driven fareward at some speed. This is an excellent escape 
mechanism, replacing the usual slow crawl a long the bottom. 

Gills are, of course, the ultimate adaptation to an aquatic existence. These 
most useful structures are al so to be found anP ng the insect larvae particularly 
those of the Caddis-Fly, Dragon-Fly, Damselfly and Alder-Fly ' 

Perha.ps, one day, man will find a way to have thErn too • 

. . .., ............... . 
THANKS 

I'd like to express my sincere thanks to the members of the c.s.A.C. for the 
lovely flowers sent me during my recent stay in the hospital. I hope to be with 
you soono 

MYRNA McGINNES 

1'~ ) CLASSROOM 

~) ~ -:_r_, to schoo 1 exams, there will be no classroom facilities on Mon March 2 & 9 

... " ....... ~ ... ~ ..... . 
THE LITTLE PEOPLE by GERRY LOWOON (SECRETARY) 

r:' ne Scarboro Recreation and Parks dept. has recogniz ed a nd fulfilled a need by 
~ n~tituting n young adults skin diving program (13-18 years). 

Wa as members of the skin diving fraternity must, I am sure, agree that young 
pe ople desirous of skin diving training are not going to wait until they reach 
an a ge that is "convenient" for us as adults to train. These young people will 
go diving regard less. 

Beca use of this basic hurmn behavior pattern, I think it is high titre we adult 
d:ivers woke up and began Junior skin diving programs in our club. We can no 
l<mger put off the young people and l et their training fall into the hands of 
other groups. In the past we divers have felt pangs of injustice ~hen other 
group s outside the diving fraternity tried to regulate or usurp our club or 
C0uncils' authority. 

Now, however, when these group s take over the training of our future divers, we 
he1we a sigh of relief indicating that we are glad to be rid of the problem. 

I a gree t hat teaching young people nny inconvenience us but it can a lso be a 
gc eat reward to us. If we want to regulate and ~vern our own sport, then we 
must do it completely, not just that part which is conven:ient for us • 

. . ' ..................... . 
EAST COAST DIVE IN JULY 

Enclosed you will find a stamped addressed post-card containing a questionaire. 
This is for your convenience . Our Executive can only plan intelligently 
with your full co-opm:ation. Kindly fill in the blanks and r eturn iillIIEd iately. 

· ··-·-·~ ,,,,.. .. .............. , .. .. 
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416-384= 32 lbs 

.A':lCHHIBDES t PRINCIPLE 

lir chimedes 1 principle sta.tes that "a body innnersed in n fluid loses as much 
weight as the weight of the fluid it displaces". 

With fresh wo.ter weighing 62.4 lbs. per cubic foot, an object of 3 cubic ft in 
r.iass placed in it would have a buoyancy of 3 times 62.4=187.2 .. lbs. Should this 
object weigh only 180 lbs. normally, it would float a.t the surface. However if 
the object weighed 200 lbs., it would sink with a. negative buoyancy of 12.8 lbs. 
That is, an object of 3 cubic f eet and weighing 200 lbs. on land, would weigh 
1208 lbs. und er water. 

In the human race, approximately 97% of the people are buoyant. This is explain
ed by the fa.ct tha.t the hµnan body is made up of a large percentnge of water, and 
the weight of the solid material is off-set by the air in the na tural air cavities. 
Ho~ever, in the 3% that a.re not buoyant, the solid matter, are probably bones 
weighing more than the buoyant force of displacement. 

The lungs can increase your buoyancy oonsidorc.bly, Should a diver displace 
enough water to equal his own weight with his lungs a.t norm.al capacity, that is 
approximately 5 pints, he would float on the surface. Now should he fill his 
lw1gs to ca.pa.city of 10 pints, he would float with a. positive buoyancy of 
13P92 lbs. Therefore, he would float on the surface because his body weight 

.-wouM h e much l e ss than the weight of the ·water displaced. 

(Thanks to AI.BERTA SICINDIVERS COUNCIL NEWSIETTER) 

e•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

We're sorry to hear that Frances Vigon has been under the weather. Hope by the 
time this Newsletter renches you, it will be n thing of the past. 

AQUA KNIGHTS OF 1IA1'.IT LTON 

I have been informed that the Aqua Knibhts of Hamilton hnve applied for member
ship with our o.u.c. Join the hn.ppy fa.mily. ll'le 'll be glud t o hnve you. 

DIVE SAFELY •••• ALWAYS WI TH A BUDDY ••••••••••• NEVER DIVE ALONE• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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The FJINTASIES OF DONNING & DOFFING by "FOREVER TRYING" AL WAYNE 

I sat nt the bottom of the po0l looking nt the wonderous sights nround too. Tiles, 
a. drn:in, water ond sotoo sq uirming animals going through the same contortions 
ns myself--doffing their equipment.. I then proceeded to the surface--getting n 
gentle blow in the stomnch from my instructor, and then n slight rest before 
attempting to don my equipment. 

While wrestling with my regulator hose for hours (10 seconds) my whole life 
passed before me. During this brief interlude, I rr>ticed my pnst life (wny past} 

· · wus on the planet ?.hrs, which has no water nnd is therefore the logical explanntior: 
of why I wns hnving so much trouble donning my equipment. Going down for the 
second time, I didn't feel so bad knowing I hnd only spent one lifetina on a 
water-laden plnriet. So during the next few hours (20 seconds), I managed 
clumsily to get on my equipment and head happily for the surface, take n shower, 
hnve n co~fee and home to bed o sleep and driam. 

The End • 

. .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . ... .... 
ED'S NOTE: It's n0t the end, J~l, it's only the beginning .. Happy divill;• 

................ ~·· ..... . 
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Dear George : by DOR.JS PEUPEYKO 

r ~ould l~ke to thank Peter McFarlane for his well-written and very inform
ativ? art~cle on the Great Lakes. I would like to also thank him for dis
closing his talent. He certainly can write. It feels good to know that the 
rfeplacements ar? on their way to relieve those who are beginning to suffer 

rom battle-fatigue. Welcome aboard Peter' 

There is another problem I would like to mention in connection with Om" 

Newsletter. It is my feeling that we exert excessive an:i unwarranted pres
sure on our co-members regardiqs the lack of their contributions to our 
News letter. 

I am sure that the reason for the absence of literary enthusiasm among the 
vast nn jority of our friends lies deeper than just laziness arrl a "let 
George do it" attitude. 

We should realize that not everone among us can write. We would not expect 
every ~ember to be able to write a sonata or paint a seascape. Well, writing 
falls in about the same category. This, in my opinion, is the main reason 
why the large majority of our members prefer to abstain from any literary / 
efforts r ather than produce what in their own opinion might be nn embarnssing 
"drivel". 

Indiscriminate nngging may be felt by many as very unpleasant or even humi
liating. It is my suggestion thnt the pressure should be applied where it 
will do the most good, namely to the members who are nlready known us able 
writers. There nre 17 names listed by Roy as past authors of various art
icles. If only five of them would produce a one-page article once every 
three weeks--there would be no problem in continuing the publicntion of a 
five-page Newsletter each week. 

I understand many Ontario Clubs are receiving our Newsletter and use our 
articles for re-printing in their own publications. IS this is true , then 
I can not understa nd v.hy we see so few (if any) re-prints from other clubs' 
publications. Am I wrong in assumi~ that there is a reciprocal gentleman's 
ngr eement regarding exchange of the clubs' publications~ 

lf there is n serious shortage of materia l, would it not be advisenble to 
publish our Newsletter twice monthly instead of weekly? 

I sincerely hope thc.t the above problems are of interest to our rre mbers nnd 
taking this into consideration, I invite either a member of the Executive or 
a member of our editorial staff to express their comments regarding the 
a.bove-mentioned problems. Of course, the opinions of other memb ers will be 
more than welcome • 

While I am in the mood, I may as well continue . There is one problem which 
may be of interest not only to our own writers, but also to the writers in 
other clubs. It is illegal to reprint or reproduce in any way, pages or 
paragraphs or even sentences from books written by other authors without 
their own or their publishers' permission. Quoting the author's nmne in the 
reprint does not e liminate in any way a. possible court ca se for plagiari~m ti' 
caught. The Composers and Authors Association far snfegunrd ing t he:h" memben 
copyrights is n very a ctive, capable a nd powerful or ganiz ation and each year 
na.ils many tnD.ny people all around the world far unauthoriz ed r eprints, pla
giarism, or for playing music, for instance, without paying dues to the 
composer. I have no idea to what extent the newspapers are covered by 
copyright, all books and nngazines, however, a re protected completely. 

This has no connection wha. tsoever with what I so.id above, but it would be 
appreciated if those who reprint articles from other Clubs 1 publications 
would quote the author's no.re a nd his club affiii:ation. George asked for it 
one or two issues back, but if I remember correctly, he did not mmtion 
Club 1 s no.mes. 

Somebody conmitted a bad "faux po.s" by publishing the names of the memb ers 
who for some, perhn. ps with very good l·ea son, have not yet paid their club 
dues. Do not words "embflrassment'' er "humilis tion" mean anything any more? 
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Dear Boris: 

I have always enjoyed your articles and this one is no exception, even though 
you pin my ears back in no uncerta in t erms. You invite comment from the 
Executive ~nd from the "Editoria l Sta.ff", and a s the lone member of the 
a~ove-ment1oned ~ta.ff, I'd like to answer some of your criticisms and most 
sin~erely apologize to any members I may have embarrassed or humiliated. 
Believe me, there was no such in ten ti on on my part. 

You ~e e l that we are "nagging" our members for articles and that this is 
~nfair because not everyone is a "literary genius any more than every member 
ls able to write a. sonato or paint o. sea.scape"• Wiy dear Boris for a man of 
your int~lligence, I'm a.ma.zed at such drivel. No-one expects ~ur articles 
to be written by experts. This is n .Newsletter by the members and for the 
members. If you have th e ability to write a note to your milkman then you 
have the ability to contribute to our Newsletter. You further st~te th'3. t 
we.already have seve~teen authors that have contributed articles. May I 
bring to your attention, that of this number, eight have written one article 
only, four have written two, and only five have been regular contributers . 

In r ep ly to your contention that we do not see enough re-prints from other 
club issues, I'd like to stress again, that I nm much more interested in 
original articles from our ovm members (even though they may be inexperien
ced authors) and only re-print when I'm really stuck for materia l. 

I would like to allay your concern regarding reprinting from other public
ations without first obtaining permission from the author or publishing 
house. In the first place, this only pertains to material that appears 
in copywrited print. The only articles we have ever used have come from 
other Newsletters, and to my knowledge, none are copywrited. However, I 
agree with you tho.t material re-used should most definitely be credited to 
the author and Club affiliation. 

Now for the part of your l e tter that really turned my ears an embarrassing 
red. I most certainly did not mean to "humiliate" anyone by my trethod of 
informing them that their dues had not been paid. We are a non-profit or
ganizat ion, but still are obligated to meet our conmittments on time or we 
will cease to be any kind of organizationo Dues a re an obligation for 
every menber~ and they should not have to be reminded to pay them. Per
haps my method of remindirg them wns wrong, nnd if so, th en I apologize. 

(Editor) 

................................ 
REMINDER 

No classroom facilities Mon bhrch 2 & 9. We meet at pool door 8~45 p.m • 

.................... ,,.,, ....... . 
For Sa.le by GLENN GR.AH.AM (SAFETY DIRECTCR) 

A unique specimen of British Craftsimnship is offered at a most r easonable 
price to the most discerning of sporting gent l emen. Will you becotre the 
proud owner of a true one of a kind, British sporting car? This vehicle 
has not been used during the winter until this year, when it has unfailingly 
started on command. This ve.hiole is fitted with the original tyres and is 
only now properly run in having 39 1 000 miles on the speedometer. This a~to
mobile possesses a very light and sensitive steering which is combined with 
riding characteristics which have to be experienced to be believed . The 
vehicle is fitted with the most modern type of flashing trafficators and the 
spacious boot will accommodate diving gear or washing rmchines. The bonnet 
is of the traditional style--opening from either side. VVhile the doors.are 
fitted with the latest of innovations--locks and wind-up windows. The in
terior of this luxuriously appointed car is carpeted with broad loom ~nd is 
upholstered with genuine imitation leathercloth. The present owner is 
forced to make this car available to the highest bidder due to l ack of.park
ing space and because his son does not yet have a driving licence. This . 
impeccably kept 1950 Mode l Anglia is available for inspec~ion and test drives 
by appointment only. Please call Cl-5-5682 for your appointment. NO 
DEALERS PLEASE i 
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ARGOSY SPORTS LTD--2165 LAWRENCE AVE E. SC.ARBCRO ONT 
FREE COFFEE SERVED AT ALL HOURS.. THE COFFEE IS GOOD AND 'IHE PRICE IS RIGHT. 
THEY ALSO CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF DIVING EQUIPMENT AND O'lliER SPORTING 
GOODS. THE SCOOTER SHOWN ABOVE IS NO LONGER AVAILABLE OTHERWISE 
GERRY LOWD ON' S STOCK IS QUI TE COMPLETE. ' 

IJea.r Gear ge: 

............................... 

NITROGEN NARCOSIS (RAPTURE OF THE DEEP) 

When the body is exposed to air pressures 
of four atmospheres or higher, the gas
eous nitrogen breathed induces a narcotic 
(anesthetic) effect. This is evidenced 
by the decreased ability to work and 
changes in mood. The effect is like 
that of alcoholic intoxication. The 
diver with a low alcohol tolerance or 
emotional instability is more suscepti
ble to drunkenness caused by h:igh pres
sure nitrogen. 

(UNDERWATER RECREATION) 
(LOS ANGELES 1964) 

by .ARNIE VIGON 

Just a suggestion for this sunmer., How abnut a short period of time allo~· 
ed out of the fir st hour in the pool for any rrember not in training to 1-ring 
his wife and/or children and give them n little instruction in swimnin6-
(Teach your own). That is if we keep the pool for 2 hrs this summer. I do 
not think it would be too late for the kids as they have no school in the 
surrmer. It would also be understood that we must be fully responsible for 
our own families• By the ti ire the summer comes most of the trainees will be 
in Scuba arrl in the second hr. This would also help pay for the pool. 
It would nlso give some of the older members sorething to do other than jus+ 
swimming providing they did not care to partake in the advance Scuba 
training. 

Did you know that our club---has the only weekly Newsletter going~ 
--is one of the largest self supporting clubs in 

· the o.u.c. (refei·ring to township sponsers e>tL' .. ) 

--has more older members that oont.int.'3 to 
stick around,. • ., ~.wonder why'? 
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A REPORT OF A DIVING ACCIDENT by GEORGE BURT N.A.U.l. 102 

On Sunday, June 16th 1963, the following three persons met to experiment on 
a test of their deep diving ability, they being: 

Mr• Peter Low Age 36 
8 Oakburn Cresc 
Willowdale, Ontario 

Mr. Kenneth McKenzie Age 29 
8 Oakburn Cresc 
Willowdale, Ontario 

Mr. Daniel Ransom Age 19 
474 Dupont st. Apt 6 
Toronto, Ont. 

These persons met at the home of: Mr. Fred Harley 
1944 Hartland Dr. 
Clarkson, Ontario 

Also in attendance were Mr. Lou Singer of Supre100 Divers Supply, 170 King 
St. E., Toronto, and Mr, Jim Logan, President ani Instructor of the Canad
ian Diving Academy. This organization is associated with Supreme Divers 
Supply and acts as the training arm of Supreme Divers Supply. 

Mr. McKenzie and Mr. Low had often dived together in the past and had made 
dives to approximately 200 feet. Both chaps have never had formal training 
of any type yet they claim to know a great deal about diving. When quest
ioned by the examiner (George Burt), it was evident that their knowledge 
was very limited. Some of the questions regarding general diving knowledge 
were very poorly answered. This convinced the examiner that neither of them 
were competent divers. The only knowledge they had gained was from reading 
and this appeared to be very limited. Such basic manuals as the Science 
of Skin and Scuba Diving and The u.s. Navy Diving Manual were unheard of 
by them. 

Their first acquaintance with Mr. Ransom was made on the Saturday previous 
to the dive. They had no knowledge of Mr. Ransom's diving ability, but 
later stated that they did not feel that Mr. Ransom would be able to reach 
a forty foot depth. Some caution was expre~sed to Mr. Ransom as~the dang
ers of a deep dive. Mr. Singer had suggested that Mr. Ransom go along as 
a witness. 

No pre-dive preparation was made, there was no discussion as to what the 
plan would be or what precautions would be carried out. 

After loading the t1MJ small boats they proceeded out onto tile lake. The 
boat carrying Mr. Harley and Mr. Ransom was first out onto the lake. The 
second boat with Mr. Low arrl Mr. McKenzie followed about fifteen minutes 
later. They could not find the first boat so they returned to shore. At 
this time they picked up the battery from their car for th e Bend ix Depth 
Sounder. While they were loading the battery in tre boat the first boat 
appeared and they moved out onto the lake on a compass bearing of 135 deg
rees. Previous inspection of Hydrographic Survey Charts indicated that 
they would have to go from shore approximately 9 miles to achieve a depth 
of 300 feet or more. 

A depth of 320 feet was found at such time as the indicating needle went 
right off the scroll. They prepared to anchor with approximately 320 f eet 
of line. Two rags were passed through the twist of the rope. The first 
being white which was placed approximately 100 feet from the 12 lb. anchor 
and the second rag, being red, was passed through the rope 2 f eet from 
the anchor. 

All divers then prepared for the dive. Mr. Ransom was the fir st in the 
we.ter, wearing a set of 3

1
000 P.S.I. war surplus plastic coated tanks, c on

taining approxiT!l'l. tely 120 cubic feet of compressed air. A foaJ:l'l neoprene 
suit wa.s worn, 3/16 inch thick, complet e with hood, boots, and gloves. 

(CONT'D NEXT PAGE) 



A REPORT OF A DIVIID ACCIDENT (CONT'D) 

Mr. Ransom also wore fins and k H" mas • is regulator, a single hose Dart model 
was ma~ufact:ired by the Decor Corp., P.O. Box 551 Evanston, Ill.. The tanks 
were fitte~ in a double block harness with twin "K" valves and a yoke at
t~chment with no reserve. This type of cylinder has a very definite nega
~ve buoya~cy,/t~e~efore ~o weight belt was worn to offset the buoyancy of 

•Ransoms 3 16 inch suit. I believe that part of Mr. Ransom's problem 
was brou~ht on by the fact that he was wearing extremely heavy tanks and did 
not require a weight belt. 

The other items worn by Mr. Ransom included a depth gauge calibrated to 
140 feet and a divers' knife. No watch or flotation device was worn A 
two-cell flash~ight was fastened to his wrist and this completed his.equip
ment. The equipment worn by Mr. Ransom wns not all his but was in good 
repair. This, of course, is only hearsay, as the equip~ent has not been 
examined. 

Mr, Ransom was the first to arrive at the anchor rope. he was most anx
ious to get going and wanted to go ahead of the other two. 

Mr. Low, next to the anchor rope, instructed Mr. Ransom to wait for Mr. Mc
Kenzie, Mr. Low's outi'it consisted of the following: fins, mask, knife, 
i" foam neoprene wet suit and an eight lb. weight belt with a quick release~ 
His Scuba (self-contained underwater breathing apparatus) consisted of two 
72 cubic foot Voit tanks with "K" valves overfilled to 2800 P.s.1 •• He had 
no air reserve but his harness did employ the quick release fastening buck
les. His regulator was the same as Mr. R~nsom's, a Dacor Dart. Mr. Low 
also carried a sealed beam light which was guaranteed to a depth of 200 ft. 
He did not have a depth gauge, compass, snorkel, Maewest or a buddy line, 
It was his fee ling that these items were not necessary. 

Mr. McKenzie was next at the rope o.nd was wearing a wet suit-t" thick, a. 
mask, fins and knife. Mr. McKenzie's Souba was mnde up of twin Walter 
Kiddie to.nks with "K" valves and no reserve. The tanks were over-filled to 
2800 P.s.r. and were the type used for fire extinguishers. His weight belt 
of 8 lbs. had a quick release. The tank harness did not have the customary 
quick release buckles. 

(J/VI 

The divers now left the surface. In"hand they held the descending line 
and in the other the flashlights. Mr. Ransom had a two-cell flashlight whilf 
Mr. Low and Mr. McKenzie held the large celled sealed beam type lights. 
These are not recommended for extreme depths and crushed at about a 220 
foot depth. 

The divers followed ea.ch other down the line in this order, first Mr. Low 
then Mr .. McKenzie and la.st, Mr. Ransom. At a.bout 170 feet all light disap
peared, visibility was now zero. At a. depth of 200 feet they shone their 
lights on each other and all seemed to be well~ 

Mr. Ransom did not follow the others any deeper. Mr. Low o.nd Mr. McKenzie 
thought that Mr. Ransom would return to the surface so they cont:inued the 
dive. 

On reaching the bottom, Mr. Low lost contact with the rope and was su.fi'ering 
from Nitrogen Narcosis. He also states that breathing was difficult. Mr. 
Low found his way back to the rope with the aid of Mr. McKenz ie and his 
light. For a short time Mr. Low says his min:i went blank and he could not 
think clearly. Mr. McKenzie was busy removing the red rag from the line 
with some difficulty. 

Mr. Low started for the surface in a hurry and as reported by Mr. Harley in 
the boat, he broke the surface yelling "It's terrible dowi there, I had a 
ha.rd time breathing, Help Me' Help me l 

Mr. Harley assisted Mr. Low in ta.king off his unit and helped him into 
the boat. 

Mr. McKenzie at this time was ma.king his way back to the surface. He reach
ed the 200 foot level and, seeing the white rag left by Mr. Ransom, removed 
it and proceeded to what he thought was a.bout 20 feet. He stayed there for 
about five .minutes and continued to the surface and threw the rags into 
the boat. 

L~. Harley asked where Mr. Ransom was. Both divers said they did not know 
and neither had seen him on ascent. The three looked around for bubbles 
breaking the surface and could not see any sign of them. 

(cont'd next page) 
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A REPORT OF A DIVHU ACCIDENT (CONT'D) 

Mr. Harley reports that the two divers did not seem overly concerned about 
the s~tuation and talked a.bout the dive, congrntulating each other. Mr. 
Ha~ley reports that he got mad and yelled, "Just don't sit there, do some
thing, we have just lost someone." 

The two divers agreed tha. t they would not dive to look for him as their air 
supply was low and they would be taking a chance on the bends. 

Mr. Harley fastened a life jacket to the anchor rope to mark the spot and 
they headed for sh?re .as a s~orm w~s coming up and the lake was getting 
rough. :hey had difficulty in seeing th e shore as it wns r a ining a nd cloudy. 
On reaching shore they contaced the Port Credit police boat and told what 
had t a ken place . Tho chap operating it contacted the Port Cr edit police 
detachment• 

When the weather cleared they went out onto the lake to the marker and tried 
dragging, but because of tha depth had no success. 

On returning to the shor e , a report was given to the police and t he news
papers. 

······································································-···· 
DIVE SAFELY••• .ALWAYS WITH A BUDDY ••••• DIVE SAFEIX ••••• ALWAYS WlTH A BUDDY ......... •· ................................................................ . 
YOUNG ADULTS by MYRNA McGI NNES 

There has been much said for and against our club organizing a Junior Skin 
Diving Program. I thought the article written by Gerry Lowdon sunmed it 
up very well, and I for one am all for it. 

The young people between the ages of 13-19 yrs ar e ton often r eferred t o a s 
just "teen-agers"• We sometimes for get tha t they are also y0ung adults and 
in m0st cas es can be treated as such. I personally cannot see any reason 
why a 13-year old boy or girl can't take the same instruction in skin div
ing as an 18-year old. I also believe the mor e doorways, we as grownups 
can open for these young people who wish to to.ke up this sport, the more 
know l edge we can gain in the future. 

In a univers e such a s ours, which is systematically being stripped of o. 11 
its mystery, it is consoling to know tht some cf the doorways r emain closed 
to us, but it is also frustrating, when some of the most essential ones 
remain closed and all because we don't want to be put to any inconvenience. 

We a ll rea liie there would be some problems if we did or ganiz e such a. club 
a nd in ord er to solve these problems, it would require th e he lp of a 11. · 
Our club is fortunate to have some of the members it has and also th e weal th 
of knowledge the y have brought with them. It seems a. shame tha t some of 
this knowledge can't be passed on to the young people . 

Perhaps if we all ge t together, something could b e worked out which would 
be agreeable to all 

..... , ................... . 
CONGRATULATIO NS TO THE FOILO'JVING ME.MBF..RS ON PASSING THEIR POOL SIGN-DIVING 
TEST MARCH 2, 1964: 

(MRS) DIANNE BOYD._. (DR) ANGUS McLE.AN, ... .,. PE'.I'ER Ma cFARLAND,, .. ., "'"* 
DAVID DODD ••••••••• (DR) DOUG MAGEE •••••• 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY AWD BEST WISHES TO GLENN GRAHMII •• March 1 
DITTO ED PELOQUIN Murch 8 

·······················-···· 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS: 

REG de la ROSA 1139 O'CONNOR DR APT B •• 751-1138 
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CANADIAN SUB-AQUA CWB 
c/o MRS J. GALT' ME~.~. DIR.' 

Deur Joey: 

I am in receipt of your trnining progrnm, membership list, and cheque for 
$82.00 covering membership in the o.u.c. for the yenr ending 1964. 

Enclosed plense fil'rl: 

41 O.U.C. membership cards, 20 o.u.c. deco.ls (car rear window) 
20 o.u.c. visual signal cardsf l accident report, l Catalogue of books. 

Trust you have sent your crest for Sportsmen's Show. Hoping you will read 
this out to the rembership at large. I would like to say "HELLO" to all 
my 11kookie 11 friends in that wonderful club. 

Yours very truly 
Trevor s. Meldrum 
Treo.surer 
Membership Director 

................... ~ .. 
PLEASE NOTE: Next week I will have for distribution the o.u.c. Membership 
Curds, o.u.c. docnls nnd the visual signal cnrds. As noted above, I have 
,.._ 1 •• . f")f\ -- _,_ _,r:i .1-1- - ., - .L..L - - .,1_ _ _ _ - - ,. _ , _ , - ..L ... ..3 .! _ _L _ _ .! , __ _ .J..._ ..L.1 . - - -
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.. / Dear Boris: 

Thank you for your article last week. I see our a ppeal for writers has 
stirred a little interest. I hope the effect is widespread. 

If 01:11' ~ material thins out to a point where weekly issues are no longer 
possible, then, and only then should we consider a bi-monthly. 

If this condition should arise, I feel we have let George down. Should 
we feel that tho article we intended to write was forgotten because no 
one asked for it? 

I would like to point out that we as the Club Executive have given our full 
support to George on anything he wishes to print in our Club Newsletter, 
knowing whatever he chooses to print is always in the best interest of our 
Club. 

ROY K. CUTTS (PRESIDENT) 

............................. 
FILM FESTIVAL by RODNEY CHARLTON 

On Friday evening, Feb 28th, I attended the Film Festival of the LITTORAL 
SOCIETY where they presented "DIVING FOR HISTORY IN ONTARIO WATERS" held 
in the North Toronto Collegiate Auditorium. 

1~. ARIO GATTI, who is in the display department of Life Sciences in the 
Royal Ontario Museum, showed hie slides and movies. He is an avid photo
grapher and skin and scuba diver, and these two together produce truly 
excellent shots. Mr. Gatti dove in the French River searching for artifacts 
lost by the Voyageurs. He was successful, too, for he found B. large quantitJ: 
of musketballs, axeheads and several old muskets. 

As he goes a.long, Mr. Gatti takes pictures of his work and they are real 
masterpieces. His picture of a seven-foot sturgeon is n rare shot indeed~ 
He took us through a whole year of diving, from late November, through the 
ice in winter, in the early spring and sunnner, then into fall again. His 
pictures showed bass spawning, baby bass and year-old bass. He took us to 
the mouth of the Albany River on Hudson's Bay, and showed shots of excava
tions of an old fort in Northern Ontario. 

His movies were excellent as well. The shots of the rapids on the French 
River from a boat rivaled Cecil B. DeMille's spectaculars. 

The seventy-five cents admission charge was well worth the enjoyment and 
entertainment provided by Mr. Gatti and his pictures • 

. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. 
ED 1 S NO'l'E:. Dear Rodney, you foq;ot to mention Ario Gatti's delightful 

sense of humour • 
•....•..... , ..••......• 

G • Rosentha 1 (Edi tar ) 
39 Avena 1 Dr., Ru-3-8270 
Toronto 10. 
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LOG BOOKS 

If any eligible c.s.A.C. members (i.e. one who has passed the Skin Diving 
tests) has not received his or her log-book please see JOEY GALT at next 
meeting. ' 

••......••...•.•......•.......••.•. 
LITTORAL SOCIETY FILM FESTIVAL by GOEY GALT (MEMBERSHIP DIRECTOR) 

The Littoral Society wish to thank all divers and friends for their attendance 
at the Film Festival.. The good turnout and expressions of appreciation were 
most welcome by all who worked hard to make this event a success • 

•••....•..........•.........••......• 
Dear George, 

May I as a rreniber of another club say a few words in part reply to Boris 
Pelipeyko's letter? 

I would like to say that publishing the names of members who have not paid 
their dues is very often the only we.y of persuading these "free loaders" to 
pay up. Surely it is far better to run a slight chance of embarrassing one 
or two delinquent members than having an entire club that is financially 
embarrassed o 

Perhaps Boris would tell us how he would go about cellecting money from 
members who persistently ignore gentle reminders that they a.re behind in 
their dues? 

1 enjoy reading your extreemly fine Newsletter each week and I congratulate 
you on your efforts to keep it original rather than full of reprints. 

We have used several articles from your Newsletter and if we have failed 
to give full recognition at any time I sincerely apologize on behalf of our 
club to all concerned. 

I wish you continued success with your Newsletter, 

EAST COAST DIVE 

DAVE CLEGG 
Secretary 
De HAVI LLAND UNDERWATER CLUB• 

............................... 

Several weeks ago post cards were enclosed in your Newsletter wJ;i~h was . 
se lf-addressed and stamped inquiring whether you inten:l to part101pate, how 
many intend to go and asking your preference as to which weekend. To date, 
many have failed to return this post card. Our Executive can only plan 
intelligently if they know what our membership wants. Won't you do your part? 

Our treasurer Roy Charlton and his assistant, Ian Brant went to a lot of 
trouble to in~titute a plan

1
for saving towards our Ea.st Coast Dive. To da te, 

two members have ta.ken advantage of this opportunity. Start saving now. 
You' 11 enjoy your wedc~end much IJPre if all or some of your expenses are 
a.ccoun-bet'l for• 

•....•..•..........•.• , ...... . 
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~----The 1~y long-weekend (Ma.y 16 & 17) 

~---East end of "Outlet Provincial Park"• The pe.rk is located south of 
Belleville at the tip of Prince Edward 

Saturday Ma.y 16th: 

The activity for this day will be a dive on a wreck just off False Duck Isle. 
The wreck is a three-masted schooner in 65-70 feet of water and is said to be 
in good shape. 

Divers wishing to participate on this dive will meet at the Government Dock 
on Long Point at 12.00 noon to load equipment for the journey to False Duck 
Isle. The actual diving will begin at 2,00 p.m. There will be a charge of 
$2.00 per diver for this event as a diving barge and a large boat must be 
rented for the occasion 

Sunday May 17th: 

The diving competitions consisting of 6 events will begin at 12 noon. The 
first prize for each event will be a handsome trophy and will be awarded on 
a point system. The second and third prizes will be divers' equipment. 

The grand prize will go to the club whose members accumulate the most points. 

Many other activities are planned such as movies, a dance (Sat night), and 
not forgetting that wives and children will be there, events are planned for 
them. As you can see from this rough outline a lot of planning has again gone 
into the "'64 RALLY",. The planning connnittee has even checked the weather 
for the previous five years and have found that it has been generally sunny 
with an average daytime temperature of 68 degrees Farenheit. 

Those of you who were at last year's rally know how close it came to being a 
failure when only 17 divers showed up. THIS MUST NOT HAPPEN THIS YEAR 1 

If it does, we cannot ever expect another rally. For those of you who a.re 
plarming to go elsewhere, thinking you v.on't be missed, it proves you are not 
thinking at all, OF COURSE YOU WILL BE MISSED 1 

The Rally was planned for this long May weekend not to inconvenience you but 
for reasons quite the contrary. 

l. It must be held on a long weekend. 
2. The first long weekend is the best and will start off the diving season 

with a bang. 
3. The Provincial parks will be almost empty. 
4. The highwa.y traffio will be relatively light compared to mid-summer weakend ..: 

These are just a few good reasons why it is your unbounded duty to support th3 
efforts of the Council in their efforts to provide activities for you. If 
you do not a.tte.nd this Rally, then y0u do not endorse the Council. By 
supporting the Council,. you are simply helping yourself. 

GERRY IDWDON (SECRETARY) 

•····•••·••··•••·····• 
ED 1 S NOTE: 

To all clubs receiving this Newsletter--make it your business to publioize 
the above. Reprint in.your own Newsletters or Bulletins. The Council's 
success is our success, and their failures are our failures. Let us show 
the Council our apprecjAt.i on by our undivided co-operation. 
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GOOD PUBLIC RELATIONS by GEORGE ROSENTHAL 

Our diving season is approaching. Let us all make this a memorable year 
by not only enjoying ourselves but by each and every one of us doing our 
utmost in improving better public relations with other groups. 

Here are some tips worth remembering: 

Recognizing and giving way to the rights of others is a quality most desirable 
for the future of skin diving. 

Request permission to pass over private property. Car tracks and foot pai:hs 
over cultivated vegetation has little value toward good public relations. 

Clean up your beach area. Paper, cans, fish, etc., do not add to nnture's 
creativeness. Remember, some people go to the beach to enjoy the surface. 

Give the Rod and Reel men a break. Stay clear of lines and areas that can 
be reached by casting. A quick entry arid exit may be necessary near them, 
but diving should be done at a distance. An unsnngged line will prove your 
worth. 

Respect the property and area of other divers. Your favorite spot is prob
able enjoyed by many others. If you are the last down to th:l water, don't 
move in; move down the beach. 

··························~··· 
CONFESSIONS OF AN AQUA-NUT by FRED MUNDELL 

Leaping into the pool with SCUBA gear the other night, after many months of 
staying dry, I found the water refreshing and that old feeling of freedom wns 
exh:Unrating. When I realized this was a choice night for girl watching, I 
just settled into a deep corner to make the most nf it all. 

Now you can understa.nd I had very little patience with a stubborn ear which by 
refusing to clear, threatened to spoil my fun, so I just blew a little harder 
---well, nctuully a whole lot harder, and that fixed the ear-little did I 
know how we 11 1 

As I sit here now, counting the C.F. 104 jets that seem to be passing through 
my head, I wonder if I didn't force my ear u bit too much. Well, you all 
know the answer, Any force can be too much, a.nd it is not necessary t o take 
this chance. When y0u""6'ii00unter this probl.em, STOP' Come up a few f'eet . 
and apply gentle continuous pressure, which in the long run is more effective, 
and so much safer a way to clear your ears. 
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To the Members: 

We have recently read the opinions of Boris Pelipeyko and ~~. George Rosenthal 
both of whom directly and indirectly keep our Newsletter in existence; Boris ' 
with his many interesting articles and George with his editorial ability. 

Many people join o. club for enjoyment and relaxation. The enjoyment takes 
many forms~ One in particular to me is receiving and reading our Newsletter 
every week, which George can only edit if he has articles to print. As 
people are lazy by nature and work only so they can eat to live or live to 
eat, depending on the person, they have to be firmly but diplo~tically 
motivated to do anything, especially when it will not give any financial 
return, The motivation can take many forms, prestige, a desire to be best, 
anger, want of companionship or just plain respect. The list is almost end
less. I feel that with Boris and George We have the extremes in the conserv
atively. European gentleman style of Boris, and the "bang, ban~, we gotta go" 
aggressiveness of George. The two are pole s apart and will occasionally bump. 

A number of authors, especially Kevin Walsh and Peter McFarlane have produced 
excellent articles on their first attempt, but we would not have known they 
could write without a little prodding. 

I fe e l that in our club, as with all others, tho.t everybody would like to be 
a chief and only have to tell others what to do without doing anything them
selves. Have you ever considered those who write articles are usually the 
ones that do all the work? We have a club, and whether we, the members, like 
it or not, we are all equally responsible legally and morally for everything 
which occurs. This brings me to dues. 

There is very little anyone can do in this commercialized civilization of ours 
which does not entail the transfer of money or services. The club has com
mittments to meet. We are supposed to pay for the pool two months in advance. 
We have to pay our obligations to the o.u.c. and we have to maintain station
ary and other expenses with .cash. Our only sources of revenue are obtained 
from annual membership fees, initiation fees, and the weekly pool fees when 
members attend. Our financia l year runs fom January 1st t o December 31st and 
by our constitution a nd by-laws, the executive is required to insure that all 
dues are paid by January 1st, and in this matter, as we are a club and not 
a business organization, we have allowed leeway in the payment of membership 
fees. However,the executive could be real nasty and require that any person 
who has not paid their dues by January 1st or a specific date, be required 
to rejoin the club anew and pay the initiation fee of $ 10.00 again, as well 
as their membership. This is a very drastic and repugnant move and would be 
very unpopular and which I personally would oppose, but the fact remains, 
not all of us pay our dues when we should and a great number of us expect to 
us~ the club facilities until we do pay our dues. 

If we were a conunercial organization, we could make up invoices and mail them 
to each member, which would be a good practice, but it is also good business 
to cut down where possible on expenses and it is much cheaper to add a page 
to the newsletter to remind people that their dues are due and save the 
postage on forty odd letters which would have to be especially prepared and 
mailed. 

I do nc1t intend to say who is right and who is wrong; however, all the 
work which is done for our club is done voluntarily and I for one do not 
feel anybody should be criticized or have to apologize for giving of his 
time and ef'f'ort in order to help others. I nnly wish there were more people 
11.ke Boris to writ,;., nrt.:i.clPs and George to edit papers in our club. 

GLENN GRAHAM (SAFETY DIRECTOR) 

····~··········· .. ········ 
ED'S NOTE: Further to Boris Pelipeyko's letter and my comments on same, 

neither one is right or wrong. Both of us had different o~inions 
and we expressed them in our Newsletter, which, incidenta l ly, 
is one of the functions of a healthy Newsletter. I respect 
Boris Pelipeyko's opinions and I hope he does mine. I am also 
looking forward to his next article. 

~-Li(~J-1,J 
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RE A REPORT ON A DIVIID ACCIDENT by ARNOI.D VIGON 

IN '!ti OPINION the report on the diving accident (c.s.A.C. Newsletter-44th Issue) 
was very well written and I imagine a lot of time was spent in digging up the 
facts. I congratulate those who spent their time so that others may benefit. 

Before I begin to comment on this report first I must say we have to consider 
the mental attitude of the persons involved in diving. For example their 
attitudes toward responsibility and reliability, I feel these things are 
important in determining the kind of diver a person will be. 

One of the first rules of diving is to always dive with a buddy but something 
equally important is to know your buddies' abilities and his inabilities. 
In this report the divers mentioned only knew Mr. Ransom for a week prior to 
their dive and did not know his abilities. Then they contradict themselves 
and say they did not think he could reach 401 yet they left him at 200' alone• 

At this point, I would like to say that I knew Mr. Di Ransom slightly• I had 
spoken to him on various occassions when he was an employee of Supreme Divers 
for a short time. 

Let us now take another look at Mr. Ransom's equipment:--He wore a set of war 
surplus tanks that are too heavy for deep diving. He had enough weight in 
these tanks to replace the use or need of a weight-belt. Therefore, he would 
have been able to dive down without the use of one. However, there is a point 
where your suit will lose its buoyancy; this varies with the thickness, age 
and care you have given .your suit. After reaching this point, he would more 
than likely fall (sink). It would be very difficult to swim up from 200 1 

when you are over-weighted. (The usual practice--the deeper the dive, the 
less weight one would wear on his weight-belt), The average diver uses between 
6 to 12 lbs; depending on the thickness of his suit and the mode of thought. 
For example, a new diver would breath deeper and fill his lungs to their cap
acity, unaware that he is a little nervous and breathing harder. 

Mr. Ransom was wearing a new suit 3/16 11 thick. Since he was of slight build 
I would calculate his weight needs as about 8 lbs to no more than 80' depth. 
If he wore no weight belt, we could assume tha his tanks were over this pos
itive weight to enable him to dive from the surface (proper diving tanks are 
about 5 lbs neg~tive when full and are positive buoyancy when empty. Therefore, 
with the loss of air you become lighter and your tanks are not a burden). 
If his tanks could compensate for his weight belt, I would think that his 
descent from about 100' to where he was left at 200' would almost have been 
like falling. As long as he was holding the line he could control his descent 
but if he let go, I would hate to imagine the consequences. I would assume 
after reading this report that this is just what he did--panicked or had 
nitrogen narcosis and let go of the line and fell. 

If he had worn proper tanks and equipment he could have dropped his weight belt 
and surfaced with not too much effort. At this depth a life jacket would not 
have been of use unless it had an enormous cartridge or was inflated orally 
(the latter would have to be vented on ascent or the jacket would rupture from 
the air expansion). 

He also wore a knife, and a depth gauge that was good to 140'• If he had in
tended to dive to 200' he would more than likely have realized that he would 
damage his gauge. 

He used a two-cell flashlight that would not have been much good because of 
its small candle-power and inability to take the ambient pressure. 

As for the two other divers, all I can say is that they are lucky to be alive. 

They wore tanks that were overfilled, this is very bad and the air supplier 
should be repremanded. They are lucky they did not get the bends. They 
had no reserves or ·gauges on their tanks, a must for deep dives. They did 
not carry snorkels, a must for diving~ Reason being, should you get into 
difficulty, upon reaching the surface, you could swim with your face emersed 
in the water towing your tanks comfortably for a distance. 

(CONT 1D) 
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RE A REPORT ON A DIVING ACCIDENT (CONT'D) 

It wa~ also stated that one of the harnesses did not have a quick-release-
this is very dangerous to sell to the public. They used a light that was good 
to 200' yet they planned to dive over 300'• They did not have spare tanks at 
any predetermined depth where they would stop for decompression. 

One of the men swam to the surface in a hurry. He is lucky he did not get 
an air embolism let alone the bends. He also left his buddy--this also is a 
bad practice. This lack of precautions project pure ignorance. 

The statement that Mr. Harley made about the disconcern of the other two divers 
over the loss of Mr. Ransom shows that they were too engrossed in their own 
personal accomplishments--so how much interest could they have had in him to 
start with? This reflects back to the mental attitudes I mentioned in my 
first paragraph .. 

I have read the conunents made by the author which have not yet been published 
in our Newsletter and I must disagree when he states that no single factor 
stands out other than their ignorance of diving practices. 

What about the person that overfilled their tanks? 
What about the man that sold them the poor equipment. 
I would like to know if the K valves in the surplus bottles were of good 
repute, and who installed them into these bottles. 

It's too bad we don't have some sort of government legislature as to the sale 
of SCUBA and the type sold. I am referring to these do-it-yourself and small 
dealers who manufacture their own brands. Also some government standards and 
recognition for instructors, 

One other comment--there was a suggestion made to Mr. Ransom that he should 
go along as a witness. Was this meant as a diver or as a surface witness? 
Surely anyone that knew this young lad would know better than to suggest that 
he dive under these adverse conditions. 

We in our club have the finest training program available, taught by the best 
instructors. We have dry classroom lessons for an hour or more before spending 
another hour in the pool (on the same night). We have indoor and outdoor 
lessons and tests, WE HAVE A CLUB THAT IS A NON PROFIT ORGANIZATION that 
functions soley for its membership. We do not pay any member for his services 
to the club, yet we have the finest training, program, newsletter, continuous 
membership and good diving record. 

There are many other clubs that are good and reputable, but I doubt there is 
another that comes up to our standards. This is of course a personal opinion, 
and not necessarily that of the Executive). 

I believe that all diving clubs should be soley engrossed in teaching diving-
not ma.king or selling equipment to its members, nor should they try to set 
reoords (other than safe diving) 

Always wear a safety float 1 Use a buddy wisely and don't take cha.noes' 

••.......•..•••..•.• , ....... . 
ED'S NOTE: Arnie states in his excellent article that we have classroom 

lectures for an hour prior to pool leseons. This would be the 
case if members and instructors showed up ON TIME ' Let all of 
us make an effort to be prompt from now on so that lectures will 
start at 8 p.m. sharp and not a half-hour later. 

·················-·········· 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY AND MANY HAPPY RETURNS OF TEE DAY TO ROY K CUTTS 
DITTO AND LOTS OF THE SAME TO DEREK GORDON•••••••••••••••••••••• 

.......................... 
FOR THE SAKE OF DEBATE by JANET SYKES 

Mar 21 
Mar 15 

Recently I had my tank hydrostatically tested. Since I work for an industrial/ 
medical gas manufacturer, this was very convenient and I had access to inform
ation that I thought the club as a whole would be interested in. 

(CONT'D) 
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FOR THE SAKE OF DEBATE (CONT •D) 

As is commonly known, the Interstate Commerce Commission and the Board of 
Transport C~mmissioners specify that a compressed gas cylinder must undergo 
a ~yd~ostatic test to 5/3 of its stamped pressure every five years. Unless 
~hi~ i~ done a legitimate compressor operator will not fill the cylinder and 
it is illegal to resell the cylinder. 

Since the Scuba Diver has intimate contact with his cylinder most divers 
are very ~ussy about seeing that this is complied withi In fact, the Under
water Society of America and the Ontario Underwater Council recommend that a 
cylinder be hydrostatically tested every year. 

Upon discussing this with the various personnel involved with maintenance of 
cylinders at the plant, I was amazed, at first, to hear them poo-poo this recom
mendation and in fact, call . it unnecessary, wasteful and foolish. 

Being naturally inquisitive, I questioned and badgered the poor ,fellows until 
I collected all the information about the care of and maintenance of all com
pressed gas cylinders that I could. I present them to you here. 

F.ydrostatic Test 
Simply put, a hydrostatic test measures the expansion of a cylinder of 

a known capacity and metal structure against the expansion rate for that cylin
der specified by the I.c.c. and B.T.C. The idea then is to use a method that 
will measure the expansion of the cylinder safely and accurately. 

The company I Work for uses the water jacket method of hydrostatically testing 
cylinders, and, I believe it is the most connnon and the most efficient method 
in current usage. The procedure is simply this. The cylinder is filled with 
water, secured and placed into a container filled with water (water jacket). 
(see illustration), The cylinder is connected to a line on which are placed 
a pressure gauge (to measure the pressure in the cylinder) and a pressure 
recording gauge (to check for leaks jn the line or cylinder connection). This 
line is fed water by a hydraulic pump. Attached to the water jacket is a mov
able burette calibrated in C.C.'s to measure the amount of water displaced by 
the expansion of the cylinder wall. After bleeding the line of air, adjusting 
the burette to read zero at water level, pressure is applied on the cylinder 
walls by forcing water through the line a nd into the cylinder by tre hydraulic 
pump until the pressure in the cylinder reads 5/3 of total stamped pressure. 
(please keep in mind that for the sake of simplicity, I am omitting various 
technical procedures taken. Anyone wishing more detailed information please 
contact either Alan or myself). The water displaced in the water jacket by 
the expansion of the cylinder walls flows through a flexible rubber hose into 
the calibrated burrette where the~ expansion of the cylinder is read. 

The pressure in the cylinder is then released and the number of C.C.'s above 
zero that the burette reads is called the permanent expansion. The difference 
between the permanent expansion and the totnl expansion is called the elastic 
expansion of the cylinder. 

Should the permanent expansion of the cylinder be more than 10% of the total 
expansion, the cylinder is rejected and cannot be refilled unless it is re-heat 
treated. If the elastic expansion of the cylinder is greater than the amount 
specified by B.T.C. and I.c.c. the cylinder can only be filled to its stamped 
service pressure without the 10% overfill. There is an interesting story behind 
this. Apparently, during the war when metal was scarce, the compressed gas 
association persuaded the government to allow them to fill compressed 
gas cylinders to 10% over the stamped service pressure on the tank. This ie 
what the f- sign on your tank means • .A.f'ter the war however, the metal shortage 
was relieved but the compressed gas association attempted to keep the 10% 
overfill in effect, after all, it was that much more gas per cylinder. The 
Government said "O.K., but when the cylinders are hydrostatically tested we 
shall have to measure theelastic expansion as well as the permanent expansion"• 
So therefore the rate of elastic expansion was set up. Keep in mind that the 
elastic expansion only certifies whether the cylinder can be refilled to its 
stamped service pressure plus 10%. If the cylinder's elastic expansion should 
be greater than the amount specified it can be refilled to stampe& service 
pressure only. At the time of the test the shoulder of the cylinder is 
stamped without the usual-t- sign. 

My tank, for example, is a Walter Kidde, 76 cu. ft., 3AA and the stamped 
service pressure is 2400 -+-~ 
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Using this information, let us say tlnt it holds 25 lb, of water, has a total 
eapaoity of 691.200 cc and as it is ~de of chrome molybdenum steel (3Al mark
ing) it should have an elastic expansion of not more than 56,06 oc, 

Therefore, it would be tested at 5/3 )(:2400 p.s.i. ===4000 p,s.i, Let us say the 
total expansion Wa.s 50 cc and the permanent expansion read on the burette was 
2 co. Therefore, the elastic expansion would be 50 cc - 2 co =48 CC• Using 
these figures then, the permanent expansion was 2/50 .)( 10<>% ::4% of the totnl 
expansion. Because the elastic expansion is well below the specified 56.06 oc 
expansion maximum and the permanent expansion is less than 10% of the total 
expansion, the cylinder is ·certified to be refilled to service pressura plus 
1<>% overfill without any further hydrostatic test for five years. The cylinder 
is then stamped 2400 -t:<or 2640 P•S•i• in this case) with the date of the test 
adjacent, (ARTICLE CONTINUES NEXT PAGE) ................. .. 

SIMPUFIED DRAWING OF WATER JACKET TEST 
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The stamp i~ imprinted into the metal deep enough so that it can be read. Do 
~ot.be afraid that the stamp will injure the metal structure of the cylinder as 
it is stamped on the shoulder and this part of the cylinder is quite thick and 
constructed for this purpose, 

Sine: a cylinder will undergo a certain amount of expansion on every hydro
static test, continuous testing will shorten the useful life of the cylinder 
and tend to break down the tensile strength of the metal of which it is con
structed, Since the r.c.c. and B.T.C. recorranend a five-year retest and the 
R.C.A .F. (who are very particular) feel that this is all that is necessary, I 
must conclude that the opinion expressed by the personnel I discussed a yearly 
hydrostatic test with has a lot of justification, Please bear in mind that 
these people are handling cylinders of all types and the care and maintenance 
of them are their prime concern• They do know what they are talking about. 

If you do not feel confident in your cylinder then I suggest that you submit 
it to a thorough inspection by qualified personnel. They will give it a 
hammer test to determine the amount of internal corrosion, they will clean 
it internally with either a steam or caustic soda preparation, remove rust 
and oil from the interior and dry it with warm nitrogen. I suggest and submit 
to you that this type of inspection (perhaps before each summer session) is 
far superior in the long run to a yearly hydr~static t€st • 

.....•.......•..•• 
J ear George, 

I'm sorry that I haven't written to you and your fellow club members before 
~his but I have been moving to a new home and this has kept me busy. 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank all the members of S.C.A.C. 
that attended the film festival here in Kitchener and help make it the success 
that it was, I hope that you felt that your trip to Kitchener was worth while. 

Although I am no longer connected with the Tridents, and regretfully so, I 
would like to submit to c.s.A.C. weekly bulletin the following: 

Every club member is a personal representative of the club whose badge he 
wears, and his every action and attitude invariably reflects on the club. 
Whether you realize it or not every diver becomes a one-man hospitality com
mittee the minute he puts on his club badge, 

Sometimes new divers are discouraged in their efforts to find a compatible 
club. It isn't that they are insulted by other members. In fact, nobody 
gives any indication of INTEREST in whether or not the guests are making new 
acquaintances or even having a. good time' Nobody seems to care 6 I know that 
it is impossible for every club member to go diving with club guests, but 
meniliers should make an effort to at least meet strangers and say 'hello' and 
welcome them to the club. 

If he or she is met with kindness, understanding and a welcome hand, they'll 
leave too club with pleasant and ha:ppy memories, and they' 11 be back. 

Yours for Safer and Better diving 

Gear ge Jones 

..... , ...............••....•••....• 

A~~~k~da-L 
Editor 
39 Avenal Dr Ru-3-8270 
Toronto 10 
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WATER, WATER EVERYWHERE--BUT ••••• by PETER MacF AR LANE 

If it was just a matter of providing divers with water, you'd thihk Canada 
was designed by Scuba enthusiasts. Ours is the water-logged country. There's 
an ~nfinity.of lakes and .streams throughout Quebec, Ontario and that part of 
Manitoba which encompasses the Pre-Cambrian Shield. Dammed up against the 
stony edge of the Shield, left over from the recent Ice Age there are the 
Great Lakes, Lake Winnipeg, Lake Athabaska Great Slave Lak~ and Great Bear 
Lake, more fresh water resources than all the rest of the world put together. 

As if that weren't enough, Canada fronts on three oceans and embraces a sea• 
t~ere.is the :acific, the Atlantic and the Arctic, and filling a huge depre~
sion in the middle of the Shield is Hudson's Bay. There is so much salt-water 
a.round that the government isn't anywhere near getting around to investigating 
all that fresh stuff. As a result of the extensive marine norizons Canada . , 
~nJoys a place in the world today out of all proportion to her population when 
it comes to efforts in the new science of oceanography. Of the five nations 
making a determined effort in oceanography, Canada's budget is about a third 
the size of the United States and between five and six times more than that 
of the United Kingdom or Japan. But you won't hear about that from Ottawa. 
The U.S. has published information about their ten-year oceanography program 
and that's the place to look for news about Canada's activities. 

It appears that Canada has a large, well-rounded program in all phases of 
research but that it specializes on the Arctic and sub-Arctic. It might not 
seem much to you, but those vast, ice-choked waterways are all ours. There 
is a central Canadian Committee on Oceanography, representing both universities 
and government agencies, establishing basic policy and coor~inatin~ the res
earch program through four working groups, ea.ch concerned with a different 
geographical area. 

There are approximately 170 professional oceanographers and 500 technicians 
working in a total of about 14 laboratories. The Canadian research f~eet 
consists of 17 vessels including several refitted icebreakers, and ship~ 
normally operated for the Fisheries Research Board. The annual b~dget 1a 

estimated at about $58 million dollars; not bad when you compare it to the 
U.K.'s $8-10 million or Japan's $10-12 million. 

Now all we've got to do is to get the Canadian government to spend the money 
to find a way to get the whole thing moved south to the tropics. 

············-······~· 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY AND MANY HAPPY RETURNS OF THE DAY TO MRS NEL BOWDEN.,. .Mar 25th 
DITTO • •••••••••••• DITTO ••••••••••••••••• DR .ANGUS McLEAN,••.•••••·•· .MAR 28th 

............ , ....... . 
CONGRATULATIONS TO TEE FOLLOWING ON PASSING DIVER III TESTS MAR 16, 1964: 

JOHN DEMERCHIE 
RON WILSON 
PE'l'ER FLINT 

ADD TO MAILING LIST: 

ALVIN WAYNE 
IAN BRANT 
ART HIBBERD 

..................... 

BARBARA BLAIR 415 Willowdale Ave, Willow Tree Estates Apt 308 ••• 222-3108 
JACK PURJE 14 Winlock Park, Willowdale Ba 5-3995 

•.•....•...........•• 
LIFE UPON THE SEASHORES by RODNEY CHARLTON 

For many of our members, this coming East Coast dive will be their first 
salt-water adventure, Unfortunately I will not be able to attend, but I have 
come up with some facts which you might find useful as you snorkel and dive 
in the Cape Cod waters. 

(CONT'D) 
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LIFE UPON THE SEASHORES (CONT'D) 

Al · gae is.on~ of the most common marine plant. Its species numbering about 
7000 ~a.~1et1?s• Blue-green algae has 1500 sub-species. A connnon variety is 
mermaid s hair. I~ can.b: found clinging to breakwaters, pilings and old 
b~ats. It can be identified by its long feather-like appearance, with each 
f1l~ment separated. Sea Lettuce is another type of green algae. It is, 
as its nam~ suggests, like a leaf of lettuce, green and curled at the edges. 
It occurs in the shallow waters, on mud flats and the rocks protruding 
through th~se flats. Kelp is another important variety of algae and is 
harvested in great quantities in Japan and the P~cific Coast of North America. 
It is easily identified through its brown colour. Certain types grow up to 
a hundred feet long. Several yoars ago I found a length 20 feet long that 
had been torn up and washed onto the beach. It grows from the low tide 
mark to about 100 ft • 

.Another type of algae, "red Algae", is sometimes found as far north ns Cape 
Cod, but it prefers cooler, deeper water. The red pigment absorbs blue and 
violet light, and this red algae can be found to a depth of 200 ft. A variety 
of red algae called Daysa is found around Cape Cod. It consists of orange
brown or reddish-purple fronds and a lot of thin hairy branches from 6 in. to 
3' long. It can be found on shells and rocks below the low-tide mark. When 
t aken from the water, it congeals into a purple blob, 

This is by no means a complete list of algae, but I hope it gives some idea 
of what might be met in Cape Cod waters. 

Several kinds of jellyfish abound, but fortunately our friend the Portugese 
Man 0 1War would not usually be found this far north. However, there are 
several other small jellyfish which are plentiful here. The moon jellyfish 
varies from white to pink to orange. It consists of a sloppy disc 3-9" 
across, has radiating indentations and a thin fringe with very short tentacles. 
The pink jellyfish prefers colder waters and can be 1 or more feet wide with 
long dangling tentacles. Some 8' across with 100 1 tentacles have been reportedc 

Although I have never seen one, it is said there are plenty of sea anemones 
here as well. Sea Anemones are not flowers or plants at all, but animals. 
They consist of a tube about the size of a coffee mug with a collar of ten
tacles around the top. When podded, they immediately retract all their ten
tacles. However if a small fish roams within reach, he is snatched in 
quickly. 
Sandworms are loathsome things to look at but they have no peer when it comes 
to bait. They can be bought, but if you could find your own, it would be more 
interesting. They can be 12"-18 11 long. The males are a bright blue-green 
on top and a duller brown on the underside. They consist of many flattened 
segments and to each segment is attached a brush-like appendage used for 
motion. They swim freely at night, and ca n be found in wet sand and under 
rocks near the shore. 

Next week I will endeavour to continue this article and include something 
about shell.fish and fish-fish, if the homework doesn't pile up too much. 

CANADIAN SUB AQUA CLUB 
SCARBORO ONI' 

DEAR MEMBERS: 

·············~··········· 

1 note in the Jan issue of the O.U.C. News that one of your members has 
discovered a new wreck off Minos Bank. In your efforts to get information 
r egarding this unknown wreck, I suggest that you contact Mr. F.K. McKEAN in 
Parry Sound. His hobby is the study of wrecks and history of the Great Lakes 
and he has written numerous articles on the subject. 

Mr. McKean is also the "Receiver of Wr ecks" for Georgian Bay and as you 
know, any finding of a wreck must legally be reported to the Receiver and 
negotiation conducted with him, according to the Canada Shipping Act, 

I'm sure Uw.±. yoor co-operation with him would be of great benefit to 
all conc erned .. 

Yours for the sport 
B.E. DAVIES 
Director-0.U .c. Historical Committee. 
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To Dave Clegg, De Havilland Underwater Club 

Dear Dave, 

I have read your letter w~th ~leasure. It is gratifying to know that the 
members of oth:r cl~b~ are taking interest in our Newsletter and are willing 
to express their opinions on its pages. I am sure George will not mind if 
I state that there is always space available in our Newsletter to you or any 
other member of our diving fraternity. 

In spite of what has been said on the problem of dues I still disagree 
~hat all "stragglers': should be publicly and indiscriminat~ly crucified. 

e luctance to part with a hard earned dollar is a very human and a very common 
weakness. Among the normal "stragglers" there is always a number of people 
who for many reasons simply cannot muster the necessary amount to pay their 
dues. I feel that these people should be granted a period of grace providing 
t hey report their problems to their club's executive. 

I definitely do nQt condone"stragglers" but I would not go as far as to 
categorize them all in general as "freeloaders". A "freeloader" is someone 
who intentionally plans to obtain personal gains through the efforts of 
others, and I am sure our clubs are free from this type of character. If I 
am in error and we find them in our midst, the club executives are to blame. 
Wer e they not given legal powers defined by the constitution and by-laws to 
deal in the most energetic manners with all undesirables? 

You asked me, Dave, how I would deal with this problem. The answer is 
simple: the same way you would deal with a club member who constantly and 
intentionally disregards safety rules for instance. 

I am a member of several social organizations and technical societies. 
In all matters of overdue fees, they use the following proceedures: 

1-Notification by mail that the fees are payable NOW. 
2-A written reminder that the fees are overdue. 
3-If this does not bring the desired results, the treasurer notifies the 

club executive, which interviews all culprits personally at a special 
meeting and issues them a final warning. 

4-If the member still does not change his attitude, he is expell ed from 
the club without further delay. 

Try this method and you will find it usually works to everyone's satis
faction. Certain leniency is strongly recommended where deserved, while an 
over-lenient executive or treasurer will only invite trouble. 

BORIS PELIPEYKO 

···············-····· 
1' 0 GEORGE AND GLENN, 

I appreciate your understanding and tolerance. It is true that some- . 
times I do stir the silt by pointing to the touchy, unpopular or controversial 
problems. In doing it, however, I don't have the slightest intention to offend 
or antagonize anyone. If, from time to tine, I unintentionally step on some
one's corn I apologize. At the same time, I hope no one really becomes 
offended ~ince one of the main characteristics of a good leader is to be able 
to accept criticism or face difference nf opinions with a smile. A good 
l eader should also be able to admit his error and utilize the criticism for 
his own improvement. 

It is my pleasure to say that the members of our Executive, present as 
well as pa.st, all display the above characteristics. They are good leaders. 

The difference of opinions, suggestions or criticism expressed on the 
pages of our Newsletter will help us all to revise our points of view, 
eliminate or rectify our errors and in consequence, contribute to the improve
ment of our attitudes or actions not only us club members, but also as 
members of our society. 

BORIS PELIPEYKO 
...••..•..•.....•••• 

ED 1 S NOTE: Differences of opinion and CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM will always 
be given space in this Newsletter. 

r4~~~ 
Editor 
39 Avenal Dr Ru-3-8270 
Toronto 10, Ont. 
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EAST COAST DIVE JULY 18~20 

Letters of inquiry sent out by our President, Roy Cutts, brought imnediate 
and heart•warming replies from many East Coast Clubs; such as BAY STATE AQUA 
CUJB; HAVERHILL SCUBA KIOOS, NEW ENGIAND DIVERS FAIRHAVEN WHALERS SKINDIVIID 
CLUB, ETC. 1 

At an Executive meeti~ last Tuesday, after carefully studyi:t:t the various 
replies, it was un~nimously agreed to accept the offer of the FAIRHAVEN 
'WHALERS SKINDIVING CLUB, FAIRHAVEN, MASSACHUSETTS. 

The following is a copy of their letter: 

Dear Mr. Cutts : 

We are indeed pleased that you have picked our area to visit. l hope we can 
provide some fine diving for your group, and an interesting tine while ashore. 

We have a number of good wrecks within our diving area• Most of the good ones 
are well off-shore. Weather conditions will play a part in reaching these. 
Last year we located the VINEYARD Sa.IND LIGHTSiilP which had been lost 19 years 
before. No other divers but ourselves have viewed the wreck. All articles 
brought to the surface have been donated to the National Sea Shore Park at 
Cape Cod. We plan more trips to the wreck this summer. I hope that you can 
make this dive with us. We also will seek and fin:i 1 I hope, the freighter 
SEACONNET sunk very near the lightship. No divers have been to this one. The 
fishing dragger HILDA CARSTON offers a good dive not too far from shore. Each 
of these will require a large boat for the group rent ioned. I have a 32 ·rt 
lobster boat but she will only hold 10 divers with gear safely. We have two 
party boats in New Bedford, but these must be reserved in advance due to tm 
dene.nd for fishing and diving tnrties. The rental on these 50 foot boats is 
$5.00 per person. Two wrecks are usually hit in one day. 

Ashore in the New Bedford area we have an interesting 35nm underwater show 
we would be pleased to entertain you with in our club house. New Bedford also 
is famous for its whaling museum which you might like to view. Accommodations 
in this area are less expensive than further on down the Cat:e, especfolly 
during the t<J.lrist season.. We usually take day trips to the Cape Cod Canal 
area where we find interesting diving from the breakwater or from shore. 

We also make day trips to Rhaie Island's Newport. Here we fmd nany miles 
along the shore where one can find interesting fish and sightseeing. 

A trip to Woods Hole is usually enjoyed by visiting divers. If tine is import
and they usually reserve these trips for a rainy or windy day. At Woais Hole 
we have the u.s. Fish & Wildlife aquarium. 

Spearfishing is better on tm off-shore islands of the Elizabeth chain, but 
we can usually find a passable place from shore if necessary. Mostly we go 
after Tautog, Pollock and Flounder. 

Perhaps, in Cape Cod Bay, on the schooner off the breakwater, I could handle 
small groups in a shift fashion. It is not that far from shore that a 
shuffle system would be impractablee 

As a fireman, I am off a. good bit during the week. This allows tmny hours 
of diving. We would be pleased to provide you with guides if you wish1 
a nd anything else that will fit in with your plans. 

If you could tell me the days that you will be here, and if you wish to 
reserve oha.rter boats, hotel or trotel rooms, we could set that up. We have 
the air station for this area and air refills will be ro problem. 

Perhaps if you have definitely picked th is area, you might 1 ike to view 
some slid es of the area and see what we have to offer vis it ors? 

Hoping we c.a.n help you enjoy your vacation, 
Sincerely, 
Brad Luther, Jr., 
President, 



PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE by ROY K. CUTTS 

Three weeks ago we sent letters to a group of Ma.ssachussets diving clubg 
asking for information on their respective diving areas. 

Their response has been good and very informative. With this information on 
hand, our trip committee can start serious ___ p-la:ri.ning. 

The most likely weekend according to card returns is July 18-20. All club 
members who returned cards will be contacted for confirmations. We will 
also require a cash commitment of $20.00 per person to be paid not later 
than April 27th. This will enable us to book the charter bus. 

Our PAY NOW GO LATER SAVINGS PLAN is in full swing and Ian Brant is always 
available to receive your money. 

Next month three members and I a.re driving down to the East Coast to finalize 
arrangements with the Fairhaven Whalers• 

By this tine we would like to have our trip all booked up. We are getting a 
number of requests from divers of other clubs to include them on our bus list. 
Naturally our own club takes preference. So let•s have those cards returned 
as soon as possible. There may be some new members who did not receive cards 
and wish to go. You rre.y contact any of the Executive before April 7th. 

•···••····•·•·····•• 
ADD TO MAI LING LI ST : 
MISS PAT SHEPHERD 11 RALSTON AVE TORONTO 6 
F AIJ!IBAVEN WHALERS SKINDIVING CLUB c/o BRAD llJTHER JR 

GA-1-1343 
FAIRHAVEN MASS. u.s.A. 

BE PREP AIRED by AL SYKES (DIVING DIRECTOR) 

This is a well known saying that is too often not heeded~ Spring is here at 
last, and the diving season is about to begin. 

Now is the time to check your gear and get ready for this new season. For 
the novice divers, the first outdoor dive will be in April an:i a wet suit 
is necessary, weight belts too. 

If you have passed your pool skindiving test, you are elibible for this dive, 
and it is necessary to have had some open water diving using basic equipment 
only before you may use Scuba on a club dive. 

Exact dates will depend on the weather and will be announoed • .... . . . . . . . 
Please Note: 

Oronp 1--Class Session 8-9 p.m. 
HOWARD QUAI 1--SKINDIVI!\G 
ROY CUTTS-----SCUBA 
ERIC GALT-----SKINDIVING 

POOL-------~---9-10 p.m. 

Group 11-Glenn Graham--Scuba 
Gerry Lov«lon--Advanced divers 

POOL------~---10-ll p.m. 

NOTE--The advanced group reserves the South-East corner of the ~ool. Please 
try not to interfere with their activities • 

.. .. . . . , .......... . 
NEW MEMBERS (ADD TO MAI LING LI ST) 

JOE LOG.AN 15 Canlish Rd Apt 48 SCARBORO ONI' 
GLENDA WHITSITT 34 EMerald Cr TORONTO 14 

PL-9-7748 
255--8951 

MEMBERSHIP CLOSED--JOEY GALT regrets to inform one and all that membership 
is closed until next September. 
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LIFE ON THE SEASHORE (PART 11) by RODNEY CHARLTON 

Well it seems there was not too much homework, ani here is the second part 
as promised: 

Several kinds of starfish can be found in the wet sand at low tide on many 
Cape Cod beaches. Brittle Stars are one type~ They consist of a small centre 
~ortion up to the size of a nickel and five thin arms radiating out at regular 
:mtervals. The spread of the arms may be up to 6 inches. The green Brittle 
Star is a muddy green-brown colour, and cnn be found among weeds and rocks at 
low tide. 

True Starfish or Sea Stars have arms which thicken at the base and form 
together so that there is no noticeable separate centre portion. The common 
or Eastern Star ranges from 6-11 inches. It has 5 arms and is a dark brown 
colour. 

Most starfish are spiny with small pincers among the spines. In the bottom 
of the centre portion is a mouth. As it wraps its arms over a clam or oyster, 
a starfish uses continuous suction with its tube-like feet to force it open. 
These creatures destroy millions of dollars worth of shellfish yearly, 

The Sand Dollar or Sea Biscuit is a relative of the spiny urchin. Their 
spines have de~eloped into more of a skin, When alive, they live in deeper 
water, but the::ir skeletons can be found washed up on beaches. It is similar 
in size to a silver dollar, very thin, with 5 markin~s radiating from the 
centre. (I have one at home if anyone is interested). 

Lobsters, the gourmet 1 s treat and delicacy, live close inshore during the 
summer and move to deeper water in the winter. Those caught and sold are 
1-3 lbs. They are about 5 years old when they reach an edible size. I think 
it would be advisable to consult local authorities before taking any lobsters 
while on a dive. 

The Hermit Crab is a crab whose shell has evolved out of existence. To 
protect his soft abdomen, the Hermit Crab occupies discarded shells of mud
snails, or, as he grows, whelp, tulip and moonshells, These crabs are common 
beach scavengers. 

The shelled crabs are divided into tw:> main groups--swimmers and others. The 
swimmers last pair of legs are flattened to provide a paddling surface. The 
Blue Crab is a great delicacy and is captured in great quantities in Chesa
peake Bay. They prefer the brakish water near the mouths of rivers and TrPve 
deeper in winter. Some of these are caught just after they have moulted and 
are mistakinly called ooft-shelled crabs. Their shells take time to harden, 
Rock Crabs can be found in tide pools, but these are quite small as the 
older crabs prefer deeper water.. All rock crabs have ~n o~al she ll .with a 
rough saw-edge at the front. Fiddler and sand crabs live. in the drier parts 
of sandy beaches. Fiddler Crabs (males) develop a huge pincher, used only 
in the mating season. 

Sand Crabs have protective colouring and combined with the :h- very quick 
movements, are very elusive. Doth these types run sideways. 

Horseshoe Crabs are very conmon in Cape Cod waters. They are not crabs, but 
a living fossil being a descendant of a 400 million year-old Eurypterid. 
They are a dark

1
brown-black, with a round blunt head, a long spikey tail, 

and a hinge to join fuem. (If you can make a.nything out of this description, 
you have a good imagination. They are hard to describe to anyone who hasn't 
seen ow»)e 

Well maybe n~xt week, I can get on to shellfish and ~ish of Cape Cod waters. 
Mean~ile, I will do more research on this topic. 

··~····························· 
G. Rosenthal (Editor) 
39 Avenal Dr (Ru-3-8270) 
Toront o 10, Ont. 
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EAST COAST DIVE JULY 18-20 

Our July dive in Fairhaven Mass. is fast taking shape and all necessary 
arrangements are being attended to. Our Executive are leaving nothing to 
chance and a four-man party are leaving this week-end to tie all loose ends 
down there. Lodgings, reservations, eto. will all be looked in to. 

The Executive are doing everything in their power to make this a memorable 
dive •. we, as members,.should see to it that every co-operation is given our 
Club Directors by getting our deposit (bus fare) in long before the April 27 
deadline. C.S.A.C. !ll9mbers have preference of course but there is a 
waiting list of outside members that desire' to oome al~ng:- So speak up and 
let the Executive know where they stand~ ' 

WELCOME TO THE CLUB: 

RON MORRELL 
PAUL DOHERTY 
BRIAN O'KELL 

CONGRATULATIONS 

••..•..••.•...........• 
The following new members are added to ou~ mailing list: 

99 PLATEAU CR DON MILLS 
71 NEALON AVE TORONTO 6 
7 OAKBURN CR APT 11 WILLOWDALE 

•••••••••••••••••••••• 

The following passed their pool skindiving Test on April 6: 

Bruce Marting 
BARBARA BLAIR 
RON MORRELL 

RHODA SIGAL 
JACK PURJE 
TERRY WOOD 

NOTE BIEN--CLASS SESSIONS FOR SCUBA TRAINING WILL ST.ART AT 9 P.M • 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Mr. President: 

The Ontario Underwater Council cordially invites you and the members 
of your Club to attend the annual spring Convention to be held in the 
Queen Elizabeth Bldg, Exhibition grounds, Toronto, on April 18-19, hosted 
by the Underwater Club of Canada, Inc. 

This semi-annual gathering of Ontario divers promises to be one of the 
most interesting and informative meetings with films, guest speakers, and 
reports of major concern to diving in Ontario, 

This will be an excellent opportunity to meet and talk with other divers 
and see your Council at work, 

A full entertainment schedule has been planned including various tours, 
dinner, dancing and refreshments. 

Enclosed you will find local maps, Convention progranme, motel accormno~ 
dations and prices, along with a questionaire. Would you kindly fill this lll 

and return it as soon as possible. 

We trust your Club will be represented at the general meeting and we 
will be 10-0king forward to seeing you all once again and renewing old friend-
ships .. 

Good luck and good diving, 

THE UNDERWATER CLUB OF CANADA, INC• 

.......................... 
ED'S NOTE: Any members wishing to attend and desiring further information, 
please contact any member of our Executive. 
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ACTIVITIES APRIL AND MAY 1964 by GLEN1f GRAHAM (SAFETY DIRECTOR) 

April 19th o.u.c. Meeting in Toronto• 

26th TRAINING DIVE AT BIG BAY POINT LAKE SIMCOE 
' 

May 10th TRAINING DIVE AT SAWLOG POINT NEAR PENATANG 

June 7 

16-17 DIVERS RALLY AT OUTIET PROVINCIAL PARK SOUTH OF BELLEVILIE 
FOR ADV AN CED DIVERS WHO HAVE COMPLETED, THEIR TRAINING. FOR 
NON DIVING ACTIVITIES•-ALL ARE WELCOME. 

16-18 TOBERMORRY, BlG TUB, for divers who have not completed their 
open water dives. 

23-24 POINTE AU BARIL GEORGIAN BAY, ON A MEMBERS ISLAND, TRAINING DIVE. 

31 TRAINING DIVE AT EITHER EMERALD LAKE OR INNERKIP QUARRY DETAILS 
TO FOLLON ' 

THE MINOS BANK NEAR HONEY HARBOUR; (HOWIE'S REGULATOR AND 
OTHER WRECKS.) TRAINING DIVE • 

••...••.••....•............ 
CAPE COD--THE CURIOUS POTHOOK by PETER Ma.cFARLANE 

In his fine series of articles on the marine life club members can expect 
to find at Cape Cod this July during their diving trip to the East Coast, 
Rodney Charlton has been indicating the great range of marine life found 
there, This is because the great sandy hook marks the meeting of two con
trasting marine environments,. the boundary where ocean currents of trop·ioal 
warmth meet those of arctic cold. Thrust far into the sea, Cape Cod in- · 
terferes with the passage of the warmer waters from the south carried up by 
the Gulf Stream, and holds the cold waters of the north within the long 
curve of its shore. It is also a point of transition to a different kind of 
coast. The long sand strands thnt scallop the continent from Florida to the 
Cape are replaced by rocks which come more and m:>re to dominate the coast 
as you move further north. At Cape Cod zones of deep water, with accompanying 
low temperatures, lie generally closer to the shore than they do farther 
south, with interesting local effects on the populations of sea creatures. 
Partly because of the low temperatures and partly because of the r ocky nature 
of the shore, heavy ~rowths of seaweeds cover the ebb-tide rocks with a 
blanket of various colours, herds of periwinkles graze, and the shore is 
whitened by millions of barnacles or darkened by millions of mussels--
neither of which is to be seen in our lakes around Ontario. 

Apparently Cape Cod is no longer the absolute barrier it once was for warm
water species attempting to round it from the south. Curious changes have 
been taking place, with many animals invading this cold temperate zone from 
the south. This ohe.nge is related to the wide-spread change of climate that 
seems to have set in about the beginning of the century, a general warmi.r:g-up 
noticed first in arctic regions, then in subarctic, and now in temperate 
areas of the northern coastal states. One of the most impressive examples 
of north-ward movement is provided by the green crab, once unknown north of 
the Cape, now familiar to clam fisherman and divers in Mline. Around the 
turn of the century, the Cape was considered its northern limit. Now it 
has spread up along the shore of Passamaquoddy Bay and crossed into Nova 
Scotia. 

Despite these and other exceptions, the Cape Cod coast to the north is 
typically a zone of cool waters inhabited by northern type flora and fauna. 
It is strange but true that a handbook for the British Isles serves reas
onably well for New England, covering irobably 80% of the sea weeds and 60% 
of ltie marine ani~ls. These types are distributed right around the top of 
the earth and down the Canadian and American ooasts through the agency of 
cold currents from melting glaciers and drifting pack ice. 

(CONT'D NEXT PAGE) 
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CAPE COD (CONT"1D) 

Look at a map of the Atlantic Coast of the United States and you will notice 
how the entire stretch from Florida to Cape Cod has been smoothed into a 
series of concave arcs t:crmed of beaches, bars and spits of land. This 
fringe of sand and gravel; culminating in Cape Cod; is the result of an 
incredible amount of material washed down to the coast by rivers, and the 
coral and shell sands that come fr6m the sea itself in prodigious quantities. 
Microscopic sha.llow-wat~r animals livin9 near shore provid: a continuous 
supply of new shells which the waves bring to the beaches in abundance. 
These waves strike the coast at an angle; wadhlng any loose material across, 
rather than up, the beach. The uprush of each wave is oblique but the 
backwash pulled by gravity flows straight down the beach slope. The result 
for the particles rolled and suspended in t he water is a zigzag movement, 
with net progress along the shore. Large pebbles have been observed to 
drift at a rate of more than half a mile per day. The volume of sediment 
drifted along a beach has been observed t o amount to about 800 cubic yards 
daily. 

The results of this sort of action are prominently displayed much closer 
to home, in Lake Erie, where Point Pelee is the result of sand and gravel 
built up by currents generated by winds and waves on the north side of t:re 
lake. However, Point Pelee is no substitute for Cape Cod when it comes to 
diving--so come July 18th, it's "GUNGHO" for Canadian Sub Aquatics and 
Whalers at the fascinating Atlantic meeting place of two oceanic systems of 
currents and marine life, a meeting that has made out of the Massachusett's 
coast a most unusual pothook, CAPE COD • 

. . . . •-.......... . 

ALL ABOARD 

THE FOLLOWING MEMBERS TO DATE HAVE SIGHIFmD '.r!mm INTENTION TO JOIN 
THE BUS RIDE TO THE EAST COAST: 

MR & MRS HOWIE QUAIL MR. & MRS. SAUL SIGAL 
MR & MRS KEN W.ARREN MR. & MRS. AL WAYNE 
BRIAN 0 'KE LL MR. & :MRS. JOE LOO AN 
MISS BARBARA BLAIR MR• & MRS. GEORGE ROSENTHAL 
MR. & MRS. BILL BASSETT MR. & MRS. JIM CHILDS 
MR. & MRS. ROY CUTTS MR. & MRS • GLENN GRAHAM 
PETER FLINT MR. & MRS. TOM HAND 
DEREK GORDON MR. & MRS. AL JOHNSON 
MISS DIANNE HOOK MR. &: MRS • GERRY LOWDON 
MR. & :MRS. JIM PELOQUIN 

IF YOUR NAME DOES NOT APPE.AR AND YOU WANT TO BE INCLUDED, CONTACT AS SOON 
AS POSSIBLE MISS DIANE HOOK---783-2184 • 

•.•.............. 
THE LAST OF 'l'RE SERIES BY RODNEY CHARLTON WI LL APPE.AR I N NEXT WEEK 1 S ISSUE ................. 

G. ROSENTHAL (EDITCR) 
39 AVENAL DR TORONTO 10, ONT. 
Ru-3-8270 
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FOUR FOR FAIRHAVEN by ROY CUTTS 
HOWIE QUAIL 
GLENN GRAHAM 
GERRY LOvVDON 

~t 3.00 p.m. ~riday afternoon, the la.st member of the crew boarded Howard's 
blue ex~ress bound for New Bedford and Fairhaven, Mass. Crossing the 
i~ternationa.l border at 4~45 after smuggling Roy into the States, (he forgot 
his ~a.ssport) we settled in for ten hours of driving and serious discussion 
opening o~ the subject of girls (what else). During these discussions ' 
Gerry achieved a new club record~--he ate continuously from Buffalo to New 
Bedford. 

We arrived in Fairhaven at 2 a..m. the following morning found where Brad 
Luther Jr. lived and then checked into the nearest vaca.~t lot for a. night's 
sleep. Roy, Howie and Gerry in the back with Colonel Glenn scrunched in 
the nose cone. (He got back at us by keeping us awake with his nefarious 
nasal noises) 

At exactly 4 a.m. the lights went on and a voice ca.me out of the darkness 
saying, "Where are you from boys?" After explaining to the nice officer 
that we were poor Toronto tourists and couldn't afford the local motels, he 
condecended to let us return to sleep until 5.30 a..m. when Howie arose like 
the ver ita.ble Mandalay sun moaning and mumbling something a.bout "nature 
calling him" as he stomped out into the dewey dawn. Sleep was now out of the 
question. We refreshed ourselves at a local gas station, breakfasted at 
a. local diner and at 8 a.m. knocked on the front door of Brad Luther's home. 

Brad, who is president of the Fairhaven Whalers Diving Club, a city fireman 
by occupation and part time salvage diver by choice, invited us in and treated 
us to real New England hospitality. Over coffee and doughnuts we discussed 
our weekend agenda, and met some of the other members of the Fairhaven 
Whalers. After a bit of socializing, we (in the company of Brad) toured 
the city checking on local a.cconnnoda.tions, food, etc. for the July trip. 
We then stopped for a snack at a local restaurant where Howie gorged him
self on deep fried scallops. 

Continuing our explorations of the area, we checked local shopping plazas 
and took a walk around the downtown area checking the New Bedford Hotel for 
their rates. 

After this we returned to Bra.d's home and hud a guided tour of the Whalers' 
Club House and Mus eum. It is located at the r ear of Brad's house over his 
spacious garage. The museum is an integral pa.rt of their club rooms and is 
truly a sight to behold. It is made up of artifa~ts and souvenirs collected 
over a ten-year period from one of the world's largest ship graveyards. 

We were tren invited by Mrs. Brad Luther Jr. to a New England dinner whichwM 
positively delicious. 

That evening the whalers had arranged at the town hall a. public slide show 
with commentary by Brad. This was an excellent program which gave us an in
sight int;o diving conditions which would have otherwise been impossible 
with the time at our disposa l. After the slide show we returned to Brad's 
home where we further discussed arrangements for our forthcoming trip. 

After coffee, we r etired to the club house, sleeping bags in tow, eyes showini; 
the ~1Tects of Glenn's nasal passages of the previous night, and promptly 
fell asleep. 

In the morning, we arose,refreshed ours elves, said our goodbyes to our hosts 
and at 9 a..m. boarded tho "blue bomb" and headed for home. 

- ····················· JUL }/ 
FA ~HAVEN 1g~20 
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1£ THE ONTARIO UNDERWATER COUNCIL EXECUTIVE 

~A MEMBER OF A MEMBER CLUB 

GENTLEMEN: 

I have just read Mr. Steve Kozak' s report on the Inaugural Meeting of 
the "ASSOCIATION OF CANADIAN UNDERWATER COUNCILS", which I found very inter
esting, but also very d isturbing 0 

. It is my opinion that Canadian Divers require national representation, 
in order that we may take our place with other National divin~ groups in the 
~ONFEDERATION MONDIALE DES ACTIVITES SUBAQ UATIQUES (C.M.A.S.) which is the 
7nternational a.~teur diving federation, that we can enter a Canadian team 
in the International Spearfishing Championships and possibly obtain financial 
assistance from the Federal Government. The latter appears to be the O.U.C.'s 
motivation, and was stated as such at the 1963 spring meeting of the o.u.c. 

The Association of Canadian Underwater Councils if it is to be a 
National Canadian Organization, and worth anything at a ll, will have to 
have the full support and backing of every Provincial Council in Canada. 
Petty Provincial and Interprovincial grievances will have to be settled 
quickly and justly, without one Council dominating all the rest and running 
the whole show. 

I ask you, Gentlemen, is it necessary at this stage to be so concerned 
with the quantity of votes per province being set by the diving population 
of that province? I am very disappointed that our Council even considered 
suggesting it at this stage~ Especially when all the other Councils com
bined have only 1195 members and Ontario has 1200 members. This would be 
in effect the same as what I heard occured when it was proposed that the 
Underwater Society of America change its name to the Underwater Society of 
America and Canada. The Canadian representatives had one or two votes 
against the other forty-eight odd and it looked good to l et them make their 
proposa l to the meeting and then democratically kill it with a legal vote 1 

The A.c.u.c., I would presume, would in time be the voic e of Canadian 
divers to the world, and I also pr esume would include the Underwater Society 
of America (and although we are told the abbrevia ted version is "Society", 
I still think the abbreviation U.S.A. and the full title is more descriptive 
and accurate). 

I feel, Gentlemen, that the A.c.u.c. should be organized by Canadians, 
for Canadians, by persons without ties and responsibilities to foreign divii:t 
societies. There may come a time when there will be a conflict of interests, 
which could prove to be very embarrassing to all concerned. I ask you gentle· 
men, is it the O.U.C. 1 s intention that the Association of Canadian Diving 
Councils be a 100% Canadian organization, run by Canadians, for the benefit 
of Canadians with only Canadians interests at heart? The A.c.u.c. MUST NOT 
BECOME THE CANADIAN .ARM OF THE U.S.A. (Underwater Society of America). 

I sincerely hope that all persons who have any voice in any provincial 
Council who feel as I do will act on this matter to create a truly National 
Council that every Canadian diver will be proud of, 

GLENN GRAHAM (N.A.U.I. 131 1 O.U.C. 31) 

···~····~·········· ·· · 

SPRING SPLASH DANCE MAY 22 

TICKETS AVAILABLE MONDAY NIGHT--SEE DIANNE HOOK OR FRED MUNDELL 

Dear Ladies; 
Once again our assistance is requested in providing refreshments for the 

club dance in May. 
Rather than allot types of sandwiches to each of you this time, we feel 

it would be far more exciting to cultivate our creativity by giving each o~ 
us an amount of money and letting us "create" what we wish.. Hors D 'Oeuvre, 
fancy sandwiches, pastry, whatever we like within the amount of money allowed c 

Could each of you let me know whether you will be able to participate 
and/or what you intend to make? 

Thanks very much, 
JANET SYKES 
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WELCOME & 

ADD THESE MEMBERS TO 01.i'R MAI LING LI ST: 

ALBERTUS (GERRY) DOMERCHIE 
JOSEPH EZESKY 
(MISS) TERTTU KOTRO 
(MRS) LYDIA LOV\IDON 

37 RIDLEY GARDENS TORONTO 3 
31 NORBURY CRESCENT SCARBORO 
292 VIJRIGHT AVE TORONTO 3 
1545 BIRCIDWUNT RD SCARBORO 

.................... 
Mr. Roy K. Cutts; President, 
The Canadian Sub-Aqua Club, 

Dear Roy: 

Le-5-1798 
Pl-9-9124 
Le-5-8707 
757--1742 

I have been reading with interest the plans as they progressed with regard 
to your East Coast Club Dive. 

Now that the 48th Issue of your club newsletter has arrived indicating 
Fairhaven, I am even more interestcd111 

I talked with Gerry Lowden today, and asked that my name be included on the 
"extra" passenger list. He suggested that I write the Club immediately--
first come---first served etc. 

Trevor Meldrum of the Barre.scubas might like to go also, but would like more 
facts. He doesn't receive your newsletter and is therefore unfamiliar with 
plans for the trip••••••••••••••••••••••• ................. 

HERB INGRAHAM 

•••••.......•••...... 
ED'S NOTE: We are receiving requests from many quarters to be put on 
"extra" passenger lists. This is most gratifying. Our Executive rightly 
reserves first call to our own Club members, so those of you who wish to 
go but haven't as yet signified that desire, get with itll 

To make things easier for our members, our Executive initiated a 
"PAY NOW TRAVEL LATER" plan and placed in the very capable hands of 
IAN BRANT. (I MEANT TO TYPE~' but being so close to income tax time, 
I subconsciously typed PAY) The whole idea is simply to put a little away 
each week nnd then it will be that much ~asier financially come July 18-20. 
Ian Brant is available every Monday night for your savings • 

.. • • • • • • I: ................ . 

LIFE ON THE SEASHORES (LAST OF THE SERIES) by RODNEY CHARLTON 

Shellfish form a huge family of seashore life and are extreme ly conunon. 
Who has not wandered along a sandy beach and stopped to pick up an odd-shaped 
or pleasingly coloured shell? 

The bivalves are a type of two-shelled mollusk totalling 15,000 species. 
The two halves are joined by a hinge and one or two very strong muscles 
hold the shell closed. When the shell relaxes, a syphon is extended. It 
is a double tube; · water and food enter one, and the "used" water is expelled 
through the other, along with waste materials. 

Some bivalves can swim, some bore in rock, but most live in sand or mud. 
These can move to a certain extent, usually by means of a powerful muscular 
foot. This is extended, then anchored at the end, then contracted. Short 
distances can be covered easily in this way. The bivalves have gills, a 
heart, kidney, liver, digestive and reproductive systems, and a soft fleshy 
mantle. This is a membrane around the animal and is the chief builder of 
the shell. 

"Clam" is ri. general term applied when the real name of the mollusk is 
unknown. Clams, however, nre a distinct family of shell-fish. 

Nut clams are one type of clam. They are very small and rarely reach 
one inch. They are usually dark brown, and have a series of lines around 
the hinge area.. 

(CONT'D) 



LIFE ON THE SEASHORES (CONT'D) 

Ark.shells are another type (not clams) found in Atlantic waters. The 
turkey wing, or Noah's Ark, is rectangular with radiating ribs. These types 
have narrow toothed hinge lines. 

Mussels are a favourite food in Europe but are not prized here. The 
blue mussel is the familiar type :found on rocks and pilings, It is 1-3" 
long. The horse mussel is brown flecked with white and can reach 6" 
and is found in deep water. Mussels may be poisonous if they feed on 
dinoflagellates. 

. Sca~lops are the familiar oil company symbol. They have deep radiating 
~ines. winch ap~ear square when viewed end-on. The "foot" of the scallop 
is quite a delicacy. The scallop is J·et-propelled for when its shell closes 

t . h ' ' wa er is s ot out with great force, sending the scallop forward. Most 
scallops prefer shallow wo.ter. The Calico scallp is mauve-purple. The 
ornate scallop pas only one wing and the giant rock scallop is long and narrow, 
The Atlantic Bay scallop has black bands across it, not unlike a tiger. 

Oysters are a great industry, but these shellfish are rarely found as 
far north as Cape Cod, although the occasional one may be washed ashore. 
They are easy to identify through the many growths and encrustations on their 
shells. The shells themselves are rather irregular and unequal in size, 
usually bending somewhat from the hinge. 

Cockles are related to the edible cockle of Europe. They are similar 
to scallops, but lacking the wing near the hinge. The Iceland cockle is 
very dark brown, reaching 2~" . It prefers colder water. They can be found 
in sand and mud in shallow brackish inlets. 

Quahogs are a type of clam, eaten extensively in the Cape Cod area. 
The smaller quahogs are called littlenecks or cherrystone clams. The northern 
quahog is a heavy clam the size of a clenched fist. The inside of the shell 
has a beautiful purple area, prized by the Indians for the mnking of wumpum 
belts. For a few hours' fishing, a few days polishing and grinding, and an 
hour or two of threading, one could buy a wife. 

The razor clam is an interesting variety. It is a long shell up to 10" 
long and an inch wide. They live vertically in the sand with the syphon 
extended and possibly part of the shell. They are edible and quite tasty. 

Surf clams are still another type and they prefer a sandy beach with 
plenty of surf. They burrow into the sand a shcrt way and feed on plant life 
washed back and forth by the waves. It is of the steriotype clam shape with 
a coarse white shell. 

Soft-shelled clams prefer shallow muddy bottoms and can be located at 
low tide when they squirt. They are also edible and known us steamer or long 
clams. The shells are dull chalky white and cannot close completely. They 
have a brownish membrane around tho outside edge. 

Shipworms are not worms at all but a type of shellfish with a greatly 
reduced shell. As larvae, they enter wood and as they grow they dig a 
circular twisting tube with the edge of their shell. In the days of wooden 
ships and iron men, the ship had to be sheathed in coppar or they soon 
became weakened, termite-infested houses.. Bits of wood can be easily found 
with holes bored in them on every beach • 

•.......•..•......... ,, 
ED 1 S NOTE: 

Rodney put a lot of work and research in his series on "LIFE ON THE 
SEASHORES"• His articles were interesting, knowledgeable and appreciated. 
Keep up the good work Rodney. 

············~········ 

ON THS LIGHTER SIDE--

One driver got rid of the constant pain in his right ear by letting his 
wife drive. 

Be kind to your mother-in-law,------baby-sitters are expensive. 
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EXERPTS OF EXEC MEETING APRIL 14/64 by GERRY LOWDON (SECRETARY) 

The President reported that the Fairhaven trip made by himself, Graham, 
Quail and Lowdon was a success and that the Fairhaven Whalers were most 
anxious to help in any way they could to make our forthcoming trip a. success. 

It was suggested by the Executive that Saturday (the first day) be a kind of 
get aquainted day-. Diving at Sa.r.rlwich Beach can be done if desired, shopping 
trips, sightseeing or just loafing in the sun are other alternatives. 

Sunday should be the wreck diving day and should be restricted to experienced 
divers due to depth, currents and unfamiliarity with salt water diving. The 
boat will leave at 7 a.m. Sunday morning and return at 5 p.m. There will be 
a $5.00 per diver charge and the vessel will require a $50.00 deposit pay
able as soon as possible. 

For the wives -on this day, the Fairhaven divers' wives have offered to take 
them visiting, sight-seeing or practically anything they wish. 

On Monday morning, a little more sightseeing by the divers and get set fer 
the return trip. 

The accommodation rates are as follows: 
Capri Motel (New Bedford) $14.00 per day per couple 
Gravela.nd 11 (New Bedford) $10.00 per day per couple 
New Bedford Hotel $10.00 per day per couple 

Because feeding 39 people is the biggest problem, it is suggested that the 
New Bedford Hotel is best due to its size and downtown locution. 

The approximate cost per individual is: 
Bus fare $22.50 
Room $10.00 (2 nigh ts) 
Food (approx) $12$00 
Boat rental $ 5.00 

$49.50 

............................. 
ATTENTION O.U.C. CLUB INSTRUCTORS 

The third o.u.c. Assistant Instr.ootor's Course will be held in Toronto on 
May 23, 1964, hosted by the York Sub Aqua Club. 

This course is a must for those instructors contemplating the N.A.U.I.-
o.u.c. Certification Course this summer~ Twelve to fourteen hours in 
length, including every aspect of instruction, this course will provide a 
good foundation for N.A.U.I. or point out weak spots of the future candidates. 

For those who are looking for a. new challenge, this is the ultimate your 
next step is N.A.U.I., and for those Clubs who do not have a certified instr
uctor, this is an excellent opportunity to have your instructors registered 
under the O.U.C. Standards. 

The purpose of this course is to star.rlardize the instructor training of the 
member clubs, thus, every diver trained in a menilier club, will have the same 
s~e.ndard basic training. 

Should you wish to discuss this during the Council Convention, the following 
people will be happy ·to answer any questions you tiny have: Hank Halliday, 
Director of Training, Jack Leitch, Trevor Meldrum, Geor·ge Burt or Ben Davis. 

Or write: Ontario Underwater Council, 
Director of Diver Training 
Box 422, Adelaide St. P.O. 
TORONID ONT. 

Further particulars mailed upon request. 



Dear Fellow Members, 

At le.st, I have a ~ea.son for sending a contribution to the weekly news
letter. It hns to do with the Training Dive--May 23rd-24th, but before I 
go into the. t, I have a few comments that I would like to put into print-. 

F~rst of all, I would like to throw sorre bouquets at the members and 
executive of the S~b Aqua. Club. Since my association with the Club la.st 
fall, I have been. impressed .by the organization as a whole, but its general 
tone of co-o?eration and friendliness to new members and by the efficient 
mann:r that i~ conducts its training programme. The'latter programme is 
carried out with an eye to sound preparation of a new member for eventunl 
safe diving, with emphasis on care nnd discipline and yet aiways with an 
approach that is both happy and helpful. ' 

In t~is day and age, when a 11 of us pay twice a s much as a thing is worth 
so many tlllles, the return given by the organization for the membership fee 
asked, is far beyond "lkta.t one would normo.lly expect. 

There are too many officers of the Club a:rrl members wh" deserve special 
comment for their untiring efforts on behalf of the Club for one to single 
out, but I can't help saying a special word for George Rosenthal, who edits 
the weekly newsletter. I know George enjoys the job, but it is also a lot of 
extra work, and so all power to you George--it is a vital part of the 
organization, and it is done well. 

Now as to the Tr~ining Dive, May 23 and 24th, I happen to have an island 
up a.t Pointe Au Baril, Ontario, - 25 miles north of Parry Sound, and out in 
Georgian Bay. The Executive feel that this might be a good site for a Train
ing Dive for anyone able to t ake the weekend off, and would serve well as a 
base of operations. 

I would be happy to offer the place for the weekend, and as the island 
is several acres in size, and has severa l sleeping areas on it, I think it 
could accommodate as many as wish to cone. With what cover in the form of 
cabins etc. presently on the island, I am sure that twenty to thirty people 
could sleep under one roof or another, providing we use the dormitory method 
and separate the boys from the girls 1 There a.re kitchen facilities, with 
stove and refrigerator, and the members could bring sleeping be.gs or blankets, 
al though there are a lot of the latter there. 

There is water in abundance to dive into, and a.bout three to four miles 
away, a wreck that could be investigated. If the weather is at all in our 
favour, I am sure that both the training pre gro.mne and the fun programme 
could be well carried out• 

It is not difficult to get to the island. From Toronto, via 400-103-
69, you can drive the 170 miles to Pointe Au Baril Station in about three 
hours. On arrival at Pointe Au Baril Station, you turn off the road about 
i mile to the dock area. At, or around the dock, you can :i:ark a. car either 
free or for a fee, and then chnge yourselves and your gear ·to a water taxi. 
The water ta.xi will take you the seven miles to the island-called Camp 
Wawonaissa., and under my name, Dr .. W.E. Ortved-a. ride of about . twenty minutes. 

I would suggest the. t a group travel out on one water ta.xi, and the cost 
is then about a dollar per person. I will make arrangements for a good 
sized boat to tuke us out on Sunday for tl:e dives, I would expect tha t the 
majority who a.re able to co~, will drive up on Saturday morning, and plan 
to stay until various times on Sunday afternoon or evening. 

If anyone is not clear as to the arrangements, or wish further advice 
as to the route · eto .. , p.lease contact me at Hu-9-5603, Here's hoping the. t 
you cn.n make it• 

Bill Ortved • 

....... ' ......... -.. . 
BEACH BLITZ 

This year 1 s Beach Blitz will be held June 7th. Place and further inforna tion 
will be announced later. last year the c.s.A.C. had an excellent turnout, 
Let's improve it this year. 
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O.U .c. DIVERS RALLY 

Locntion--Long Point, Lakeland Lodge, nGar the Outlet Provincinl Park, 
Salmon Point, all in Prince Edward County near Picton. 

Hosts for 1964--The Flying Frogmen, Trenton, 
The Quinte Aqus Divers, Belleville. 

---AGENDA---

Saturday May 16 

EVENTS 1--Wreck Dive 
2--For Women and Children; Beach Combing, Nature Trails ani Games 

Looation--1.ltkelnnd Lodge. 

Supper will be served 11 t the Lodge after tre Dive. 

So.turda.y Evoning--For all the Gang 

Dance and Entertainment • 

•....••........•. 
(CONT'D) 
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o.u.c. DIVERS RAILY (CONf 'D) 

SUNDAY M.AY 1 7 

Loca t ·ion--Sa lmon Po int, 
Event----·-DIVERS RALLY 
Time------12.00 Noon, COMPETITIONS START• 
Pa.rticulars--Flat rock. 

Depth•-25 ft. max, 
Temp--full wet suit, or dry suit. 
Food--Light lunches, beverages. 
Compressed Air, Fa.st fill, reasonable rates. 

COMPETITIONS; Event 

NOTE 

1--Compass Course••••••••••••••••••• SC'Uba 
2--Skin Divers Race••••••••••••••••• Skin Diving 
3·--Surpr ize ............ ~....... • • • • • • • Scuba 
4--Raft Construction •••••••••••••••• Skin Diving 
5--Nut a.nd Bolt Race•••••••••••••••• Scuba 
6--Log Race •••• ~·••••••••••••••••••• Skin Diving 

SAFETY VESTS ARE MANDATCRY Fffi SKIN AND SCUBA DIVING AT O.U .c. DIVERS RALIX l 

If you are attending the Wreck Dive on Saturday or the Divers Competitions 
on Sunday would you please mark the Check point and also could you let us 
know if you wish to Tent, Trailer or Lodge. 

FEE FOR THE COMPETITIONS ON SUNDAY $ 1,00 

Send your $ 1{)0 and check sheet to 
QUINTE AQUA DIVERS 
549 Sidney St, 
Belleville 

I will be attending--The wreck Dive ( 
The Competitions ( 

Name Address 

'-·······---- --········--····-··-·--------------------· 
Cut out the above and send to Quinte Aqua Divers 

4' ••••••• ~ ••••••••• 

Both--( 

Correction: There is no C.S.A.C. sponsored dive to be held on o.u.c. 
RALLY weekend , 

................... 
Add to M1=tiling Uat: Trevor Meldrum Greensville Post Offic e, Ontario 

Kent D, Eldemire, The Anchorage P.O. Box 56 
Stony Ifill, Kingston, Jamaica • 

.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 
G, Rosenthal (Editor) 
39 Avenal Dr Toronto 10 Ont 
Ru-3-8270 
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May 2, 1964 
52nd ISSUE 

Dear george, 

THE CANADIAN SUB AQUA CLUB 

P.O. BOX 162 SCARBORO ONT 

. ~ co~ld not( let the 52nd issue of the Newsletter be printed without 
b:inging it to the attention of its readers that it is actually one year 
since you volunteered to print a we:kly letter, a job, if you recall, I 
thought would prove too much, especially after our earlier attempts nt a 
monthly issue. Now I realize our earlier problem. We did not have George 
Rosenthal. 

I would like to take a few lines to inform the members of the work load 
you have accepted graciously. After prodding members into writing articles, 
then collecting and editing them, the steno ils have to be cut--then off to 
the duplicator (if I don't stop him en route to insert a memo to club 
members). After running off 100 five-page copies comes addressing, stamping 
and mailing. George gives his time and talents freely without objections. He 
might show a little annoyance when we don't show up with the article we 
promised. Can you wonder why? 

Quite frankly, George, you amaze me with your boundless energy and 
skill and the time consumed in what I know is a busy personal work schedule. 

I have often been contacted by other clubs praisi~ our Newsletter 
and usually requesting extra copies. Whenever I meet divers not already 
on our mailing list, conversation usually begins with their request to 
be included. 

To you George goes the credit for making our Newsletter a publication 
that has really aroused the interest of our fellow divers. The o.u.c. were 
quick to notice your talents when only after a few tronths of publication, you 
were offered the post of editor of the o.u.c. News. And if I mlY be selfish 
for a.moment, I am glad you refused. However, as expected, you did accept 
t he poGt of Asst. Editor. Again you are proving your zest. For the first 
time we are receiving regular issues of the o.u.c. News. 

I hope in a small way this will show how much we appreciate your efforts. 
May I, on behalf of all your fellow club manbers wish you a happy birthday, 
and may your typewriter never grow old .. 

ROY K. CUTTS (PRESIDENT) .......................... 
Dear Roy, 

I printed your letter with a little embarrassment (but a very pleasant 
embarrassment.) I once promised to print everything submitted unless it 
was in poor taste or stepped on someone~ toes unnecessarily. 

The bir~hday greetings and congratulations belongs to every member of 
the c.s.A.C. I would certainly be remiss if I did not acknowledge the 
many many contributors without whose articles this Newsletter would have 
suffered an early demise. 
BILL & VICKIE BASSETT IAN & VERA BRANT ROY BARBARA & RCDNEY' CHARLTON 
JIM CHII.DS ROY CUTTS ERIC & JOEY GALT 
BETTE GERARD GIBNN GRAHAM DI.ANE HOOK 
ALLAN JOHNSON GERRY WNDON PETER MacFARLAND 
MYRNA McG INNES FRED m.JNDELL DR WILLIAM OR TVED 
BORIS PELIPEYKO HOWARD QUAIL CARL SALTER 
DR HENRY SHYKOFF ALAN & JANET SYKES RUSS TOMBS 
ARNOID VIGON ALVIN WAYNE SAUL SIGAL 
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Dear George, 

Enny, meeny, miny rnoe 
My 

• , , 
name is .hard to spe 11 I knON • 

It could be Dianne · 
Or it could be Dih~nne 
Or then again it might'be Deanne. 
My name is not long, my nan:e is no wow 
I~'s really quite simple once you know'howl 
First comes the "D" to start things off right 
Then the small "i" the sane as in mite · ' 
N t . th II " • ex is e a but tread carefully~ere 
Just a single "n" or disaster is near ·' 
A curly little "e" will finish this r~ 
And also my poem except for this thought 
I don't expect fortune, I don't expect f;me, 
But please be careful when spelling my name. 

DIANE HOOK 

............. 
Dear D ia.ne, 

Enny, meeny, miny, moe, 
The typewriter I use is really a shmoe. 
It's old in years and near decay 
And doesn't listen to a thing I say. 
I keep repeating Diane, Diane--
And all I get is Dihanne or Dianne. 
So you see, the fault is not mine, 
But constant abuse and old father time. 
Forgive us Diane, if we've brought you sha re 
By titre after tine misspelling your name._ 
It's my stupid typewriter that's really to blame 
But I apologize just the same. 

George • 

. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
O.U.C. DIVERS RALLY May 16-17 

" The following is a resume of the accommodations at Lakeland Lodge, ~ of 
a mile from the Outlet Provincial Park. In order for us to make arrangements 
with the lodge, we will require a reply from you to let us know if you wish 
to take advantage of the accommodations. 

Lakeland Lodge--Mrs~ McDonald, R.R . 10, Picton Ont. Gr-6-6466 

13 Cabins--will hold 4 people or 5 $8.00--$2.00 ea per night 
2 Light Housekeeping cabins 7 people $10.00 per night 
3 Rooms, Double beds $ 2.'00 ea per night 
3 Rooms, Double beds and a single $ 2.00 ea per night 

The cabins are heated, 
Tent sites $1 .. 00 per Day 

$1.00 per Day Trailer sites 

Water and hot showers are available for everyone . 

Food--
Breakfast will be served $1.00 
Lunch will be served. Box lunches available 
Supper On Saturday and Sunday $2.00 

There is seating accommodation for 85 people at one sitting for meals. 

There are Play Ground facilities for the children. Shuffle Board, 
table tennis, launching ramp for boats, water skiing and a beach for swinming. 

For reservations or further information, write QUINTE AQUA DIVERS 
549 Sidney St, 
Belleville, Ont. 
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O.u.c. HISTORICAL COMHTTEE REPORT by BRENT DAVIES (DIRECTOR ) 

The Historical Committee started the year with a program which was outlined 
in the January o.u.c. Diving News. A letter was sent to all o.u.c. Clubs 
explaining the purpose of the Committee, and also asking the Clubs to partici
pate in the work of the Committee and to appoint one or more representatives 
(who are interested in Shipping history and wreck diving) to provide liasson 

between the Committ and the Clubs. 

At the present time, six clubs have representatives on the Connnittee 
and a number are expected to contact Stan McClellan at this the 1964 Spring 
General Meeting. The Committee has already started compiling an index of the 
wrecks of the Great lakes, and has begun research leading to the publication 
of a. series of articles and a handbook on wrecks, i.e. legal aspects, rrethods 
of recovery and preservation of artifacts, and techniques of underwater 
photography, etc. 

In addition, the first of a group of wreck dives will be held at the Diver's 
Rally sponsored by tre quinte Aqua Divers and the Flying Frogmen Scuba Club 
of Trenton on May 16-17-18. It is hoped that three other Clubs will organ
ize wreck dives during the coming suunn1:ir~ .................................... JULY 
FAIRHAVEN IBQO 

Mr. Roy Cutts, 
President, 

••.•.••.•.•.....••.......•••.•....• 

Canadian Sub Aqua Club. 

Dear Roy, 

Eric Galt told us of a friend of his who heard of an Indian burial ground on 
Lake We slemkoon and felt there were artifacts to be had there for the diving . 
This is the lake on which our surmner place is located. We would like to 
extend an invitation to the club to plan a week-em at our place and dive 
for these artifacts. We have a sked Eric Galt to make arrangements and to set 
a date. Several members of the club were up to our place a ccuple of years 
ago and can tell you that the trip into the l ake is a driving 11 experience 11

, 

however, Eric oan describe the trip and thus frighten off the faint-hearted 
and encourage the adventurous. 

lake Weslemkoon is located about 175 miles from Toronto. The best route is 
401 east to Belleville , then north to Ma.d oc an:l. continue north out of ~doc 
on Highway 62 for 22 miles to the Gilmour Ranger Station, turn off on tre 
Weslemkoon lake Road an:l. follow for 19 miles on the original unimproved road 
to Bill smith 1 s store and post office. This is as far as one goes by con
ventional ground vehicle. Bill Smith has a taxi service and for a reasonable 
charge will deliver you to our island, which is a bout 2 miles from the land
ing. This same Bill Smith has a large, flat barge on which refrigerators, 
building materials, etc. are hauled up the lake to the various cottage 
sites. He rents this barge for about $5.00 a day and we feel this would be 
an ideal conveyance for all the divi~ gear and also to serve as a diving 
platform. We would, of course, have to know in advance what date you were 
coming in order to assure that the barge would be available. 

Now, we are really "naturalists" o.t our lake., No hydro in the sense of 
electricity (lots of hydro in the sense of water). No indoor plumbing 
(backs to natur€). However, we do have a rather chununy arrangement known 
as "Mrs• Atley' s" in which there is accomnodation for two so no one need 
be lonely. 

(CONT'D NEXT PAGE) 
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We can accommodate probably 20 people or more• There is bed space for 10 
and lots of floor space for sleeping be.gs. There is a small but expensive 
s~ore at Bill Smith's landing, but we would suggest that everyone bring food, 
c1ge.rettes, beer, etc., etc. with them from the "outside",. We could co- · 
ordinate the food so that everyone brings something for charcoal broiling 
sandwiches, etc. ' 

The water right off our island is a.bout 30 feet deep e.n:i might be a good 
spot .for those who wish to make their first open water dives. Ask Eric 
Galt, glenn Graham and Al Sykes about this. 

Our island is an acre and is quite rocky all ar6un:i the shore line. We 
would ask for everyone 1 s peace of mind and re lexation that if children come 
up that they wear life jackets when on the island running around. This is 
kind of a rule a t the lake and then if they get to running around, chasing 
each other and happen to slip down the rocks, they m:ight have a better chance 
of not becoming a casualty. Any children coming up would be the sole res
ponsibility of their parents. 

The Victoria Day weekend would be a good one, however, as you probably plan 
n much more exciting dive some place else on that weekend, any other date 
will do and as I have said before, Eric Ga lt can mnke arrangements. 

Bette Gerard 

.............................. " .... 
SPRING SPLASH DANCE MAY 22 

TICKETS AVAILABLE :MONDAY NIGHT--SEE DIANE HOOK OR FRED MUNDELL 

MANY HAPPY RETURNS OF THE DAY TO: 

VICKIE BASSETT ••••••••••••••••••• APRIL 21 
BILL BASSETT•••••••••••••••••••••APRIL 27 
DAVID DODD ••••••••••••••••••••••• APRIL 25 
REG de la ROSA ••••••••••••••••••• APRIL 18 
TERRY TRAIN •••••••••••••••••••••• APRIL 19 
BARBARA CHARLTON••••••••••••••••APRIL 9 ................................ 

ADD TO MAILING LIST BOB ROCHE 9 TENNIS CRESC APT Al4 Toronto 6 

······················~·········· 

463-2259 

FOR SALE: SINGLE STAGE TWO-HOSE (HEALTHWAY) REGULATOR •• PHONE OR SEE ROY CUTTS 

TRAINING DIVE AT BIG BAY POINT by BUD ACKERlVIAN 

The day dawned sunney and bright and an hour early. The water was 
clear, brisk (42°) and calm. Members started arriving about 11.30 a.m. 
and were still coming at 2.30 p.m. 

There were new members on hand to try their outdoor Skin Diving Test, 
plus 10 old members and Instructors to help and assist. With this gang 
on the dock and Howard 1 s giant dog "Roly", it was crowded to say the least. 

Some members never seemed to be out of the water, while others couldn't 
get out fast enough. Dell Gordon proved the bravest of all by going in 
without his wet-suit for a quick dip. 

Our thanks to Glenn Graham, Dell Gordon, Reg de la Rosa and Al Sykes 
for keeping watch on us novices. They stayed at the 21 ft depth for quite 
a long time while the trainees went through their tests, and a special 
thanks to Howard Quail who was always dressing someone and assisting them 
into the water, 

It was a well-planned and well-organized dive. I'm sure the other 
novices enjoyed it as much as I did. 

THOSE PARTICIPATING AND PASSING THEIR OPEN WATER SKIN DIVING TEST WERE: 
J. CHILDS, J. DOMERCHIE, C. DOMERCHIE, M. DOMERCHIE, P. McFARLAND, D. HOOK 
D. BOYD, R. WILSON, I • BRANT, V. BRANT, D. DODD, B. ACKERMAN, R. CHARLTON 
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE FOLLOWING ME~ilBERS ON PASSING THEIR INDOOR SCUBA 
26/4/64: 

VERA BRANT MINY DOMERCHIE ROY CHARLTON 

............................. 
TRAINING DIVE AT BIG BAY POINT as seen by PETER MacFARLANE 

The breezes were freshly cold as they moved now and then through the winter
bare trees at the edge of the lake and ruff led the oily-smooth surface of 
the grey-green water. The sunlight was bright, thin and unfamiliar. Cot
tagers who had come up from the city this Sunday morning to see how their 
summer houses and lawns had been left by the recent snow and ice stood hud
dled in sparse groups along the waterfront at the rocky edge looking at the 
dock. 

It was an untimely number of people that made the dock seem crowded. What 
caught the eye amid the figures moving about were the black-clad human 
silhouettes that grappled and wrestled with themselves pulling and tugging 
at a hand here and ~ foot there. Soon these forms all absent of colour and 
contour stood up one by one on the timbered edge of the dock and tilted 
into the icy water. As the white plumes of spray fell back, a shiny black 
head appeared at the center of widening rings of waves. The spectators 
on the shore watching the chilling scene were beholding the first open-water 
dive this spring of the Canadian Sub-Aquo. Club,. 

As one of the many novices taking their skin-diving test, I had faced an 
unusual struggle the week previous. . I knew that everybody had ex-
perienced at some time or other the smashing shock of icy water that can 
stun you, rob you of your breath and seem to paralyse your body. I couldn't 
understand how a diver could enter such water and not be rendered helpless4 
The fact of ice-diving in mid-winter seemed only to make the impending dive 
I had to make fraught with failure. I could see myself be ing pulled from 
the water gasping and blue. 

The borrowed wet-suit gripped me everywhere. The hood hugged my head and ears 
and my voice sounded far away. I moved clumsily toward the dock-edge, 
stubbing the toes of my flippers and lunging awkwardly a.bout. Easing this 
stiff unyielding rubbery thing I'd become down towards the water, I found 
myself afloat anti-climatically and without ceremony. I chewed down hard on 
the snorkel and waited for the stabbing cold~ It never came. 

Instead, a feeling of elation began to flood over me. I couldn't believe it. 
This was a human being moving into an environment hostile to him, where 
humans couldn't cope with the frigid temperatures--until the wet-suit. Now 
the forbidden dimension was open to me and I slipped into it through three
eighths of an inch of foam rubber suiting, the thickness of insulation the 
clinging suit gave me. I duck .. dived in the shallow clear water, and my 
mask acting like a reading glass, I was able to peer at the rippled bottom 
of the lake and see the ghostly white armour of a crawf ish. 

Something of the old fear of the jolting cold water returned later when I 
went in again but without gloves on. It was a strange thing. Instantly 
my hands were painfully .throbbing and numb. Because the cold was so painful 
though only on my hands, when the water begain to flood into my suit along 
the spaces and cavities between it an9 my body, I felt sure I was going to 
have the same pain everywhere. This time I felt cold all over, and I fought 
back some panic. I imagined that loosing your gloves while diving at the 
bottom of an Ontario lake could be a significant danger. 

But in this flooded province of ours, a wet suit opens up a fourth dimension 
of travel. With this Martian garment, every body of water lies unlocked, 
waiting to be entered. Now the swirrnning season lengthens to proportions 
similar to those enjoyed by our diving colleagues far to the south of us, 
in California and Florida. 

Walking back along the dock, I wondered how it would be possible to explain 
to those huddled spectators on the shore that wet though I was, I was 
warmer than they were • 

•.••.•............. ,., .. 
ED 1 S NOTE: WELCOME TO THE CLUB PETER. 



* * * * * * * * * 
A man accidentally swallowed a ping pong ba ll and was 

rushed into surgery fo r its removal. The patient insisted 
on having only a local anesthetic so he could watch the oper
ation. He winced a little when the first incis ion was made, 
but he didnv t actually feel it, nor did he feel ·-the nex.t cut 
nor t he next. However, he did become a little alarmed at the 
number of incisions 9 as the surgeon cut here and there , in 
what seemed a rat.her random me,nner., 

"Why do you have to cut in so many p lac ed?" he asked. 
"They don°t seem to be consistent. " 

wwe ll ; 11 replied the surgeon 9 cutting away 9 "that's the 
way thG ball boun~ es~ 00 

* * * * * * * * * 
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TRAI NIID DIVE 

THE CANADIAN SUB AQUA CWE 

P.O. BOX 162 SCARBORO ONT 

May 8/64 

A training dive for those who have not passed their out-door skin or souba 
tests, plus a. good dive for the "old timers" 

Clear water, deep, close to shore, lots of rocks, safe, sandy beach. Bring 
the kids. 

·-·· ........................ . 
EXECUTIVE MEETI?U 

'.l'UESDAY MAY 12, B.00 p.m.. SH.ARP AX 39 Avenal Dr • 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY AND Ml'lNY MORE 

JANET SYKES •••••••••••••••••••••••• MAY l 
FRED MUNDELL ••••••••••••••••••••••• MAY 4 

................. , .......... . 
CONGRATULATIONS TO MISS DIANE HOOK ON PASSING HER POOL SCUBA l'ESTS 4/5/64 
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O.u.c. DIVERS RALLY MAY 16-17 

As a member club of the o.u.c., we are duty bound to support the Divers 
Rally May 16-17, It promises to be a pleasant and exciting duty for all 
who attend. 

All who have passed their pool and open-water skin-diving tests may enter 
the skin-diving events. 

All who have passed their pool and open water scuba tests may enter ALL EVENTS • 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . " ............... . 
CRAIGLEITH PROVINCIAL PARK by ~TER MacFARLANE 

Skin-divers--don't let 'em get you dowtl.8 I mean figuratively. Don't stifle 
that competitive urge. I'm referr i~ to the kind of competitiveness you 
feel at any stop light when your lithe, muscular mini-minor coasts up beside 
a twin-finned Mushmobile Eight and you make plans for a jack-rabbit geta-wa.y 
regardless. Or that competitive feeling you get watching those guys in the 
club who carry their air into the depths by the tankful while you have to 
get to the bottom with just the lungful you started with from the surface. 
Want to give them a run for their money? 

Well, at Craigleith Provincial Park right near Collingwood, on any weekend 
you'll find a string of surf-fishermen casting their expensive lures into 
the water• Literally. The rock shelf which forms the beach at Craigleith 
goes into the water in a series of broad, flat steps. The ca.sting lines 
carry the lures down several steps and leave them there, the hooks catchi~ 
with disconcerting frequeroy on one of the edges or in one of the cracks. 
Without even moving into the primary target area on Sunday but staying on the 
fringe of the casting area, I picked up two lures in fifteen minutes at 
around 12-15 feet, and then helped an outlying fisherman retrieve one he 'd 
snagged. (By the way, has our executive thought of a water-proof business 
ca.rd members could leave with people who ha Ye been assisted by e. diver 
which would credit the Canadian Sub Aqm Club with the courtesy~ I'm only 
kidding unless you think it's a good idea.) 

If when you skin-dive at Cre.igleith an::l don't think that lures are luring, 
then there's always the fish •. When the fishermen aren't leaving lures aroun::l 
in ere.gs and crannies, they're wondering if any fish actually exist in those 
waters. You ·wouldn't know it frm ·the kin::l of success they were having 
Sunday, but there are fish--sleek, grey~ large-eyed ones, keeping in out 
of the rain of hooks and sinkers being showered down on them from the beach. 
I think these fish are called white suckers which were the favourite sport 
fish of yesteryear's barefoot boy with face of tan In the relatively sw.11 
area I was flailing about in, I spotted three fish lurking in tre commodious 
a.ccomodations provided by the large rectangular blocks of rock that are 
dragged d<Mrn the steps in storms and left heaped at the bottom. After towing 
one of the lures I'd found pa.st the front porch of tre largest specimen, I 
felt the spinning contraptions were optimisticnlly mis-naired, 

So don't l et the guys with the tanks get you dovn, skinners. Let your 
wet suit get you down to the fish-patrolled, lure-bespang led depths off 
Craigleith Park. While the tankers a re off somewhere e lse t hreshing their 
way dovm. to see how loud their ears ring_, you can be setting up shop at 
Craigleith to sell lures back to the anglers. 

. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ........... . 

FA RHAVEN /§!_~o 
ALL MONEY FOR THE BUS FARE ($22.50 per person) MUST BE PAID BY MAY 25th 
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Editor, C.S,A.C. Newsletter, 
P.O. Box 162, Sonrboro, Ont. 

ATTENTION: G. Rosenthal and Glenn Graham 

Dear George: 

The following letter is in reply to nn artiole published in your News
letter on April 19th, Issue 50, which was directed to the O.U.C• Executive. 
It wns from a member ot a member club and started off with "Gentlemen"• 

We certainly believe in freedom of the press and thank God this is a 
free country and we, as free individuals can express our feelings and opin
ions. But I do feel that this article written by Glenn Graham was not in 
the interests of good sportsmanship. He writes of several organizations nnd 
talks of separatism. He would lead us to believe that we should support 
only the activities that take place in our own country. He also suggests 
that Cannda be able to enter the international competitions. 

Our world today is already dominated by racial discrimination, separatism 
nnd inter-country struggles. I personally deplore racial discrimination and 
the sooner W€ as humans can learn to live hnrmoniously with our fellow-man 
and think of only one race whioh is the human race, the better off we shall 
all be. 

So it should be in our diving fraternity. Let us not think of splinter 
organizations but one united body--organized with territorial representation. 

Glenn's major concern seems to centre around the thought that our 
Council was concerned with attempting to 'run'' the A.C .u .c. I can assure 
you that this is the last thing that we would consider ta.kin~ part in, Our 
representntives to the A.c.u.c. were instructed that the o.u.c. wished to 
support a national body to the fullest extent and we will not let any obstn
oles stand in our path. We are led by one of North America's strongest 
leaders and this man has and will continue to not in the best interests of 
divers in Canada, the United States and the entire world. 

Glenn unfortunately bases his facts on heresay and it is unfortunate 
that he is not closer to the actual case as had he been, he oertninly would 
not have written the type of letter he did. 

Why is it that little people fear the giant? Not all giants are as 
Goliath. We unfortunately• as human beings, are suspicious and tend to 
be ooncerned over things that never happen. Glenn hns become disappointed 
with our Counoil bnsed only on n stntement that wns rm.de arrl nothing that has 
happened. He writes of democracy, and inequality and fears that the strength 
in numbers will lend the lesser few. However, this world would net be here 
today if such were to be the case. I am not a John F. Kennedy, a Premier 
Khrushohov, or a Winston Churchill, but I can assure you thnt the wise in 
numbers shall be strong and shall lead the lesser few. And so it should be 
that the World Federation, the Society, the Council nnd the Clubs should 
represent the individual diver vlho is, after all, the most important, and 
certainly seems to be whnt Glenn is so upset nbout. 

S inoer e ly yours, 
(Miss) Patricia Ames 
Seoretary to 
George Burt, President (o.u.c.) 

P.s.--Glenn: It may appear from whnt I have said, that l am reproaching you, 
but this is the furthest from the truth as I respect you for having the 
courage to speak your mind, but I would suggest that you involve yourself 
more with the support of this organization to give you a better understanding 
of the aims of the mo.jority of divers • 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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DIRECTIONS TO ORTVED ISLAND--PTE AU BARIL--MAY 23-24th TRAINING DIVE WEEKEND 
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TRAVEL FROM TORONTO VIA 400 
to 103 and follow 103 to Mactier 
where you continue north on #69 to 
Pte Au Baril (Approx 175 mi from 
Toronto to Pte Au Baril) 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
NOTE: THERE WI LL BE NO CUiSSROOM OR POOL MONDAY MAY 18 

THERE WILL BE NO CLASSROOM JUNE 8th, BUT WE WILL USE THE POOL; 
WE WILL MEET AT THE MEN'S DOOR AT 8.45. 

·······•········•·• 
BEACH BLITZ: 

JUNE 7--REMEMBER THIS DATE •••• MORE INFORMATION LATER. 

FAIRHAVEN WEEK-END--DUES AND BUS FARE MUST BE COMPLETELY PAID UP by the 
2nd ~:fon~ay in June. 

~·~·············· 
DELETE FROM MAILING LIST: The following will be dropped from our mailing 
list after this issue, Should any of the mentioned wish to be put back 
on, kindly see our treasurer Roy Charlton: 

JACK PRATT JOHN PYE FINCH DON SCHLEGEL JOHN WAKELING KEVIN WALSH 

SPRING SPLASH 

Don't forget our dance nite is Fri. May 22 at s.oo p.m.. Those who have not 
as yet picked up their tickets may do so at Argosy Sports, Canadian Divers, 
or Weston Aquatics. If you are unable to do this, please call Gerry Lowdon 
at Argosy Sports Pl-9-8681 and advise him of your jntention to attend. 

Don't miss this dance--a good time is assured for all, and don't hesitate 
to bring your friends. The location is the Cedarbrooke Community Centre on 
Markham Rd south of Lawrence Ave E. The entrance is about 500 yds south of 
the Cedarbrae Plaza. 

FRED MUNDELL 

"A man is more interested in a woman's intelligence than in her looks 11 is 
a statement currently made by a local politician and other liars. 
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by DIANE HOOK 

At roughly 8.30 a.m. Sunday, May 10, I struggled to open my two eyes, 
blessed the alarm clock and fell out of bed. By 9.00 a.m. I presented 
myself at George Rosenthal's house wondering what I had forgotten this time. 
We left Toronto about an hour later for the jet-smooth ride to Thunder Beach 
Motel on Georgian Bay. We arrived there to find the wind howling through 
the trees and the waves pounding the rocks on the shore. 

A short conference later, we decided to move to a more sheltered location 
on the other side of the bay. Here we skindived. Some of the hardier souls 
stayed in the water for an hour. The water was considerably warmer this 
week, It actually registered 43 degrees F. That is seven whole degrees 
warmer than the last dive l 

After lunch, we went back to the mote l to dive off the rocks. The waves 
were still rolling in challenging us to dive if we dared. We dared and 
several bumps, bruises and ripped suits later we got beyond the rocks and 
into some water with depth and went below, This was my first open water dive 
with scuba and I enjoyed every minute of it. The feeling of weightlesness, 
feeling the gentle rock of the waves, dodging the huge boulders left by the 
last ice age, seeing the crabs, snails, fish and debris. I am glad this 
is Tuesday and it is only four more days until I can dive again. 

A special word of thanks to all the club members who helped me into 
my suit, out of my suit, over and around the rocks, answered all my questions 
and calmed all my fears. 

···················••• 
WATER IEVELS ON THE GREAT LAKES by PETER MacFARLANE 

Don't be left out of the conversation this summer, Everybody is going to 
be talking about the low water levels on the Great Lakes, So pick a theory 
and join in the discussion. They're all true, as far as they go. 

---There has been a lack of rain and snow since last fall, 

---Chicago is stealing the water by diverting it through their sewage canal 
into the Mississippi River. 

---Ship channels in the St. Clair River between Sarnia and Port Huron are 
being dredged deeper. 

---The land is tipping about half a foot each 100 years. 

---Beaver populations are increasing to such an extent they are building 
40-foot-high dams on some rivers and preventing water from reaching 
Georgian Bay,. 

Whatever the reasons, the lake level in Huron and Georgian Bay is down to 
the lowest point ever recorded. At the same time, readings taken in other 
parts of the Great I.e.kes show that: I.e.ke Ontario is down two feet; I.e.ke Erie 
one-and-a-half feet; Lake Superior down six inches; Lake Huron's drop is 
over three feet, 

Whatever the reasons, ther e has been a lack of united effort to treat the 
whole Great I.e.kes system as one interd ependent problem. Perhaps Premier 
Robarts' announcement at the end of last week helds the answer; he says an 
international conference will be convened in Ontario as soon as possible; 
all states bordering the Gr eat lakes will likely attend along with repres
entatives from the Quebec and th3 federal governments. 

They'll be discussing the theories too. There's not much one can do about 
the l a ck of precipitation--except talk about it. As for Chicago pulling out 
the plug in I.e.ke Michigan, which they did back in 1900, it now appears that 
two Canadian projects, damming and redirecting rivers that used to flow into 
Hudson Bay, are adding about 31,000 gallons a second to the lakes while 
Chicago is only taking out 10,000. 

(CONT 1D NEXT PAGE) 
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WATER LEVELS (CONT 10) 

The U.S. Army Engineers working in the ship channels in the St. Clair River 
say that the work will have little effeot on wnter levels and that it would 
take but an underwater dyke to prevent any problems. There's nothing anybody 
ca.~ do about the "."hole landscape tipping; it 1 s rebounding from the immense 
weight of a two mile thickness of glacial ice that was over the whole area 
a few tens of thousands of years ngo. The interesting thing about it is 
that the land at the east end of Lake Ontario near the lower end of the 
Great Lakes system is rising. This would explain high-water years because more 
water stays in the lakes, 

Maybe the beavers are the best explanation after all. 

BOATING 

••··•········•·····• 
Toronto Daily Star April 11, 1964 
by STAN DAVIES 

SCUBA DIVERS FLAG GIVEN NEW MEAN ING 

A change in boating regulations went into effect this year, and while it 
may offer some greater safety to swimmers~ it has made a lot of scuba divers 
nnd skin divers wonder about the mentality of the Department of Transport 
bureaucrnts at Ottawn. 

It's this: The International diving flag--bright red with a diagonal 
white stripe ••• can now be used as a warning flag to mark the limits of a 
swimming area. 

Until now, it meant only that a diver of some kind was operating under
water in its vicinity. 

For the past 10 years diving organizations in Canada (and the U.S.) 
both sport and commercial have spent thousands of dollars in campaigns to 
publicize the flag and acquaint boaters with its significance. 

So successful was the campaign by such groups as the Ontario Underwater 
Council •• ,,an organization of scuba clubs in the province •• that today there 
is hardly a boater who doesn't know exactly what it means or meant. 

For years, the divers urged and begged the Department of Transport 
to give the flag official government r ecognition, 

Finally in 1962 the D.O.T. amended the Private Buoy Regulations to 
give the flag official stutus ••• as a divers warning flag. It has been 
pictured and mentioned prominently in 11 Safety Afloat," the D.O.T. booklet 
handed out every year free to boaters. 

But now, the regulations have been amended to rend this way: 
Buoys marking swimming or diving areas shall be colored white and where 

a flag is carried on any such buoy the flag shall be a red flag, not less 
than 20 inches in length or breadth with a white diagonal stripe from the top 
of the hoist to the bottom of the fly." 

The addition of the word swimming is the m£1.jor change. 
Since the passing of the order-in-council sharing the flag's significance 

with swimmers, scuba and skin diving enthusiasts have made representations 
to the D.O.T objecting on theground that it is unreasonable to confuse the 
meaning of a warning sign that has taken 10 years to establish• The swimming 
area warning flag could just as easily have been black, blue or yellow with 
a white stripe. 

Strong objections were also voic ed at a meeting of the Outdoor Recreation 
Committee o:f the Nationn.l Safety League. To date all objections have been 
ignored. 

. ....•....•..•••.....•...... 
G. ROSENTHAL (EDITOR) 
39 Avenal Dr., 
Toronto 10, Ont. 
Ru-3-8270 
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PRESIDENT'S Jll!SSAGE by ROY K. CUTTS 

It is a. week for bouquets 1 First to the Flying Frogmen and Quinta Aqua. Divers 

for a splendid job a.t the Divers Ra.lly. Secondly to the members who represent

ed t'he Club a.t the weekend's activities • le.st, but not least is our dance 

committee who once again arranged an evening to remember. 

I would like to mention that our Club were runners-up at the Rally, 
second to the Hamilton Barra.scubas to whom we offer our hearty congratulations 
and a challenge for next year. 

Our Club has undertaken the task of Co-Host for the Fall o.u.c. Convention~ 
The combination c.s.A.C. and Etobicoke u.c. Committee is now entitled 11 CANS
ETOBI11 Convention Committee. 

·Already plans are underwny and the Bigwin Inn selected as our location. 
Sept. 12th is the date t0 look forwo.rd to, If all we have planned succeeds, 
we promise you an unforgettable weekend. 

And now another date for nll to remember •••• 

JUNE 7th 

This is the date selected for the O.U.C.--Red Cross Beach Blitz. Again 
the Olympic Beach at Centre Island is the area designated for the Toronto 
Clubs. Complete details will be in next week's Newsletter. 

P.S.--Considering the wear and tear on typewriter and editor in the long 
hot summer ahead. I have asked George to rest his weary fingertips one 
weekend in two. 

Starting next week, we will be printing bi-weekly. 

P.P .s. Typewriters are expensive these days l I l 

....................•.• 
ADVENTURES ON ORTVED ISIE by AL WAYNE 

Club advsntures started at 8 a.m. Sat May 23rd--proceeded North with twn 
C.S.A.C. beatnicks, Ross and George--arrived Pte au Baril 11 a.m.--at the 
dock noticed two feet and realized Howard Quail had ailready arrived. Proceedec 
~y wnter taxi for about i an hour and our eyes gazed upon the majestic grace 
and splendour of our destina. tion "THE MAGNIFICENT ORTVED ISLE"• 

At dock we were greeted by three smiling natives--Hank, Bill and son Jody-
we were then l:iillited and returned to dock to see ano ther load of fun seekers 
arrivirg--I~n, Vera, Roy, Diane and the Graham family. 

--about 1 p.m. 1111 ate lunch--quickly changed and had a pleasant and refreshing 
aft ernoon of skin diving--(Howie and Ross better known as bare bottoms made 
an interesting entry, of which llX)Vies will be shown at a later dat.e)--6,30 
we all ate then settled down to an evening of fun and frolic which Ian thought 
was a real "gasser".-af'ter a good nite's sleep, 11 hea lthy breakfast, we set 
up our diving schedule which we soon altered after the arrival of another 
group of divers who could only make it for the Sunday wreck dive. 

--at 10.30 we proceeded by launch to the dive site. Between 11 and 111 30 
we all entered the water for an enjoyable hour of diving. 

--1.00 p.m. we nll returned to Pleasure Isle (which I'm sure we will all call 
it) doffed our equipment, ate lunch, packed up, loaded our tons of . ~ipment 
on the launch which took us back to reality. 

--we packed the cars and all drove happily home knowing we had all had a 
terrific weekend on "Ortved 's Pleasure Isle. 



Mr. George Rosenthal, Editor, 
Cano.dio.li Sub-Aqua Clw, 
Bnx 162, Scarboro. 

Dear George: 
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. With regard to your May 14th Issue, No 54, I would like to clarify a. 
point or two which may have been confusing t o your readers• 

The letter written to yourself e.nd Glenn Graham was dictated to me by 
George Burt. I simply typed it and signed it in his nbsence. This is routine 
procedure to ensure a constant flow of mail rather thnn to hold letters up, 
o.we.iting his signature. The opini0ns expressed in that letter were those of 
George Burt a.~ President of the Council. 

When I wish to state . my own views, I shall stand on my name alone and -
not that of the president. Should my expressed opinion be that of my Club, 
I shall stand in my ~vm position as tho.t of Editor of the Undercurrent. 

I ho.ve nothing to say on the obvious disagreement between Mr. Graham and 
Mr. Burt at this time because I do not know all the facts involved. 

Thank you for allowing me to have my say. 

At the beginning of another open water diving season, May I wish you a nd 
your readers good diving• 

Sincerely yours, 

Pa. tr ic io. Ames, 

Underwater Club of Canada, Inc. 

·-················-··~····· 

DIVERS RALLY MAY 16-17 by GERRY LOWDON 

At 12.00 noon on May 16th, Point Traverse Harbour cam alive with cars , women, 
some children and oodles of divers. So ma ny in fa.ct that the wreck divillS 
committee developed noticeable signs of hysteria. They became nervous and 
jumpy and by the way they kept wiping their hands on their pant legs, it 
was easy to see they were suffering from sweaty palms. 

I decided to investigate nnd approached one of the committee from .behind. As 
I touched him on the shoulder, he whirled around, "wide-eyed nnd terrible", 
and mumbled something 1 ike "My God, they're nll over the place". I asked the 
chap if I could help. The word "help" ho.d no more than been uttered when he 
slammed a bull horn into my belly and said, "see if you can keep the divers 
moving down to the dock". 

I left him and cut through the line-up of divers wniting to register and 
i,vnlked toward the dock. What I saw must have nnde Dunkirk look like e. 3rd 
rate movie. There were divers all over the dock--some smoking nervously, 
others making solemn small talk with the person next to them, All of them 
had small rivulets of perBp i.r a t fo u runnin& down their f aces and from their 
wrists a nd AnkJ e zi ppors. 

(CONT'D NEXT PAGE ) 



DIVERS RALLY MAY 16-17 

Equipment was piled everywhere; some stacked neatly, but most of it lying 
around huphnzardly. There were chrome tanks, white tanks, yellow tanks, black 
tanks, galvanized tanks and I even saw some pretty pink ones. 

I walked down onto the dock picking my way carefully lest I step on someone 
or their ~ear (the knives these fellows carried ma.de the Gurgkas look like 
boyscouts),.. 

I noticed a knot of divers at the end of the pier with a civilian seated · L~ 
their midst. As I approached, I overheard "shore to boat 3--da.rnn it all, come 
in"• During the pause, I could hear "boat 1 to boat 3--o.re you over the wreck 
yet?" No o.nswer--"boe.t 1 to boat 2, what is your position?" No answer, 
The intrepid radio man seated in the midst of these underwater glndiators 
gave his rt\dio a kick and called once moreai "Shore to boat 3--do you rend me?" 

Suddenly a cry went up, "I see a boat". All eyes turned t o the east and on the 
horizon a black speck wus visible.. A gutteral cheer arose from th3 dock, lik.a 
people trying to holler with something tight around their necks. 

I started to walk for shore as I didn't hnve tho courage to stay on the dock 
when the bca t landed. As I walked back, I enw a bnttle of little white pill~ 
changing hands. I was later told they were salt t ablets. I wonder if they 
weren't tranquilizer pills. 

Footnote 

All 80 divers did get to see the wreck (The Olive Branch) because the followir:g 
committee made it possible: 

DENNIS KENT 
BILL TULLOCK 
GEORGE HEACOCK 
ROW PETERS 
(with help from) 

ANN SHORE 
HARRY ROBERTS 

The following is a history of the ship wreck: 

The "Olive Br anch" was a 3-masted scho<mer 92 feet long, 22 feet on the benm 
and drawing 8 feet of water. She left Oswego on Sept. 30, 1880 with 120 tons 
of coal, against the advice of loca l mariners who wnrned nf an impending 
storm. She never r eached Picton (her destination) and no one knew where she 
had been lost. 

Several days after she was missing, her t op ma.st was sighted 150 yds off the 
east side of False Duck Island by a passing schooner. The protruding mast 
still had its fly intact. The fly was a cone of bunting 3 or 4 yards long 
with a mouth held open by a hoop and tapered to a small opening at the point. 
It was a wind direction find er peculio.r to the Great ~kes llnd was the fcre
runner of today's wind sock in use at our airports. 

(CONT'D NEXT PAGE) 
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A diver went down on the wreck to determine why she had sunk in deep water and 
away from any reefs, It was discovered that her garboard stroke (the plank 
next to the keel) was sprung for 6 or 8 feet which must have caused her to 
founder in the heavy sea.so 

Her Captain had kept his word, for in spite of the impending storm, he decided 
to sail, stating "No matter how hard it blows, I will sail her across the 
lake or sail her to hell". It is to be hoped tho.t in the latter case he didn't 
have to keep his word. 

The following is the list of Sunday's competition winners: 

Compass Course 

lst Ted ~iller (United County) -·-
Robert Brice (Aqua Divers)_. -~~----~~~~~~ 

2nd Brent Do.vies (Hamilton Suh-Mnriners)-- ---------~= 
Bud Ackerman (c.s.A.C) 

3rd Ed Janes (Etobicoke U.C.) 

Trophies 

Tie Bar and 
Cuff Links 

George Ball (Etobic0ke U .c.) ________ .:.:::::-~::::-.::::--;,.,.- - --· Cuff Links 

Skin Divers Race 

1st Ian Stahn (Peterborough Tridents) 
2nd Fred Craig (U Club of Can) 
3rd Jim Simpson (Manta Ray Divers) 
4th Alfred Lewerentz (Oshawa u.c.) 

Trophy 
Musical Beer Stejn 
Knife 
Beer Stien 

Hilton Sisters (Etobicoke U.C.) won divers broaches for being better 
late than never 

Raft Construction 

1st 

2nd 

3rd 

John Scott 
Jerry Fradette 
Trevor Meldrum 
Bill Petch } 

]---Gerry Lowd.on 
Howard Quail 
Roy Cutts 
David Dodd 

Do.yle Cowan J 
Dave Mcle.tchie __ _ 
Art McCall 
Ray Benben 

Hamilton Barra.scubas --- Trophies 

C .s ~.A..C. - Knives 

York Divers---·---- Ping Pong Sets 

(CONTtD NEXT PAGE) 
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Log Race 

1st Lloyd Kallio 
Jim Simpson 
Bill Todd 
Dnn Bab ineau 

) 
) 
)•••••••••••.••N.hnt& Ruy Divors•a••••,o••••••••Trophies 
) 

2nd Dick Hayes ) 
George Da ll ) 
B ~KG )o••••Etobicoke u.c ........... ; ••• ruc e _v1c rcgor 
Werner Niedersterasser) 

3rd Bill Petch ) 
Jerry Fredette) 
John Scott )·•~•••••••• &• «Hamilton Barriscubas ••• ,, •• 
Trevor Meldrum) 

The awards were figured under the following point system: 

15 points per person for first place• 
10 11 " II 11 Secnnd II 

5 11 11 11 II third II 

l If If " 11 enterini; the event. 

Thermos 
Thermos 
.22 Gun 
.22 Gun 

Ice Chests 

The winning club was "The Hamilton Barrascubas" and they received the handsome 
club trophy. 
The Canad i an Sub Aqua Club came second~ 
The Manta Ray Divers placed third. 

The rally is over for another year and those of us who attended will never 
know just how much time and effort was put into producing it. Nor can we 
expect the same two clubs to pr0duce next year's big get-together. 

So l et 's begin thinking now about next year's Ra lly eo we can have solll3thing 
t o talk about a t the f a ll o.u.c. Meeting , 

Meanwhile, let us ago. in congra tu late THE QUI NTE AQUA DIVERS and THE FLYING 
FROGMEN who put on such a good show this last Mly 16 and 17. 

REPRINTED FROM MAY ISSUE OF 111.QU.AMASTERS SHORT WAVES 

A horse can't pull while kicking; 
This f act I mer e ly mention. 
1.v.d he can 't kick wh ile pulling, 
Which is my chief contention. 
Let's imitate the good old horse 
And l ead a life that's fitting; 
Just pull an honest load, and then 
There'll be no time for kicking, 

C A N S---E T 0 B I C 1~ N S---E T 0 il I 

author UNKNOWN 
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BEACH BLITZ, BEACH FRITZ 1 by GERRY LOWDON (SECRETARY) 

JUNE 11/64 

This year's beach blitz was, in my humble opinion, a "successful failure"• 
The successful end of it was the fact that about one hundred divers showed Uf 
at.o~ympic Beach on Center Island and gave it a thorough cleanin&• Sur
prisingly enough a great deal of broken glass and other trash was taken from 
the water although the beach had been "blitzed" just last year. 

The part that was a miserable failure, however; was the le.ck of "Blitz 
Fever"• There was no one in command to take hold of the divers and spur 
them on• There was no feeling of civic pride engendered. There was no 
sense of c~mpetition whipped up between the clubs. There was no council 
consciousness. In fact the only reason in my mind that the divers were 
there at all was the vague notion that they were going to prevent a lot of 
children from getti~ bruised and cut feet this summer• 

This motive in itself is a lofty one I admit, but I don't think it is or 
should be the only one. This 'was the tirre for all good divers to rally 
together, to meet one another, to laugh with one a.nother1 to compete with 
one another and to be impressed when one hundred suited up divers took to 
the water in one long line. 

I don't think divers anywhere mind putting on their expensive gear to be
come garbage collectors for a day; providing they a.re appreciated and thank
ed for their effort. last Sunday, there was no one around to either wel
come or in the end thank the divers for a. job well done. There was no one 
to pat the divers on the be.ck and say, "We a.re pleased tm t you took e. 
Sunday off to help with a worthy cause"• 

I don't know why or how this year's Beach Blitz was nothing more than a 
non-union garbage collection day, but I would suggest tho.t it be done dif
ferently next year or we might ritn out of free garbage collectors 

............... 
P.S.--The Canadian Sub Aqua Club did their full share as is usual, although 
there weren't as nany divers as there should have been. A number of the 
club leaders showed up but didn't go in the water for various reasons (no 
doubt). 

This shouldn't happen next time because it is the senior members of the 
club who must set the example for the others. This I would suggest is 
what has always made our club strong--the fact that the leaders show the 
others what to do, not tell them 'What to do. 

Reg de la Rosa did a grand job acting as Beach Marshal and was busy all 
the time directing the operation. 

The club members in the Wa.ter were: Al Johnson, Al Wayne, Diane Boyd, 
Carl Salter, Ross Wilson, Gerry Lowden, Terry Wood, Hank Shykoff, Roy 
Charlton, Ian Brant • ..... , .••.•....•...•.•.••.•• 
THE UNDERWATER CLUB OF CANADA is holding it's annual Treasure Hunt on 
Sunday June 28th, 1964. 
To be held at the Government dnck, Bala, Ont. 
Snorkel Event starts 1 p.m. Scuba Event Starts 2.30 p.m. 
$1.00 Registration covers both events. All member clubs of the O.U.C. 
are invited to compete. 

•·······•····•··········•·· 
~: From Mon. June 15th, all people in training will have lectures 
from a.oo p.m. to 9.00 p.rn, and pool classes from 9-10 p~m. 

All advanced divers--dry sessions from 9-10 and games or special training 
from 10-ll p.m. 

All divers, in training and advanced--hot coffee at the "Turf" from 11.15 
till lights out. 

AL SYKES (DIVING DIRECTOR) 
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11 SCUBA" DIVE JUNE 14th AL SYKES (DIVING D !RECTOR ) 

We will assemble nt the Shell Station on E~y 400 at 9 a.m. sha.rpS 
The dive is at Beaumoris lo.nding, le.ke Muskoka on Port Carling Road. 

The wreck dive is in dark, cold water. Top of the wreck is about 351 and 
the bottom at 70 1

• Bring a full wet suit and a light if possible. 

Rated as a good dive. 

Future dives--
June 21--Innerkip Quarry 

29•-Bobcaygeon 
July 1--Ctp~tl 

5- -KH l'Qea.r Park 
12--open 
19--Fairhaven 
26--open 

Aug. 1-8~3 --Tobermory 

. ·• ...... ' ................ . 
CONGRATULATIONS 

Brett GORDON, son of Del and Pat proudly announces the birth of his 
brother Brian Scott on Fri June 5th at 8.,45 a.m. Brett says he and his 
dad are fine, but the new baby and his mother are still at Scarboro 
General. (they're fine too). 

•·················•····•·· 
POOL TI ME by JOEY GALT (MEMBERSHIP DIRECTOR) 

As of June 22nd, our regular Monday night program comes to a ha lt f or t he 
sununer months~ However, since the arrangement proved to be so satisfact
ory last yenr, we are renting the pool only for one hour on another even
ing. 

Monday being too close to the week-end, we tried for Wednesday. It not 
being availab l e , we settled for Tuesday, (Thursday being a shopping night). 

Starting on June 30th and terminating September lst, we will use the pool 
from 9.30 to 10.30 p.m. every Tuesday night for recreational diving. 

1 . Fee will be .75f 
'"' 

~Ve expect to resume our training schedule on Monday September 14th. 

Good diving this sunurer 1 

e • • • • • • I t t I I t t t t • • I I I I I I I I I t f 

WAY BACK WHEN AL SYKES (DIVING DIRECTOR) 

A friend of mine has a cottage on a little lake near Stoney lake that he is 
always talking about. He told me that at one end of the lnke there are 
some unusual . shaped rocks beneath the surface. 

Working on the theory that a new diving site cannot be f ound unless sorooone 
investigates, Dell Gordon, Ron Morrel, Arnold Vigon and myself plus f ami
lies somehow managed to get to this lake one Sunday afternoon. 

After some lunch we suited up and got wet. This particula r part of the 
lake seemed to be no deeper than 8' and a typical "tea" lake silt bottom, 
dark water etc. After an hour of being bored we headed bftck to shore, 
when suddenly I saw the rim of a bucket (I thought) sticking out of the 
silt. I dove and pulled it free and swam on.. When i reached the surface 
and examined my find, I saw that it was an almost complete piece of pot
tery in the shape of a jug with markings around the neck. Nobody seemed 
particularly excited over it and neither wns I. We then packed up and 
came home. 

When the pot wns shown at the club it aroused a great deal of interest and 
I was persuaded to have its age and origin appraised. 

(CONT'D NEXT PAGE) 
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A Dr. Emerson of the Dept of Anthrapology, U of T, estimntes the age at 
between 2,500 and 3,000 years old, and identified it as a Point Peninsula 
Pot. 

At his sug~estion, another dive by divers qualified for this type of work 
will be made very shortly. Possibly a submerged india.n village mAY be found, 

............................ 
c.s.A.c. HOCKEY LE.AGUE by ROSS WILSON 

RUI.ES & !iEGULATIONS 

Referees-- There shall be two referees. One to stand on the pool edge and 
the other is to be in the wat er with a. tank on. 

iticks--The sticks are to be held with two hands.i The puck may only be 
moved with the blade of the stick. 

Playing Area--The game shall be played the length of the pool three lanes 
wide. If the puck leaves the playing area, play shall be co.lled by the 
refer ee and a face off will take place where th e puck left the area.. 

~:--A goal is scored when the puck is pushed a long the floor of the 
pool to the wall of the opponents end. The goal crease is three lanes wide. 

Substitutes--A substitution may take place while the game is in play. The 
sub roust be standing at the centre of the pool between two markers for a 
switch to be mo.de, The sub must wait until he has the stick in his hand 
before he may enter the pool. 

Fouls--A foul may be called if any player touches or moves the puck with 
anything but the blade of the stick. 

There shall be no standing in the shallow end of the pool while the game 
is in play. There shall be no gr abbing the opposition or r emoving their 
masks or equipment with the hands. 

NOTE--Dea.r Diane, please don't ha.de the puck in your suit anymore. 

Penalties--When a foul occurs the puck is placed 10 feet from the culprit's 
goal. If the foul occurs within 10 feet of the goal, the puck shall be 
placed one half the distance to the goal. 

Fa.ce-of~-Both teams will come to within 5 feet on either side of the centre 
line. The puck is in play when it leaves t he ref's hand• 

Tea.ms--Each team shall have four players in the wnter with any number of 
substitutes .. 

IT'S HOCKEY NIGHT IN THE POOLl 

The first official hockey game took place in the pool on Monday night. 
Howie & Reg wer e selected as captains and Gerry split us into two teams. 
We entered the pool at 10 p.m .. with everyone ready to go. Both teams 
lined up and Gerry faced us off. From then on it was a mad rush to see 
who could move the aluminum puck from~ne end of the pool to the other-
whether it be over, under or around the opposition. To stand on the edge 
of the pool a nd watch, ·you would think we were o.11 nuts. When the play 
was in the shallow end, the surface was just covered with fins, masks, 
hockey sticks and rear ends.. The game was well supervised by Gerry on ·the 
edge of the pool and Fred in the water. As much as I hate to admit it, 
Reg's team won by a score of 5-2• So the losing team bought the winning 
t oa.m ooffoo---but next week will be another story. The tea.ms were: 

A 
Reg de la Ros; (Captain) 
Ian Brant 
Al Johnson 
Roy Cutts 
Russ Tombs 
Bill Bassett 
Jim Wright 
Bud Ackerman 
Dave Dodd 

B 
Howie Quail '"tcaptain) 
Geo Rosenthal 
Diane Hook 
Ross Wilson 
Carl Salter 
Peter Flint 
Roy Charlton 
Cris Domerchie 
Peter Macfarland 
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CAN SE-ET OBI by ROY K. CUTTS 

The CANS-ETOBI Convention Cormnittee invite iou to the Fall Meeting of the 
Ontario Underwater Council on Sept 12th f~l at Bigwin Irui in the I..e.ke of 

. Bays. $17 .. 50 per adult--this includes Sat Evening dinner Dance, Accommodation, 
Sun Breakfast and Sun Lunch. ' 

Make this a family week-end, Special rates for children. Lots of activities. 
Horse back riding, golf, tennis, boating, fishing and swinrning. 

Plan to attend NOW ' 

See your club "Convention Lias on Man". Just give him your name and we 
will do the rest. 

ATTENTION TO ALL EDITORS OF NEWSLETTERS ETC.-...REPRINT ABOVE AND GIVE AS 
MUCH PUBLICITY AS POSSIBLE l l 1 

..... , •... ~ •.•.•.....•....•.....•.. 
CHANGE CF ADDRESS ETC. 

BRUCE V. MARTIN 130 FOXRIDGE DR • .APl' 302 SCARBORO 
DEL GORDON 2 MEADOW GLEN PLACE APT 512 SCARBORO 

•..•..•.. ~~·····~················ 
WYOMING DIVE JUNE 14/64 by ROY Clifu'1LTON 

267-2769 
284-1765 

A total of 12 divers including one from the Underwater Club of Cana.de., 
showed up for the run to Beauma.ris• After pushing a certain green Vookswagon 
to the gas pump, we headed north in two wagons and a fast Fairlane and stop
ped off at Gravenhurst to inspect the "SEGUIN" moored there. It is a s is""ter 
ship of the Wyoming--our objective. 

With no delays--except for coffee--we were waterbourne and suited up 
ready to go about 12.00. Howard Quail and Peter lhcFa.rlane were first on 
the wreck closely followed by the other pairs. A good distribution of 
fairly experienced divers and novices made the dive very easy for all. 
We spent up to 40 minutes exploring the wreck and surfaced at about 12.45. 

After sone sorting out of gear (what a mountain of it on the pontoon)--we 
arrived back at the dock, from which the majority of divers went skin diving 
and salvaged a fair supply of "golf balls", some of which were thrown back 
£or future divers. Two park benches were also located but not salvaged. 

An encounter with a water-pistol-packing child caused Ross Wilson to teach 
him how a snorkel is cleared, and one \Vet child later we reloaded the cars 
and returned (very happily) to Toron-tx:>, convinced that we had had a very 
suooessful dive. 

Those who got wet were Howard Quail, Peter MacFarlane, lan &"Vera Brant, 
Ross Wilson, Carl Salter, Russ Tombs, Diane Hook, Al Johnson, Bud Ackerman, 
Roy Charlton and Hal Wilkinson from Underwater c.c. We all made 60-75' 
and were very pleased with the effort, the turnout and the weather. 

Any interesting facts~yes, we learned full well what the thermocline is 
and its effects--a very good lesson • 

................................ 
CONGRATULATIONS AND HAPPY BIRTHDAY GREETIIDS TO TIE FOLLOWING: 

R.P. BUDD ACKERMAN ••• ~••••JUNE 19 
Mrs • D ia.nne Boyd•• •••••••• JUNE 
CiffiIS DOMERCHIE,••••••••••JUNE 
TOM HAND • • • • • • • • 4 • • • • • • ••• JUNE 
MRS RHODA SIGAL ••••••••••• JUNE 

6 
16 
4 

29 
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Dear George, 

P.O. BOX 56 
Kingston 9, 
JAMAICA W.I. 

I was very pleased to receive your C.S.A.C. Newsletter and must say I 
was quite impressed with the activities you have planned for your club. 

I a.m pleased to see that y·ou apparently have o.n enthusiastic nucleus 
as when I resided in Canada '56-59, I did most of my diving alone as I had 
difficulty locating a "buddy". 

I have asked our secretary to put you on our Illll.iling list a.nd you ca.n 
expect to receive our Newsletter very shortly. 

I a.m most distressed to read of the decision of the Department of Trans
port to use the colour and design of our cherished diving flo.g for such a 
trivial murker considering the fact that there a.re so many other colours 
and designs to choose from. I suggest you write to Mr. John Eirving of Inter
national Skindivers Assoc. P.O. Box 5006 Gulfport Florida U.S.A. and also 
Mr. Jim Auxier of Skin Diver Magazine as both of these men had quite a lot 
to do with the acceptance of our flag and will certainly register their dis-
a pproval and join in the fight to keep our flag in the diving camp and not 
share its significance with other organizations. I admire the article by 
Mr. Davies as it was quite direct and very well written. 

As you are a.ware our diving conditions couldntt be better as we have 
crystal clear water with visibility ranging anywhere from 60 to 120 ft. 
and water temperature at a year round 87 degrees with numerous old (1700's) 
~reeks and also modern wrecks in which to dive and with coral reefs encircling 
our entire coastline. 

It may sound like a fairyland but it is all reality and I think what 
made me leave Canada and come back home. 

I am quite an avid spear fisherman and have captained Jamaica's team 
two years in a row having placed 6th in the Western Hemisphere Championships 
Nov 63 in which 16 teams competed. 

Will close for now hoping to hear from you in the near future. 

(iood Diving 

Kent D. Eldemire 

•·•·······•·•···••··••····• 

DIVE JUNE 21 

Due to difficulties in obtaining a boat, the exact dive location and · 
pertinent information is not available at the present time. However, it 
is expected shortly and if anyone desires information as to tims, place, 
etc., please phone 

ROY CUTTS •• •.•• .284--4557 

HOW.ARD QUAIL •••• Pl 7-5757 

AL SYKES ........ • ... 769--6740 



THE . CANADIAN SUB AQUA CIDB MEM13ERSHIP AS OF MAY 1964 

ACKERMAN BUD•••••••••lO EDGECROFT RD TORONTO 18 •• 
BASSETT BILL •••••••••••• 

II ••••••••• 1097 PHARMACY AVE SCARBORO •••• . • ••••••••• 
VICKIE....... II . 

II •••••••••••••• 
BRIAN. • .• •. • • • • II ••• ~ ~ ••••• ;, ••• 

BOWDEN (MRS) NEL., ••• 1215 YORK MILLS RD APT 10 DON MILLS ••• •• 
BOYD (MRS) DIANNE•,• .3 ARDEN CRESC SCARBORO •• · •••• • ·,-. ~ 1 • 1 • :. ••• 

BRANT IAN• • • • • • • • • • ~ e 16 OAKBURN PLACE APT 6 WILLOWDALE 
BRANT (MRS) VERA II ••••••• ..... . •..••........ 
DLA.IR (MISS) VERA •• • .415 WlLLOWDALE AVE WILLOW TREE ESTATES-. 

APT 308 WILLOWDALE ••••••• 
BAILEY JOHN••••••••••l8 NORLONG BLVD TORONTO 6•·••••••••••••• 
BAILEY (MISS) CAROL.~ II ••••••••••••••• 

CH.ARLTON ROY ••••••••• 5 ZAMBRI WALK SCARBORO .; ••• ~••••••••• 
CHARLTON (MRS) BARB. t II ••••••••••••••• 

CHARLTON RODNEY...... II •••••••••••••• ._ 

CHilDS JIM ••••••••••• 108 HUBBARD BLVD TORONTO 13••••••••••••• 
CUTTS ROY.~••••••••••3798 LAWRENCE AVE E. SCARBORO••••••••••• 
DODD DAVID•••••••••••36 PHILLIP AVE SCARBORO••••••••••••••••• 
DOHERTY PAUL •• ~ ••••• • 71 NEALON AVE TORONTO 6.,. • •. • •••••• • •• ~ • 
DOMERCHIE JOHN ••••••• P.O. BOX 6 SCHOMBERG ONT•••••••••••••••• 
DOMERCHIE (MRS) MINY • " ••••••••••••••• • 
EZESKY JOE ••••••••••• 31 NORBURY CRESC SCARBORO••••••••••••••• 
DOMERCHIE CHRIS •••••• P.O. BOX 69 SCHOMBERG ONT••••••••••••••• 
DOMERCHIE GERRIT ••••• 37 RIDLEY GDNS TORONTO 3•••••••••••••••• 
FLINT PETER••••••••••4 SHAWFORD CRESC SCARBORO••••••••••••••• 
GALT ERIC •••••• ~ ••••• 49 LEAHANN DR SCARBORO•••••••••••••••••• 
GALT (MRS) JOEY...... II •••••••••••••••••• 

GERARD BILL •••••••••• 970 O'CONNOR DRIVE APT 302 TORONTO 16e•• 
GER.ARD (MRS) BETTE... II ••• 

GORDON DEREK•••••••••2 MEADOW GI.EN PLACE Ji.PT 507 SCARBORO•••• 
GRAHAM GIENN•••••••••56 A 33rd STREET TORONTO 14••••••••••••• 
GRANT ALE.X•••••••••••l2 CEDARBANK CRESC DON MILLS •••••••••• ;. 
HAND TOM•••••••••••••l06 HUBBARD BLVD TORONTO 8•••••••••••••• 
HIBBERD .ART••••• ·•••••R.R. l, KETTLEBY ONT.ARIO •••••••••••••••• 
HOOK (MISS ) DIANE .... 13 HATHERLY RD TORQITTO 10 •• •• • ......... •• 
JOHNSON ALI.AN••••••t•l27 HOMESTEAD RD WEST HILL ONT•••••••••~ 
KOTRO (MISS) TERTTU .. 2 92 WRIGHT AVE TORONTO 3 • • • •. • • ••• .,. •·•. • 
LOG.AN GECB.GE JOE •• , •• 15 CANLISH RD APT 48 SCARBORO••••••••••• 
LOWDCN GERRY•••••••••l545 BIRCHMOUNT RD APT 405 SCARBORO ••••• 

•••• .ARGOSY SPORTS••••••••••• 
LOWDON (JES) LYDIA ••• 1545 DI~CHMOUNT RD APT 405 SCARBORO••••• 
MAGEE DOUG (DR) •••••• 55 COBHAM CRESC TCRONTO 16•••••••••••••• 
Ma.cF ARLAND PETER~~.~ .2 SANDEDVOOD PLACE DON MILIS ONT •••••••• ·.:
MARTIN BRUCE., ••••• ~.815 KENNEDY ROAD APT 204 SCARBORO ••••••• 
McLEAN ANGUS (DR) ••• ,P.O. BOX 395 MARKHAM ONT•••••••••••••••• 
MILNE (MISS) B.ARBARA.37 KAPPELE AVE TORONTO 12••••••••••••••• 
MUNDELL FRED.~ ••••••• 169 BARKER AVE TORONTO 13••••••••••••••• 
MORRELL RON••••••••••99 PLATEAU CRESC DON MILLS ONT•••••••••• 
OBERMAN HAL •••••••••• 1535 BIRCHMOUNT RD APT 404 SCARBORO ••••• 
ORTVED BILL (DR)~ •••• 197 STRATHGOWAN AVE TORONTO 12•••••f•••• 
PELIPEYKO BORis •••••• 24 WEXFORD BLVD SCARBORO•••••••••••••••• 
PELOQUIN ED ••••••••• 4 RALSTON AVE TORONTO 6••••••••••••••••• 
PELOQUIN JIM ••••••••• 284 LAWRENCE AVE W. APT 2 TORONTO 12 ••• • 
PURJE JACK ••• , ••••••• 14 WINLOCK PARK WILLOWDAIE ONT•••••••••• 
QUAIL HOWARD ••••••••• 60 CORINNE CRESC SCARBORO••••••••••••••• 
ROCHE BOB••••••••••••9 TENNIS CRESC TORONTO 6•••••••••••••••• 
ROSA de la REG ••••••• 1139 O'CONNOR DRIVE APl' D TORONTO 16 •••• 
ROSENTHAL GEORGE ••••• 39 AVENAL DR TORONTO 10••••••••••••••••• 
SALTER CARL •••••••••• 30 TRUDELL ST APl' 306 SCARBORO •••••• ,.,. 
SHEPHERD (MISS) PAT •• 11 RALSTON AVE TORON'.10 6•••••••••••••••• 
SHYKOFF HENRY (DR) ••• 734 O'CONNOR DRIVE TORONTO 16••••••••••~ 
SIGAL SAUL•••••••••••l96 VALIEY RD WILLOWDALE•••••••••••••••• 
SIGAL (MRS) RHODA •••• 196 VALLEY RD WII.LOWDAIE •••••••••••••••• 
SYKES ALAN••••••••••e83 CIEARVIE'N HTS APT 34 TORONTO 15 •••• ~. 
SYKES( !IRS) JANET .... 83 CLEARVIEW HTS APT 34 TORONTO 15.~- .~~. 
TOMBS Russ ••••••••••• 2 CHAUNCEY AVE TORONTO 18 •••••••••••• ~.~ 
TRAIN TERRY••••••••••815 KENNEDY RD APT 407 SCARBORO •••••••• ~ 
VIGON ARNOID ••••••••• 272 CORNELIUS PARKWAY DOWNSWIEW••••••••• 
VISNAPUU "WILLIE"•.• .83 HAWKRIDGE AVE MARKHAM ONT •• •••.•••••• 
WARREN KEN•••••••••••l704 VICTORIA PARK AVE AP!' 115 SCARBORO. 
WAYNE ALVIN••••••••••38 ELWAY COURT TORONTO 19••••••••••••••• 
WHITSITT (MISS) GLENDA 34 EMERAlD CRESC TORONTO 14••••••••••• 
WILSON ROss •••••••••• 2293 EGLIN'ION AVE E AP.I' 502 SCARBORO •••• 
WRIGHT JIM.•• • ; ., ~ • • • .4 90 WILSON A VE APl' 315 DOWNSVIEW ONT•.•• 
WOOD TERRY ••••••••••• z BIGGIN COURT AI;'!' 210 TORONTO 16••••••• 

Cl 1-8789 
. 755--2504 x 

755·--2504 
755--2504 
444--5629 
751--0292 '>( ./(' 

221--3019 
221--3019 

222•-3108 
GA 1-2076 
GA 1-2076 
757--1415J'. 2. . 
757--1415 
757--1415 
699--2852 
284--4557 / 
266•-2246)( 
HO 6-9394 
939--2138 
939--2138 
PL 9-9124 
939-2360 
LE 5-1798 
AT 2-4926')( 
759--6932.l{ 
759..--6932 
PL 7._5452 
PL ·7-5452 
284•-1765 
CL 5-5682 
HI 4-1339 
OX 9-6665 X ? 
PA ·7·-5124 
783--2184# 
AT 2-5545 )( I -
IE 5'-8707 
PL ·9-7748 
757•-1742)( z f 
PL 9-8681 
757·-·-1742 
'lf 6';;...s 12 3 
444--6188 
755---'682 ~ 
2 9,F-~t €35------
4·8&•-0370 
•~e--652 ox 
HI 4-0143 
751--2074 
489--5603 
757·--7146 
421--1647 
781--8959X 
BA 5-3995 
PL '7-5757 
463--2259.X 
751•-1138X 
RU ·3•8270 
266-4656 x._ I 
A -

421•-2628 >( 
447·-·-2147 
447·--2147 
769--6740 
769--6740 
2'33--2403 
755--7423 \ 
ME 5-0189 

PL 9_7997 )( f 
RU 7-1033 
255--8951 
PL 5-1839X 
636--5049 
PL l-2909 K 
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FAIRHAVEN WHALERS TO HOST CANADIAN SUB-AQUA CLUB--...R.EPRINTED FROM "WHALER t S LOO" 
FAIRHAVEN WHALERS SKINDIVING CUJB 

During the weekend of July 18 through the 20th, the Fairhaven Whalers will 
play host to about 40 divers from the Canadian Sub Aqua Club of Toronto. Four 
of their executives were on hand for our lecture at the Town Hall April 11th 
to view what our area has to offer. Roy Cutts, President of the club, was 
accompanied by his other officers: Howie Quail, Glenn Graham, am Gerry Lowd one 

Details of the forthcoming visit await finn.l confirmation, but the planned 
itinerary might swing along these lines: 

Arrival at a hotel or motel around a.oo Saturdei.'1" morning. As soon as they are 
set the bus will leave for Sandwich Town Beach. £he Whalers will provide 
some small boats to serve as safety boats off the beach. Six members of the 
Canadian group will be invited to voyage on the Wreck Ml.star as she makes her 
way from Mattapoisett to Sandwich via the Cape Cod Canal. This will give sone 
of their group a chance at a sea voyage and sightseeing trip. Upon arrival 
the Wreck Master will take aboard their divers that wish to dive on the POTTS
TOWN or at the breakwater. Two trips can be made that day to accomodate up to 
20 divers, Some of their group will no doubt rest on the beach and enjoy 
the sightseeing around the Town Beach diving area. A few members will be 
needed to accompany this group from the beach. A few members will be needed 
to man the safety boats. 

A second group will be invited aboa·rd the WRECK MASTER for the trip home. 
The remaining will return by btl8 to the motel or hotel. Either Saturday night 
or Sunday evening we hope to invite them over to the club house to view our 
films of our diving activities. Perhaps they \\Ould rather view these at their 
motel. 

Sunday plans call for a. dive on wrecks,. The CAPl'AIN LEROY will be employed 
for this cruise. Probably the WRECK MASTER will nccompany the CAPTAIN LEROY. 
The remainder of the group who might like to do a little shallow ~~ter spear
fishing will leave on the bus for Sakonet Point. As mamy small boats as can 
be mustered should accompany this group to shuffle them out to the islands 
off Sa.konet. They will also serve as safety boats for this group. 

During Sunday, if any of the women a.long wish, the wives of the roombers can 
plan auto trips to the cape. Here the girls can enjoy shopping and sight
seeing. 

Monday morning plans have been made to take the group through the Whaling 
Museum. At the conclusion of this tour, they will leave the area for Canada. 

Weather will play a.n all important part of this visit. Therefore plans IIRY 
change completely at the last moment depending on current conditions, 

Your nssista.noe will be needed to insure tlnt this group enjoys their brief 
vis.it. There will be a good deal of work assignments. We will need boats 
and autos. The club room must be placed in its best order. The air bank 
will have to be ready to handle a large number of refills. Guides and safety 
men will be needed for tb3 two days of diving. 

I am sure that with a little assistance on our part the Canadian group will 
enjoy their trip. We stand willing to do anything they wish. 

Brad Luther 1 Jr. 
President • 

....•..••.........•..•........ 
NOTE--THERE ARE FOUR SEATS AVAILABLE FCR THE ABOVE TRIP •••• FIRST COME 

FIRST SERVED • 

•.......•...•................• 
WOO.RY IS INTEREST PAID ON TROUBLE BEFORE IT FALLS DUE 11 
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The special correspondent to the Canadian Sub-Aqua Club from the House of 
Dior has c~refully gathered all of the pertinent information on the proposed 
trip to Fa~he.ven, Massachusetts. He suggests the following wee.ring apparel 
pour les fill es: 

F~r trav:-lling, ~ comfortable shift ., crease risistant, would be ideal. Slims · 
ale perm:;.ssable if p:i."eforrod.o C:msidering the time and mode of transportation 
shorts.~re n~: re~;ly recommended.· While in Fairhaven we think you will need ' 
n ba~h1ng su1 .. (~ivh .!:, !212. ~1:§,.~), shorts, slims, a. dress far dinner Saturday 
eYening? and pi:rrnaps a ca3ual dress or skirt for daytime wear. A light coo. t 
for .:iooJ. or da:rlp weather would be an excellent idea. Don't forget walking 
and shopping shoes ci 

Bonne cha.nee~ 

l bient'6t, 

Pierre 

ED '' S NOTE POUR LES HOMl\.1ES.,a...,ERING MONEY CR HIDE YOUR WIFE'S SHOPPING SHOES. 

···$······························ 
Dear George: 

I ~m lost 1 I'm sad 1 I'm desolate S What's the matter? I miss the 
weekly newslettero 

Seriously though, I wish we could go back to a Newsletter EVERY week. 
I feel I am missing soroothing and I think the club is losing by not being 
in touch every week in this our divingest of the diving season. 

Also, while I am writing to you, may I ask for something? I understand 
that last fall you ran a series of articles on equipment care. We have wel
comed a lot of new members since that time (myself included) and the new 
members have started to collect their gear. Could we have a reprint on "Care 
of the suit and care of all equipment"? 

Thanks George 

Dear Diane: 

Sincerely 
Diane Hook 

·········~······················ 

I agree with you one hundred and one percent. We should have a Weekly · 
Newsletter. I don't mind doing the work required. However, I do need help. 
The help I require is articles. If you go on a dive ••• jot it down and mail 
it t ·o me. If you know of something or hear of sanething that you think will 
be of interest to our members, ••• write it and I will print it. 

We should know where a dive is at least a full week before the event 
takes place. That means the information should be in my he.n:is at least 10 
days prior to the trip in order to give me time to print it in the next 
weekly issue. This may be a little in0-0nvient on those responsible for 
planning our dives. But a little inconvenience on everyone's part will 
make our Weekly Newsletter a cinch for me. 

Regarding your request for a reprint on- ~he articles by Gerry Lowdon 
on "Ca.re of Equipment", I am pleased to assure you that they will appear in 
next week's issue. 

Sincer~ly 

Ge<r ge. 

.. . .. .. . . .. . . ..... .. .. .. ... 
A bad habit cannot be tossed out the window; it must be coaxed down the 
stairs a step at a time. 

Mlrk !wain 



THE "NANCY .A.FF AIR" submitted by B.E. DAVIES 

H.M.s. "Nancy" is no longer a diver's target: she rests in a shed on Nancy 
Island a.t Wasaga. Beach. · But her story runs through every history of the 
Georgian Bay region. 

Built in . 1789 at Detroit (then British) for ·the fur trade on the Upper lakes 
t h "N 11 b . l 'f. · ' e ancy egan i e as a commercial craft, running from lake Erie to Sault 
St. Marie. She was very well built, 68 feet long 22 feet across the beam 
and eight fe:t from deck to keel. Her two masts .:..ere schooner rigged, with 
square topsails on the foremast. She was· well armed against Indians or rival 
fur traders with a single cannon a.midship, and swivel guns on her bulwarks. 

When the new American Colonies declared war on Brita.in in 1812, the "Nancy" 
was taken over by the Navy and carried Brock's red-coats to their victory at 
Detroit, ·and later to an a. ttack on Fort :Meigs, Ohio• Then came a. voyage to 
Mackinac, during ·which time American ships sank or captured every British ves
sel on lake Erie. Only the "Nancy" remained free above Niagara Falls. 

Unaware of this British defeat, the schooner sailed back into the St. Clair 
River in 1813, under the muzzles of American can.YJ.on on both banks. Called on 
to surrender, Captain Alexander Mackintosh replied that he would blow his ship 
up first, Then he turned back against the current and fought his way into lake 
Huron. His ship was repeatedly hit by American cannonballs and caught fire 
several times. A body of Michigan militia o.lmost caught the schooner in the 
rapids. But the "Nancy" won through and sailed safely back to Sault St .. Marie 
in the teeth of a.n autumn gale. 

Next spring the British garrison at Mackip.ac depended entirely upon the "Nancy" 
to dodge the Junerica.n fleet on lake Huron and bring through supplies from the 
mouth of the Nottawasaga River, where batteaux from lake Simcoe delivered 
their supplies from York. 

The "Nancy's" chances of survival were considered so slight that it was decided 
not to arm her as a gunboat, but to keep her light and fa.st as a block:a.de
runner. Three round trips were made successfully. But on the fourth vova.ge 
the "Nancy" found herself trapped in Georgian Bay by three larger American 
vessels, the "Tigress", "Scorpion" and "Niage.ro.11

• These ships between them 
carried 24 cannon to the "Nancy's" single cannonade. Their crews totalled 
more than 500 age.inst "Nancy's" twenty-three. Added to all this, the wind 
wns blowing into the mouth of the bay against "Nancy". The chance of escaping 
wns slight~ So Lieutenant Miller Worsley, R.N., Commanding th::l schooner, 
sailed two· miles up the Nottawassaga River and anchored under the three cannon 
of a block-house on the s nuth bank of the river, ready to fight to the last. 

The u.s. ships moved into the shallow water off We.saga Beach, and began a liv
ely cannonade against the block-house. A landing force of U.S. Marines . landed 
a 5~ " howitzer on the narrow peninsula between the beach and the river. Lt. 
Worsley saw that defeat was certain and prepared to blow up his ship and block
house to prevent them from falling into enemy hands. But a howitzer shell 
blew both up first, and the 23 seamen escaped, scorched arrl weary, into the 
pine forest. Lake Huron, as well as lake Erie, had become Junerican waters. 
But not for long. 

Less than a month later, Worsley and his survivors appeared 250 miles to the 
westward at til e Straits of Mackinac in a fleet of Indian cenoes. They f ound 
their late enemy the "Tigre ss" at anchor nnd seized her without l oss of 1 ife in 
a daring night r a i d . Then the "Scorpion", r eturning from a pa trol, anchored 
nearby and ~s also captured by her "sister-" ship, nQ: lying_ British colours, 
Lt, Worsley landed his prisoners, and brought back his two fine prizes to 
Peneta.nguishene, 

To Commemorate his canoe raid, the "Tigress" was re-christened H.M.S. "Surprise '' 
and the "Scorpion" became H.M.s. Confiance"• 

Both ex-American vessels still remain in Penetanguisheile Harbour, the "Tigress" 
on the lawn near the military museum beside "Tecumseh", and the "Scorpion" in 
three fathoms of water in North .West Bnsin where only a curious skin-diver 
may visit her venerable timbers. 

The "Nancy" built her own monument in the Nottawt\'saga River where she sank in 
flames--first a sand bnr, theri an island which to-day measures a thousand ft. 
long .by four hundred rt. wide, covered to-day with grass and vegetation. In · 
1927, excavation revealed the schooner's hull in the middle of "Nancy" Island, 
and it wns pla ced on display in the present museum, 
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RECOMPRESSION CHAMBER by R. K. CUTTS (PRESIDENT) 

This week I wa.s present at a testing of the new recompression chamber at Tor
onto General Hospital. The chamber will not be ta.ken over by the hospital 
until completion of all tests. But in an emergency, the chamber is operable. 

The Navy team running the tests were pleased with the results and by the many 
new features on the chamber. 

Mr. Neale, representing Dominion Welding, who designed and built the chamber 
told me they nre standardizing all the chambers they are building. 

Rather than bore the readers with technical datn, may I suggest the o.u.c. 
arrange tours when the chamber is in full operation. 

Now that we have a recompression chamber in Toronto, this does not mean we can 
cheat the decompression tables and attempt those borderline dives. Stay inside 
the limits, and riia.ybe in years to come we can so.y with pride "No sport diver 
in Ontario has used the chamber"• 

. - . 

············~······················ 

CLUB BOAT by HOWIE QUAIL (VICE PRESIDENT) 

There has been in the past years a lot of hopeful talk and wishful thinking 
about a Club Boat. Due to the initial cost, running costs, maintenance, stor
age, insurance, etc., we have come to think that this venture is impossible. 
Plus the fact that a large boat is a tremendous responsibility, and no right
thinking person is willing to assume the responsib ility for the lives of the 
rest of the Club. 

Moat of the members do not have the ready cash to go out and buy their own 
b oat that would be suitable for diving. In my mind, a suitable diving boat 
would ho.ve to be about 17 1 long, wide of beam and very stable to take the 
weight. With the proper motor this would transport four divers plus their 
equipment to any of the dive sites we have visited. To buy this unit would be 
an outlay of approximately $2,500.00. 

I have a proposal which might be acceptable to our members because of their 
compatability. If the club members bonded together in groups of three or 
four, and first sat down and drew up a list of rules and regulations governing 
the use of the boat and the places it was to go, so that it was all divided 
evenly, there would be no trouble involved in joint ownership. The compatabi
lity of the 3 or 4 divers would have to be very good before this was attempted. 
Now to the real idea. 

There are available many types of plans drawn up by marine architeets; it is 
nlso possible to buy hulls manufactured by boat builders at a reasonable rate. 
If these 3 or 4 divers were to purchase these plans, and/or hull (wood or 
fibreglass) in the Fall and rent a heated garage, they could build the boat 
during the winter for about 1/3 the sale price of this boat. Second-hand 
outboards and inboards can be purchased at a reasonable cost. These units 
would be "trailerable" and be able to be taken to any dive site wherever we 
wish to dive. 

My personal thought on this boat would be to purchase a kit to build a lapstrakt 
day cruiser, build a foredeck, leaving tre l a tter part of the boat free for 
storage. Put side seats near the rear, tank chocs, storage bins for small · 
equipment, buy either an inboard-outboard or a secondhand outboard standard,· 
wire up the controls, build a high flat sloping windshield on the front, con• 
struct side rails of aluminum conduit with plastic side curtains and a remove
able tarpaulin top for bad weather. 

With the skills available in this club, these boats could be tailor-made for 
divers and would be better than one unwieldy craft, where thP, deck is littered 
with equipment, bodies, animals, etc. There are a number of refinements thesa 
4 people could work out among themselves. They could plan the diving season sc 
that each member had his choice of dive site and each member could be captain 
of the boat on his appointed week-end. I feel that the way these club members 
get along under very dif'ficult circumstances at times, that this would be the 
easiest part of the job. 

(cont'd next page) 
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CUJB BOAT (CONT'D) 

After the.n7xt season of diving, possibly ea.ch group could build a second boat, 
~hereby gi~ing a.boat to every ~o divers. This idea should not be developed 
into ~ cabin crui~er type at this titre. A safe, fast, convertible cruiser with 
board~ng.ladders 1~ a~l that we would require. If you keep it simple, it is 
not difficult and is inexpensive.. If you become involved with a fancy rig 
and a lot of gadgets, you will lose interest because you will not have the tirre 
nor the money to complete the job, 

I would like to see this idea discussed at our advanced diver sessions to see 
what we can come up with. 

Costwise, it might be a good idea to construct all boats of the same type be
cause if you purchased six or seven kits at the same time the volume discount 
would be quite large. Construction problems and ideas could be exchanged 
between groups at our regular advanced diver meetings. This volume buying might 
possibly be done i~ . s~ch _ ~ way that a dealer discount could be mo.de available. 

······~······························· 

A WEEKEND OF DISCOVERY by AL WAYNE 

We headed north Saturday morning, and as Roy Cutts told me, found the paved 
road to Killbear Park. (Roy forgot to tell me that the road was paved with 
sand, rocks, and pot holes)~ 

On arriving at the camp site, we found many willing hands to help the green
horn set up his tent and innnediately sprayed with "OFFn to keep the wild 
animals away. 

After settling down, we all had a pleasant afternoon of skin diving. It was 
during this dive (my third) that I saw my first school of fish, but I m.:tnaged 
to reach shore before they could attack me. We then returned to onr camp 
sites to a wonderful outdoor meal in our beautiful mosquito-ini'ested surround
ings. 

For the evening entertainment we all sat around the campfire singing clean 
songs (since there was no booze around.) 

Sunday morning, we arose, ate a hearty breakfast, loaded our gear into a few 
cars and drove to the dock nnd started what was to be our "day of discovery". 
Our first dive was on the "Atlantic" which la.y in a.bout 25 1 of water. We 
examined it for a.b0ut half an hour and then proceeded to our second dive, 
"The Dolphin"• She la.y in a shallow cove so most of us skin dived to it saving 
our air for diving on site "X"• 

.After about half nn hour we proceeded to "Site X" which was the climax of our 
day. Our Captain told us he had heard about a wreck at "Site X", so we decided 
to give it a try. A few skin divers entered the water to see what they could 
see. In a few minutes Howie bobbed up in the water, leaped into the air and 
shouted, "I found it". 

The rest of us immediately put our tanks on and dove in and head ed for the 
bottom to behold an 80' schooner which had never been dived on before. After 
the air was all gone, everyone loaded their booty and headed exhausted but 
happily for shore. 

All headed back to camp and began to prepare for the treck home after a very 
gratifying weekend dive. 

P.s. Another dive on this wreck is being arranged fer this week-end. 

••····•••············••··········· 
FAIRHAVEN TRIP PICK UP SCHEDULE FRIDAY JULY 17th P.M ••••••• BE PROMPT •••••• 

lst--DIRCHLAWR PLAZA (IN FRONT OF GERRY'S) LAWRENCE & BIRCHMOUNT 
IEAVING 6.30 SH.ARP & & & 

2nd--YORKDALE PLAZA DUFFERIN & 401 •• olose to simpsons on Dufferin side 
LEAVING 7 .oo SH.ARP 1 1 I 

3rd--27 & Q.E. HWAY •• NORTH-1'VEST CORNER AT SUPERTEST STATION ON Q.E. HWAY 
LEAVING 7 • 30 SH.ARP I i & 



A REPORT FROM THE CUJB SONG COMMITTEE by PETER MacF ARLANE 

Your Conun.ittee to find a suitable scuba-diver's song met this week at my 
place~ Roy out:ined for us the task you, the membership had put before us: 
t~at Just as this great country of ours is now considering a new anthem to go 
with the flag, so should all divers have a suitable song to go with the Diver's 
Flag. We drank to that, and the meeting got under way. 

We quickly rejected songs of a general nature such as: I.e. Mer, Ebb Tide, On 
a Sunday By The Sea, I Cover The Waterfront and See You I.e.ter Alligator. Glenn 
suggested the song should have a "buddy" theme and we quickly went through: 
My Buddy Lies Over the Ocean, Someone To Watch Over Me and I see Your Face 
Before Me; but with no real success. Al Sykes had an idea for a "raptures" 
song, Sometimes I'm Happy. A lull followed• 

I think it was Howie 1 s suggestion for a "gung ho" song like I'm Going To Live 
'Til I Die, that got us on to the next tack. In very quick succession these · 
songs were proposed, though a little on the gloomy side: Asleep In the Deep, 
After You've Gone, Somewhere A Voice Is Calling and Will Ye No Come Back Again. 
These were followed with: Sit Down YOu're Rocking The Boat, Way Down Yonder, 
Something 1s Gotta Give and I've Got A Crush On You. 

Gerry liked his suggestion for a wet suit song very much ••• Zip A Dee Doo Dah. 

Finally your Committee reached a.greement ancLnow wishes to put before you for 
your earnest consideration and acceptance the new Diver'~ Song, I'm Forever 
Blowing Bubbles. 

. ................................... . 
July 5 KILLBE.AR DIVE AS SEEN DY ROY CHARLTON (TREASURER) 

A total of 24 people got wet on this beautiful Sunday. Most had stayed over
night at Killbear Provincial Park and showed up at the dook to find the Day's 
comers from Toronto already there and rarin to go. 

The boat was loaded and away shortly after 10.00 a.m. including 9 visitors 
f rOID. York Sub Aqua Club whom we were very pleased to have a.long. 

The first objective was the "Atlantic" lying on Spruce Rocks outside Parry 
Sound. There was plenty to see ·in the way of fish and wreckage but not much 
moveable material. After a half-hour or so on the Atlantic, we moved on 
to Snug Harbour which, as its nnme implies, is a very sheltered spot and there 
spent quite some time on the old Fishing Tug, ''Dolphin" which lays on a muddy 
bottom quite near the shore. 

A£t er expending most of our energy and all our air, we headed back to the dock. 
The wheelhouse was in great demand as n changing room "LADIES & GENTS"• In 
the former co.se, the man at the wheel (at the time, it was the author) had to 
look steadfastly a.head and maintain his course--of course1 

Back at the dock and 3 to 4 hours of Sunday traffic to Toronto. What a wonder
ful day U 1 

•·•··························•··•··· 
EVEN THE SKIN DIVERS HAVE FLAG PROBLEMS reprinted from the Tor onto Star July 4 

by ST.AN DAVIES 
It must be said to the credit of officials of the Department of Transport at 
Ottawa., that sometimes when they make a mistake they are big enough to correct 
it. 

Le.st week the department revoked an order, passed la.st spring, which authorized 
the use of a red flag with a white diagonal stripe to mark off the boundaries 
of a swimming area. It was a warning to boats to keep away. 

But, that same flag has been used by skin divers and scuba divers for the past 
10 years as a warning to boaters. Whenever the flag was flown ••• from a stake, 
or a buoy or a boat ••• it meant that a scuba d·iver was down below the surface 
close by. (That word scuba is short for self-contained underwater breathing 
apparatus). 

DIVERS COMPLAINED 

The scuba clubs spent thousands of dollars publicizing the flag ••• and it had thf 
same meaning whether you saw it flying in Miami~ Hawo.ii or where the divers 

(CONT'D J 



FLAG PROBLEMS (CONT 1D) 

practice off Beausoleil Island in Georgian Bay, 

And after 10 years most boaters had got to the point of taking notice of it, 
Then DOT gave it away to the swimmers, 

The scuba clubs hollered loud and long to Ottawa arguing that a symbol with 
a very specific meaning had been thrown nway·a.s ~ useful warning device because 
now, nobody would know exactly what it meant. 

The depnrtment · snw it their way and the scuba divers have their flag baoko So 
boaters beware, if you see this flag. It now means only that a DIVER, •• either 
amateur or corranercial ••• is underwo.ter somewhere close by, So stay clear by 
at least 100 feet, 

••···········•··············•·•····· 
WOMEN .ARE WISE TO CULTIVATE BEAUTY RATHER TH.AN BRAINS. THERE ARE THOUSANDS 
OF STUPID MEN TO ONE BLIND ONE • 

. . . . . . . . . . . . 
EVEN WHEN A MARR.LAGE IS MADE IN HEAVEN, THE MAINTENANCE WORK HAS TO BE DONE 
HERE ON EARTH. 

. .................................. . 
PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE R.K. CUTTS 

With the approach of summer, a diver's thoughts turn to shipwrecks not yet 
found, underwater photography,. under.water life and various other sub-aqua 
activities. 

This year, however, our .Club must give thought to some above-water activities 
associated with diving. 

We, as Co-Hosts of the Fall o.u.c. Convention (at Bigwin Inn Sept 12th) have 
a responsibility we cannot accept lightly. Already many a candle has burned 
away while committee men make plans to make this the best convention the 
o.u.c. has ever held. Do your pa.rt by offering your services to the Committee 
or just by advertising the fa.ct we a.re the Club Co-Hosting the convention at 
Bigwin Inn Sept 12th · (at the reasonable cost of $17 ,50 per person Sa.t Dinner 
Dance, Sun Dreak:f'ast, Lunch, Accomoda.tion inclusive ••• children 4-13 $7.50) •• 
make it known to your fellow divers and friends. 

Another committee we were "volunteered" for is the o.u.c. Ways and Means. Our 
task is to find ways and means to raise funds for the o.u.c. On this we need 
a$sist1mce from ALL member clubs. Any ideas will be gratefully accepted. 
·write them down and mail to Box 162 Scarboro. 

With all these club committees and groups being formed, I think the following 
list w:il l holp A.ll ooncerned: 

O.U.C. CONVENTION COMMITTEE,.K. WARNER 
F. MUNDELL 
R. CUTTS 

CONVENTION LIASON.,. •••••• ••,I. BRANT 

O.U.C. WAYS & MEANS ••••••••• D. HOOK 
P. MacF ARLA.l'IE 
G. ROSENTHAL 

CLUB AWARDS COMMITTEE ••••••• J. SYKES 
R, de la ROSA 
? • . ,MUNDELL 

HISTORICAL COMMITTEE REP •••• P. MaoFARLANE 

To close · •• a. note a.bout our Fairhaven trip next week. All arrangements have 
been made by the Fairhaven Whalers and ourselves. We did have a little set
back with last minute cancellations but we hope to have all seats taken by the 
15th. It promises to be an exciting weekend. To save time and not have the 
bus stop on Friday, it is suggested that all passengers bring along box lunches 
for an evening sno.ck, 
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EQUIPMENT CARE (FIRST OF TWO PARTS) REPRINTED FROM c.s.A.C. NEWSLETTER 
JULY 31, 1963 by GERRY LOWDON 

Everyone knows, I'm sure, thnt skin and scuba diving gea.r is quite costly, 
but it is costly because ' it is quality equipment, and because of this, a 
little common sense care, your gear will la.st for years. 

Let's start with your basic equipment, that is mask fins and snorkel. These •t , 
i ems are mo.de from rubber and the ·grentest enemies of rubber are heavily 
chlorinated water, sun, salt water, your saliva; skin oil and perspirati9n. 
The obvious way to care for these items then is, nfter use in~ pool, (which 
is generally more chlorinated than drinking water) rinse off thoroughly, 
paying particular o.ttentinn to the mnsk skirt which is generally a.lwo.ys 
thin rubber and more prone to deterioration tha.n the other heavier rubber 
parts. Run some water through your snorkel to flush the saliva, which 
invariably collects at the bottom of the tube. When diving in open water, 
NEVER, NEVER leave your gear laying in the open sun. If it's a hot sunny .day, 
your gear will dry just as fast in the shade. After diving in salt water, 
it is a MUST to rinse your equipment after use. The ideal method is to 
submerge your mask, fins and snorkel in a bucket of fresh water and let them 
soak for 10 or 15 minutes to neutralize the salts that will collect in all 
the nooks and crannies. 

Your tank and regulator are generally the two most costly items of your 
underwater gear. Therefore, it is sensible to trent these two items with a 
great deal of respect both for their long life and yours. Your tank and valve 
are ma.de of very high quality steel nnd one tends to assume that they ·need 
no co.re, (after all, who can break steel?) Water ca.n t It takes time, but a 
little water inside your bottle (if it's coated, it takes longer) can carve 
a hole right through it. I know, I have seen a bottle that was so badly 
corroded inside that it leaked air through the wall. Steel will fracture·. 
If you drop your .bottle on a. ·ha.rd surface often enough, you could conciev
ably fracture it. Therefore, it is not sensible to throw your tank around. 
Treat it gently. When you are transporting a tank, make sure it is pucked 
in such a way that it won't roll a.round, and have the va lve pointed opposite 
to the direction of travel to prevent any sad experiences due to sudden stops. 

To prevent corrosion to the inside of a bottle, n yearly inspection is 
recommended; to prevent corrosion to the outside, make sure the galvanized 
coating isn't broken, or if painted, watch for paint chipping off or 
blistering. The valve should always be fairly easy to turn. If it is not, 
a new pa.eking is probably in order. After using a tnnk in salt wuter, it 
shoul<l be rinsed in the same manner as your mask and fins. 

····················~······ 

G. Rosenthal (Editor) 
39 Avenal Dr. 
Toronto, 10, Ont. 
Ru-3-8270. 
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TO THE MEMBERS OF THE CANADIAN SUB AQUA CLUB 

SUBJECTS--SEX WOMEN MONEY ;;;;.;;;.;.;;./_,_ 
by ROY CHARLTON (TREASURER) 

T~ese three subjects are listed in order of their relative importance in the 
minds ?f men, ~nd it will be best, therefore, to pass over the first two with 
t~e brief mention that they are talked and written about so much that there is 
l".ttle left to say or do except--GET ON VIJITH IT. 

The th~xd subject is always topical and no less so in our club Our prime inter
est in life after the above three is diving, and diving costs ;oney, either your 
own or the Clubs'• The Club can on:i.y get its money from its members so each and 
every one of us has a personal interest in the Club's finances. 

During my period of office as treasurer, I have been very lucky to have had with 
me on the Executive several members who are money conscious• I quote one who 
says, "We operate on a shoestring" and he is dead right. We are not a rich 
Club and if we break even over the year, that is all that we can expect• 

Several peopl~ have been vociferous about the newsletter. George he.s done an 
excellent job in its production, but the materials cost money and so does the 
postage, both quite reckona.ble sums and it's a good thing we don't have to pay 
the editor• 

In reg&rd to membership dues, it is felt that they are adequate; but only just 
that. The effective available amount that the club receives is only $13.00 per 
member as $2•00 goes direct to the o.u.c. In the case ' of new members, the $10. 
initiation fee goes entirely in renting training tanks, regulators and sucking 
air therefrom, as well as providing decal deoorated logbooks at over $1.00 each. 

Your weekly contribution of $1.00 pool money is ta.ken up entirely with pool and 
room rental, upon which we have up to now broken even with nothing over. I 
would, however, point out that it costs the club $34.00 each Monday night in the 
training season so we need at least 34 people at $1.00 a head to stay in action. 

The summer swinnning progrannne of one hour at 75i. enables us, with a minimum of 
18 people EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT to keep going. 

Now look .at it this way. If you are saying, "I don't think I'll bother going 
.. tonight", one person's annual dues will rent the pool for just over ~ ~ 

-·- .!:. year. Figure it out--we need YOUR support ALL THE TUIB. 

People who harp about money and costs all the time are a bore. I know that but 
I do feel that the position with which you have entrusted me calls for not only 
taking good care of the funds, but of also keeping a wary eye on how they are 
spent, and the Executive know that they have to have n good story before they 
can get a dime out of the Treasurer. 

lmywny, please folks remember that 
(a) We are not loaded--
(b) As this is the case don't expect the Club funds to work miracles-
(c) Do all you can to help Club funds by paying your dues when they nre 

due, not six months late. Buy the decals, sweaters, etc. as and 
when available, and in which the Club has invested money.--

(d) Don't beef if the newsletter misses a week the odd time. Keeping th:i,s 
Club together is not just the job of its Officers, it is the personal 
responsibility of each nn:i every member in equal proportion. 

Final~ou~ht~Elections will be held next Novomber. Would anyone care t o run 
or office? 

INSTRUCTORS CERTIFICATION COURSE--UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO--AUG 16-22/64--NAUI/OUC 

TIME IS GETTING SHORT TO PARTICIPATE IN THE 1964 COlRSE.--HAVE YOU ADVISED ALL 

YOUR MEMBERS?---.ARE ANY OF YOUR MEMBERS AVAILING THEMSELVES OF THE OPPORTUNITY 
TO BECOME A CERTIFIED NAUI INSTRUCTOR?--.ARE YOU MISSING THE OPPORTUNITY TO UP
GRADE YOUR INSTRUCTORS?--JOIN THE RANKS OF THE TOP INSTRUCTORS •--IN ORDER FOR 
THE BO.ARD OF DIRECTORS TO ASSESS THE QUALIFICATIONS OF AN APPLICANT AND ACCEPT · · 
HIM FOR THE COURSE, APPLICATIONS AND COMPLETED FORMS MUST DE IN OUR HANDS SOON,-
ACT NOW--PUBLICIZE THE 1964 COURSE• INSTRUCTORS CERTIFICATION COURSE' 

P.O. BOX 422 .ADELAIDE ST. P.O. 
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FAIRHAVEN MASS by DIANE HOOK 

July 17th a.t last 1 This was the culminati0n of dnys and months of planning. 
It dawned sunny and hot nnd stayed h0t. Our a ir-conditioned bus left Highwny 
27 and the Q.E. for F · h M f' air aven, ~ss. ifteen minutes ahead of schedule. A ~nod 
and unusual sign. c 

As ~e passed the Missassaga Road sign, Cnrl Salter started his dinner. 
Aroun~ him.the bottle tops were popping. The variety was enough to suit any 
to.st~. white rum, rye, whiskey, dark rum, gin and milk. As we passed over the 
Burlington Skyway, Carl started on the chicken. Over the Garden City Skyway 
he.started ~n the sandwiches. By Niagara he wns reduced t 0 grapes potatoe' 
chips, cookies, etc. ' 

. By three a.m, things had quietened down a bit except for the muted direct-
ions of Bud and Sally Ackerman, as chief sign readers fnr the bus driver or 
the ~ccasional grunt from someone roused sufficiently to realize that th~y were 
not in a comfortable .bed but in rather a cramped position or the crunch of Carl 
on his potatoe chips, things were quiet. We didn't hear a sound from Ken Warren 
once he stretched out in the luggage rack. 

At 6e45 a.m. we groped our way into the New Bedford Hotel. By s.30 we had 
had breakfast and washed our faces enough to find our swim suits and hend for 
the beach. 

Sandwich Beach is a beautiful .spot. Here we skindived, did shallow scuba, 
sun bathed, ate fried clams, slept, and gathered stones, shells and star fish. 
We loved it. 

Seven p.m. was scheduled as dinner time at the "Moby Dick" restaurant which 
specialized in sen foods and slnw service. The food was delicious. The variety 
ranged from boiled clams to lobsters to sw0rdfish. A few "brave" people had 
steak. 

By 2.30 n.m. we climbed into or fell onto the most comfortable beds. Never 
hnd a bed in an air-conditinned room felt so good. It was unfortunate that 
seven o'clock came so early. 

Our wreck dive was cancelled due to weather conditi0ns so we headed for 
u more sheltered beach to do some shallow scuba in about thirty-five feet (ac
cording to my "new" depth gauge).. We saw many things including lobsters, 
hermit crabs, tautogs, one small sand shark, a wolfish (?the blue one?) giant 
crabs, a sea robin, and a goose fish. We were able to identify what we saw 
thanks to the slides that Brad Luther loaned to us. 

While we were diving, Al Wayne and some of the women went shopping and sight 
seeing. I hear they enjoyed every minute of it. 

Sunday night dinner was in tre hotel where they served a very good buffet. 
Slides in the Whalers' Clubhouse wound up the evening. 

Monday morning was left open. Some wont shopping but most of us went to 
the Whaling Museum. We left for Toronto shortly before noon and arrived home 
weary but contented from a week-end well spent after midnight. 

A special word of thanks should be exterrled to Brad Luther and the Fcir
haven Whalers and their wives for their help and hospitality to us. Also 
thnnks to Coy Cutts arul his Executive for their work and organization tho. t 
helped to make the we-ek-end fun and smooth running. 

Anyone for the Bahamas next year? 

••.....•....••....•..•.•••.••....• 
Mio.mi Beach--July 

The sound of surf breaking up against the golden sandy beaches, the rustling 
of palm trees, the hot sun and the air that leaves a salty taste in your mouth ••• 

From the balcony of our motel, I cnn see crowds of people relaxing under 
the colorful beach umbrellas, (although I strnin my eyes, I cannot detect any 
topless swim suits) the surf-riders attempting to maintain their balanoe in 
a heavy surf, a coast guard helioopter on beach patrol duty flies slowly past 
and far out on the edge of the gulf stream, a lonely tanker is moving slowly 
southward heading most likely to one of the Gulf ports. 
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One week has passed since our arrival here and until now I have not had 
one decent dive. A strong S E wind and heavy seas made any diving trips simply 
impossible. 

Yesterday (Sunday) our patience finally exhausted and about twelve of us 
ventured to Brewster Reef (about 25 miles South from Miami and close to 4 miles 
from shore) Almost a two-hour trip was one of the worst I cnn remember. 6-10 ft 
waves tran~ormed our boat into a submarine. It almost became really submerged 
when our bilge pumps failed and tl:e bilges began overfilling with hundreds of 
gallons of water. The "bucket brigade" however succeeded in keeping the water 
level under control. 

Due to surface conditions, the reefs could not be located and after several 
attempts we anchored in about 40 feet of water n few hundred yards from the 
Fowey Rocks light. As soon as we submerged, it became obvious thnt our trip 
was a complete failure. The five dnys storm stirred the waters to such an 
extent t!nt the visibility was reduced to about 10 feet maximum. The current 
on the bottom was so strong that only the bravest dared to lose visual contact 
with the anchor rope. After using up one tnnk of air in this liquid fog, we 
decided to move back to the base. 

On our way to port, I was wondering how the Neptune was treating our Club 
in Fairhaven waters. Was his disposition to the divers better up there than 
here? I am anxious to know if the trip went according to our plans and hopes ••• 

Two days ago we went to Key l.ar~o hoping to do some diving on French 
and Molasses Reefes (underwater park) but to our disappointment all diving 
activities here were also suspended due to poor weather. 

Today, at last, the wind died and the sea began to quieten down. Tomorrow 
morning we sail to the Bahamas in search of better weather and better diving. 
I hope we will find them both on the islands. 

B. Pelipeyko 

•....•..........••.•.....• 
ED'S NOTE: Just received a letter post-marked Fort Nelson, B.C. from Gerry 
Lowdon. He and his "buddy" Lydia (for SAFE DRIVING) are having a marvelous 
tiue and hope to be with us all soon. I know we're nll looking forward to 
seeing them. 

. .•.....•.......•..••.... 
SOME SIGNES OF DANGER IN THE AIR by DUNCAN BARNES 

Fifteen miles off the New Jersey coast recently, a. group of scuba divers anch
ored their 65-foot rented boat "Sea Jet" and prepared to spend a. day exploring 
a sunken wreck that lay on the murky bottom 200 feet below. Lea.ding the exped
ition wa.s John Light, at 30 one of the best professional divers in the world. 
He was accompanied by Palmer Williams, a roa.n who once helped Light explore the 
wreck of the Lusitania more than 300 feet down, plus two Navy divers and five 
amateurs out for the sport of it. The armteurs had never g~ne below 100 feet 
before, but with Light a.long their only concern was sharks, not the depth. The 
party saw no sharks. What it suddenly did encounter was a more subtle and more 
deadly danger, one that the country's half-million scuba divers rarely consider 
and one that merits additional attention: the compressed air in their tanks 
was contaminated. 

After the "Sea Jet" anchored over the wreck, the divers put down a weighted 
line, pa.ired off and began their descent. At 90 feet, Light suddenly became 
dizzy and confused. A s he recalls it, "I looked at my depth gauge, expecting 
it to read at least 170 feet. But the needle pointed to 90; I had tunnel 
vision--it was like looking through a narrow pipe. I started down again. At 
130 feet I had almost no control over my actions. I went 20 feet back up the 
line and stopped there for 15 seconds. Then I dropped back to 130 feet. There 
I felt like I had run inin e. wall. I was really in trouble. I started back 
up and dimly saw the tanks of another diver. I reached out to touch him. What 
I touched was like a piece of wood~ though I learned later that it was his 
neck. When I r eached the surfnce, I was very weak and dizzy." 



Most of the other divers suffered similar effects--double vision, confusion and 
dizziness. Palmer Willia.ms got to 170 feet where he was just as severely stri
cken as Light, and struggled back to the sU:.race. But th3 two Navy divers went 
to 200 feet without difficulty. 

Li~ht nnd Williams at first thought they had suffered extreme nitrogen narcosis 
which produces an intoxicating effect causing changes in a diver's mood. But ' 
the fact that the Navy divers' air supply had come from a different compressor 
than that used by all the other divers m!l.de the civilians' air suspect. Command
er Walter F. Mazzone, a. Navy diving physiologist nnd ~i friend nf Light's agreed. 
He wo.s convinced the divers hnd suffered from breathing excessive amounts of 
carbon monoxide Qnd carbon dioxide. 

Like most scuba divers, Light and his party had gotten their air from a compres
sor at a sports store--this one in Belmar, N.J. Light and Mazzone went to the 
store and got the owner to take a tank of o.ir to Dr. Raymond A. Biernacki 
director of the Ocean County Medical Laboratories in Brick Town N. J. n:. 
Biernacki put a mouse in a jar and fed air directly from the ta~k into the jar. 
In 15 minutes the mouse wo.s dead. Less drnmn.tic tests showed that the suspect 
air contained more CO and C02 than the maximum ccncentrations recommended by 
the Navy. 

Understandably concerned, the owner of the sports store immediately shut down 
his compressor, overhauled it and finally came up with a supply of air that 
passed Dr. Biernacki 1 s tests. The fo !lowing day Light took two tanks of the now 
presumably pure air and went diving again. At 60 feet, he once more experienced 
dizziness and loss of control. 111 felt like I wns falling, " Light remembers,, 
"I couldn't seem to guide a camera I was holding. I raced up the line knowing 
if I didn't get to the top immediately I would black out. I was barely cons
cious when I reached the surface and breathing like n racehorse. I was lucky 
to get there. 11 .Another diver, Harold Harris, had fuzzy vision and sharp head 
pains from the same air. Light went back to Dr. Diernacki with the tanks he was 
using. The air was worse then ever. This time a mnuse died in 6 minutes. Said 
Dr. Biernacki: 11 A rrnn who brea.thed this air under pressure--where the effect 
is ma.gnified--would be dead within 45 minutes." An excess of CO can cause a 
diver to black nut underwater without giving him any warning. A diver usually 
experiences labored breathing frnm t00 much C02, n symptom thnt can serV,e as 
a warning. What had mnde the air bad? Very likely the compressor, nn electric, 
oil-lubricated machine converted fr0m a military-surplus unit not designed for 
pumping breathable air. The air would get contaminated if high cylinder temp
eratures caused combustion nf the oil, resulting in vapors containing CO and 
C02. (In a gasoline-operated compressor, exhaust fumes as well as oil vapors 
can contaminate air). The store owner junked his compressor and bought a. new 
one. 

Next, four other stations in New Jersey's Monmouth and Ocean counties ~ere 
tested by Dr. Biernacki, and~ of the air found could meet Navy requirements 
for purity. The New Jersey State Health Department became concerned. In the 
past two years a number of scuba divers have died in Jersey waters. In most 
oases, the cause of death was listed as drowning. But the question was raised 
ns to whether breathing excess am0unts of CO or C02 might have preceeded the 
a.ctunl drowning and ca.used it. last week, after consulting with the Navy, Dr. 
Rosco P. Kand le, the State Heal th Cnmmissioner, recommended tho.t the state set 
certnin purity stnndnrds for compressed air sold to divers. Simple portable 
testing devices are available to test such air. .And Dr. Biernacki went even 
further. "Compressed air is a drug, 11 he said. "It should only be sf'lld by people 
who un<'lersta.nd its chemica l onntent and the compressors it is pumped by. These 
should be wa'te - onred and not oil--lubrica-ted." 

Meanwhile, divers should be giving considerably more attention to where they 
buy what they breath. The air they cnrry on their backs mny be deadly enough 
to kill m:Lo.o--1?<nd men. 

G. Rosenthal (Editor) 
39 Avenal Dr. 
Toronto 10, Ont. 
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Now that my holidays are over and Roy Cutts has reoovered from his bout with 
bronchitis and/or pneumonia, let's get our Newsletter rolling rogularly again. 
Get your articles, beefs or what have you in to me and I'll see to it that 
it gets printed. 

•·•··•··••···•·•···············••··· 
WEST COAST DIVING by PETER MacFARLANE 

It's doubtful that those of us v.ho got into salt water this summer will ever 
be .the same again. If you liken our lakes to a playground with one swing on 
it, diving in marine waters is like a trip to Disneyland. We've been dazzled, 
dumbfounded and dazed by the numbers and kinds of things to be seen on the 
ooasts--in the case of a ·number of the clubmembers, it was at Newhaven; in my 
case, it was at Victoria, B.c. 

The water off Vancouver Island is frigid; it comes straight off the Pacific 
and hasn't been warmed over shallow sands. But the coldness seems to bother 
only the divers; everything else proliferates in quantity. It starts at the 
water's edge when you wade in to wet your flippers as the final part of getting 
suited up. Right there at your feet are great numbers of crabs, small ones about 
the size of a silver dollar though they'll grow to be six or eight inches 
across; "Hermit" crabs with their stolen snail-shell homes; inch-long "bull
heads" hiding under the pebbles and among the seaweed; snails 

1 
mussels and barn

acles, And you haven't even put your head in yet. When you do, the slow pulse 
of the waves coming into the rocky cove has everything dancing rhythmically; 
the profusion of things to see is staggering. 

Those razor-sharp barnacles that cover the rocks like teeth on a file and rasp 
off sections of your wet suit if you get too close--are suddenly transformed 
lacy, featherlike miniature gardens underwater. The animals inside sweep the 
water with delicate fronds in their search for food, Drifting over the bottom 
of the bay is like floating over an endless vegetable garden; · sea lettuce 
obscures the bottom in every direction. Running over the leaves are ginss
like crawling creatures resembling minute lobsters. These are shrimp, some of 
the "insects" of the sea. Another fun-thing to catch because it makes a fa:ir 
impression on the land-lubbers waiting at the shore nre nudibranchs, a kind of 
sea slug. 

Instead of a shell, these small creatures have a b'ack covered with fluorescent
coloured tiny tentacles. Small, transparent jelly-fish rated pretty well with 
my children, too. The bigger stuff waited until I rented . tanks nnd went in off 
the Victoria Harbour breakwater. Prosaic though it may seem, this artificial 
wall going down about 85 feet is one of the preffered diving places in the 
Victoria area. There is a thick tangle of kelp to be negotiated but it's worth 
it to see the flocks and schools of sea perch and cod. I was picking up scallop 
shells from n mysterious mound I found down at about forty feet. Something wns 
bringing the shellfish to this spot day after day and leaving the shells to 
accumulate; some shells had b'een there long enough for tube worms to build 
casings on the inside of the bi-valves; others were freshly opened. When I 
finally gave in to that feeling you get that someone behind you is looking, I 
turned around to face about two hundred rook fish. These fish have a large 
black, unwinking eye and like to hang motionless in the water. They permitted 
me to intrude on their classroom and to swim around and through the school. 
For me, this was the biggest moment of the whole trip--being accepted and being 
allowed to prowl within inches of more fish than I've ever seen bef0re this 
side of a meat market. 

There are two scuba shops in Victorin, differing ns widely in temperament as 
possible. Frank White runs a well-stocked shop near the Hudson's Bay store. 
He is the Aqua-lw:ig dealer for th:l Island and rents tanks and regulators at 
$4.00 a day, His shop keeps regular hours and he and his son swap shifts. 
The other scuba shop, Western Aquatic (further from town) never seems to close. · 
The radio is never dimmed, and pervades at top volume every corner of the large, 
spacious, and seemingly sparse store. This is obviously the pad for an active 
and energetic band of diving divers. Rod Palm has amassed an enviable amount 
of material on West Coast wrecks and is the ~~n to contact if you're interested 
in going down on some derelict in the adjacent "graveyard of the Pacific"• 

(CONT'D NEXT PAGE) 



Rod figures tre Pacific side of the island to the north-east of Victoria. is 
studded with wrecks; like Georgian Ba.y, untold rocky knolls wait just below 
the surface, uncharted and hungry. And Rod has maps well freckled with losses 
to substantiate it. 

Yes, I was dazzled by it all, I'll admit it. But there's another side to it. 
In that diving lotus-land they don't seem to get anything more out of it than 
we do here. In Ontario the necessity of clubs for training and comra.dery binds 
the sport into something very substantial. You have to work harder to keep· up 
your enthusiasm; you have to travel farther to get in a bit of diviq;;; there's 
less to see when you get there. But sonehow, you appreciate it more. 

•·••······•······•······••···•······• 
CONGRATULATIONS 

Our best wishes and congratulations go to RODNEY CHARLTON on his successful 
completion of grade 13• We expect to hear great things from him at the U of T • 

•••.•••.............. ; ...•.•... ; •....•.•. 
DAFFY DEFINITIONS by GLENN GRAHAM 

THE LOLLIPOP •••••••••••••••••••••••• Low adventure on the high seas. 

OVERWEIGHTED DIVER•••••••••••••••••• Dead Head 

SNORKEL ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• An all day sucker 

SEA WEED•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Underwater Bum 

SKINDIVERSe••••••••••••••••••••••••• Burlesque Underwater 

SKY DIVING•••••••••••••••••••••••••• High Entries "The easy way". 

THE TvVIRlEYS (RUPTURED EARDRUM) •••• • 11 Stop the World I want to get off"., 

A LONE DIVER•••••••••••••••••••••••• A sea Urchin 

A SAHARA SKINDIVER•••••••••••••••••• Have tank must travel. 

FREE ASCENT••••••••••••••••••••••••• An escalator ride. 

HAWIAIN SLING••••••••••••••••••••••• A gin sling with pineapple. 

FAIRHAVEN TRIP•••••••••••••••••••••• Sea Hunt, 

s.c.u.B.A ••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••• A sucker's bubble machine. 

LIFE VEST••••••••••••••••••••••••••• A self inflating & supporting blow-up Dra. 

A DIVING BELL••••••••••••••••••••••• Female diver. 

A DIVER' s DELIGHT ........ , .......... 1 po.rt RUM--4 parts 7-up--1 part lemon juict· 

·······~························ 

CHANGE OF ADDRESS 

PAT SHEPHERD (Single) ••• 1300 York Mills Road Apt 604 Don Mills ••••• 444-1947 

•.•.•.•.................... , ..... 
NIGHT DIVING by BORIS PEIJPEYKO 

A few years ago I had an opportunity to participate in a night dive in one of 
our lakes and the event left me rather unimpressed. That is why I did not 
anticipate anything exciting when two U.D.T. divers from the Key West Naval 
base invited Bob Gilliano and myself to take part in a night hunt for lobsters 
in the Gulf waters off Key Largo. 

(CONT'D) 
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The lob~ter se~son was going to open in n few days on Friday, July 31st and to 
the na~ives ~his date wns more important than the Fourth of July; Lobster was 
the ma.in topic of the local residents' conversations long before we arrived 
at the Keys. 

I remembered the 1958 trip to Bahia Honda with Eric Joey and Mo.rie. A few 
hundred feet from shore in relatively shallow water' we found dozens and dozens 
of.lobsters living in old hollow sponges and piles ~frocks. The season was 
still closed and we could not catch any of these apparently very tasty morsels 
for our table. The prospect of a few juicy tails in Mnrcelle's exquisite home
made mayonnaise influenced me into accepting the U.D.T. invitation. 

As the days passed, the natives' enthusiasm began exciting me and I was looking 
forward.to Friday midnight. In the meantime, Bob and I ma.de several daytime 
reconnaissance dives to locate the largest concentrations of PANULIRUS ARGUS 
(southern variety of lobster which differs from the northern in color and lack 
of .pincers). We discovered hundreds of them sitting in the rocks. They felt 
quite safe and contented in their holes and at the slightest suspicious move on 
our part, they disappeared into the depths of their nests. We were told that 
during the night this crowd leaves the safety of their lodgings and scatter 
all over the bottom in search of food. This is when you catch t~m with your 
bare hands. (The use of hand spears on crabs and lobsters is illegal in Florida) 

Apart from lobsters we discovered that the waters around us were abundant in 
sting rays of all kinds and sizes. 

Came Friday night and no-one went to bed. We were sitting on the dock telling 
fishing and diving stories. The dark blue sky was studded with stars as 
brilliant as huge diamonds and the water wns so still that even the reflection 
of three sntelites travelling one after the other across the sky could be seen 
in its dark mirror. From time to time the quietness of the night was interrupted 
by henvy splashes coming from the distance, or n cry of a night bird passing 
overhead·. A light breeze from the Atlantic cooled the air sufficiently to mnke 
this sub~tropical evening pleasant and relaxing. 

While awaiting midnight, I could not help but remember (quite suddenly) about 
the night feeding habits of sharks and my appetite for lobster in mayonnaise 
subsided considerably. It disappeared completely when the retired sea captain 
sitting beside me t old the story of a huge shark caught "right here" off the 
dock. 

Shortly before midnight, all marinas in our neighborhood became alive with 
activities. Non diving gourmets were putting powerful lights on their boats, 
some of them underwater or prepared 15-20 foot"long handles with net scoops at 
the end. We had all our masks, snorkels, fins, etc on when the radio on the dock 
sounded "four bells"• Blindingly illumin..,ted, an armada of boo. ts began moving 
out on the Gulf from all the little marinas along the coast as far as the eye 
could see. 

Fotr of us jUIIlped in the warm black wnter and after a short swim, we began otl' · 
hunt. While swimming down toward a dimly-illuminated bottom, I tried to remem
ber how to treat wounds inflicted by sting-rays. Turniquet recommended???? 
Was it hydrogen peroxide or epsom salt compresses???? Did I rem~mber to pack 
the Ichthammol ointment? Oh, to 'blazes with it 1 Nothing was going to happen 
a.nyway •••• Approaching the bottom, I could see lobsters scattered all over the 
sea floor graz i ng peacefully e.nd paying no att ention to tre light. A yellow
green beam from my l amp fell over one lobster of monstrous size. I surfaced, 
filled my lungs with fresh air and down I went aiming carefully for the thick 
back. Then I grabbed fa.st and hara •••• 

The thing I had in my hnnd did not feel like lobster at all. I had scooped a 
handful of sand and seawee~. The huge lobster had just vanished and I did not 
know where or when.. I tried the same tactics severo.l times with the same 
result. I noticed that a powerful flip of a lobster's tail projects it o.t 
fantastic speed through the water (backwards of course) a long time before you 
can touch it with your hands. I realized that we were using the wrong method~ 
The people on the boats were scooping lobsters in their nets from behind and 
they were faring quite well. I was wondering how the other divers were doing. 
In this game we obviously could not maintain any buddy system due to the nature 
of the hunt. We could, however, see each other's light in the distance. I 
switched off my light while swimming towards the other divers and at once I 
noticed a strong luminescence around me. 
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These waters are thick with pla.ncton which emits a. strong phosforescent glow 
when disturbe~. Each time I moved my arm or kicked my fins, I left a luminous 
turbulance which lasted several seconds and formed a trail of light behind me, 
When my eyes got used to darkness, I began to see these luminous trails all 
around me. ' There were short comet-like trails left most probably by a slowly 
moving fish, ·or long narrow trails left probably by a fa11t-moving barracudas. 
The green zig-zags of an evasive action were followed by similar but much heavier 
zig-zags of an attacker. Sometimes the zig-zags ended abruptly and heavy ones 
became a straight short trail. A tragic end of life of one being and contented 
satisfaction for th9 other. Some luminous patches were dancing around the others, 
separating, approaching or disappearing, and one could not guess whether this 
was an amorous play or a death or life struggle. This fascinating, unexpected 
spectacle made me (for a mnment) forget the lobsters and sting rays. A large 
phosforescent shape appeared in tra black distance and moved swiftly toward my 
position. Thousands of thoughts flashed through my mind before I realized it 
was Bob coming to see if I had had any luck. I would have bashed him if it 
wer e not for his size. 

After two hours of ha.rd labor we had two legal size lobsters between the four 
of us, and we were getting disgusted. While my companions attempted a last 
try among some coastal rocks, I decided to swim out a short distance to try my 
luck in a sponge patch I saw during the day. I finally managed to pin two 
lobsters to the ground however I had to release tl1:3m as they were undersize• 
A pair of huge antenas protruding from a big hollow sponge attracted my atten
tion. They were about two feet long and I was sure there were several pounds 
of body attached to them. 

I blocked the exit from the sponge and started cutting furiously into its side 
with my knife in order to get to the lobster's back. I was getting closer and 
closer to the trapped monster when a fast approaching luminous turbulance 
appeared on my left turned n wide circle around me, disappeared in the dist
ance only to reappe~r a few seconds later heading towards me. Judging by 
it's speed, I realized it was not a. diver. In the beam of my light I perceived 
for a short instance an opalescent green of a huge eye• I just surfaced 
and took off leaving ' a. foaming, jet-like trail behind me. The unknown 11 IT

11 

for some reason did not attempt to catch up with me• 

This was the end of my lo'l;)ster hunt. Although I did no-t ca.tGh o.ny--I had had 
enough excitement to last me a long time. I did not know then that I was in 
for some more during our next dive on Molasses Reef• But this is another story, 
as Kipling so.id. 

The next day we went to a lobster fisherman and bought half a dozen lobsters. 
They tasted like straw sprinkled with iodine••••••• 

··~························· 

ED'S NOTEuThanks Boris, it's good to have you back • 

•....•••....•..•........•..• 
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-----·--·---~~~-.~~~~-~~----·----··J PRESIDENT'S REPORT by K. ROY CUTTS 

The executive ru:-s pl~oed before t~e general membership a constitutional change 
regarding our financl.8.1 year. This change will help make the difficult task of 
the Treasurer a little easier, and a benefit to the club's operation. 

September being the start of our training year, it follows that our financial 
year should also start at this time. Each club year will then start with a 
clean slate with old and new members dues becoming payable at the same time. 
Also the dues collected in early fall will help us through our most expensive 
period. 

If the recommendation is accepted, the group of trainees who did not start 
their s.c.u.D.A. class before the summer recess will be allowed to continue 
through to Dec. 31st before renewing their membership. We realize that all 
our other members will lose 3 months out of the~r paid up year, this first year. 
But I am sure you will accept the proposal for the betterment of club management. 

Now that we are about to embark on our 64-65 training program, we can expect 
a large group of people wanting to join our Club. le.st year we enrolled 72 
members. Of this number, we had about Ta% renewals. This year it has been 
suggested that we limit our membership to 75. This would mean (with the 100% 
renewals I am expecting) that our new membership will be limited. So if you 
have friends andlor relatives who are planning to become members---oome early 
or you will miss the boat. 

Our training program committee will be the same as lnst year with one addition. 
I have asked Peter MaoFarlane to assist Gerry Lo'Wdon with our graduates. We 
had a quick look at the proposed advanced program and it promises to be an ex
citing year. 

•··•·••····••·•·······•·······•···• 
MONDAY SSP.r 14th 8.,.00 p.m. SHARP I l I Introduction Night. Bring your friends 
and/or relatives wishing to learn skin and scuba diving. 

MONDAY SEPT 21--first lectures and wet training night. 

·······•·······•········•····•··•·· 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS HAL OBERMAN---822 GLENN ST. OSHAWA ONT 

................................... 
ED'S NOTE: The following article reprinted from the HAMILTON SUB-MARINERS 
DIVING NEWS seems to be a universal complaint. Unfortunately, they do not 
give the author 1 s name. Perhaps the C .s .A.C. 1 s "Braintrust" can get their 
heads together and come up with the rigtlt answers ••••••• 

Fellow Divers: Author Unknown 

I was going to write the usual type of article, prai sing our sport, but instead 
I thought I would discuss a controversial subject. What is wrong with a sport, 
when people who have taken the trouble to be properly trained, decide after 
a short time, that they have no further interest in divir:g. Look around the 
next time you go diving, count the faces there who were with you when you 
started diving. Every time I go diving I see an abundence of new faces and a 
shortage of old divers' faces. WHY ?????????? 

This question wns prompted by the new· address sheet of N.A.U.I. graduates. 
Look at the number of unknown addresses. Remember, these 'people through hard 
work acquired the highest· degree it is possible to obtain, and now their ad
dresses are not even known. WHY??????? 

One thing I believe kills interest is the over-regimentation of the organized 
divir:g fraternity. How many instructors have gone away for a diving weekend, 
and prompltly acquired- a novice· diver to oversee? Thereby, instead of a care
free weekend with associates of proven ability, they are saddled with additional 

· · i t t 0 b 0 lit 0 nd ??????????? responsibilities. Where does an ns rue ors responsi 1 ies e ·· · ·· · ··· ·· 

(CONT'D) 
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As an individual becomes active in organized diving,--nssumes responsibility in 
club work,--may even proceed further and assume provincial responsibilities 
hi? or he: diving time becomes even more curtailed. We all have only so mu~h 
leisuz:e ti~,.and these duties cut into our recreation time. Ask the HEADS of 
organized diving grou~s how much open water diving time they got in this year. 
You may be very surprised at their answers • 

••••.................... 
FCR SAIE--LAKE SIMCOE COTTAGE, LAKE FRONTAGE UNLIMITED l by PETER Macfarlane 

It's true that practically all the available lake frontage on the shore-side of 
Lake Simcoe has been taken, but what about the water-side? Why not a cottage 
a few tens of feet out from the shore and a few fathoms down? It would double 
the available "frontage", wouldn't it? 

This might not have been what the U.S. Navy had in mind when it started its 
Sealab project but when the experiment was successfully completed a few weeks 
ago, an underwater o·ottage came much closer to being a reality. The Sealab 
itself was a 40-f~ot-long steel-hulled capsule connected to a mother ship by 
an umbilical cord of hoses and cables which provided power, water and air, 
and carried phone and closed-circuit television connections. The interior was 
crammed with six berths, tables, storage lockers, a shower, hot plate, six elec
trical heaters and n sign that said, "Welcome to Inner Space". 

The Sealab wns dropped to a depth of 192 feet. The pressure at that depth was 
equivalent to six times atmospheric pressure at sea. level. There was an open 
~anhole on the underside of the capsule. The nir pressure inside, at 86 lbs 
per square inch, equaled the water pressure outside and kept the seawater from 
entering the livirg space., Getting in and out of the See.lab was as simple as 
falling in the pool. 

The air inside was a synthetic mixture of gases. The proportions of oxygen and 
nitrogen were kept the same as they a.re found at sea level. But at the high pres· 
sure maintained in the Sea.lnb they had to be diluted by 80% helium. There was 
16% nitrogen nnd only 4% oxygen--too little oxygen to light a match. At six 
atmospheres of pressure water could be heated much hotter than tre ·surface boil
ing point of 212 degrees F. but it never bubbled or gave off steam. A bottle 
of pop when opened sucked air in instead of squirting fizz out. 

Maybe none of these things are what you look for in a summer cottage. Still 
you might find escape from the everyday cares of busy city life more possible 
because of the compulsory decompression period involved. In the Sea.lab ex
periment it was found that once a diver stays down 24 hours or more, the body 
tissues become fully saturated with nitrogen and helium and beyond that time, 
the time required for decompression does not increase, whether he stays down a 
day ar a we·ek or a month. Dut decompression takes two days, seven hours and 
30 minutes--ab~ut the width of a Is.bor Day Weekend. Once you decided to get 
away for the weekend and take it easy--you'd have to do just that, in your 
under-water retreat. 

I've got my eye on a choice lot on the botin m of I.eke Simcoe at th e entrance 
to Kempenfelt Bay. It's at 140 fe et. I'll subdivide. Any t akers? 

Dear Peter: 

I'm all for it. lake Simcoe is an idenl spot for an underwater cottage an1 
140 feet is just what I had in mini. Only one thing bothers me----where 
do I park my car? 

••...•...........•..• 
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FIFTEENTH SEMI-ANNUAL CONVENTION AT BIGWIN INN by PETER Macfarlane 

Because .. it was the first OUC Convention I'd ever been to 
comparison, but judging by the enthusiastic conmendation~ 
from all who attended it was apparent that the CANS-ETOBI 
the meeting made possible a most successful and memorable 

I had no bas is for 
and congratulations 
group who organized 
convention •. 

You certainly wouldn't have guessed that it was a meeting of scuba divers 
though; practically nobody got wet--at least not externally. There was a f~ll 
schedule of events and everybody turned out on time and in force--with the pos
sible exception of a scheduled item titled 11 7 a..m •. swim". I'm told a dozen or 
so were up and in the water at that time but I suspect they had come straight 
over from the linil)o competitions of the night before. 

The people who organized tl'e convention meet kept things running smoothly right 
fr om the moment you drove up at the dock across the lake from the island. 
Your arrival was relayed to the Inn by walkie-talkie while you were crossing 
in the old cruiser. Then you were met by n splendidly uniformed gentleman in 
a crimson jacket who looked like he'd just left the foxhunt; it turned out to 
by Roy Cutts. Roy escorted you up the long covered walk to the Inn, and there 
Diane Hook as one of the girls at the registration desk gave you your convention 
badge. 

The boat continued to bring large numbers of delegates and friends over Sat- · 
urday afternoon. Our club was well represented by Derek Gordon and his wife, 
Ian and vera Brant, Ken warren and his wife, Al and Janet Sykes, Gerry & Lydia 
Lowdon, Bruce Martin, Glenn Graham, Fred Mundell, Ron Morrell and his wife, 
Pat Shepherd, George and Lily Rosenthal, Roy Cutts and myself, and of course 
Diane Hook 

There were many survivors Sunday morning and a large number of delegations 
got down to business in the aptly-named "Marine Room". The weather was con
tinuing cool but clear and the picture postcard panorama against which the con
vention was set was very pleasant. A brisk tempo was set for the agenda of 
items by Ross Cowan, counsel for the OUC who was Chairman of the convention. 
He started off by setting out the ground rules, a rather intricate and complic
ated system of time limits on motions and discussion. Twenty-seven clubs 
answered the roll call and the me eting wa s launched into a sea of reports. 

Roy Cutts has reported on the significant results of the convention and addit
i onal data from the meetings will b e forwarded to the club and available for 
those interested in getting some of the details. There w~re reports on progress 
in our attempt to get spear-fishing or underwater hunting legalized; news 
about the formation of an Association of Canadian Underwater Councils which 
brings the OUC together with the Vancouver Island Council, the Pacific Under
water Council, the Alberta Skin Diving Council, the ]hnitoba Underwater Council 
and the Mariti100 Diving Council; news that tl'e Quinte Flying Fragment and the 
Trenton Aqua Divers will again host the Diver's Rally next May 24th weekend. 

The most a l arming r eport wa s one from Bob Peters who pointed out that a sal
vage company is at present breaking up wrecks in t he Tobermory area which have 
l ong been favourite diving sites. On August 17th, the l~it~ana Clipper, 
arrived at Tobermory Harbour. The crew stated that they were to tear apart all 
the wrecks in the nrea in order to salvage metal for their personal pr of i t. 
The local residents called a meeting to see if this "vanda lism" could be stopped , 
They decided to inform the Receiver of Wrecks, the Historical Society and the 
OUC of the situation. Since then there has been a considerable amount of action 
involving, for one, the MP for the Bruce Peninsula, -Mio happens to be an avid 
scuba diver. 

Other items on the agenda concerned the .recent installation of a recompression 
chamber at the Toronto General Hospital, the formation of a Canadian division 
as one of three regions in the reorganization of NAUI, a report from the recent 
Mexicro City meeting of 'the Underwater Society of .America , the setting of stand
ards for breathing-air, an item about the OUC instructor evaluation program in 
London Ontario November 7 & 8, Glenn Graham's rEport on two diving accidents 
this sunnner, news that the Littoral .Society has now become a self-sustaining 
organization independant of the OUC, items about the Sportsman's Show, a film 

(CONT I) 
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festival and beach blitzes. There was a lot of interest in a proposal put 
forward by a commercial publisher to print a Canadian Diver's magazine of 
newsstand quality incorporating the material that appears currently in the 
OUC News~ 

The convention concluded with elections which saw the board of directors for 
this coming year consisting of George Burt, Bar~ara Colley, Trevor Meldrum, 
Ha.ndk Halliday; Al Hocking and Verd Matts •. 

It was after five when the meetings ended at Bigwin Inn. It wasn't easy to 
leave all that lovely Northern scenery behind and I'm sure all who attended will 
want to return there when the next OUC Convention comes arourrl. The Ca.ns-Etobi 
organizers have a hit on their hands• 

••••o•••••~•~••••••••••••••••••••••• 

POOL RULES 

Members are to observe nll rules and regulations governing the use of the Pool 
and class room as laid down by the school or/and North York parks and recrea
tion Dept. 

Any damage occuring to the pool is to be reported immediately to the senior 
member of the Executive present, who will report it to th3 pool superintendant. 

The pool must not be entered before 9.00 pm. and must be left by 10,55 p.m. 

There must be no interfere.nee with another member or his equipment. 

No overarm swimming strokes are allowed except when a member of the swimming 
class or during free swimming period. 

No racing or underwater endurance contests. 

No shouting, rowdyism or profane language. 

Instructors directions are to be obeyed without hesitation or dispute. 

Any person who does not leave the po0l when so directed by an instructor is 
liable to suspension or expulsion from the club. 

BY ORDER 
THE EXECUTIVE 
THE CANADIAN SUB AQUA CLUB 

............................... 
BELATED BIRTHDAY GREETIN:S--I have been a little lax in remembering birth
day greetings of late, but better late than never, so with my apologies, 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY GREETINGS TO THE FOLLOWIID : 

.ART HIBBERD •••••••••••• AUG 31 
PETER MACF .ARLANE ••••••• AUG 9 
BARB.ARA CH.ARLTON ••••••• SEP 4 
HAL OBERMAN••••••••••••SEP 15 
HOW.ARD QBAI lr.-.-.-.-..--. • ..-..-. .-SE-P 14 
SAUL SIGAL ••••••••••••• SEP 2 

---AND IN TIME----HAPPY BIRTHDAY GREETINGS TO: 

MISS DIANE HOOK •••••••• SEPT 22 
MRS BARB MllNE ••••••••• SEPI' 2 9 

.AND IF I HAVE MISSED ANYONE ••••• HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU TOO • 

•.........................•.. 
FAIRHAVEN WAS A TREMENDOUS SUCCESS., ••••• WHERE TO NEXT YEAR? 
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NOTICE TO "Th'E ADVANCED DIVERS" (THOSE GRADUATED OUT OF SCUBA CLASS) 

W~uld the advanced people who are interested in diving and interested in wide
ning th~ir experience in diving please come out to the club meetings as we are 
attempting to plan a course outline for the year. 

We will be having guest speakers at regular intervals and in order for these 
people to be appreciated, they must be heard by as many as possible. 

•··•··•······•···•·········· 
GET MORE OUT OF DIVING by GERRY IDWDON, REG DE LA ROSA and 

PETER MACFARLANE 
It is difficult to find a name for the group of divers who, having passed their 
co~ses in skin and scuba diving, are interested in extending their practise 
an~ p~rforma.nce. In lieu of a better term, the word "advanced" is being used~ 
This isn't a bad choice because it infers that participants in tre group are 
seeking to advance their skills and are succeeding, and that there is an 
advanced level for new-comers to aspire to. 

It is difficult to find a word to describe the activities of the advanced 
group. The hope is that it will be considered by each person in the group as 
a sharing of the mutual desire to improve oneself. This mutual group self
improvement isn't really a course or a set of lessons. It is meant to be more 
democratic than that. It is meant to give each and every member of the group 
the responsibility for keeping the weekly meetings going, to contribute to the 
success of both the classroom and pool activities by being there, and by taking 
active part in the continuing discussions ns to how to improve the activities. 

It is good diving practise to be nwnre of ynur limits. This is 0ne of tre 
objectives of the a otivities for the advanced group. Another objective is to 
extend these limits, because each person can always improve his particular 
abilities in a particular area. The activities will encourage him to try. 

An opportunity for challenge and reward exists for the advanced group in that 
the training could lead to OUC Certification. This would offer a target for the 
individual, one of standard accessibility and difficulty. 

When discussing the needs and desires of the advanced group, the conversation 
ranged over a number of interesting possibilities. Without organizing the items 
into any particular order but keeping in mind tha~ the group indicated it 
wanted challenging obstacles to hurdle, here are some of the activities mention
ed: the ever-present need to improve skills at doffing and donning, the putting 
on of a regulator with the tank underwater, finding a unit underwater with the 
mask blacked out, buddy-breathing for two lengths in 30 seconds with one of the 
two wearing a blacked-out mask, learning to breathe off a tank without a reg
ulator; there were also the lighter moments with tasks such as drinking p0p 
underwater, eating and baloon-blowing. There are also a wide range of emergency 
prooeedures to be dealt with, both indoors and outdoors, including in the latte1 
circumstances--~ree ascent. 

Guest speakers invited to address the advanced group can include: Ben Davis, 
Brent Davies, George Burt--all active in diving and diving af'fairs with the 
OUC and their clubs, RCN Divers and the Downsview group of the RCAF, Ario Gattj 
and others involved in related research at the Museum and in the University. 
The mnny additional suggestions for speakers, films and items are expected to 
come from the group. 

Like all good investments, you get out what you put into it. If you want to 
get more out of diving, put yourself into the advanced group. 

CHANGE OF ADDRESS 

SAUL & RHODA SIGAL •••• 459 LYTTON BLVD TORONTO 12 •••••• Ru-l-8049 

BRUCE MARTIN •••••••••• 130 FOXRIDGE DR APT 302 SCARBORO 267--2769 
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MOTION--ALL DUES PAYABLE AS OF SEPT 1--

~: This week we vote on the Executive reoonunendntion on change of the 
fisonl year. Cast your ballot Monday evening Sept 28th • 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
NOVEMBER ELECTIONS c.s.A.C. (EDITORIAL) 

We nre indeed fortunate to have an Executive under whose capable ability 
our Club has grown into a well-run and well-orgcnized fraternity. 

They have wisely chosen members with merit and n desire to be active in the 
Club to serve on our numerous cormnittees• 

Our Executive have given unselfishly their time and best efforts to improve 
our training and social nativities. 

Under their skillful guidance many new members have come along to show 
Executive capabilities, and no doubt will receive recognition by being nom
inated for various positions in the coming election. 

However, it is my personal opinion that our Club will be best served by re
electing EVERY SINGLE MEMBER OF OUR PRESENT EXECUTIVE. They have proven · 
ability and proven that they deserve our support in the coming elections. 

G. Rosentha 1 

•....•.•.... ~ ... ; .....••.•••..••.. ~ 
O.U.C. CONVENTION by I.AN BRANT 

Our weekend started with ~ bang, like we got a flat tire when we reached the 
ferry dock• It was eleven p.m. and cold. We waited ten minutes for the bent 
and five minutes later we were heading out to Bigwin Inn. It was very cold on 
tre boat but it didn't bother me one little bit---! had my harem with me, 
Diane, Pat and Vera. 

We reached Bigwin Inn and registered at the desk and then we headed for ou
r espective rooms where we we~e greeted by Ray, Ken and Carole, Fredt Rnger 
Bury and Ed Jones, and a big glass of rye. Needless to say we had a party. 
Vera and I were very lucky we had a room with twin beds. Diane and Pat were 
not so lucky, they got a room and no beds. However things were soon straigh
tened out. 

Saturday was a beautiful day. Vera and Diane worked at the registration desk 
while Ron Morrell and I played golf, and later a game of tennis. At night 
everyone got dressed for a fabulous buffet dinner and dance afterwards. At 
midnight we adjourned to the West Lodge for another wing-ding party which broke 
up about four in the morning, 

Sunday morning we got up, and had breakfast with every intention of going to 
th3 meeting, but unfortunately the night before was too much for me. We went 
back to the room and tried to sober up. later we went for a walk to the 
Bigwin Tower and met Ge"rge and Lil and arranged a golf game for later. We 
finished about 5.30 with me one up on Genrge. With this we caught the ferry 
and headed for home. 

The Convention was a big success and hope that future conventions will be run 
under simil~r conditions. 

I would like to take this opportunity to conm~nd the CANS-ETOBI committee 
who did so much work to make the Convention a success • 

•.•.................••• 
THE KEYS TO GOOD DIVIID 

A committee of four, Ian Brant, Diane Hook, Boris Pelipeyko and George Rosent!nl 
was formed to organize our proposed trip to the Florida Keys next July. 
(probably the last two weeks) 

Boris has been busy writing letters to various Chambers of Commerce in the 
area and has already r eceived many replies. 
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Pertinent information is being requested and received such as rates for 
lodging, availability of air, boats, etc., etc. 

Some members have shown a desire to travel by bus while others who intend 
to travel with their family intend to motor down.' In order tho.t this conunittee 
tackle the many problems intelligently we must know and ns soon as possible--

1) How mn.ny plan to come~ 
2) How many in your party~ 
3) How many wish to go by bus~ 
4) How many intend to motor down~ 

Fr?m :arly reports, housekeeping accommodation runs roughly $50-60 per week. 
This is per unit. You are permitted up to four people per unit. Single 
members will find this cuts costs c0nsiderably, 

Let us know your intentions, Let us hear your questions, and we will try to 
come up with nnswers. 

Some members have already shown their sincere desire to participate. We must 
however know the exact number we have to contend with. Ian Brant has started 
hi' s 11 SA,T"C1 NOW PLAN" , 0 l .v~ • n y by putting some dough nway now will the conunittee 
know your intent• 

Help us plnn a successful and enjoyable trip~ 

•••••·······•·····················• 
TWO HUNDRED FATHOJ\IIS, ANYONE? by PETER NJACF .AB.LANE 

We were talking about it the other night at the restaurant after a session in 
the pool. We were saying that the two frontiers of diving are greater depths 
and faster decompression times. And of course the name of Hannes Keller came 
up. Keller is the friendly, secretive young mnn who has apparently survived 
dives to 1000 foet. It would seem that he is smart enough to realize that if 
his courage and his theories get him down to this depth and beyond to his 
avowed goal of 3000 feet, then he'll have the only key to the door through 
which thousands of divers are waiting to descend. And that would be like 
having the key to Fort Knox I 

Behind Keller, there is a famous European specialist in the field of the 
physiology of respiration. He is Doctor Albert Buhlma.nn of the University of 
Zurich. Keller went to him in the summer of 1959 after diving in Swiss lakes 
for a. couple of years and having become fascinated with the idea of solvirg 
some of the problems that limit diving to the first 200 feet or so of water. 
Keller as a. teacher of mathematics to engineering students was sure it wo.s just 
a matter of applying maths and mechanics to the problems to firrl the answers. 
His search for infornntion about how humans breathe t ook him to Dr. Buhlmann. 

Keller felt the main barrier to deep diving was "nitrogen narcosis". He wo.s 
astonished to hear Dr. Buhlmann say thlt he didn't believe in the toxic effect 
of nitrogen. This "intoxication" wasn't unique t o diving. During experimental 
and clinical work with the physiology of respiration and circulation, Dr. 
Buhlma.nn often had to deal with problems of narcosis, but he had never heard 
it blamed on nitrogen and doubted that something like that existed . 

He and Keller started to work together. L 1 the f c.ll of 1959, Keller dove to 
400 feet breathing a mixture of 90% nitrogen and lo% oxygen. He had no signs 
of intoxi cation nor any other disturbances. That seemed to rule nut nitrogen 
a s the real cause. They suspected that the narcosis could be attributed t o 
carbon dioxide retention during over-exertion of the respiratory muscles~ 

But just how an::l why was cnrbon dioxide building up? 

They began to investigate oxygen. This gas, vital to life, is absorbed into th•, 
blood from the lungs by the haemoglobin. The oxygen is then carried to the 
tissues in the body where it is transferred and carbon dioxide picked up from 
the tissues. The bl0od then carries this waste product back to the lungs 
where it is exhaled. When oxygen is breathed in under high pressures it 
saturates the haemoglobin in the blood and the tissues. Then the cycle isn't 
completed because the haemoglobin doesn't get a chance to absorb tm carbon 
dioxide from the tissues and C02 starts to build up in the body. 
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T~e n~xt task the~ was to keep oxygen from saturating the blood. This meant 
diluting o~ygen with increasing quantities of some other gas as the diving 
d~pth we.s.i~cre~sed. At this point, Dr. Buhlmnnn ran into wlnt he termed the 
biggest linutation in deep diving. He called it airway resistance. 

A gas will flow through a tube in a way that is defined as laminar. The sides 
of trn tube will offer a certain resistance to the flow of the gas. When the 
flo~ is laminar the resistance is least; it passes through tre tube as easily 
as it can. Now as the flow of the gas increases--that is, as the diver goes 
deeper and demands more and more of the gas--then the resistance builds up nild 
the flow ceases to be laminar; it becomes turbulent. Once turbulence starts 
tre resist~nce of the tube to the passage of the gns increases startlingly, ' 
The tubes involved aren't just the breathing hoses fr0m the regulator but also 
include the bronchial tubes of the diver. ~ ' 

Experimenting with various gases, nitrogen, argon nnd helium, Dr. Buhlmann 
found tlat helium was the best gas for diluting oxygen. It .is the airwny res
istance of the diluting gas that is critical in deep diving, because if the 
respiratory muscles have ta work so hard tn ventilate the diluting gas that it 
creates more carbon dioxide thnn the lungs can pass off with ea.ch breath, then 
n C02 build-up begins and narc0sis is .the result. It is interesting that 
before Dr. Buhlma.nn met Hannes .Keller, he had noticed narcosis effects in 
patients with bronchial asthma.. 

There is no difference between work done under normnl atmospheric conditions 
and work done under water. For a given amount of work, the same qunntity of 
oxygen is needed, the same quantity of carbon dioxide is produced, and the same 
ventilation is required to eliminate the carbon dioxide. If the ventilation 
is inadequate--because of oxygen saturation or airway resistance--there will 
be retention of C02 and as a result signs of intoxication and narcosis. 

The mystery surrounding the Keller deep dives is in the equipment used to 
dilute and supply the helium-oxygen mixtures to the diver, the restrictions 
on the work done by the diver at depth, and the armunt of time oxygen is used 
during recompression. To achieve his gonl of self-containeed, self-supported 
deep-diving, Keller must be o.ble to divorce himself from his Swiss Svengali 
and control the mixtures himself ns he descends and rises again or the whole 
venture will remn.in a neat laboratory demonstration. We don't know us yet 

.· how successful he has been. 

As this is being written, the U.S. Navy is challenging Keller's grandstand playb 
Four Navy divers have been kept successfully for nine days at a depth of 192 
feet off Bermuda. The next step according to Captain George Bond, Director 
of the Medical Research Iaborat0ry at New London, Connecticut, is a month's 
stay at 600 feet. The method used runs parallel to Keller's theory that an 
"elevator" would have to be used to prepare and deliver the diver at the re
quired depth. 

Whereas the first news of Keller's experiments seemed to suggest that a wet
suited dj.ver would soon be able to leave tre surface and descend for a 150 to 
200 ·fathoms it now appears that these trips are dependant on a chamber to 
compress th; diver and the go.sea on the way down and to decompress the diver 
on the wo.y back. 

Regardless of what the next development in diving is, it was th~ ~n~i~idual 
endeavours of Keller thnt dramatized a.t an eo.rly stage the possibilities of 
brertking the ''two-hundrea foot barrier", and maybe he has some more surprises 
for us yo-t' 

··········-----------·-----·-·,··~ 

\ 

' '· 
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lst OCTOBER NEW FISCAL YEAR--The recommendation by the Executive that we change 
our fiscal year was adopted by the members at Mondays meeting by a large maj
ority. This will be a big help to our Club as a whole and OU' treasurer in 
particular. Let us make his job a little easier by paying our dues on time. 

ADVANCED SCUBA GROUP--Gerry, Reg and Peter are doing a bang-up job with the 
advanced group. For the first time to my knowledge, there is a concrete program 
both dry and wet for the lost sheep. If the last two Mondays are an example 
of what lies in store for us for the coming year, then the advanced group can 
truly .ADVANCE in their Scuba skills and knowledge • . 

ANNUAL ELECTION MEETING NOVEMBER 26th--More detailed information in next week's 
Newsletter. 

···~······················~·········· 

HEALTH REQUIREMENTS FOR DIVERS by DR H.J. SHYKOFF 

Now that a new skin diving and SCUBA training season is beginning, I would 
like to outline our revised program of health requirements for divers. 

l. All members must have a chest x-ray. This will be arranged for by the Club 
through the Gage Institute at no cost to the diver. Records will be kept 
by the Club and repeat x-rays will be arranged every three years or more 
often if required. 

If you have had a negative chest x-ray within the past three years and no 
serious chest disease in the interval, please give this information and 
approximate dute of the x-ray to the Membership or Medical Director. 

2. A complete physical examination & history with special emphasis on chest, 
heart, ears and sinuses must accompany application for membershp in the 
Club or be presented within 2 weeks. The physical examination must be 
repeated every 3 years. If there has been any serious disease in the 
interval, a further certificute of physical fitness is required. 

If your doctor is not familiar with the health requirements for s.c.u.B.A. 
diving, ask him to call Dr. H. Shykoff at Ga 1-2668 in the evening. 

3. If you have a "cold 11 , refrain from diving until you have recovered. You 
can always catch up to your class. If in doubt--DON'T DIVE 1 

Eaoh health problem is assessed as it arises and our rules are lenient. We 
don't want to keep you from diving because of a minor ailment, but we want 
to allow you to DIVE SAFELY1 

A small amount of ca.re will assure us all a pleasant training session. 

•···•··•········•·•···•••• 
CHANGE OF ADDRESS 

TERRY WOOD ••• . •• 152 BROADLANDS RIND DON MILLS ONT 447-4493 
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WHAT'S FISHY ABOUT UNDERWATER MAN? by PETER MACF.ARLANE 

. . · Staff Feature writer for CSAC 
Do you enJoy science-faction? Reports of what's going on in diving these 
days read more and more like science-fiction. Not since the days of .Jules 
Verne ha.a unde~-sea science, or oceanology as they're calling it now, taken on 
such ~ut-of-th~s-world characteristics. Take Jacques Cousteau's idea of 
men-fish, for instance. 

Cousteau has suggested that soon scientists will develop techniques that will 
make possible a species of under-sea man he labels homo aquaticus. These humans 
~ill spend their whole life underwater and will breathe by means of gills. 

e arg~es that because humans have gills at one stage of development as embryos 
a surgical oper~tion would be possible in which gill tissue (presumably from ' 
fish) could be implanted in th3 embryonic gill slits. The remnant of this gill 
slit exists in adult humans as the Eustachian tube. Cousteau's supposition 
is that ho~o aquati~us would be able to get the necessary oxygen for life from 
the water Just as fish do. Is this just another poetic thought from diving's 
"father" a.nd foremost philosopher, or is it really possible? 

We should be careful how we answer this question. Science-fiction writers 
are constantly pointing out to their readers that the distance between the pro
posal of an impossibility and its becoming possible is getting shorter and 
shorter as soience progresses; there is hnrdly enough time to think up something 
that can't be done before a way is fouhd to do it. So what are some of the 
considerations raised by Cousteau's men-fish idea? 

Well, let's go back to the beginning. When animals evolved the ability to 
survive out of the water, they first had to develop the ability to get their 
oxygen in a different way than fish. In the sea, water holds oxygen and the 
animals that live there draw it into their bodies or swim through it. Their 
tissues absorb the oxygen straight from the water; the method is simple; prim
itive, in fact. When animals moved on to the land they each had to take a part 
of the ocean with them, but the part of the ocean in each animal was a small 
part, not enough water to hold enough oxygen for the needs of an animal of any 
size at all. So something had to be added, a substance that would increase the 
efficiency of body fluids to hnld oxygen. In most animals, including humans, 
the added substance is called blood. Blood holds seventy times more oxygen than 
water. Humans are warm-blooded animals; therefore they burn up considerable 
quantities of oxygen to keep the body temperature up constantly. When swimming 
or diving we need n lot of oxygen. In fact, we need about two and a half pints 
of oxygen a minute. We'll return to this in a moment. 

What sort of gills must Cousteau have in mind for homo aquaticus? Neat and · 
streamlined, like a shark? Or large a.nd elephantine, like a grouper? Well, 
they won't look like those of a shark. The shark, a very primitive fish-like 
animal never developed an air bladder like true fish did--so a shark can 
never stop swimming or it .will sink. Therefore it moves all its life, never 
stopping--and in doing so, moves through great quantities of water and suffic
ient quantities of oxygen. That certainly wouldn't suit men-fish because the 
whole reason for going down in the first place is to investigate, to stop and 
see, :Now those .fish thnt just hang around have large gills that open and shut, 
draw~ng in water by the mouth and circulating it past the exposed gill tissues. 
In order not to have to move through vast quantities of oxygenated water, the 
true fish gill moves large quantities of water and oxygen through the fish. 
And remember, fish are cold-blooded animals nnd don't use all that much oxygen 
in the first place, compared to mammals. 

So now a picture begins to emerge of Cousteau's theoretical men-fish. 
Their gills would have to be large, flapping things somehow made to open and 
close by muscle-power. Using liters for a moment, sea-water holds g liters of 
oxygen in every one thousand liters of ocean. If homo aquaticul needs 1.5 
liters of oxygen per minute, his gills are going to have to completely absorb 
all the oxygen out of 167 liters of water per minute. That's equivalent to 
more than four and a half pints of water through the mouth every second. Even 
with beer, Howie couldn't keep that up for long' 

So it seems unlikely that man will follow the seals and porpoises and change 
the shape of his body to survive in tai sea. Rather it's more likely that man 
will continue to develop his artifacts, his technology and science, to cope with 
the new environment in the ocean. And already, one possible answer is being 
developed--by astronauts. Rnther than fill space ships with breatheable air, 
a method is being developed by which small oxygen bottles containing oxygen 
under pressure are being attached directly to the arteries of the astronaut 
and the life-giving gas is being infused to oxygenate tai blood, by-passing 
the lungs. 
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So, perhaps by not looking back to fish but by looking ahead to astronauts, 
soience will give us the key to colonizing the oceans with underwater men. 

I wonder if M. Cousteau reads science-fiction? 

•...............•..• 
FREE ASCENT by DR. H.J. SHYKOFF 

There appears to be some controversy as to the relative wisdom in teaching 
free ascents. A recent article in the Etobicoke Newsletter by Bruce McGregor 
goes into this problem and the author after careful thought feels that the 
pr~c~ice i~ dangerous and should only be reserved for those emergencies re
quiring this rather desperate measure. He takes the view that a. thorough 
understanding of the principles involved should be enr:mgh to enable the dis
tressed diver to use this technique. That practice although admittedly be
nificial in perfecting the method, exposes a large ~umber of persons to the 
danger of air embolism. 

In other words, he feels that the insurance premium may cost considerably more 
than t~ benefits paid. This, one must admit, is n reasonable argument. 

However, when one dives with scuba. gear, any ascent combined with breath-holding 
can result in air embolism. Further--the greatest relative change of volume of 
air occurs within 15 feet of the surfa.ce--an area we all must pass through. 
Breath-holding at this level for any reason is dangerous. We overcome this 
danger through our training scheme. Constant warning and practice makes 
breathing automatic when using scuba. 

Ma.ny things appear easy in theory and may well be in practice, but until one 
has performed the task, he does not know this. When under stress it is our 
routine training that enab les us to perform properly without recourse to mental 
debate as to the best proceedure to follow. Free ascents have, I feel, a place 
in this scheme of things. 

The unreasonable fear of running out of air in a free ascent done under stress 
and danger can easily cause some attempt in even the co~lest of us at some 
conservation of air with fatal outcome. 

In practicing free ascents, the diver, secure in the knowledge that if he 
blows off his nir too quickly, has but to put his mouth-piece in place and 
breath, is not likely to hold his breath. But your desperate diver does not 
have this crutch to lean on. 

With practice one becomes more prnficient and self confident and this, I feel, 
is worth the added risk. Confidence dispells panic which many claim is the 
reatest hazzard to confront the diver. 

Inoidently, it is not possible to blow off air too rapidly, because ONE CAN 
ONLY RE!EASE AIR TO APPROXIMATELY AMBIENT PRESSURE and on ascent there is the 
rapidly expanding residual air to dispose of• 

While thinking about this problem, I cannot see why one should ever have to 
ditch equipment·under water. Equipment snagged on some obstruction could, I 
feel, be doffed1 released under direct vision nnd put on a.gain nnd used for 
surfacing. Only the most bizarre conditions might prevent this. For even 
an empty tank at greater depths is good for a breath or two as water pressure 
decreases on ascent. 

Ditching equipment equipment when on the surface under rough concf:tions, fat
igue or both is more reasonable, but here, I fear, thnt the tendency to hang 
on to expensive genr might overide the diver•s good sense of safety. 

In summary I feel that free ascents should be taught and practised by the 
otherwise trained divers under ideal conditions. Every one should know 
that it is possible to get to the surface if the equipment should suddenly fail. 

CHANGE OF ADDRESS --ROSS WILSON ••• 39 GONDOLA CRESCENT SCARBORO 
BOB ROCHE ••••• 303 LINSMORE C'R N. TORONTO 6···425-1682 

NEW MEMBERS--RONALD MARRS_. •• •• ••• 192 MAXOME AVE WILI..OWDAIB •• • ••• BA 5-1484 
FRED SCHEFFEL ••••• ._ .49 OVERTON CR. DON MILLS ••••••• HI 4-4886 
L.R. SPENCER (M.D.) •• 772 LAWRENCE AVE E. DON MILI.S •• HI 4-6151 

WELCOME TO THE CLUB ' 
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PRESIDENT'S :MESSAGE by K.R. CUTTS 
. --

In last week's editorial George suggested to the membership thnt they return 
the present Executive to office by acclamation. 

On behalf of the Executive, may I say we appreciate the kind words and the 
confidence he places.in us, but we would like the elections to be carried out 
as in previous yearsJ ensuring everyone an opportunity of serving the club in 
nn executive post. 

There are five offices open this year: Vice-President Diving Director Mem-
b h . n· ' ' ors ip irector, Safety Director and last~ not least, Treasurer• 

If any club meriiber wishes to serve nn the Executive, let it be known get your
self nominated, then on election night you may be the one tre vote f~vours. 

Elections will be at the .annual General Meeting on Nov. 20th. With the cuncel
lation of our fall dance, our entertainment committee is giving their full 
attention to the festivities to follow the dinner and meeting • 

.All the details will be in the Newsletter in the coming wee~s. Remember tre 
dnte---Nov. 20th---PLAN TO ATTEND NOWt 

.•....................•......•• 
ED'S NOTE: 

The feeling of Roy Cutts and the entire Executive is understandable in wanting 
to give every member a crack at the Club leadership. 

I am well aware of some of the new potential in the Club, but as a private 
member, I am selfish enough to hope that every member of the Executive whose 
post is open this coming election will offer his or her services again for the 
coming year. 

I am fully aware, as every member must be, of the proven talents of our entire 
Executive. I am also aware of the time and effort they have given so that 
our Club could grow as it has this pa.st year. 

Whether a ponl night or on a dive, they have not felt that time was their own 
but always rather more than willing to take a novice end "nurse" him or her 
along. 

Our Executive have given us unstintingly of their time, energies and leadership. 
We should show our appreciation on election night. 

The above, of course, is my personal opinion and I will be glad to publish any 
others sent to me. 

G. Rosentho.l 

••...•..•..........•... , ..•.••.....•• 
WELCOME TO THE FOLLOWING NEW MEMBERS; 

NINA BROWN ••••••• 20 TINDER CRESCENT .APT 208 TORONTO 16 
GEORGE BROWN ••••• 20 TINDER CRESCENT APT 208 TORONTO 16 
BOB BAGN ••••••••• 98 FERRIS RD TORONTO 16 

•••·•··••·····•······················ 
KEYS DIVE 

WITH INFORMATION FLOODING IN TO BORIS PELIPEYKO REGARDING OUR PROPOSED DJVE 
IN THE KEYS THIS COMING SUMMER IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO KEEP YOU ABREAST OF IT 
AT THIS TIME. BORIS IS DOING .A LOT OF WORK AND ITS PAYING OFF IN INFORMATION. 
I . STRONGLY URGE ALL THOSE INTERESTED TO MEET THIS COMI!l:G MONDAY AT THE SCHOOL 
7.30 p.m. SHARP I THE LATEST DEVELOPMENTS WILL DE DISCUSSED AND WE' LL SWING 
INTO ACTION. (OCT• 19th) . . 

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION WAS PREPARED BY BORIS AND l 'M PASSING IT ON TO YOU. 
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In the last issue of our Newsletter, George mentio~ed · about the formation of 
a committee with the assigned task to organize a club, or if necesso.ry, an inter
club two weeks diving vacation in the Florida Keys. (nth· July tn '1st Aug} 

Your ~ommittee will spend a lot of their already limited time in order to 
organize a m~mornble diving vacation at n most reasonable cost• You can repay 
them ~or t?eir eff~~ts with on earJ.y decision whether you are going to take 
part in this va.co. tion or not and if you do let us know how long you intend 
to stay in the Keys, two weeks or th~ee we;ks~ 

We will nee~ your decision in ord er to progress further with our planning which 
depends entirely upon the number of participants. Motel reservations for inst
an~e, must be made immediately if we want to secure the best and the ~henpest 
f or ourselves. Also this is the time to ask your ma.nn.ger for a change in your 
vacation schedule if they do not fall within the above time. 

Your co-operation in this matter will be greatly appreciated not only by the 
Committee but also by those members who have already expressed their wish to 
take part in this diving vacation, 

In order t o help you decide, in the next few issues o f our Newsletter I will 
present all the facts perta ining t() the trip such ns where we are going to stay, 
what we are going to do, where we are going to dive, what we a.re going to see, 
etc. Today I will begin this series with a most important part, the cost 
nnalysis • 

Bus fare is $ss.oo per person, so we feel the way to go is by car. 

GUESSTIMATE 

l. Gas, oil, lubrication (based on my Buick)~···•••$so.oo 
If you are willing tn take nnnther cnuple ••••••• $25.00 
If 4 batchelors travel in one car ••••••••••••••• $12.50 

per couple 
per couple 
each 

2. If you drive alone and .prefer t() spend a night in a comfortable bed rather 
than continue to drive, you will need 3 days to get there and will spend 
2 nights in roadside motels (2 people) $15-30 

If you decide to share the oar with other drivers und do not mind driving 
straight through, y0u will make Ishamorada in 30-35 hrs. No motel costs. 

3. Food expenses on the way depends on your appetite and where you eat, 

4. You can further reduce travelling expenses by camping if you need overnight 
rest, and by making your own sandwiches and coffee or other light meals, if 
you have camping equipment. 

As you can see, your expenses down depend on yourself. 

EXPENSES IN THE KEYS 

1. Accomoda.tion for two people in room-kitchenettes, T .v. Air-conditioning 
weekly $ 50-60 

($1.50-2,00 daily charge fnr ea.ch additional occupant, 
We can accomodate within this price bracket about 80 people. We can also 
accomodate a good number of batchelors 4 per room at a weekly rate of 
$30,00 Maximum 

Diving Boats: My underwater guide and skipper of this summer, Herb Pontin, 
can organize 4'boats capable of taking 60 people at nne time nt $6.00 per 
person per day, which is extremely reasonable in Florida or anywhere else. 
They will be safe 40-60 footers with twin diesels & ship to shore radios, 
I am still shopping--Ten days diving $60,00--in many cases, however, half 
day trips will be quite sufficient. This w0uld reduce the above figure 
to about $40.00. This of c ourse is per person. 

Tank rentals are $2.50 per day including air. On some days we will need 
3 tnnks and on others one or two will be quite sufficient. Air refills 
range between $1,00 and $ 1.50, Some motels catering mostly to dive~s 
offer it gratis .. 

Some of us will be going for 3 weeks. That means they will leave Toronto nbout 
the 10th of July while the rest of the group will leave on the 17th 

Don't forget--for further information, come to our usual spot Monday night 
at 7.30 p.m. sharp1 (OCT, 19th) Boris Pelipeyko 



BATTERED AND BRUISED by Vera Bra.nt 

le.st Sunday, as . the rain came pouring dovm Diane Rl')ss, Barb and Howard met 
at my place. Ian ho.d to work. We were going up to I.e.ke Simcoe to get out 
of the rain into the water. Calling ourselves charter members f th "C 
Club" 1 ft T o e razy 

. , we . e or onto after Diane convinced us the sun would be shining at 
Big Bay Point• True to prediction, the sun burst through as we got to Stroud 
and met Ron and Doris Morrell and Bruce nnd Maureen Martin• 

At the dock we got dressed and in we went~ The water was really rough as Ross 
and.I followed the group and started down• The visibility was poor and the 
motion of the water wo.s visible in the vegetation at 90'~ 

The ~est of the group , lost us at 80' and thinking they were ahead of us we 
c ~ntinued down to 100'• It was dark and I hung on tn Ross like he we.s the last 
link between me and civilization.o We decided that the cha.noes of finding the 
other four divers was slim so we headed for the surface. Bnyl •••• was it ever a 
long wny up. 

~t the top.I took my mouthpiece out of my mouth to talk to Ross and only succeeded 
in swallowing one five foot wave after another. 

T~inking it was .easier to get back to shore underwnter, we submerged again, but 
with t?6 buffeting of the waves, we ended up going round in circles. I would 
r.ave given my soul for a compass, 

Back upstairs again Howard hollered to swim with the wnves instead of across 
them. 

Mi les and miles later it seemed, we reached solid ground again to be greeted 
by Doris with a cup of steaming hot tea and a much needed cigarette. 

It sure was a different dive. 

By the vva.y Peter, how ab0ut one of y0ur lots at 140'• Diane likes the slimming 
effects. 

. ............•..•........ 
FAST WATER by RON JVDRRELL 

Sunday, October 4th stnrted with the sun shining and u wind blowing the little 
bug east along highway 401 like a bomb. We arrived nt a restaurant just outside 
l.e.kefield about 12.15. Al and Jnn Sykes, Glen and Lillius Graham, Roy and Freda 
Cutts, and their families were almost ready to leave, s0 after a quick coffee 
we took off for Lakefield where Bud and Sally Ackerman and Duncan, and Bruce 
and Maureen Martin joined the procession to Young's Point. 

After a quick look round, we were all eager to get in the water. Peter Macfarlane 
arrived to add to tre bodies suiting up. There was tre usual c ommotion, powder 
borrowing, etc. I had forgotten my bathing suit--have you ever wnrn a wet suit 
without a bathing suit? 

It was good to get into the water and after a quick look ar ound the lock we 
paired off and went our various ways. The booty was plentiful in the shape of 
lures and fishing gear. Finally, after fighting the current, we all arrived 
at the foot of the dam. The force of the water was terrific. It was a thrill 
to swirl down the river like a leaf, or a piece of driftwood. Back near the 
dam we found the tunnel leading to the other side. Down through a hole divided 
by a pillar, it was dark for a few seconds, then a glow of light ahead, up 
through a funnel which was about eight feet in diameter with or0ss bee.ms divid
ing it ll1 four. The water swirled around and was very strong in tre second one, 
we went in the third but did not surface as the current was too strong. The 
water was so fast you had to hold on to the rocks or be swept downstream, swim, 
hold on, fight, and you gradually reached the bottom of the dam. You could see 
the water rushing by overhead--there's Bruce and Bud, oops, Peter's found a min
now bucket. We worked our wo.y to the centre of the fast water,. Are we ready'? 
We're off, arms and legs outstretched as if sky-diving ; rocks rushing by. IJ 
must be the closest thing to falling through space--I would imagine. Things 
begin to slow down and the rest of the air is used going back. 

Al Sykes had the stove going and the kettle boiling. A cup of hot tea and a 
bite of food goes down well. The sky was cloudy now and a light rain began to 
fall. We said our goodbyes and were hnmeward bound at the end of another good 
diving day. 
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CONFESSIONS OF AN AQUA-NUT by FRED MUNDELL 

I've used this title before but 1 hope my stories of this type will be limited 
in the future o ' 

Three ' of us were far out in Lake Simc0e one cold day in May, when one of our 
po.rty, after having just about .every other problem in the book, became too cold 
and exhausted to swim t o shore. 

Now we won't t a lk about our not having a boat or a float but you can think 
about it if you.like. The real payoff came when this f eilow asked me to pop 
his life jacket, as he had no strength left in his hands. He might have been 
able to do it himself, even with frozen harrls and awkwo.rd mitts, but it .was n 
real "Micky Mouse" unit with n hard-to-handle interno.l firing mechanism, so I 
popped it for him. 

His biggest problem was almost solved, but not quite. You see, he had negl ected 
t o close the bleeder valve, (manual inflation valve) the lo.st time he had fiddled 
with it, so almost all the C02 was lost before I could close it for him. 

I mpressed with the morale of this story, I became a disciple in the cause of 
chocking oral inflation va lves, and told this story far and wide. 

My big day came on Sept. 27th, 0ne mile out in Lake Ontario, with a 35 m.p.h ... 
offshor e wind, and a boat driver who went for coffee and forgot about us. I 
est imated the trip t o Syracuse N.Y. would take 36-48 hours if the wind continued. 

Condition 11Red", I popped my life jacket for the very first time and----yes, 
I left the va lve open the last time I fiddled with it. 

'Wh ile waiting for our rescue, und between th:l waves th.at were pounding us, I 
reached the f ollowing conclusions: Wear a first-class life jacketJ always 
be sure it is in operating condition; oh yes, and take the keys awa.y from the 
boat driver. 

P. S.--The title of this stnry is not copy-writed, and may be used by anyone who 
ha s an experience of this type to relate. It w~uld make me f ee l better to ~now 
others have goofed; and will t ell about it. I als o h~ pe it makes g?od.r~ad ing, 
and most important, if the group can l earn from the mistakes of an ind1v1dual, 
the n surely some good ha s come of it all. 

·······••4••··············· 
ED 1 S NOTE: 

I would like to thank K.R. CUTTS, BORIS PEI.J PEYKS, VERA BRANT, RON MORRELL 
and FRED MUNDELL for their contributions in this woek's Newsletter. 

JF.'l' TTS .HF!AR FROM THE REST OF YOU. 

G. Rosenthal (Editor) 
39 Avenal Dr• 
Tor onto 10, Ont, 
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c.s.A.C. GENERAL MEETIID 

Friday, Nov. 20th, 1964 at APRILE LANES, 1199 KENNEDY RD (NORTH OF LAWRENCE AVE~) 

COCKTAILS-------6.30~7.00 p.m. 

DINNER----------7.00-8.00 p.m. 

ELECTIONS-------8.00-9.30 p.m. 

DANCIID---------9.30-1•00 a•m• 

Music & M.c. supplied by Eaton's Band Box 
1 

"Music as you like it". 

Dance prizes $6.00 per couple 
~~3.00 single 

MAKE YOUR RESERV ATI CNS EARLY 1 i 

See: Bill Bassett 
Dell Gordon 
Bob Roche 

•.......................•.....•...... 
NOTICE TO .ADVANCED GROUP 

On Monday Oct 19th at 9.p.m. SHARP, Mr. Ben De.vis of the Underwater Club of 
Canada. will be our Guest Speaker. 

Ben has been prominent in diving circles for many years and was instrumental 
in creating the o.u.c. and A.c.u.c. 

N.r . Davis 1 address will be of interest to every diver. His experience and 
knowledge should prove vitally interesting to all of us • 

.......................•.••.......• 
NOMINATING COMMITTEE 

If you know of any member that you feel could serve the club in the Executive 
in this coming election Nov. 20th or if you wish to put your own name forward, 
please contact any member of the nominating committee as soon as possible. 
We will then contact the nominated member and ascertain if he or she will stand 
for nomination. 

Hruce Martin, Ron Morrell, George Rosenthal. (Nominating Committee) 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

FREE ASCENT????? By DORI S PELIPEYKO 

The controversial problem of (so called by some people) "free ascent" will cea&e 
to be the cause of time crmsuming arguments and debates once we revise our term
inology. 

Let us annlyze the terms "free ascent", "free escape" and "emergency a.soent", 
and it will become obvious that the recent controversy originated from an 
improper use of diving vocabulary. 

Free Ascent: This term is a superseded version of our presently used term 
"free escape". Both originally denoted an ascent without use of SCUBA or SEA, 
and were applicable exclusively to escapes from submarines disabled under wat~.r. 
In the early stages of free ascents, the escapee had to rely on his endurance, 
cool head and the amount of air stored in his lungs. Later, SEA had been 
introduced to facilitate these ascents (SEA--Submarine Escape Appliance, which 
included Momsen Lung, high pressure inflated vests and other devices). Al l 
submarine crews were trained in free ascents or escapes under unbelievably 
strictly controlled conditions in a scientifically designed Submarine Escape 
Training Center in New London, Conn. In spite of this they had several cases 
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of air embolism and as a result of these accidents, the training in free ascents 
or escapes has been abandoned by the U.S. Navy as far back as 1952 • 

.... A~ ~enry stat:d in ·his last week's ·article,- there are no circumstances in sport 
diving operations, as a matter of fact any diving operations where a diver 
would be forced to abondon his equipment at the bottom, Eve~ in the case of 
regulator failure, there is no need to ditch anything else but a weight belt, 
maybe a camera or a spear-gun. 

In view of the above, t:taining in "free ascent" apart from being extremely 
dnngerous, becomes illogical and has no practical value f0r "underwater tourists" 
such as the majority of civilian sport divers are. I think we sometimes have a 
tendency to forget that we are not training submarine crews or U.D.T. teams. 

EMERGENCY ASCENT: This term as used by many divers denotes an ascent in case 
of emergencies such as running out of air, sickness, wounds, encounters with 
dangerous narine animals and finally, equipment failure. Although the causes 
may vary, the results of an emergency ascent to an improperly trained or panicky 
diver will always mean the same thing--probability of air embolism or drowning. 
Running out of air and equipment failure are of course the most dangerous 
emergencies to which a diver may be subjected (in mnst cases through his own 
negligence or stupidity). Training in prevention of this kind of mishaps 
should normally eliminate this problem. However, since accidents are 1 iable to 
happen to the most careful, a training program enabling the diver in difficulty 
to meet these emergencies should be compulsory in every club. 

With the exception of regulator failure, all other ascents are me.de with the 
equipment in good working order and the danger of embolism is not greater than 
during a normal ascent after a pleasant dive, providing the diver has been 
trained to control the ever-present panic which otherwise rmy kill him. Even 
in the case of running out of air, an empty tank (at 100 feet) will yield quite 
a few breaths before reaching the surface. 

The difference in the two terms is obvious. FREE ASCENT--no equipment; the 
possibility of satisfying the urge to breathe--none; possibility of drowning-
high; tendency to retain expanding air--high. 
EMERGENCY ASCENT--Equipment in working order (with the exception of regulator 
failure) permits at least partial satisfaction of the urge to breathe, reduci~ 
the possibility of drowning, panic and embolism through retention of air. 

In view of the above, I can say only one thing: 
Emergency ascent training--SI •••••••• Free Ascent--NOl 

P.s. It is gratifying to know that in case of equipment failure there is 
alwnys your dependable buddy right there beside you, ready to offer you his 
mouthpiece full of nice, fresh air. If he is not there, Well ••••••• 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
DIVE SAFELY ••• ALWAYS WITH A BUDDY ••• NEVER DIVE ALONE ••• DIVE SAFELY ••••••••••••••• 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
THERE IS TREASURE UNDER THE ~·rATERS OF THE GREAT LAKES by PETER MACFARLANE --- ----·---

Every diver know that. However, this is becoming the biggest single problem 
in sport diving today. 

This treasure is also the greatest challenge facing sport diving today. 

lire we big enough and mature enough to cash in on the treasure trove that is 
there for the taking? What is the real value of this treasure in terms of 
today's sportsman diver? 

Each one of us dreams of finding his own virgin wreck. Some divers have already 
succeeded. Others have come upon known wrecks with enough goodies left behind 
by previous divers to take home a couple of dead -eyes. But just what would 
happen if all our dreams came true? Just what do you do with a wreck? After 
all, how many dead-eyes do you need in your recreation room? How many door stops 
can you use? How much room do you intend to fill up in your garage? 

Surely there is a greater value in a wreck,tban ne a source of souvenirs. 
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~ wi:eck . is a sig~if~cant piece of our past. In size and importance to historians, 
it is equal to finding a tomb or the foundations to a house. Before it becaim 
a wreck~ it wr:-s a .sizeable h~nk of working capital in a developing economy. It 
was a v~ta.l link in the growing commerce and colonization of a pioneer country~ 
It carried people nnd things which in sorre cases left very few traces on land 
b~t ~n water, a wreck can be a considerable port;ait of a historical moment in' 
time. 

Because it is a wreck, we treat it differently. It has been ruined; a victim of 
calnmity, partly destroyed, marred and scarred. Therefore it has been cast 

d • ' away, iscarded. Wrong. Because we make this fundamental mistake of thinking 
that something damaged is valueless, a considerable body of laws has been created 
to protect wrecks. The scene of a wreck is, :in reality, the scene of an accident. 
The law that says your car is still yours after a collision also says that your 
ship is still yours even after it sinks. 

So there's the problem• There is this treasure of coin and cargo in history. 
If we find it, we're trespassing. !f we take it, we're stealing. And if we 
do both, what are we going to do with it? Hide it in a garage? 

What's the solution? Isn't the answer that we want to keep the wreck research 
and wreck diving as an inducement for ~thers to take up the sport in our lakes 
and join our clubs? Don't we want to preserve this treasure for others in coming 
generations of divers? Can't we find ways to have training in our clubs in 
t echniques of recovering and preserving historical re.teria l from wrecks? 
Can 1t universities and research groups give us aid in our investigation into 
history? Can't ovmers e.nd insurance companies support us in the recovery of 
lost property? Can't we see that there is more personal achievement in the public 
recognition in hnving restored something of value? Can't these historical 
treasures be made available for the public to appreciate nnd enjoy in museums? 
Especially appropriated and government financed for this purpose. Can't prov
incial and federal governments see that by working through our widespread organi
zations, they can preserve Great Lakes wrecks before they are destroyed, for-
ever by underwater tourists and souvenir hunters? 

There's treasure there alright i On one hand there is the danger that the public 
will .begin to think of sport divers as pillagers and looters. On the otner 
hand, there is an opportunity to make the presence of wrecks in our lakes, a 
great reason for joining clubs and for taking up a sport that offers the deep 
purpose and significance and the greater personal reward • 

................•.......... 
ED'S NOTE: Peter, treasurers are more common on land than under water, and I 

feel that the c.s.A.C. found one when you joined our Club. 

REMINDER: 

····4······················ 
THOSE INTERESTED IN KEYS DIVE THIS COMING JULY MEET IN FRONT OF 
CLASSROOM THIS COMING MONDAY 7 • 30 SHARP U 

............................ 
Dear Fellow Divers: 

SUBJECT: CANS-ETOBI CONVENTION COMMITTEE 

On behalf of the members of the Hamilton Sub-Mariners, I would like to thank you 
for a most enjoyable weekend at Bigwin Inn at the Fall O.U .c. Meeting. 

Your choice of location was in excellent taste and it wns enjoyed to its fullest 
by all of our members who attended. Our members had nothing but praise to offer 
after their return home after what seemed like a short, late season vacation 
in Canada's beautiful Northland. 

I must congratulate you and your committee for the time and preparation which 
I'm sure took many long hours of hard work. It proved that divers don't always 
have to be disorganized, as I'm sure you'll agree we so often are. 

Our Club hopes to host an o.u.c. Convention in the near future and I sincerely 
hope that your members enjoy it as much as we enjoyed yours. 

May I again say "thnnk you" and happy diving. 

Yours vert truly, 
HAMfLTON SUB-MARINERS INC. 
(Miss) Irene Craik ... Se.creta.ry. 



WHY ISLAMORADA? by BORIS PElJPEYKO 

On my return home after four weeks of diving in Florida, I mentioned to George 
and some ~thers.about the beauty of the Florida Keys' waters and reefs and while 
we were discussing the prices and rates; a sudden idea occurred to all of us at 
thetsame time, The trip to Newhaven was very successf~l. Why not organize one 
to he Keys? A few days later; things started rolling~ 

A committee was formed at once and todny, after only four weeks, we hnve secured 
accomodntion for up to 80 people, ensured availability of a large number of 
spare tanks, succeeded in coordinating the efforts of various diving shops and 
air stations so that large quantities of tanks oan be refilled overnight and 
also ensured the avai~ability of diving boats capable of taking the whole group 
to the reefs. All this of cnurse at the most reasonable prices on the diving 
market. 

Why was Islnmorada chosen for our base? Well, it is the first town south of 
Miami capable of providing reasonable motel accomodation for a large group and 
capable of supplying and re-filling a large number of tanks. There is also a 
sufficient number of good seaworthy boats capable of taking up to 100 divers to 
the reefs at one time. 

Islamorada is only 20 minutes drive from the southern limits of the John Pennek• 
amp Underwuterk Park and about 15 minutes drive from spearfishing waters. (Spear
fishing is forbidden between the mainland and the Long Key Bridge which is 
about 12 miles south from Islamoradn) ' 

The town of Islamorada (purple island in Spanish) is situated almost exactly 
half way between Miami and Key West. Both are about 75 miles away. It is the 
third largest town in the Keys, the other two being Key West and Marathon which 
are rather expensive. 

There are a number of various stores, a medical centre, a beauty salon and a 
cinema. Beslde the regular motel dining-rooms, there are a considerable number 
of fine restaurants, bars, etc. A fe:JJ. miles north, there is a very interesting 
divers' museum full of artifacts remryved from Spanish and other wrecks. There 
are glass-bottom boats catering to armchair-divers and one or two enclosed 
lagoons containing a wide variety of sea animals including dolphins. (I did not 
check this but apparently you can swim and play with them for a small fee). 

One of the facts most interesting to us is the number of old Spanish wrecks 
resting in Islamoro.da waters. In 1733, a 21-ship armada known as the Plate Fleet 
was caught in a hurricane and 20 of these ships were wrecked on the reefs and 
shoals off Islamorada. One year's output of the Spanish mint in Mexico City 
was aboard these ships and shortly after the disaster 12 millions in gold and 
silver were recovered and four ships were refloated. The remnining 16 ships and 
50 millions in gold are still where they sank 230 years ago. 

The location of El Infante, El Capitan, Chavez, Herrina, San Pedro and others 
are well known and it is the Committee's intention to organize a dive on each 
of them. They are lying in 20-40 feet of water. They are all broken up and 
some of them are partly covered with sand and sen-growth. They are, however, 
recognizable as ships and Chavez has still some CQnnons aboard. 

There are also a number of modern wrecks in the area. One of them the S.S. Brent 
wood, a Liberty class ship was sunk by a German torpedo in 1943. 

The visibility in the KeyG averages about 75'• It often reaches over 100' and 
the poorest recorded was 50 1 • Water temperature remains through the sum.mer 
between 82-85 degrees. 

The probability of having good diving weather during our stay is very high. 
However, if there is one or two poor days--we can drive to Miami for a do.y of 
window shopping along Lincoln Ave or go sight-seeing to Key West, or perhaps 
fool around with a snorkel or scuba in the Gulf looking for shells or chasing 
crabs or sting-rays. 

The underwater scenery in the Underwater Park or on the outside reefs such aa 
Hen and Chicken Reef or Love Key is fantastic and impossible to describe. ~ 
have, however, some excellent footage ~f underwater movies taken in this area 
this sunnner (Fr ench and Mo lasses Reefs) and you will be able to see thiB f or 
yourselves as soon as our "El Presidente" (Roy) decides upon the data desirable• 
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I am certain that those of us who decide to take part in this vacation in the 
Keys will bring back unforgetable memories. 

Those ~lanning on two weeks will 1..l e leaving ~oronto on the 17th of July an:l 
returning on tho 1st of August. Those who intend to take 3 weeks will leave 
Toronto on the 10th of July and come back with the rest of the group. 

All members planning to participate should make a.11 necessary arrangements 
with their employers N<J.! to ensure that their vacation period falls within the 
above dates. 

Some ~arty-odd members and wives have shown intention of joining this diving 
v~cation. We may be able to a.cconunodate some divers from other clubs, :)ut this 
will depend on how many of our ov.n group will be joining us. 

The Connnittee must make motel reservations not later than the end of November 
So if you plan to go, please inform any one of the following: • 

DIANE HOOK •••• ~ ••• ~783-2184 
IAN BRANT •• ~ ••• ~ ••• 221-3019 

GEORGE ROSENTHAL RU-3-8270 
BORIS PELIPEYKO PL-7-7146 

•...•••..... ~ ...... ~ .•.•......•....• 
NEW MEMBER 

DON McDOUGALL 194 SYLVAN AVE SCARBORO 267-0177 

···-································ 
NOMINATIONS TO DATE 

POST NOMINATED NOMINATED BY 

VICE PRESIDENT HOWARD QUAIL G. ROSENTHAL 
GLENN GRAHAM AL SYKES 

SAFETY DIRECTCR ROSS WILSON KEN WARREN 
GLENN GRAHAM AL SYEES 
IAN BRANT DIANE HOOK 
DEL GORDON FRED MUNDELL 
JOHN DOMERCHIE GERRY LOWDON 

DIVING DIRECTOR AL SYKES DEL GORDON 

TREASURER ROY CHARLTON RON MORRELL 

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTOR "JOEY" GALT G. ROSENTHAL 
VERA BRANT HOWIE QUAIL 

.................................... 
NOTE: ONLY MEMBERS WHOSE DUES ARE PAID UP BY NOV. 20th .Airn ELIGIBI.E TO VOTE 

OR STAND FCR OFFICE. 

••·•·••·••···••·•·•·········••······ 
REMARKS OF A BUDDY NUT by DAVE CLEGG (DeHAVILLAND U. C.) 

It was my good fortune to be dumped out in lake Ontnrio on that wet end windy 
27th of Sept. with Fred Mundell. Fred might have forgotten to close the valve 
on his life jacket but I went one step further, I left mine safe and dry in the 
car. 

That is all water under the bridge n ow, the point that I wish to raise is tro.t 
I have always been a bit of a lone wolf and did not really appreciate diving with 
a buddy although I fairly rigidly stuck to the rule of "never dive alone"• I 
now fully r ealize the meaning of a buddy. 

Fred and I realized that things were not quite as they should be when we saw 
the shoreline disappearing instead of getting closer, so we started a more deter~ 
mined effort to reverse our direction of travel. With both of us hanging on 
to the float and swimming t ogether we made slow progress shore-wards. It was 
a great help to have a buddy for company, espeoia.lly someone like Fred with his 
occasional craoks like "Swim up, I 1ve forgotten to bring my passport"• 
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By the time the boat driver had finished his coffee break (45 min) (I wish I 
worked for his company) and noticed our frantic arm and flag waving we had J'ust 
about reached the shore. 

That is why I said, "it was my good fortune" at the start. F t red, in my opinion, 
wa.
0
f s a rue buddy as le.ke Ontario seemed very big Qnd very lonely fr 0m my point 

vi0w, 

In closing I would like to say just two words:-- THANKS BUDDY ' 

···~································ 
DUE DUES by ROY CHARLTON 

Following the passage of a resolution in our meeting on Oct 5th the fiscal 
year for the club was changed from January 1st to Oct 1st. The;efore; good 
people, we are, most of us, in debt to the club in varying degrees. $15,00 
per head and $7.50 for family membership. 

I have in the past exhorted you all to support the Club in the usual manner and 
I will repent that I shall be glad to receive your dues at an early and conven
ient time. Good diving . folks, 

••........•......................•.• 
The advanced divers were treated to a first-rate debate on Mon. Sept. 28th and 
a new insight into the merits of practising free ascents was gained b y all due to 
the efforts of Jim Childs taking the positive position and Geo. Rosenthal spoke 
on the hazards, with Hank Shykoff presenting the medical viewpoint, 

An important side-benefit of the discussion was illustrated by Geo. Rosenthal 
who took the negative side in the discussion (contrary to his own opinions). 
In so doing, he demonstrated the value of considering both sides of an argument, 
witholding judgement until all the facts are in, and basing a decision on logic 
rather than impulse or personal preference, 

Similar to this is the importance of respecting the needs of each individual 
when planning projects and activities. We have a ·good clulJ by any starrlards, ·and 
by giving consideration to the opinions, problems, nnd desires of our buddies, 
we will surely continue to improve as a club. 

FRED MUNDELL 

···························~···· 

Sunday, October 19th, was a beautiful, -warm, sunshiny fall day. Th:ir teen 
divers gathered at Deaumaris near Gravenhurst for what was probably one of our 
last dives for tre season. We were suppoES ed tn have left the dock at twelve 
noon but as per usual, more than half of us were still en route at that time. 

As we started to assemble our gear, the captain informed us that he could not 
ta.ko all of us in one trip. He arranged for another b()at to drop some of us 
at a nearby island. Howie quickly volunteered Bob Roche, Ian Brant, Bud Ackerman 
and myself to go with him in the secor:rl boat to be dropped e.t the "nea.rb;r" Isle. 
What we "volunteers" didn't know was that "nearby" wns a quarter of a mile, 

After finning from our "nearby11 island, we collected our tanks and submerged. 
The water was cold' At seventy-five feet it was colder. Peter l\JT..acFarlane and 
Hank Shykoff were first in and last out. Everytime we turned around Peter and 
Hank were either coming out of a passabeway or go ing into a passageway; into a 
cabin or out of a cabin. Me, I was glnd my buddy's suit he.d gaod ventilation 
so that he got cold as quickly as I did. I nearly froze. We didn't do too 
badly though, we had thirty-five minutes of g0od diving with comparatively good 
visibility before returning to the surface, Bud found a set of bedsprings and 
had some fun bouncing around nn them. He claims they made a good trampoline. 

Finning back to our "nearby" island was much easier as we were swimming with 
the waves. While .we waited for the boat, Ian, who still had lots of vim, vigor, 
and vitality left, decided to leave Howie and I on the dock to shiver while he 
did some skin diving. He was well rewarded. He found a boat ladder in about 
eighteen feet of water. 

While we waited for our boat to come and pick us up, Doris Morrell gave us a 
pick-up of a different kind. She had two thermos of hot chocolate and lots of 
cups. Her thoughtfulness and the warmth of the hnt chocolate were greatly 
appreciated. Thank you, Doris 

by DIANE HOOK 



THOUGHT--The tongue weighs practically nothing, yet it is surprising how few 
people can hold it. 

WANTED--! have a two and o. three-pound "slip-on" weight that I would like to 
swnp for a two and a three-pound non "slip-on" weight. Anyone who is 
interested please see Diane Hook at the club. 

~----I have lo'st one weight-belt (black webb with quick-release buckle) · and 
one three.:.pound "slip-on" weight at or around ninety feet in depth Big 
Bay Point, Lake Simcoe. Anyone finding same please return it to~. 
Thank You. 

DiilNE HOOK 

.................................... 
THE TEMPORARY LAKES by PETER MACF .ARLANE 

Where did the lakes we dive in come from? Impertinent question? Aren't the 
mountains, the lakes and the seas eternal, everlasting? Well, apparently not. 
Aren't lakes to be found everywhere? The answer is no. 

There are only two extensive regions where lakes occur in . profusion and in a 
great variety of sizes and shapes. These two regions are, first, Canada, to
gether with part of the northern United States, and second, northern Europe, 
mainly Scandinavia and Finland. So familiar are most of us with lakes that we 
assume that lakes are common everywhere. But nany ~rts of the world, ·and indeed 
of the States, are almost devoid of them. West Virginia, for example, has no 
lakes. Nevertheless, Theodore Roosevelt when describing this part of the country 
in his historical work co.lled "The Winning of the West", remarks upon the forest
clad mountains "looking down perchance upon ·some almost-hidden lake". Even he, 
who had always lived in lake-dotted regions, unconsciously assumed that all 
regions must have lakes. 

In some states with flat topography, like North Dakota, lakes are common, but 
other equally flat country like Texas is devoid of them. Some mountainous 
country like the Adirondacks has many lakes, but other quite similar mountain
ous country, like the Great Smokies, has none. 

Spain has no lakes and France has virtually none. Though Canada has many 
lakes, Alaska has very few, nor does the vast area of Siberia have many, The 
great continents of Asia, Africa and Snuth America have no lake regions that are 
remotely comparable with those of Cano.da and Northern Europe. Nor does Aus
tralia have any, either. 

Most of the lakes in the northern latitudes of North America and Europe lie in 
those portions 0f these two continents that were covered at one time by the 
continental ice sheet. In the same way that the valleys of the Adirondacks were 
blocked by morainal debris to form such lakes as l.ltke Placid and Lake George, 
so also were the innumerable stream valleys of the north country blocked by 
debris from the melting ice to form the profusion of lakes that interrupt almost 
every water course. 

It is interesting to note that in the Northwest Territories, in Yukon Territory 
and in Alaska, the land was never inundated by the ice. And the same is true of 
Siberia. The coldest parts nf the world, which were also amongst the driest 
ones, never received enough precipitation in the form of sn0w to fnrm an ice 
sheet. No ice sheet, no lakes. 

Geologically speaking a lake is a temporary interruption in the journey of water 
falling from the larrl to the sea. Given enough time falling water will erode 
anything that stands in the way of the most direct, most efficient route to 
sea level. Given enough time water will dissolve any impediment tn its gettirt?; 
to the ocean. In most parts of the world, there has been ennugh time. But in 
the areas covered by the glaciers and ice sheets, only ten to twenty thousands 
of years have gone by •. Any the melt-water is as freshly splashed across the 
landscape as puddles after a recent rain, 

Where .did water come from to start with? There are two major theories. The 
first, more often enunciated and therefore generally be lieved by the public, has 
the great advantage of simplicity. It holds that the Earth was once molten 
thr0ughout and that its primitive atmosphere was a great cloud of steam. When 
the Earth cooled, the wuter vapor condensed and formed the oceans. Then the 
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great water cycle began by which water is evaporated from the oceans by the heat 
of .the sun, forming clouds which when carried over lo.Irl by the winds drop their 
moisture condensed out as rain. This rnin falling to the s\lrfnce of the earth 
travels back to the sea down water courses, streams, rivers, completing the cycle. 

There is an alternative theory which doesn't require the Earth t o have been 
very hot. This is necessary because of the recent iden that the Earth other 
planets, in fa~t a universe of mo.ny b illions of pla.nets, formed arounct' innum
er ab le stars like our Sun, condensing out of the cold gnses of space at the 
same time as the stars themselves. The theory holds that on Earth gases and 
liquids have been rising to the surface from the Earth's interior throughout 
most of geologic time. Most ge ologists now believe tha t the present crust 
including.the continents, the ocean basins, the oceans, and the atmosphere: 
have continuously evolved. Over billions of years of time there has been a 
slow but unceasing segregation of earth components--the denser nnes migrating 
t oward the center of the earth, the lighter ones moving outward. The lightest 
of course, lire the air and water which are now at the surface. If the r a te at' 
wh ich lavas, steam and gases are spewed out on the surface tOO.ay hns been con
tinuous throughout geological time, this is suff icient to have provided f or the 
crust and oceans and a.tmosphers. 

The oceanographer, Roger Revelle says, "The ocean waters seem to have been 
gradually squeezed nut of the interior of the earth"• This water, wrung from 
the substance of the earth as from a sponge by the force nf the earth's own 
gr avity, is now what lies pooled and pond ed all about us. The lakes haven't 
been there all that long; and they W"'ln't be there forever. How about a dive 
next Sunday? 

••··••••·······•···•·•······•··•···· 
TREASURE HUNTER AND PHOTOGRAPEER NEXT SPEAKER TO ADVANCED GROUP 

The guest speaker to the advanc ed group Monday, November 9th will be PAUL 
HERBERMAN, young diver-photographer whn filmed the Expedition Bluennse, an hour 
film on CBC Television seen la.st sea.son. Pnul accompanied and ph0tngraphed the 
trip of the Bluenose II through the Caribbean and into the Pacific to the pirate 
island of Cocos, the "Treasure Island of the World". It wns to Cocos that it 
was thought the Lima treasure , the fabulous Inca religious artifacts nf gold, 
was brought and buried. Paul has just returned from a survey trip involving 
another diving arrl salvage film f or the CBC, this tirre the sub ject being a 1760 
wreck off the New Brunswick coast. He will d iscuss both trips, and the photo
graphic techniques involved in getting the films a nd he will be bringing along 
his cameras and housings. Dorft miss Paul HerberI!k."lll's address t o the advanced 
group November 9th nt 9 p.m. SH.AR.Pl 

Peter Macfarlane 

•·•···•······•··•············•·· 
WHAT IS THE OCEAN FLOOR MADE OF? by TERRY WOOD 

We can look across 235,000 miles of space and s ee for ourselves some of the 
f eatures on the bare face of the moon. 

But we cannot l onk down and see the flo0rs nf nur deep oceans that lie only 2 
or 3 miles below the wnves. Fnr these a. re sunless re gi ons, eterna lly blacker 
than blackest midnight. 

Our planet is a solid ball almost 8, 000 miles wide. Its blue-green surface is 
spread around the globe on a skin of crusty minerals no more than 20 t0 40 
mile s thick. 

The major part of the ocean waters rest within five ba sins, vast pi~s that dip 
several miles into the crusty skin of the earth4 These sunless regions.of 
eternal midnight lie below the Atlantic and the Pacific nceans, the Indian and 

the two polar oceans. 

The seas, however, claim more than their share nf our planet4 For they mnre 
than fill their deep basins and slop over onto sloping ledges called continental 
shelves that surround the land ma.sses. 
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These shallower waters, like the waters in the deep abysses, rest on floors of 
crusty rock similar to the rocky layers that form the dry land. Experts suspect 
that the solid floors of the ocean may be mostly dense basalt. 

Everywhere the floor of the ocean is carpeted with muddy sediments from 100 to 
2,000 feet thick. It is esti~ated that an inch of new carpeting is added to the 
oozy sediments every 2,000 yeo.rs or s o. Dirt and debris are washed down from 
the land, ~nd vast nreas of the solid floors of the ocean are buried below thick 
layers of red, brown and b lue mud. In s ome places, ashes and cinders are added 
to the muddy carpets upon the ocean floors. 

The surface waters teem with fishes o.nd seaweeds and vast areas swarm with 
floating meadows of plankton. As these sea dwellers live a rrl die, their remains 
f ilter down, down to the depths like falling snow flakes. 

They add quantities of oily fat t o the ocean's carpet of sediments. The oozy 
-.nud is richest in organic material below the cn'11 and shallow sea s where the 
waters throng with life. 

In polar seas, the ocean's carpet of muddy ooze tends t o be rich in silicates, 
and the ooz y mud below warmer oceans often is rich in limy silicon like cool 
waters and ocean midgets that build their shells of calcium thrive in warmer 
waters. 

We measure the bumps and hollows of the earth's crust from sea level, which is 
the average surface level of tha world-wide oceans. 

The average height of the continents is 2,600 feet nbove sen level, and th e 
average depth of the ocean floors is 12,450 feet below sea level. The flo ors 
of the continental shelves slope from the tidelands to several hundred feet. 
Where they end, the sea floor plunges down tvn to three miles t o the sediment
covered beds of the great ocean basins. 

························Q········· 
G. Rosenthn l (Edi tor) 
Ru-3-8270 

39 Avenal Dr. Toronto 10• 

THIS WEEK'S NEWSLETTER GIVES A VOTE OF THANKS TO THE FOLLOWING FOR THEIR 
EXCELLENT CONTRIBUTIONS: 

PETER N..ACFARLANE TERRY WOOD 

DIANE HOOK FRED MUNDELL 

ROY CHARLTON DAVE Cl.EGG (DeHAVILLAND u.c.) 

DORIS T'EJ.I PEYKO 



69th ISSUE THE CANADIAN SUD AQUA CWD 

P.O. DOX 162 SC.ARDORO ONT 

NO'l l 1964 

A TTE N TION/!1 

c.s.A.c. GENERAL MEETiID 1 

CWD ELECTION l GOOD FOOD l FUN a FUN l 

APRILE LANES-1199 KENNEDY RD (JUST .ADOVE) 
(LAWRENCE) 

• • • • • • • • • • • NOVEMDER 20th · 
COCKTAILS 6.30-7.00 p.m .. 
DINNER 7.00-8.30 p.m. 
ELECTIONS 8.30-10.00 p.m. 
DANCING lOwOO-????? 

The price is $6.00 per couple or $3.00 per person. For tickets or further 
details, please contact 

Dill D!lssett 
Dell Gordon 
Dob Roche 

There will be dnor prizes nnd novelty dnnoes, ·etc. etc. 

NOTE: Pl.EA8E BUY OR CONFIRM YOUR TICKETS SOON AS WE MUST KNOW THE EXACT NUMDER 
TO DE PREP.ARED FOR. -

FROMPTER: WE WANT TO SEE THE ENTIRE CWD OUT FOR THIS EVENING SO THAT THE 
ELECTED OFFICERS WILL DE REPRESENTATIVE CF THE ENTmE CLUB l 

BOD ROCHE 

................................... 
ADVANCED DIVERS: 

Reg de ln Rosa, Peter Macfarlane nnd Gerry Lowdon nre doing an excellent job 
with our ndvanoed diving group. However, they would like some direction from 
the group ns to what we wnnt, expect and our general goal. 

Our entire dry session from 9-10 p.m. this coming Monday will be utilized for 
this purpose. Dring nlong yotu" ideas o.nd y0u will be heard• 

For our wet session, bring along your soubn tnnks and weight belt to have fun 
in the obstacle course. 

. . . •.............•...•.• , .•....•.... 
Dea.r George, 

I would like to a.ppla.ud Doris Pelipeyko for his very excellent nrticle on 
"Free Ascents" which o.ppeared in the 67th issue of the c.s .11.C. News. 

I must oonfoss thnt he straightened out my thinking in regards t o the 
practising of free a.scents. I am now in total o.greomont with him thn t free 
ascents should not be incorporated into any tro.ining procedures. Pro.ctising 
emergency asoonts, fine; pro.ctising free naoents--n0 dice. 

It is nioe to lmow thnt of o.11 the people I have spoken t n a.nd who frantic
ally opposed practising free ascents, it wo.s Doris who o~me up with n satisfac
tory explo.nntion of why it should be unnecessary to practise this procedure. 

GERRY LOWDON 
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CANADIAN SUB AQUA CLUB CONCWDES VISIT reprinted from WHALER'S LOG 

Follow· . (FAIRHAVEN WHALERS SKINDIVING ·cLUB) 
h ~g the bus arrival of our brother divers from Toronto Canada the Fair 

av?n alers took them in hand and tried to make their weekend tri' as rod -
uctive as possible. Ed Weeks, Brad Livesey, Flloyd Genthner Cort ~iffo;d -
~~b Mo~~au and Ra~ Doswel~ helped make their stay enjoyable.' On behalf of 1 their 

.' Y Cutts, its President wished to thank those members of the club that 
~~i~te~ t~~m to have an enjoyable time here on Cape Cod. I am sure that any 

t a erd. ':'1 1 be received in a like manner if he ca.res to try out some fresh 
wa er iv1ng around their club area • 

ED'S NOI'E: 

•.....•.... ~ .... ~ .... ~ ..... . 
The name Brad Luther Jr is missing in the above report which I 
reprinted, but it certai~ly isn't missing in our memories of that 
wonderful trip • 

.. .. .. . . . .. . .. . . . .. . .. . ' ..... . 
AN OPEN INVITATION TO ALL O.U .C. MEMBERS 

HAMILTON SUB-MARINERS' ANNUAL DINNER DANCE SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1964 

HILLCREST RESTAURANT CORNER WENTW<ltTH AND CONCESSION STREETS 

DINNER 6.30 p.m. DANCE 8.30 p.m. DINNER AND DANCE $3.00 per person 
DANCE ONLY $1.50 per person 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
THE ALUMINAUT by PETER MACFARLANE 

A heavy-browed ancestor of modern man propelled his dugout canoe across the 
dark water. As he looked past his mirrored innge, he feared the darkness of 
the depths beyond. later when he had developed the ·art of writing man filled 
his manuscripts with descriptions of angry sea gods, serpents and ~onsters which 
waited to devour the sailor who dared to sail the unknown seas. The threat of 
the sea 'Was dramatized in a legend that a whole continent hnd been swallowed 
up by it, in the .story of Atlantis. The ocean from which life first came was 
a source of fear. 

For thousands of years this reticence persisted. When man first turned to 
modern science for a means of getti'ng answers to the nature ·or his environment, 
he considered tre sea only hriefly--trusting more the earth, and air he breathed, 
as the media in which ' the answers ·could be found. Within half a century, he 
conquered the air and, encouraged, sought to conquer the space beyond. He then 
sought answers about his world in the Moon and the planets. 

Nearly three-fourths of the Earth remained unexplored. 

Science knows more about the surface of the Moon n quarter of a million miles 
away than it does about the surface of the Earth a few miles down at the bottom 
of the sen. Since Sputnik, science has been working over-time to send men to 
the Moon. Then, early this September, science took an important step in sendll1g 
men to the bottom of the ocean. 

A few weeks ago, at Groton, Connecticut, the States' first true deep-diving 
submarine was launched, the Aluminaut. After twenty years the dream of J. Louis 
Reynolds of Reynolds Aluminum was realized. Here was a scientific instrument of 
research capable of opening up 60% of the ocean's depths, ·and having military 
and industrial uses as well. And it was made, of course, of aluminum. 

The Aluminaut has an over-all length of 51 feet, the hull consisting of eleven 
forged aluminum cylinders. · Since aluminum's strength-to-weight- ratio exceeds 
that of steel, the sub's 6~inch-thick shell will withstand pressures of . 
71 500 pounds per square inch at the miximum diving range of 17,000 feet. The 
cruising speed is 3.8 knots and it has an operating range of almost 100 miles. 
It can carry a three-man crew, a captain and two scientists and keep them sub
merged for 72 hours. 

This craft is being called the first true deep-diving submarine despite the fact 
that the bathysoaphe invented by Auguste Piccard, the Swiss· physicist, has 
successfully oarried'men into the deepest water known, the 7-m.ile drop into the 
Challenger Deep off Guam. The bathysoaphe "Trieste" is now to oceanography 
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what the Wright Brothers' plane at Kitty Hawk wns to aeronautics. It opened up 
deep-sea research but, despite great depth capabilities the baloon-like 
bat~yscaphe lu~ked manoeuverability, endurance and rugg~dness~ and didn't 
deliver a sufficient payload in terms of scientific equipment. 

The principal o.f the br,i.thysc"'.phP, is similar to that of tre stratospheric baloon 
which Piccard alsn c e-v .J :i.o ~:ed _., :r:n place of lighter-than-air gas in a fabric ' 
envelope, the bathyBcnphe h8._, l::ghter-than-water gasoline in a thin-steel envel
ope. The submersible is over-we ighted with lead-shot and sinks into the depths. 
As the pressure builds up it is equalized on the hull of the gasoline 0 balloon" 
because the water from the outside is permitted to enter the gasoline tanks• 
The result is increasingly less buoyancy but the descent can be controlled by the 
amount of lead ballast dropped. Fixed beneath the large steel buoyancy tank 
is the small steel sphere just big enough to hold two men. 

In contra.st, the Aluminaut has a long thirty-three-foot pressure hull in the 
shape of a relatively commodious 7-foot diameter cylinder, closed at both ends by 
spherically-shaped shells, and with no internal compa.rtmentation. The twin
screws each driven by a 5 horsepower direct current motor and the stern plane 
systems are entirely enclosed in nn oil-filled and sealed capsule which is real
ly independant, structurally nnd tmchanically, of the hull tn which it is at
tached. When the Alumine.ut is ready to submerge about 4 1 000 pounds of lead shot 
is added in external hoppers. Another 31 000 p0unds of water ballast is taken on 
t o produce about 500 pounds of negative buoyancy. To get to a maximum depth in 
the shortest time, the captain oan choose a down angle of 10 degrees and use the 
two propulsion motors to drive the sub down. It takes about 90 minutes to reach 
15,000 feet. 

When the design of the aluminum hull was being analysed, a surprise advantage 
turned up. With increasing depth the loss in volume of the pressure hull was 
found to be less than the loss in volume of the displaced sea-water. This un
expected boon provided a stable descent system which is the reverse of conditions 
for military submarines, and for the bathyscapli.e.. The Aluminaut actually be
cnmes lighter with increase in depth. That is, when diving at near neutral 
buoyancy, to Uicrease the depth the ballast weight has to be increased. There
fore, the sub leaves the surface ballasted henvy by an amount which represents 
the surplus of buoyancy which will develop during the dive. Having a: hull less 
compressible than the surrounding · sea-water provides one of the rare, almost 
mythical cases of an .object which, dropped from the surface with an excess of 
weight over buoyancy, will not fall all the way to the bottom. Instead, it will 
drop to some . intermediate depth at which equilibrium is reached between weight 
and buoyancy, and there it hangs. 

Recent oceanographic studies conducted by deep dredging reveal the ocean depths 
are a vast storehouse of chemical and mineral raw materials. For example, it 
has been estimo.ted that one square mile of ocean floor contains nodules of cobalt 
and manganese worth a million arrl a half dollars on the present market. The 
Aluminaut contains master-slave manipulators, mechanical hands like those used 
in handling radioactive substances, which could operate mining or collecting 
equipment carried as ballast. The operators make their observations through 
four thick plastic viewing ports in the front end of tho hull, three downwnrd 
and one forward. 

Completely equipped, the Aluminaut is literally n deep-sea research laboratory 
that can be applied to almost any conceivable task or mission with a high degree 
of effectiveness never before available to scientists and ocean engineers. 
Navigation equipment includes: chronometer, gyrocompass, water flow velooimeter, 
barometric and ncoustic depth measuring equipment, propeller RPM indicators, 
forward area scanning sonar and object-detecting, pulsed sonar, and dead reck
oning tracer and analyzer. Communications equipment includes: a · radio-tele
phone transmitter-receiver for surface use and a single side band, acoustic 
carrier underwater telephone tranemitter-receiver. Emergency communications 
are provided by clockwork keying provisions on all sonar equipment and a time
controlled, automatic acoustic beacon. Surface emergency signalling is provi
ded by a rocket-launching device. 

With the Aluminaut, scientists will 'be able to make direct observations on the 
cosmic ray penetration of the ocean. They oa.n study the Earth's gravity and 
magnetic fields and correlate those data with those facts gathered in rocket an::l 
satellite probes. They can measure currents and water mixing and obtain data 
important to an understanding and forecasting of weather phenomena. They can 
also collect information on life in the deep and perhaps point the way to using 
the sea as a source of food to meet the needs of an exploding world population. 

The long journey into deep liquid space has begun for t~ Aluminaut. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE RE "KEYS" DIVE JULY 65 

Your Committee would appreciate your filling out this form at your earliest 
convenience and returning it by mail ' to George Rosenthal 39 Avenal Drive 
Toronto 10. USE ONE FORM PER FAMILY. ' 

~-
2. 

3. 

Are you planning 2 or 3 week's vacation in the Flor1·d~ K ? .. eys ........ . 

How many adults will you have in your party? •• ~•••• 

How many of them will be diving regularly? ••• ~ ••• 

4. How many children will you have in your party, and their ages?••••••••••••••• 

5. If you travel without children, would you bo willing to take another person 
or a couple with you to share travelling expenses?•••••••• 

6., If you are a bachelor, would you be willing to share your car with other 
expense-sharing "Singles" and how many could you take?.,. ....... 

7~ Will you be joining us but require no accommodations? ••• ; . ; ••• 

8. Would you like to travel as a sharing expense passenger in another car?.~•••• 

9. Do you want accomodation in Islamorada equipped with a kitchenette?•••••••••• 

10. Or would you prefer to eat out? ........ . 

11. We have a number of two bedroom villas. Would you like to share them for tl'e 
sake of economy with another childless couple? If yes, the rate will be 
$35.00 to $45,00 per couple per week•••••••••• 

12. Have you any preference as to the couple you would like to share villas with? 

13. Would you like to be completely independant? (55-70 per week)••••••••••• 

14. If a baohelor, would you like to share the apartment or villa with 3 other 
bachelors and pny $15-20 per week per person?•••••• 

15. Have you any preferences regarding with whom you share accomodation?e•••••••• 

16. Those who have two week's vacation will stay in Islamornda 10 days. Do you 
intend to dive every day (weather permitting) or should we reserve boats for 
one week only and leave the 3 remaining days for sight seeing trips? ••• 

17. Those who have 3 Weeks will stay in Islamorada for 17 days. If you are one 
of the lucky ones, how many .days in your opinion should 1'e reserve the boats. 
Two weeks? •••• ,10 days? ••••• 17 days? ...... •• •• :. 

18 .. How many tanks do you intend to bring with you?uuu 

19, If you have no equipment, what items will you want to rent in Islamorada? 
Your committee will get you all the necessary tanks, regulatrirs, cameras 
etc. at a special group rental prioe ••••• ; 

20. What will be your main .interest in diving .in the Keys? Sight-seeing, phot
ography, spear-fishing, wreck .exploration, treasure hunting, shell colleot
ion, shark wrestling or What? •••••• 

21. Are you familiar with tropico.l marine nnimals?••••••• 

22 • Have you done any diving in tropical seas before, where and when?••• • • • • • • • 

23. Would you be willing to serve as a group leader, safety man and a dive- . 
master for a group of 6 divers? (only applicable for experienced divers) ••• 

24e Have you a first-aid diploma? (St. John's) ......... , 

25. Are you willing to sacrifice some of your time to supervise the children in j 
order to enable their mothers to dive?(Shi.ft basis)...... j 

DORIS PELIPEYKO 
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BEN DAVIS SAYS IT'S TEAMS THAT GET THE TEAM WORK DONE by PETER MACFARLANE 

The fir~t speake~ to. this seas"n 1 s advanced divers was Ontario's "Mr. Diver"~ 
Ben Davis. And in his talk to us he stressed three "abilities"--reliability 
dependability and good old-fashioned ability. ' 

Reliabili~y Ben def~ned as that which divers have when they make the rendez
vou~ on ~ime. Reliable buddies get the instructions nnd details straight and 
arrive with all their equipment--including spares like a spare rmsk and extra 
"~" rings--and everything in working condition. They don't forget the sandwiches 
either. 

Dependability applies to buddying, Ben said. And then he recounted the hair
raising experience he had in Deadman's Bay, a name which almost had a tragic 
significance for him. He was in under the curving prow of a wreck looking for 
goodies in the sand. A jagged gap into the wreck at sand-level invited him in. 
It should have been a statistical impossibility but it happened to Den; a 
corroded nail projecting from a beam slipped into the small space where the wing
nut that holds the regulator on the valve stem of the tank is threaded through 
a collar. Ben was hung up as nently as a coat on a hook. No amount of squirm
ing or tugging would free him. Dut close by was Ben's dependable buddy and a 
couple of bangs on the tank brought him t o the scene. And Ben made his point 
to us about dependability. He got a gol')d la.ugh from us when he went on to say 
that his buddy's first reaction after trying ·to help Ben was that it was that 
it was "n0 use"--his buddy just shrugged elnquently. 

At this point there was some discussion about buddy-distance; just how near or 
how far should a. buddy be during a dive. Ben put it this wny: there is no 
minimum distance but the maximum should be fifteen feet and no greater than vis
ib ility. If visibility is greater than fifteen feet the buddy should hover no 
farther than the fifteen feet anyhnw. 

Good old-fashioned ability concerns the individual swinnning and diving skills, 
Ben told us nnd he advocated getting straight swimming practice without fins, 
getting life-saving instruction and accumulating adequate experience in all 
kinds of water conditions. Club. <lives shouldn't just invnlve lakes, but also 
rivers and fast water. Things dl')n't always turn out to b e what they seem to be 
and the best way to prepare for the unexpected is to know what you're doing and 
to get experience. Developing ability is the way a diver becomes rel:inble 
and dependable, and makes the team-work work. 

It was a good talk about aspects of diving that don't get discussed enough and 
we enjoyed it and appreciated the time Den Davis spent with us. 

oOo 

This coming Monday, Nov. 9th, at 9.pm. SH.ARP PAUL J:IERBERMAN, Treasure hunter 
and photographer will be our guest speaker. Be on tiIOO for a thoroughly 
enjoyub l e , inf'ormative e vening • 

• • • ••• • e •. •• •II• •• •• .. ••• e e,., • •. # • 

IF YOU HAVE NOTICED A NEW NEETNESS AND PROFESSIONAL LOOK TO OUR ENVELOPES 
THE PAS'f ·rwo WEEKS I'r•s BECAUSE DI.ANNE HOOK IS DOING THEM. THANKS A MILUON • 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
"This is the third ope~ating tab~e you've ruined this month, Doctor. Please don't 

cut so deep." •......... , ........•......•...•• 
To Gerry Lowd.on, 

Thank you Gerry for your .appreciation of ~y humble effort to prevent a Oivil 
War. I hope I succeeded. 

Boris Pelipeyko. 

···························-··· 
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NOTICE U 1 

1965 Membership Dues must be pa.id in order to be eligible to vote in the 
General Club Elections ta.king place at APRILE LANES on November 20th at 8.30 p.m. 

Beside~ the el~ct~ons there will b~ an excellent DINNER (with optional pre-meal 
cocktails) beginning at G,30 p.m. and an entertaining DANCE afterwards con
tinuing until approximately l.oo a.m. There will also be NOVELY D.ANCES AND 
PRIZES l All this for only $3.00 per person. 

REMEMBER, we want EVERY Club Member out for this evening to ensure a completely 
successful evening. 

NOTE: We would appreciate knowing by next Monday (Nov 9th) the exact number of 
people planning to attend. For further information, contact Bill Bassett, Dell 
Gordon or Bob Roche. 

BOB ROCHE 

................................... 
"Are you positive I'll get well? I've heard doctors sometimes give wrong dia.g
noses--and treat patients for pneumonia who 1 ater die of typhoid fever". 
"Don't worry. When .I treat a man for pneumonia., he dies of pneumonia." 

····~-·······················,······ 

SUNDAY NOV l, 1964 by ROY CHARLTON 

Having decided that the 1964 diving season was over on our return from Beaumnris 
on Oct 18th, it was an unexpectedbonus to hear the weather forecast for Nov 1-
Fine, sunny and imrm, and with this to start the day, a large party of three 
divers--Peter Macfarlane, Alex Grant and myself, ably assisted by young Richard 
Macfarlane, headed for Youngs Point and the "fast wuter". We found the place 
quite uncrowded--ioee nobody at all there, and were able to suit up right on 
the river bank. 

We swam up to and into the dam and explored several outlets from the underneath. 
There was a good deal of lost fishing tackle, and even some of the fish tlnt 
some tackle had failed to snare. 

It was most interesting to observe and swim in a fast current at the surface 
and ten feet down to find an equal and opposite current. Thank you Ben Davis 
for your remn.rks the other week. They were very helpful. 

As our greatest depth was only 25 feet, we were able to make the air last 
longer and dove for nearly an hour. 

The fine warm sun and balmy fall air made this a delightful day--more so 
because it was a weather bonus • 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,, ...... . 
Then there was the man who died from drinking varnish. It was an awful sight, 
but a beautiful finish. · 

•............•..........•..••••••. 
o.u.c. DIVER REGISTRATION 

WILL ALL :MEMBERS WHO WISH TO BE REGISTERED WITH THE O.U .c. AS A DIVER AND HAVE 
BEEN RATED DIVER 11 in the CLUB PLEASE CONTACT ME. THERE IS A $1.00 FEE FCR 
PAPERWORK. YOU WILL RECEIVE A NUMBER, WALL CERTIFICATE AND WALIET Oil.RD. THE 
NUMBER MAY BE USED TO MARK DIVING EQUIPMENT FOR IDENTIFICATION PURPOSES AND 
THE WALLET CARD TO SHOW PROOF OF DIVIID CAPABILITIES 

GLENN GRAHAM SAFETY DIRECTOR c.s.A.C. 
NAUI #131 O.U.C. #31 o.u.c. REG DIVER #105 

•..•....••.............••••.•.• 
NEW MEMBERS 
Miss NORMA DUNBAR 48 BLAISDALE ROAD SCARBORO Pl:-7-1429 
NORMAN DUNBAR 48 DLAISDALE ROAD SCARBORO Pl-7-1429 
Eddie I.OGAN 15 CANLISH RD SCARBORO APT 48 759-7748 



WHAT WOULD YOU DO? by G IE NN GR.AH.AM 

In our training program we try to cover all that we can in preparing our menbers 
for op~n wa~er •. However, there is a limit to wmt can be done in a. pool. The 
following situations will probably never face the average diver--Dut they might-
Soooo--WHAT WOULD YOU DO IN THESE CIRCUMSTANCES? 

lo You a.re divini; from the shore on a wreck in 20' of water lying 100 yards 
o~f.shore. While you a.re underwater a. heavy mist ha.s fnllen reducing visi
bility to 15 yards. You surface after pulling your reserve to discover 
the mist. WHAT WOUID YOU DO AND WHY? ' 

2. During a Club dive on the Maple Down (30' of water) you and your buddy a.re 
exploring the wreck, with your buddy leading. As he passes under a steel 

beam it slips and pins him to the bottom. 

n) Presume the bottom to be rocky boulders (football size) and your buddy 
is uninjured 

b) Presume your buddy is pinned by his thighs and the bones are broken or 
fractured,, 

o) Presu~ your buddy is trapped under a flat plate in a. depression a.nd is 
unhurt with sufficient space to see him but not large enough for him to pass 
through even without his tank on. WHAT WOULD YOU DO IN EACH OF THE ABOVE 
AND WHY? 

3., You ar 8 in charge of a 35' boat with 19 people aboard (incl wives and child 
ren) a~d nre going diving at Yoe Island 9 miles out in Georgian Bay from 
Tobermorry. One half mile N,W. from Yoe Island the engine is accidently 
splashed with water and the electrical system completely soaked and short 
circuited without permanent damage." The wind nnd current are from the N.w. 
and will drift your b~at at approximately 5 miles per hour. The waves are 
approximately 6 1 high. The boat only has a 100 lb anch0r and 60 feet of 
anchor chnin. The water is over 50 1 deep 30 fe et from the Island's shore 
and the bottom is large boulders--a poor anchorage. Describe your course 
of actions and reas0ns for them. 

(An incident similar to the above did occur--patching the hull after sunset 
took 4 hours with 4 divers and the full assistance of the members of tre 
Hamilton Darrascubas and the c.s.A.C. who were nt Tobermorry on the night of 
the 11Exc i teme nt" • 

···········~··············· 

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE by K.R. CUTTS 

A few years ago, when I joined the c.s.A.C., the Club was then, as now, in that 
pre-election period. I remember as a junior member how difficult it was decid
ing how to cast my ballot, n~t having been associated with all the nominees, 

I decided to find out a little more about the executive and th:i candidates. 1 
must admit it was much easier then, when the Club was 0ne third its present 
size and all members were together in one "Time" period. 

Now that we have the "Split-time Period" it is difficult for members to meet 
and talk to all the candidates. So with this in mind, I suggest an Open Club 
Night Monday November 16th in 0rder to give all members an opportunity to meet 
the Executive and the candidates. 

Our Club has grown from that small group into the fourth largest in the o.u.c. 
and we will continue to grow if we maintain the Club spirit and the friendliness 
that has been the trademark of our Club from its beginning , 

Boris Pelipeyko will show us some of his films taken in the Florida. Keys• Please 
be on time (8 p.m.) and make a special ef6ort to attend, ; 

............................... 
POOL RULES by GIENN GRAHAM (SAFETY DIRECTOR) NAU! 131 

I regret that I have to bring to the notice of all members our Pool Rules. In 
particular the section regarding interference of other Dl9mbers or their equip
ment which includes such acts as pushing persons off the pool edge or spring 
board into the pool. 
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SHAAKS by PETER MA.CF AR LANE -..... . .. 

Sharks are something that we as skin-divers don't have to worry about in the 
~~=at .U:kes. Dut ~ecaus? we are skin-divers we can't help being fascinated by 
tur subJect. Nothing q~ite catches the imagination like these ancient sea crea-
e ;s whoso.de~ign ns killers is flawless. The streamlined silhouette is as 

P r ect as it is deadly. The business end is all mouth and teeth--and such 
i:~th L These arrow-head-shaped razors are set like timber saws in the only bone-

1 e structure to be found in the whole fish. With up to n ton or more of weight 
andd mom~ntum behind that beady-eyed head, those jaws have torn through cables 
an chains. 

Because sharks present a serious obstacle to man's access to some of the largest 
oceans, th:y've ?ee~ coming in for a lot of attention by biologists. And now 
the shark is beginning to be understood, him and all his predatory cousins. 

Fu~damentally what is being studied' is the mechanism of predation. Despite what 
~ai~o:s might hnve said in the past, sharks don't work up a peeve about certain 
individuals and seek them out motivated by revenge. Presunnbly the size of a 
shark's brain doesn't let it think at all. This is.the key to it; what makes a 
shark strike, or·any predatory fish for that matter. is instinctive unhesita-
ting, unthinking, steriotyped in the manner of its kind. ' 

Let me q~ote from a recent article in "Sea Frontiers", the magazine of the 
International Oceanographic Foundation: "It sometimes happens that underwater 
man meets a shark and instead of being the predator, his preferred role, he 
becomes the prey. It is unfortunately difficult to do research on this problem 
directly, owing to the distinct lack of volunteers. It may be profitable, how
ever, to apply sore of the principles learned in the study of predator-prey 
relationships to the problem of shark predation. Actually, little is known 
about the behaviour of sharks, but stui ies now in progress a. t various research · 
stations, including the Institute of Marine Science of the University of Miami, 
are daily contributing more information to our knowledge. 

"It would seem that there are at least three circumstances to consider in this 
problem. The first denls with a shark in the vicinity of a man, but which has 
not yet detected his presence. In the sevond situation, we have a shark which 
has detected the presence of the swimmer, but which has not yet begun to attack. 
Finally, there is the situation where the attack has begun. It is well to keep 
in mind that the same shark behaves essentially as a different animal in each 
of these different circumstances. Thresholds for certain stimuli may arise, 
while others fall. Things which might frighten him severely under one set of 
circumstances, may not even be noticed at another stage and no set of suggested 
oountermeasures can be expected to work all the time under all circumstances. 

"It is probable, however, that sharks respond to the same general prey stimuli 
as do .other predators. In at least the first two of the situations described 
above, it would be advisable to produce all of the stirmlli of a large, strong, 
well-adapted nririne creature and none of the stitmlli which would signal distress. 
Strong, smooth, swimming movements, completely submerged if possible, may avert 
an attack that frantic struggling could send to completion. Also, in view 
of what we know about the coloration of fishes, and even of narine mammals 
such as the dolphin, would it not be better to be dark on the back and light on 
the belly? Many SCUI3A divers wear silver or bright orange tanks on their backs, 
while wearing a black suit. If sharks react like most other fishes, this 
reverse coloration may well be the strong and certain symptoms of acute distress 
which start the attack. 

"As a last resort, and if all else fails, remember that prey animals normally 
respond to an attack by fleeing or by producing fright movements. It is poss
ible that strong aggressive movements on the part of the diver may increase the 
shark's fear of its prey to an extent sufficient to overcome its hunger drive. 
Unfortunately, only the positive results of this experiment are likely to be 
reported." 

I think what he's trying to say is, in shark country don't act like a dead fish 
or you'll become one. I hope you find it comforting to consider that in th:l 
relative safety of the Great lakes far from the shnrk-infested tropics, all we 
have to worry about is the unexpected danger of the voracious species of 
outboard motors. 
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SAFARI SOUTH by ERIC GALT 

Y~u~ diving gear is perfect--so n0w you are going to cram hours & hours of 
diving per day in clear warm 'tropical waters--Wonderful 1--but you'll hear all 
sorts of tall tales of sharks--statistics--

Well, my friends, you have miles and miles of high speed highway to cover first-
so think safe--check out the family chariot mechanically--especially tires, brakes 
and steering. 

It is so re~ssuring to have a spare replacement hcD.dlight in the trunk if you 
have to cruise extro. hriurs--Don't drive till you develop "cowboy corns"--ha.ve 
the coffee break you insist on when you work--do so 'now. 

The big jump has been made safely--now out in the sunny south--wow l--all day too-
cook, fry, bake and burn--this · is your first enemy•-too much too long--too bad i 
Mr. Sun pours out tanning rays, and in small doses--it's good---

So as a warning, we leave off here to let you think and I will follow up with 
other articles on "Safari South" to help those who may not have taken this 
trek before. Forewarned is forarmed & WE WANT THIS TO BE FUN 1 

................................ 
PIEASE NOTE 111 by BOI3 ROCHE 

All those wishing fish dinners at the General Meeting on Friday, Nov. 20th, 
please call Dill Bassett BEF<RE Sunday Nov. 15th at Pl-5-2504. 

Also, we must know by next Monday, Nov. 16th, the exact number of persons 
planning to attend the General Meeting. Therefore, get your ticket or tickets 
no later than next Monday Night lll 

Once again we would 1 ike to say, we want EVERYONE out for this party. 

~~!!.£~! !£.Q!!. .£l'.£! '" 
................................. 

EDITORIAL G,. Rosenthal 

The past year has been one of unequalled success in our Club. 

Not only has our Membership grown tremendously, without the usual "growing pains" 
of any organization, but one feels the unmistakeable enthusiasm of all members, 
Especially the new vibrant pulse of the .Advanced Group that come out week after 
week and participate in the interesting, varied and informative program so 
ably led by Reg, Peter and Gerry, 

The Club is functioning well and being run smoothly and capably, For this, we 
the members, can take credit. Credit for choosing the best Executive possible, 

Next Friday night, November 20th, we are all invited to enjoy ourselves at the 
General Meeting. But most important, every member is urged to vote for the 
man or woman who in your opinion will best serve the Club on the New Executive 
for the coming year, 

In this way each member is assured of the continued growth and well-being of 
the c.s.A.c. 

········•·····•········· 
SAFARI SOUTH 

ALL MEMBERS PLANNING TO PARTICIPATE IN THE COMIID ICEYS DIVE PIEASE FILL AND 
RETURN YOUR QUESTIONNAIRE AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. 



CANADIAN SUB AQUA CllJB--REVENUE 0:. EXPENDITURE ACCOUNTS 
JANUARY 1--SEPT 30, 1964 

REVENUE 

Balance forward January 1, 1964 
Dues Received inc. initiation fees 
Pool fees 

Sundry Receipts 

Collection re East Coast Trip 
Credit boat rentals 
Sweaters sold 
Sale surplus liquor Nov 63 Gen. Meeting 
Decals & Crests sold 
Sale Diver Dolls-Cedarbrae July 16-18/64 
Return Deposits Boat Fairhaven 

~~12...end iture s 
Rentals--- ··--

Deposits--

Purchases--

Expenses--

Other 

Pool and Room 
T.-anks & air 
P.O. Box 162 Scarboro 
OUC Dues 

Boat Fairhaven 
Other 

Tape Recorder 
Nylon Line 
Crests & Decals 

Postage & Telephone 
Stationery (inc. Newsletter) 
Insurance 
Delegate subsidies re OUC 

Convention Bigwin Inn 

East Coast Trip 
Exploratory Expenses 
Entertaining 
Member refunds 
Coach Fare 

Sundry Expenses--Flowers 
Coal (Ice Dive Feb. 64) 
Donations OUC 
Liquor Nov 1963 Meeting 
Logbooks 
Boats for Diving 

Ba.la.nee in Hand Sept 30th 1964 
Ca.sh 
Bank 

53.88 
65.50 

54~12 
50.00 --.-
60.00 
20.60 

165.60 

89.83 
126.13 
60.00 

40.00 

64,,00 
26.93 

165.00 
876.50 

4.12 
1,,50 

2s.oo 
99.94 
20.19 

11.!.?.2. 

980.00 
11.00 
56.50 
24.35 
26.05 
13.55 

119.38 

1020.00 
324.82 

6.oo 
144.00 

104.12 

246.20 

1132.43 

170.75 

148.00 
358.75 

525,,70 
1098.50 
1116.00 

1230,,83 

$3971.03 

1494.82 

1969.46 

506.W 

$3971.03 

Signed C.R. CHARLTON (TREASURER) 
-~..-~-~--~, 



THERE V'fILL DE NO Cl.Ji.SSROOM THIS COMING MONDAY NIGHT 
AT USUAL TIME. • POOL AND INSTRUCTION 

•···•···•········••··•·········•···· 
FOR SALE 

Da.cor regulator, 2-stage, double-hose. Overhauled a few weeks ago by Dacor. 
Not used since. All required documentation available ••• $35.00 

British Dunlop dry suit. Medium size · heavy rubberized fabric. Very slightly 
used and in extremely good condition.' Original price over $100.00. Will 
sell for $35.00 

Call Pl-7-7146 or contact Boris Pelipeyko • 

•••..••................•••.••.••..•. 
CAYOS de FLORIDA by BORIS PELIPEYKO 

As you drive slowly along the long bridges and narrow isthmi connecting the 
keys, your eyes cannot miss the ever-changing colours of th3 surrounding waters. 
From emerald green, through turquoise to various shades of puxple or blue. 
The golden sun suspended somewhere above your head, pours its hot rays upon 
the playful waves raised by the trade winds and tre sea. glitters and shinnners as 
if studded with millions of diamonds and saphires. 

The palm trees rustle softly with the wind and an immobile pelican perched high 
above the water 011 the timbers of an old bridge scans the surface for a trace 
of a passing-by dinner •••• 

If you stop your car and switch off the engine, your ears will ring with 
"silence" broken from tirre to time by the hoarse cries of seagulls. You will 
look around and your whole being will soak in the wonderful peace and the fresh 
salty air free from smog and high decibel city noise which has been tearing at 
your ear-drums and nerves for the la.st twelve months. 

If you a.re endowed with a vivid irmgination, you can close your eyes and see 
splendid Spanish armadas sailing pnst loaded with Peruvian and Mexican gold, 
silver and precious stones •••• or you can hear a thunder of broadside salvos; 
the crackle of flaming sails and masts; the clatter of swords and tre drunken 
choir of victorious pirates, busy burrying the divided loot on the near-by 
islands.•••• 

Florida Keys •••• Beautiful waters, fascinating coral reefs, mysterious little 
caves and islands full of history, legends and treasures hidden on the rocky 
"ca.yos" co\rered with centuries-old ma.ngl"ove. 

Florida Keys •••• The graveyard of ships, littered with the bones of the Cortez 
and Pizarro's conquistadores golden doubloons and chests full of priceless 
jewelry lying beside the remains of countless galleons which perished fighting 
gallantly the enemy or sudden, vicious hurricanes ••• On land--peaceful tranquility · 
underwater--magnificent, undescribable beauty. The ancient anchors and cannon 
half buried in the sand and swarms of multicoloured fish darting in and out of 
beautiful forests of coral••••• 

If you decide to visit your millions of years old birthplace, the magnificent 
panorama that will open your eyes while you are sinking slowly through blue 
space, will take your breath away. If you had any anxieties or apprehensions-
they will be forgotten instantly and you will become oblivious to the world. 
Thousands of wonderful creatures which you have left behind aeons ago will 
accept you back without questions or suspicions. In a matter of minutes, you 
will ago.in become one of them the same as you were a long long time ago. They 
will lead you 'through the openings in coral cliffs or deep into the narrow 
chasms filled with blue-green twilight. Or they will surround you while you 
remain motionless and suspended over the deep drop-off. 
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If you decide tel sink into that dark na.rrnw erevice to your right you will find 
at.the bottom an opening leading to a large under-reef room full ~f represent
atives of the local community. Your slow careful entrance will ca.use no pa.nice 
Y~ur slow rel~xed ~ovements denote your friendly intentions and nnly the curiosity 
will momentarily distract th3 room occupants from their normal activities. 

By slowly exhaling the excess of air from your lungs, y~u will land softly on 
the ~andy floor.of the chamber. You can lie there undisturbed nnd watch the 
fr~lics and antics of your neighbours. A large silver and black Nassau grouper 
lying on the sand to yo~r left may crawl slowly towards you, look straight in 
your eyes and express his welcome. If you still have some lobster or clam meat 
left.in your pl~stic bag, you may offer a small piece to your new friend and 
he will accept it gratefully by sucking it gently from your fingers. This 
gesture on your part may attract the blue-green file fish which up to this time 
k:pt o~servi~g Y?u partly hidden behind protruding rock. 'softly waving its long 
silk-like tail, it will approach gracefully and carefully take the offered deli
cacy. You will notice that the grouper's behaviour will be without reproach 
although he would appreciate another tasty morsel. 1 

After a while you may become surrounded by an orderly and friendly crowd. And 
you had better have enough goodies left in your plastic bag for everybody. If 
it becomes empty, an impatient flip of the tail and a fast departure will express 
a deep displeasure of your newly-made acquaintances ••••• 

At the end of your visit, while rising slowly towards the silvery surface, you 
will take a last look at the reef and you will suddenly realize that this is a 
living thing which tonk its beginning millenniums ago and is still pulsating 
with life, growing and expanding. And in your awe, you will humbly shrink into 
nothingness before the magestic might and intricacy of the Creation. 

Back in your adopted world of sunshine and wnrmth, your ears will ring again 
with peaceful silence interrupted from time to ~me by the hoarse cries of sea 
birds. 

Far out in the Gulfstream, an atomic submarine with her conning-tower sharply 
outlined against the sky, will be moving slowly back to its base in Key West •••• 

•......•..•..........•.•...•.. 
ED'S NOTE: Doris, will you buddy with me down south? I don't know a grouper 

from a shark, and I'm liable to offer tid-bits to the wrong fish • 

•.......................•..... 
VACATION I N THE KEYS 

We are receiving letters from various motel operutors in Islamorada urging us 
to make our reservations as soon as possible if we want to secure the best and 
the most reasonable (as far as rates are concerned) accommodation. 

Your Organizing Corranittee feels ttat it will not be able to keep its promise to 
accommodate the Club in the Keys for $45.-$55 per week unless the necessary steps 
are taken immediately. 

Will the toombers who expressed their wish to participate in this project please 
submit their questionnaires to the Connnittec no later than Monday November 23rd. 

There is a lot of work to be done. Countless letters to be written. 
to be decided. Planning to assure a pleasant and exciting vaoation. 
co-operate and fill out your questionnaire • 

•.......•..........•.........•••. 
THE PIOCARDS DO IT AGl.IN by PETER MA.CF .ARUNE 

Problem; 
Please 

For a small country far from the sea and without a navy, Switzerland has made 
some remarkable contributions to diving. Hannes Keller, a Swiss citizen, has 
long held the depth record for scuba diving. And the remarkable Piccards, · 
Auguste and his son Jacques, developed the ideas that lead to the bathyscaphe, 
there in their homeland, amid the swiss cheese and cuckoo clocks. 
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This summer, the principal attraotion at the Swiss National Exposition at 
Le.usanne was another Piccard invention, the Mesoscaphe, a 92-foot steel under
water craft specifically designed for medium-depth exploration down to 4 1 000 
feet. It was designed not only for scientific research but also had the dis
tinction of becoming the world's first tourist submarine, taking 40 passengers 
and a crew of three to the bottom of Le.ke Geneva. 

The interior looks like the inside of a passenger plane, with a single row 
of comfortable armchairs up both sides of a central aisle and a porthole at 
each chair. Each conical plexiglass port-hole has a 90-degree view which is 
illuminated by a. spotlight. In addition, underwater landscapes are revealed 
by a series of horizontal floodlights installed in th::l keel of the era.ft. 
And just so nothing is missed a series of miniature television monitors carry 
pictures from a camera mounted at the front, on the roof, 

As in the bathyscaphe, the Picca.rds included a fa.ii-safe ballast mechanism 
for the mesoscaphe. If anything happens or the power fails, electromagnets 
let go tons of iron shot and the craft floats to the surface. The air supply 
is ample a nd provides enough carbon dioxide absorption and oxygen repleni
shment for 48 hours. 

The cigar-shaped hull is 10 feet in d:iameter and of li-inch stee l, displacing 
220 tons of water. Storage batteries drive a 75 horse-power motor connected 
to a steerable propeller capable of driving the mesoscaphe up to 5 knots per 
hour, 

It is not indicated what will become of th::l mesoscaphe now that the Swiss 
Fair has closed other than it will be available for scientific research. 
Dut, for a couple of moments, just let your mind wander over the possibilit~es 
if the mesoscaphe could be brought to the Great Lakes, with its depth capabi
lities and its carrying capacity and its view of t h~ landscape where 10,000 
wr ecks are said to lie• Wow 1 

············~················ 

G. Rosenthal (Ed it or) 
39 Avenal Dr 
Ru-3-8270 . 
Toronto 10, Ont. 
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A SUCCESSFUL YEAR by (Mrs) DORIS MORRELL 

The Canadian ·sub-Aqua Club concluded an exciting season or SCUBA diving Fri
day, Nov. 20, at their annual general meeting at April Lanes; 

Cocktails and dinner preceded the meeting and elections, and a dance followed. 
Eric Galt was an able and entertaining chairman. The entire Executive were 
returned unchanged i 

ROY CUTTS ••• ~ •• ~ •• ~ •• ~ •••• President 
HOWIE QUAIL•••••••••••••••Vioe President 
AL SYKES ••••••••••••••••• ~Diving Directer 
GLENN GRAHAM•~••••••••••••Safety Director 
ROY CHARLTON••••••••••••••Treasurer 
GERRY LOWDEN••••••••••••••Secretary 
(Mrs) "JOEY" GALT• •••• •• •• Manbership Director 

CORJRATULATIONS TO ALL l 

It was pointed out how well known c.s.A.c. is in the diving fraternity as a 
well organized and safe~y conscious club. Many of our members willingiy give 
their time and effort on various committees connected with research safety 
and the enjoyment of our sport. ' 

Janet Sykes presented the good "Buddy" awards to: Eric Galt, Fred Mundell 
and Dor is Pelipeyko. CONGRATULATIONS ' 

The dance which followed, was, I am sure, enjoyed by all. 

Following are some or the highlights of the season's diving: 

The first find of the year we.a an old Indian pot (estimated to be 2500-3000 
years old) found by Al Sykes in White lake, near l.e.kefield, Following this .. 
discovery the Littoral Society arranged n dive, but nothing more was found. 
Al gave the pot to the University of ~oronto , and this is now on display in 
the Marine Museum together with a dug-out canoe found by Eric Galt several 
years ago. 

Eleven of of our members attended the Divers Rally held at Picton in April 
and took second prize overall. It was a most enjoyable weekem, 

Early in July came the answer to a diver's dream--the discovery of a virgin 
wreck. While camping at Killbear Nntional Park we were fortunate enough to 
hire a boat whose owner casually mentioned he knew where there was ti. wreck which 
had never been dived on, It was the schooner "Jane Mc Lero" sunk in 1898. 
There were several subsequent dives on the Wr'eck and eaoh provided many souv
enirs. 

Also in July was the trip to Fairhaven, Conn., which provided the first opport
unity for many to dive in the sea. Unfortunately, rough seas ·ne.de it imposs
ible to dive on the wrecks scheduled by the Fairhaven Whalers, but the differ
ent vegetation and animal life made the trip well W>rthwhile. The Whalers 
were excellent hosts, and our members enjoyed the visit to their club house 
and museum arrl the films shom • Was it the suocess of 'th is trip which led 
to our current plans for the two-week trip to the Florida Keys in July? What 
a pleasure it will be for those of you who have not yet had the opportunity 
to dive in 80 to 84 degree water without having to struggle in'tP your wet suits. 

In September we co-hosted the OUC Convention at Bigwin Inn. About 300 people 
attended and everythill!; went along very smoothly, thanks to the excellent 
organization of the oommittee--KEN WARREN, ROY CUTTS, nnd FRED MUNDELL with 
very welcome assista~e from Dian Hook and Vera Brant. 

When pool instruction commenced in the fall, many new meni>ers were weloomed, 
a.m more a re expected when tre new course commences Nov. 30th. 

····· · ············~········,··· 

ADD TO MAIUID UST AND WELCOME TO 

(MISS) ELIZABETH ANN McLEAN 3 THDRNCLIFFE AVE TORON 70 6, Ont, 
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THANKS, BUDDIES l by "JOEY" GALT (Membership Director) 

It gives me great pleasure to thank you all once again for re-electing rre to 
the office of Membership Director. The oppnrtunity to meet and get to know 
one's fellow members which this post off~rs is son:ething which l particularly 
npp::-ec.tate . 

The pleasant nssccia tion with the other members of the Executive Committee 
which I have enjoyed during tre past year, I am most happy to continue. To 
them also 9 my thanks for their ready assistance e.rrl willing co-operation. 

LL:~ : , but by no means least, a sincere word of appreciation to our hard-working 
ea1·.;or, George Rosentha 1, who has seen to it that messages, lists and other 
items from the "off'ice" of the Membershi p Director have been published and 
didtributed on time--Thank you, Geor geu 

In closing, may I say that I shall continue to work, not only for the Club as 
a whole, in general, but for each individual member in particular. If YOU 
have any questions or suggestions pertaining to our Club, please come a~see 
me any Monday evening. I '11 be glad to help in any way l can. 

······················~············· 

THE AW.ARDS COMMITTEE by ERIC GALT 

Our re<rent Annual General Meeting will always be a very happy memory for me. 

May I once again say "Thank You for considering and presenting me with the 
"Good Buddy" award. 

It now graces a position of prominence in our home and will always be a O(')n
stant reminder of some of the finest buddies I know. My sincerest thanks. 

~································· 

EDITORIAL by George Rosenthal 

Our awards committee had their work cut out for them this year. With a grow
ing Club, fortunate enough in having a large number of members doing an 
excellent job, willingly, it must have made their ohoice a hard one. 

Whenever awards are handed out, there are always "runner up" or "honorable 
mention" candidates. 

I feel I would be remiss if I didn't acknowledge the excellent "work done this 
past year by PETER MACFARLANE, REG de la ROSA, MISS DIANE HOOK, IAN AND VERA 
BRANT, and each and every member of our Executive, 

My congratulations to the award winners an:l my sincere thanks to all the hard 
working members that make our Club a pleasure and source of pride to belong 
to. 

··············~··~············· 

.ARCHAEOLOO I CAL ADVENTURES by PETER MACFARLANE 

Adventure is where you find it, and there is a lot of it in the historic 
waters in which we dive. But it isn 1 t easy to f' ind. You have to know where 
to look an:1 whnt you're looking for. As Toronto divers we're in luok. In 
April the Second Conference on Undervn\ter Archaeology will be held here. And 
in some of the sessions, archaeologists will be talking about Ontario waters. 

This is because early exploration and the fur trade that followed moved along 
a watery highway right through tre center of Ontario. The river-and-lake 
route of the earliest discoverers and voyageurs lead fran Montreal up the 
St. Lawrence am tren up the Ottawa to the Mattawa River. From here the route 
was West to lake Nipissing and down the French River into Georgian Bay. 
Hopefully, one of tre speakers at the Arohaeology Conference will be Walter 
A. Kenyon of the Royal Ontario Museum who, with Ario Gatti, explored the FrenDh 
River section of tre canoe route. Almost from the first dive anoient muskets, 
copper kettles and ice chisels were recovered. As the work cont:inued in t~ 
summer of 1962 more than a hundred iron axes were brought up. The cluste~ of 
iron axes had been packed in wooden boxes, each full box weighing about 
ninety to a hundred pounds. The voyageurs were so pressed for spaoo in their 
large canoes that they filled even the eyes of the axes with gunflints. 
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To this collection the divers added several hundred musket balls over two 
hundred gunflints; and an assortment of strike-a-lights hinues 

1
double-

' t d' 1 , 0, po1n e iron aw s, wooden-handled iron knives and n variety of files. It 
was truly an impressive array of historical material that will fill in the 
blanks in the story of Canada's early development. 

After passing along the tops of Lakes Huron and Superior, the voyageurs came 
to Grand Portage, the steep climb over the div:ide to tre chain of lakes that 
now form tre Ontario-Minnesota border.. This is the area. now being searched 
by a joint group consisting of the Royal Ontario Museum and t re Minnesota 
Historical Society, The Quetico Foundation, a private organization devoted 
to tre preservation of wilderness areas, and the Ontario Department of Le.nds 
and Forests are also involved in this effort. This particular project began 
in the surmner of 1960 when the industrialist E.W. Davis took three scuba 
divers on a search of likely spots for canoe accidents. The following mater
ials were recovered from 1960 to 1962: a nest of seventeen graduated brass 
kettles, two flintlock trade muskets, thirty-six iron trade axes, twenty-four 
chisels and spears and miscellaneous items from a number of locations such as 
kettles, axes and Indian artifacts. 

These discoveries are virtually unprecedented, They offer new information on 
the fur trade, representing tre contents of canoes being taken into tre inter
ior of the continent for trade with the Indians. A five-year salvage and re
search project is now underway for the Minnesota-Ontario border area, ani re
ports of progress can be expected at the Archneologioo l Conference.. This 
Conference on Underwater Archaeology will be held on April 15, 16 and 17, 1965, 

Reports at this Conference could be the key trn.t unlocks adventure for more 
Ontario divers. 

. .•.•........•................•• 
ABOUT THE SEA by "JOEY" GALT 

When Boris Pelipeyko 1 s comprehensive questionnaire regarding the Florida trip 
was published recently, the importance of one question in particular impressed 
me. The question was, "Are you familiar with tropical marine animals?" 

I'm quite sure that when Boris asked this question, he had several thoughts in 
mind. Possibly the following were among tram: 

a) Safety. b) Confidence- c) Observation-

We all know that the fresh water diver has 1 ittle to fear from the life to be 
found in any lake or river in which he nay find himself. This is not so in the 
case of the salt water diver who may encounter several kinds of marine life 
which are capable of making him uncomfortable. Generally speaking, however, 
prior study of these forms of life will suffice to take care of these hazards. 
Knowing whnt they are, where they may be net, how to avoid contact with them. 
and what to do if contact does occur, will equip the divers who enter this 
strange and exciting environment to handle himself satisfactorily, ensuring 
his safety arxi that of his buddy. 

Having an idea what to expect of any situation contributes much to one's 
peace of mini• Confidence in one's ability to "cope" is an important ingred
ient in the enjoyment of a new diving experience. Knowledge of what some of 
these creatures lo ok like, even if only theoretical, will help us to actually 
see and identify them when we do meet them, instead of just saying, "I saw a 
fish and something else down there"• How much more interesting and satisfying 
to be able to say, "I saw a trigger-fish and a brittle star S" 

With winter closing in on us, diving activities will be curtailed during the 
coming months leaving us with time to curl up with a good book, especially 
one about marfne life 1 There are a fair number available and below are the 
titles, some of whioh I have found to be most useful: 

THE EDGE OF THE SEA--...RACHEL CARSON =If 
THE SEA ) 
TIE FISHES)--.. -------LIFE ~M.GAZINE NATURE IJBRARY 
1001 QUESTIONS ABOUI' THE SEA SHORE--N .J. & JACQUELINE BERRI LI. =If 
UNDER THE SEA---------MAURICE BURTON 
TIE UNDERWATER NATURALIST---PIERRE de LATIL 
FISHES---HERBERT ZIM & HURST H. SHOEMAKER =If 
SEASHORES-HERBERT ZIM & INGLE # 

THOSE MARKED # MAY DE FOUND IN c.s.A.c. LIBRARY 
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PROSPECTIVE NEW MEHDERS 

DORN TO MR & MRS TERRY WOOD AT WOMAN'S CO LIEGE HOSPITJ.L NOV l9th1 o. baby do.ughter 
7 lbs 7 ozs no.med "COREY ELlEN",, CONGRATUlJ~TlONS i 

BORN TO Dlffi.'3 & ROSS WILSON Nov 29th o.t 8,,13t p.m. o. son. Weight (stripped) 7.2 
CONGRATULATIONS t 

•..•..•.•..........••..........• 
All people planning to go to Florido. next July nre required to pay a deposit 
of C 10.00 per couple by next Mon::la.y Dec. 14th • 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
SKIN DIVING TEST 

The following members po.ssed their Skin Diving test on Nov. 31/64: 

DON MoDOUGl~ 
DOD Dl:.GN 

RON WIRRS FRED SCHEFFEL NINA DROWN 

················~··················· 

WELCOME TO THE FOLLOVVIID NEW MEMDER 

GEORGE DROWN 

CHRISTIAN COSSMANN 54 CASSELS AVE TORONTO 13 Ox-8-2962 

··························~·~········ 
c.s.A.C. EDITOR 

As President of the Etobicoke Underwater Club, I o.lwnys looked forwnrd to reading 
your Newsletter, and now would like you t o mnil your publication to the new nnd 
capnble President, Mr. Ed Jones, 104 ~ellman Ave, Tor. 14, Ont. 

STEVE KOZllK 

·······················~··················~,····································· 
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PRESIDENT 1 S MESSAGE by K. R. CUTTS 

We, the C.S.A.c., pride ourselves in being ranked with the foremost in diving 
clubs who keep up to date in all aspects of diving. 

This we owe to our active committees and Executive. last week's Club elections 
was an indication of your confidence in the Executive by returning them to office 
for another year. 

As the post of President wa.s not open for election, I was spared the anxiety that 
precedes the ballot count. It also puts me in a position where I can say your 
cho ice was excellent and well deserved by all re-elected. 

It will give me great pleasure to continue working with an Executive that will, 
as in the past, be a credit to us and maintain our position in the diving frat
ernity. 

. .•.••....•...•......•.............. 
DIVING INTO BOOKS by PETER MACFARLANE 

When it comes to looking for a good book t0 dive into, there's not much depth. 
Nothing has surpassed Cousteau's "The Silent World", and he set a very high 
standard of writing when he wrote this account ,f his pioneering in SCUBA, pub
lished in 1953. So when you look for more books like it you're apt to be disap
pointed. Unless you find Cousteau's s econd book, his sequel entitled "The Living 
Sea". In this he brings the reader up to date on the further adventures of his 
merry band of divers · on the "Calypso", the development of his "Flying saucer" for 
undersea exploration, and the beginnings of the Conshelf project in the Red Sea 
during which two men live for days underwater. 

~ 
Europeans, particularly the French, have been~ th e forefront of the development 
of diving, and there are a considerable number of books covering their exploits. 
But none of these have been translated into English as far as I've been able to 
find out. What we know about European diving comes to us through English-language 
magazines and it would appear thnt because a considerable amount of "Writing turns 
up in National Geographic by authors like Cousteau, Philipe Tailliez, and Georges 
Houot, the information hasn't been permitted to accumulate until it was book-size 
and ready for the American market in a ha.rd cover. 

Even so, in the literary shallows, you're a.pt to come across a ·few gems. One of 
them is "lady with a Spear" by Eugenie Clark (New York, Harper, 1954). She makes 
a. living as a marine biologist and writes not only informatively a.bout the life 
in the sea but also of the fun and adventure. Philippe Tailliez, Cousteau's 
colleague from the beginning, has written "To Hidden Depths (New York, Dutton, 
1954 ). A couple of more recent books are Hank and She.ney Frey's "130 Feet Down; 
a handbook for hydronauts" (New York, Harcourt, 1961) and "Our World Underwater" 
by William M. Stephens (New York, Lantern Press, 1962). 

There are a. great number of "how to" b00ks about diving, perhaps too many. You 
can't beat "The New Science of Skin e.nd Scuba Divint; " for succinct inf'ormo.tion 
on the basics, unless you want to step up to the Diving Manual of the U.S. Depart
ment of the Navy. (Gerry Lowden has a couple of copies at the store if yryu're 
interested,) But most of the other diving books are just refurbishings of the 
basics garnished with some personal reminiscences by the author, and this isn't 
much more informative or enriching than any of the regular conversations when
ever divers get together over a coffee. 

What we really need in a boo.k is permps a li tera.ry impossibility, We need a 
book on diving locations. When you plan to take a motoriilS vacation you can get 
a set of guide books from the Motor League, which set out the history of' each 
region you visit, something of the conditions you'll find there, where to go for 
the necessities like food and accomodations and car service. Translating this in-00 
a diver's guide, in addition to comparable inform ti on, we could have wreck 
locations, navigational aids, inforrmtion about plant and animal life we can expe~t 
to find. Maybe somebody should talk about this to the oil companies pointing out 
that diver's own cars and drive more miles to practise their recreation than any 
other sport going. Maybe they'd be interested in publishing the kind of regional 
diving guide we need. Or maybe the Ontario Underwater Council would like to 
gather the editorial material from memb er clubs and fini an advertiser to sponsor 
its publication. Maybe a government department might be interested. 
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Anyhow~ I'm straying off the point, which is that under the heading 0f books on 
d~ving, it's h~rd to find books which enrich our sport. You have to go to allied 
f~elds~ and this can be great fun. Depending on your interests you can get into 
historical research, which includes everything from the burning of the "Noronic" 
back.to 3000 year-old Indian campsites on the bottom of some lake. Or you can 
~et into n~ture study; the number of books on oceanography and limnology expand
i~g explo~ively as these sciences develope. Then thereis photography. And I'd 
like to list hunting, but why risk being burned at the stake for heresy, 

The right book can enrich your d iving but like everything in our sport · you're 
not ~oing t~ find it easy to put y our hand on what you want; yr)U 're going to have 
to dig for it. If you're interested in getting some lists of books on related 
subjects, try these: "Bibliography of Oceanographic · Publications" from the 
Interagency Committee on Oceanography, Washington 25, D.C.; or the book list 
from the International Oceanographic Foundation, Miami, Florida. 

Remember, outside of a dog, a book is rm.n's best friend. 
Inside a dog, it's too dark to read anyhow. 

The Editor, 
C.S.A.C. News. 

Dear George, 

•••·•••·······•··········•·•·•···• 

I must finally write to you arrl tell you how much I enjoy reading the c.s.A.C. 
News. The excellent articles that emanate from y our sheet are a joy to read and 
indeed interesting to digest. "Good Show". 

Starting with the interesting articles by Peter Macfarlane, the preparations for 
the coming "Safari South", the U.N. peacemaking article by that able diplomat 
Boris Pelipeyko~ the answers I'm waiting anxiously to hear from Glenn Graham's 
question period, right down to the many articles written by club members. A nd 
last but by far from least the wonderful chap who t akes the .responsibility for 
getting this edited and printed every week. 

I would like to say here, I am most anxious to find out wrn.t the solution to the 
la.st question ask:Bd by Glenn Graham turns out to be. As Glenn may attest, this 
is very close to my heart. (Hai Ha') 

Again I must say "Good Show". The Canadian Sub Aqoa Club is certainly a credit 
to the o.u.c., the comm.unity in which it is situated and to all diving in general. 

Good luck, and happy times on November 20th, 

c.c. Geo. Burt Sincerely 
Trevor s. Meldrum 
Vice-President o.u.c • 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
EXECUTIVE MEETING BRIEFS DEC 1/64 

The question of members who had not yet paid their dues was discussed and after 
a heated debate it was decided trn.t the offending members will not be shot. 

However, those who have not met their obligation by Dec. 31, 1964 will be taken 
off the mailing list·and will be deprived of all Club privileges. We hope, 
with your assistance, no-one will be effected. Those rejoining after the New Year 
will be treated as new members and will have to pay the initiation fee. 

Our Club's incorporation is dated as of Nov. 17th and a few minor details will 
complete this chore •••• 

Vera Brant will be our temporary assistant to Roy Charlton until Ion finishes his 
night shift •••••• Club renewals is up to 70% with a total of 66 members •• 53 old 
and 13 new ••••••• Comrnendation for the Committee who planned and carried out our 
.Annual meeting and Election nite. It was ajob well done. Deficit on the evening 
was kept down to t 59.24, which is excellent. 

A training meeting to be called shortly after Christmas ••••• New log books-in~erts 
are to be brought up to date. Recompression and repetitive tables together with 
training schedules in accordance with o.u.c. standards. Above to be done as soon 
as an economical cost cnn be obtained. 

Hank Shykoff, as in the past is to continue as medical advisor and officer. 
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It was decided to try to hold next year's Annual General meeting at Maple Creek 
Farms on Friday Nov. 19th. 

Feasability of an instructors cl d" d ass was iscusse ••••••• There will be no classroom 
Dec 28th. There will also be no instruction. THERE WILL ALSO BE NO POOL FEES. 
So bring the wife and kids for our Annual Xmas party & swim. 

Art Hibberd is our new librarian~ A list of C.S.A.C. library books available will 
be published as soon as possible. 

Implimelitation of "Pool Patrols" to be investigated and acted on •••• Tanks should 
have boots or vinal protection so as not to damage the pool. 

A new membership list together with Club instructors and the various committees 
to be published in Newsletter 1st week in January. 

The Scarborough u.c. are hosting the O.U~C. spring meeting ••••• Possible dates and 
location for spring dance were discussed ...... Next Executive meeting to be held 
Jan. 7th. 

• •••••• * • • • • • • • • •••••••••••• ·~ •••• 

O.U.C. INSTRUCTOR CERTIFICATION COURSE by Al Sykes (Diving Director) 

On November 7th and 8th of this month, I had th e pleasure of attending the o.u.c. 
Instructor Certification Course in London, Ont. 

Any instructor worth his salt wonders just how he stacks up. He might feel that 
he is good, fair or indifferent. He can only compare himself to a relatively small 
group of instructors, those he actually sees in action; and, he must use the class 
rate of progress as a guide to his ability. 

He may say to himself: 
"Well, I think I ' m as good as those guys" or, 
"I'm turning out divers so I guess I 1 II}. doing okay"• 

None of our instructors receive any reimbursement for their time, in fact, they 
pay the same dues and the same pool fee as everyone else. So, why dn people want 
to be, or are, instructors? 

I think it's simply because they are enthusiastic about diving to such a degree 
that they want to impart their knowledge to others, or, put their knowledge to 
work to help others. 

Every time an instruct~r takes a class he has n moral obligation to his pupils. 
Incorrect informi tion can be worse than none arrl it is far mrr e difficult to 
"unlearn" something than to learn, etc. 

The o.u.c. Instructor Certification Course was set up with all the aforementioned 
things in mind, plus. The aim of the course is to make an instructor aware of his 
weak subjects and to set for him a standard that he will feel he has to achieve 
whenever he is involved in teaching. 

The standards for the course itself are quite high. I agree with this personally 
because I know that anyone that is equal to the standard is o: good instructor• If 
you want to know if an instructor is good, you may find out at present from NAUI 
or the OUC. If he is one of their certified instructors ~you know he is Good. If 
they have no record of him he might, of course, still be a good instructor but you 
don't know. If he would take the courses he and we would know for sure. 

The actual course was divided into many parts. To list a few: Lecturjng, swinnning 
skin diving and Scuba~ Candidates were rated on their skill in all of the above 
plus their appearance, manner and 1 I believe, adaptability. 

The course started on Saturday at 9.oo a.m. and went tn 10.00 p.m. Saturday night 
beginning at 9.oo a.m. again on Sunday until 6.0o p.m. Sunday evening~ Many very 
informative lectures were given to us by special guests and the capable staff on 
the course. 

The many things that we did would take so much time to relate that I think it would 
be better if I gave the advance group a list of them so that they might try them 
in the pool. 

The Club awarded me a bursary to enable me to take this course for which I am very 
grateful and I shall nnke sure that the Club benefits, 
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REMINDER 

Dec. 28th--No classroom. Free 
pool nite• Dring the family nnd 
kids for fun nnd party at the 
restaurant• 

·················'··············-
SliF liRI SOUTH by ERIC Gli.LT 

Our article to-dny deals with 
tho Cnre & Protection of your 
wot suit. This covers all per
sons on this trip. Hey-i--Just a 
minutc•-u wet suit in warm sunny 
tropics--

Thnt's right--this suit is your 
own skin, It keeps wuter out and 

lets water from within escnpe as perspirntion--a one wny barrier. Indeed a pliable 
coating renewa.ble but most vulnerable to high ultra violet light exposure. This 
is why protection for it is a must. 

Now, take one humnn, well basted with oil, stretch out on white sand, cook for an 
hour--what a glorious lobster-red--This is the deep fat-fry method, If you are 
unlucky, blocked swent ducts cnn assist you in getting heat stroke too. 

There nre scores of suggested ideas for that glorious outdonr tan. Olive oil, 
vinegar, tannic acid nnd cold ten, to nnme a few, but it is the degree of pigmenta
tion in your skin that governs the outcome. Some. of us just never attain the gold
en tan because of this or rather luck of it. 

There have boon a number of preparations on the mnrkct which, applied us a solution 
gradually darken the hide--Also a pill which can do the same thing. However, from 
what meager knowledge I have, I believe the TWdical profession are the only ones 
qualified to say if there are nny side effects. 

We suggest instend the method of "A LITTLE NOW' Ji.ND Ji. LITTLE MORE AGAIN" over o. 
substantial period• 

There are a number of barrier creams that screen out the more harmful ultrn 
violet rnys nnd these nre the ones ynu should seek out. Then stnrt in early April. 
Don't be greedy--for the sun hos the snme intensity in April as in August. So 
easy does it. 

Mlybe by July you I 11 be brown am not browned off ' ' 

··························~···············-··· 

DIVING REPORT FROM NOVA SCOTIA by PETER WJ1CF lffiLANE 

The following is a report from Charles Doucet, n television djrector with station 
CHCH, Hnlifax, who dives in some of the more interesting locations on the East 
Const. It is dated November 18th. 

"I went diving on the 'Humbolt' and things mrked out very well,. My disappoint
ment cane in the fact that I was ill-prepared. I should have had a chisel a.nd 
container for bringing up the booty. As it wns, I rose to the surfnce after suck
ing the last breath of air from my tank while still 6 feet beneath the surface, 
with both hands filled with encrusted circular objects. Ji.fter numerous baths in 
nercuric acid, I co.me up with four religious medals nnd twn coins--one Cyprus-• 
Sardininn coin in beautiful shape, dated 1828. The other a Napoleon the Third 
coin in not so good shape (no date legible). 

"Two days after the dive I developed an infectious throat which is still with me. 
As soon ns it clears up I'm down ngnin. 
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"The wreck itself is virtually 
non~existent. Y0u can swim five 
feet fr0m the bottom o.nd never 
know you're over o. wreck. You 
have to put your face about six 
inches from bottom and search the 
crevices in tho rocks. This is 
where you find the treasures. My 
diving buddy (usin~ his wife's 
purse o.s a satchel) came up with 
18 medals nd n fro.no coin; also 
nn 18 kt gold back from a pocket 
watch with nn engrnved scene on 
it (boy sitting on a fence) in 
beautiful c,..,nd it ion. 

"Over 'bhe weekend, I drove to 
Sydney c.nd talked with two diver 
friends there. In their spo.re 
time, they drive to a fishing 
villo.ge, hop on o. fishermo.n' s 
bont-the fishernnn is the third 
po.rtner--o.nd in a matter of o.n 
hour or two o.re diving 'm sunken 
freighters, bringing up copper 
o.nd brass. He showed me their 
log for two weeks--41,300 one day; 

Sometimes I wonder if I rm in the 

The ship "Humbolt" was found by a. professiona.l Fire Department diver from Halifax. 
It is in 80 feet of wnter. It went down on December 10th, 1853--111 yea.rs ago 

oOo 

THE COUSTEAU Sl'i!JA CONTINUES by PETER NJACF JlRLANE 

Maybe you havenrt been hearing as much o.s y0u 1d expect t o hear o.bou~ ~he contin
uing adventures of Captain Cousteau. It seems the diving public and interested 
people must tnke second place to the publishers and movie producers who are helping 
tn finance Coustenu's undersea research. Apparently until our bovernments take 
a more active pvxt in underwater research and development, we tax-payers are going 
t0 have t0 wait to find out what's been going on--by buying copies of the National 
Geographic and tickets to the mnvies. 

James Dugan, Cousteo.u's U.S. representative writes t o so.y there is a new feature 
film in prepo.ro.tion. It is entitled "World With0ut Sun" and cnvers this sununer's 
Conshelf Two project in the Red Sea. The film will be in general distribution 
early next yeo.r. 

Meanwhile, CrJUstea.u is preparing for Conshelf Three , the next stage in developing 
the methods o.nd means to keep scientists underwa.ter nnd at depths sufficient to 
make possible the exploro.tion of the oontinental she]f regiom; the world aver. If 
the cnntinental shelf is tuken o.s that re i; ion imrredio.tely off-shore which ranges j!l 
width up t o 250 miles and in depth up to an e.veragc of 600 feet, then this urea is 
equal to Africa in uren, truly u "sixth Continent" of the world. Conshelf Thr~e 
is scheduled for next June. 

The other aspect of Cousteau's researCh efforts t-o open u the 0 sixth eentincnt" · 
his Diving Saucer, the two-mnn underwater vehicle cnpo.b le nf sustained plunbes of 
over 1000'. The "saucer" is currently in California on charter f or six months to o. 
scientific group thnt has been mnde up of U.S. Navy und oceanographic research 
organizations• 

I think it's too bad tho.t more information co.nrt be mude nvailo.ble to the inter~ 
national c ommunity of divers abnut the work of men like Cousteau o.nd Link, but 
their work is being financed in large po.rt by private c0ncerns like film companies 
and bnok publishers who are entitled t0 first crack at the nnteri.D.l. Eventually 
we pay our part when we buy the bo0k or the ticket t0 see the film, but that 
doesn't entitle us to get in on the fun a t tho beginning unfortunately. 

Unless of course we could switch our club's Florida trip to the Red Sen next yenr • 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
ED t S NOTE--Sorry Peter, but we've alrea.dy made nur res ervations, otherwise--
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GOOD OlD MONEY by ROY CHARLTON 

Thanks t o the excellent co-operation 
of all (or nearly all) of our members, 
we are now in a healthy financial pos
ition, and able to face the coming 
year with confidence. 

I really set out to say that for the 
benefit of anyone who is contemplating 
the trip to Florida next sunnner, and \ 
who can forsee some financial difficulty, I propose to 
operate a "PAY NOW DIVE LATER" plan whereby members will be 
ab le to deposit so much per week, month, or what have you 
towards their expenses. This system worked well in last 
year's Fairhaven trip and a s this coming trip is decidedly 
bigger, I feel that you should give the cost your earnest 

consideration. My very good assistants (Ian & Vera Brant) will be keeping track 
of this side of the money business. It is hoped that any deposits will be lodged 
at interest in the Dank, but as individual interest payment would prove very 
oner 0us, it is suggested that 11Bank Interest to Club Funds" would be in order. 

Incidently, should any l')f ynu wish to arrange t o f inance your trip in any way by 
borrowing (and that's not unusual) I shall be glad to he lp you (through the Bank 
of course). 

In closing, I would like t o make one small request of a ll members. If you interrl 
t o swim on Monday nights, please come up to the table and give us your dollar 
without having to be chased all over the caf eteria. 

Dye for now and a Merry Christmas everyone • 

.. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ' .. -............ . 
NOTE: THERE WI LL BE NO CLASSROOM OR POOL MONDAY DECEMBER 2 lst l 

•...•.......•• , ..•..•...•....••.••• 

J\ND BE.ST WISH ES 
FOR THE NEW YEAR 
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EDS NOTE: This is our · last issue for the year, and 
as promised, our new "member" mailing 
list will be published in the fir st Issue 
of 1965. To those of you who wi 11 not be · 
on it, I sincerely hope the parting will 
be brief. There is still time to contact 
"Joey" Galt or Roy Charlton. Whether you're on the mailing list or 
my sincerest wishes for - ~~~ l;oliday season and the coming New Year • 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

not 

SAFARI SOUTH--LIST OF MEMBERS AND THEIR FAMILIES TAKING PART IN c.s.A.C. KEYS DIVE 

NAME DIVERS - WEEKS MJTEL 

ERIC & JOEY GALT 2 3 D"t"op .Anchor 
BORIS & MARCEILE PELIPEYKO l 3 II 

JACK PURJE 1 3 II 

JOHN & MRS DAI IE.{· l 2 II 

C.AROL BAILEY 1 2 II 

RON MARRS l 2 II 

B.ARB.ARA BLAIR 1 2 II 

HOW.ARD & DUFFY QUAIL & DAUGHTER l 2 BREEZY PALMS 
GEO & LILY ROSENTHAL & SON l 3 II 

SAUL & RHODA SIGAL & FAMILY 2 2 II 

HANK & RUTH SHYKOFF & F AMr LY l 2 II 

BRUCE & MAUREEN WARTIN l 2 SANDY BEACH 
DON & GAIL McDOUGAL l 2 II 

ROSS & DARB WILSON 1 2 II 

JOE & MRS EZESKI & FAMILY l 2 11 

IAN & VERA BRANT 2 2 " 
MR & MRS BECKETT 2 " 
ALAN & JANET SYKES & DAUGHTER 2 2 LA JOLIA 
GLENN & LILLIAS GRAHAM & SON l 2 " 

We still have a number of reasonable accomodations for couples, bachelors 
and small families. Members who are still undecided are urged to make their 
decisions as soon as possible if they do not want to miss the v.onderful opportunity 
of diving with their Club on one of the most beautiful coral reefs in th9 world. 

New members now in training are also invited. Two or three weeks of divirg 
in these waters full of adventure will mature them as divers and will give them 
unforgetable memories. lack of diving equipment should not stop anyone from 
joining this "Safari". We can provide tanks, regulators, cameras, etc. at very 
reasonable prices. 

"Join us, and who knows, you may be the lucky one to find a part of the 
$so,ooo,ooo worth of gold and jewelry lying in the broken holds of El Capitan, 
El Infonte, Santa Marguerita and Almiranta which sank in a hurricane in 1733, 
(good shovels to dig in the bottom sand will be provided by the Club. 

If you are not sure what to do with tre little darlings or your IJI>ther-in-law-
take them along with you and let them enjoy the tropical scenery and sun. 

There will be plenty of time to think during the coming holidays, so think 
hard and fast and make sure that your name is added to the end of the above list 
at the next Club meeting. I~ you need any information or other help (except 
financial) call B. Pelipeyko--Pl 7-7146; George Rosenthal, Ru 3-8270 or Vera Brant 
221-3019. 

The Safari Counnittee wishes all members a Merry Christmas and a Happy Diving 
New Year. 

Boris Pelipeyko 

················-···················· 
Having children is hereditary. lf your parents didn't have any, chances are 
that you won't either. 

••.•.•.........•.........•.....•.•.•. 
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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE by K ROY CUTTS 

The past year has been a good one for us in the C.S.A.C. It has been a year 
we ~an look back on and feel proud. The goals we had set for ourselves were 
achieved and often surpassed • 

. ouz: regular.readers have been kept up to date on all our activities and I 
t~ink it only fitt~ng.that we give our editor, George Rosenthal, a special vote 
~· thanks for co~tinuing to do such a tremerrlous job week after week. (Anyore 

ishing to contribute to the Editor's Fund, no money please just articles are 
urged to do so). ' ' 

There are others too, who deserve praise for their work for the c.s.A.C. 
(These peopl: can be assured that their efforts have not gone unnoticed). Our 
75% membership renewals is an indication of the members appreciation of jobs 
well done • 

. wt;at of the future? Expansion of our Advanced Group to include instructor 
t~ai~ing. The Club trip to Florida promises to be exciting. Perhaps another 
virgin ~eek discovery. Participation in the o.u.c. program which inclu:les 
the Spring & Fall meetings, Divers Rally, Beach Blitz Historical Research and 
true conservation. ' 

To sum it up, a bU1Jy year for the c.s.A.c. 

TO ATL 'trf BUDDIES THIS WISH--ENJOY EVERY DIVE IN 65U1 

·············~······················ 
CONGRATULATIONS to the following who successfully passed their POOL SCUBA TEST 
on the 14th of December 1964 and are now rated Diver 3rd Class: 

GERRIT DOMERCHIE 
PAUL DOHERTY 

TERTTU KOTRO JOE EZESKY JOHN BAILEY RHODA SIGAL 

•.................. ,- ...........•. 
THE SATURA:rION CONCEPT OF DIVING by PETER MACF ARIANE 

You only have to look at your diving tables to see the problem. The deeper you 
go and the longer you stay the longer you must decompress. After a dive of 200' 
a working diver has to spend more time in a deconpression chamber or at decompres
sion stops than he did on the job. If he spends a half hour around 200 1 he has 
to spend more than an hour decompressing. Double that time below requires more 
thaR three hours of decompression. 

Believe me 1 I'm not advocating decompression dives for us sportsdivers. I'm just 
defining the "depth barrier" as it currently exists for all those who would like 
to spend more time at more depth. 

The significant fact that is now emerging from the various 11man-in-sea" projects 
conducted these past two summers is that this ratio of depth-time to deconpres
sion-time doesn't continue indefinitely. After a certain- time of exposure at any 
pe.rtfoular pressure, the tissues of the human body absorb as much gas as they can 
hold. They become saturated, and further exposure causes no further increases 
in the amount of gas dissolved in blood and tissue. From this time on, no furtrer 
increase in d~compression time is needed, no matter how long the diver r emains 
below. 

Therefore, after a diver's tissues are saturated (with either nitrogen or helium, 
depending on what mixture is being used) he can continue to do useful work for 
lengthy periods without having to spend additi0nal hours in the decompression 
chamber. The am:>unt of "work time" increases compared to "decompression time". 
Proportionately, much more time is spent in performing useful work. 

At 200 feet a diver's tissues do not becone saturated until after approximately 
twenty-four hours. This period of time necessitates some sort of living accomod
ations at the bottom. On the recent projects in the past two years some sort of 
modification of the ancient "diving bell" has been used, often highly sophisti
cated including all the comforts of home, t.v., telephone and mail service. 

There has been the 11 Conshelf Project" of Cousteau's carried out a year ago last 
summer in the Red Sea. Also Edwin Link's "Man-In-Sea" Project of last June with 
Jon Lindbergh and Robert Stenuit living at 430 feet for 49 hours. 
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But perhaps the U.S. Navy's "Seo.lab" experiment conducted this summer near Bermuda 
comes closest to typifying what might be the future for the sportsdiver with a 
long weekend on his hands• The divers saturated themselves in an atmosphere con
sisting of 4% oxygen, 17% nitrogen, 79% helium, under a pressure of 86 pounds 
p.s.i., equal to the pressure of the water at their depth of 192 feet. A total 
of fifty-six hours of decompress ion was needed to bring the divers back to the 
surface. ~' once saturated they could stay down, live and work for a day, a 
week or a month; it tmde no further difference to the decompression time 4 

It works. It 1 s a brand new technique but it has been proven to work. I'll bet 
that within five years it will become practise for diving clubs to have sumrrer 
quarters for its members at some comfortable depth, say 100 feet, in Georgian Bay. 
How a.bout it? 

···································-
CLUB LIBRARY by ART HIBBERD 

The following books are owned by, or on loan -00 the Club Library: 

1. Underwnter Exploration by Philippe Diol~ 
211 The Midget Raiders Warren & Benson 
3~ Handbook for Skindivers George Bronson-Howard 
4. Underwuter Photography E .R. Cross 
5. Sharks 
6. Sea Devils J. Valerio Borghese 
7. The Salvager Mary Frances Donner 
Bo Fishes of Ontario Mackay 
90- Skin & Scuba Diving Richard Hardwick 
10. Red Cross Instructors 
11. Diving for Treasure Clay Blair 
12. Mm & Dolphin John c. Lilly M.D. 

Under the Mediterranean Honor Frost 
Coast of Coral A.c. Clarke. 

The last two may be borrowed by request from Club members. 
Books numbered 5, s, 10, 11, and Coast of Coral are currently on loan. Any book 
may be borrowed by a. Club member without oha.rgee 

Our library could be improved upon, and enlarged. There wo.s a titre when ~he mem
bership was small and we were content with a few hand-me-downs. But now if th:i 
library is to be worthy of the present membership, we should set a goe. l . of say, 
a book a. month to be purchased- Why read books? The.y say the next best thing 
to doing it is to read about it. We can't be div :ing a.11 the time, so why not 
read of some of the exploits and techniques of famous divers? 

This is the only way we can profit by the experiences gained by the mistakes of 
others, or learn new ways to make our own experiences more pleasant • 

. More on i:>ho .libra>y next issue--

············~,··················-·-········ 




